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PREFACE 

The  principal  genre  of  hitherto  unknown  Greek  literature  included  in  this 

volume  is  Greek  choral  lyric  other  than  the  lyric  of  tragedy.  Parts  of  three  once 

extensive  papyrus  manuscripts  (2617-2619)  can  reasonably  be  attributed  on 

grounds  of  language,  metre,  and  content  to  Stesichorus ;  fragments  of  i6  others 

(2620-2635)  are  texts  of  anonymous  choral  lyric.  There  are  parts  of  two 

commentaries  (2636-7)  on  choral  lyric,  and  additional  fragments  have  come  to 

light  of  an  already  published  text  (2364) .  The  merit  of  identification  rests  with 

Mr.  E.  Lobel,  who  has  also  assembled  the  fragments  and  transcribed  and 

annotated  them  with  his  accustomed  precision  and  skill.  The  present  volume 

is  the  twelfth  in  this  series  to  contain  Mr.  Lobel’s  name  on  the  title-page ;  in  six 
of  the  twelve  indeed  it  figures  alone,  while  in  the  other  six  the  major  share  of 

the  work  is  his.  On  behalf  of  the  world  of  scholarship,  the  general  editors  would 

like  to  salute  a  scholar  who  has  elicited  from  torn-up  manuscripts  editions  of 

new  texts  of  Greek  literature  that  are  breath-taking  in  their  quantity  and  in 

quality  incomparable. As  epimetron  it  has  been  found  convenient  to  add  the  texts  of  14  pap3nms 

manuscripts  of  Hesiod,  Theogony  (2638-2651),  identified  by  Mr.  Lobel,  tran¬ 

scribed  and  annotated  by  Dr.  M.  L.  West,  who  in  another  place  has  discussed 

their  value  for  the  Hesiodic  tradition;  and  to  reproduce  two  ink  drawings 

(2652-3)  which  might  be  from  an  ancient  edition  of  Menander,  with  a  short 

note  on  them  prepared  by  Turner. 

The  method  of  reproduction  has  been  changed  from  collotype  to  offset- 

lithography  employing  a  fine  screen. 

It  is  a  pleasure  once  again  to  thank  UNESCO  for  a  grant  of  500  dollars 

towards  the  cost  of  publication,  to  acknowledge  the  help  of  Dr.  John  Rea  in 

making  the  index,  and  to  thank  the  Printer  to  the  University  of  Oxford  for  his 

care. E.  G.  TURNER 

T.  C.  SKEAT 

May  1966 

Joint  Editors  of  the 

Graeco-Roman  Memoirs 
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NOTE  ON  THE  METHOD  OF  PUBLICATION 

The  method  of  publication  follows  that  adopted  in  Part  XXVIII.  As  there,  the  dots 

indicating  letters  unread  and,  within  square  brackets,  the  estimated  number  of  lost 

letters  are  printed  slightly  below  the  line.  Corrections  and  annotations  which  appear 

to  be  in  a  different  hand  from  that  of  the  original  scribe  are  printed  in  thick  type. 

Square  brackets  [  ]  indicate  a  lacuna,  round  brackets  ( )  the  resolution  of  a  symbol  or 

abbreviation,  angular  brackets  <  >  ̂  mistaken  omission  in  the  original,  braces  {  } 

a  superfluous  letter  or  letters,  double  square  brackets  [[  ]]  ̂  deletion,  the  signs  '  '  an 
insertion  above  the  line.  Dots  within  brackets  represent  the  estimated  number  of 

letters  lost  or  deleted,  dots  outside  brackets  mutilated  or  otherwise  illegible  letters. 

Dots  under  letters  indicate  that  the  reading  is  doubtful.  Letters  not  read  or  marked 

as  doubtful  in  the  literal  transcript  may  be  read  or  appear  without  the  dot  marking 

doubt  in  the  reconstruction,  if  the  context  justifies  this.  Lastly,  heavy  Arabic  numerals 

refer  to  Oxyrhynchus  papyri  printed  in  this  and  preceding  volumes,  ordinary  numerals 

to  lines,  small  Roman  numerals  to  columns. 

The  abbreviations  used  are  in  the  main  identical  with  those  in  Liddell  and  Scott, 

Greek-English  Lexicon  (ninth  ed.).  It  is  hoped  that  any  new  ones  will  be  self- 
explanatory. 



NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

2617.  StESICHORUS,  r7)pV0V'qtc?y  AND  OTHER  PIECES? 

In  the  following  collection  of  fragments  no  quotation  from  a  known  author  has 

been  identified,  but  the  language  and  metre  of  the  better-preserved  pieces  seem  to  me 
to  make  their  ascription  to  Stesichorus  an  acceptable  hypothesis.  The  occurrence  of 

the  name  Fapvovac  in  fr.  ii  then  makes  it  reasonable  to  assume  that  pieces  of  the 

Stesichorean  composition  called  Pypvovrjtc  must  be  looked  for  and  several  other  frag¬ 
ments  are  compatible  with  the  assumption  of  this  origin.  Whether  any  other  poem, 

or  more  than  one,  is  represented,  I  see  nothing  to  show.  We  have  no  information 

about  the  length  of  any  Stesichorean  composition.  In  fr.  7  ii  a  stichometric  letter 

marks  hne  1300,  but  this  is  in  the  numeration  of  lines  in  the  roll,  and  we  do  not  know 

how  many  pieces  the  roll  may  have  contained. 
Besides  fr.  ii  there  are  grounds,  in  many  cases  not  very  strong,  for  ascribing  to 

the  rr^pvovrjtc :  fr.  6  (about  the  island  home  of  the  Hesperides)  with  which,  on  account 

of  their  physical  resemblance,  I  should  associate  frr.  8  and  10,  and  less  confidently  7  ; 

fr.  12,  on  account  of  its  physical  resemblance  to  fr.  ii ;  frr.  14  and  15  on  account  of  the 

mention  of  cattle,  which  may  well  be  those  which  Eurytion  tended  for  Geryones  and 

Heracles  carried  off,  and  perhaps  fr.  13,  on  account  of  its  physical  resemblance  to  frr. 

14  and  15 ;  fr.  31  (mention  of  the  'club',  I  suppose  of  Heracles) ;  and,  the  least  discontinuous 
and  ambiguous,  fr.  4.  In  this  last  a  person,  who  I  do  not  think  there  is  much  room  to 
doubt  is  Heracles,  delivers  a  secret  attack  on  somebody  which  consists  in  shooting 

him  through  the  head.  Though  only  one  ‘forehead’,  one  ‘crown',  and  one  ‘neck'  are 
mentioned  and  the  Geryones  of  Stesichorus  had  six  hands  and  six  feet  (Stes.  fr.  9)  and 

therefore  presumably  three  heads,  as  elsewhere  (e.g.  Hes.  Theog.  287),  the  possibility 

that  Geryones  is  here  in  question  does  not  seem  to  be  ruled  out.  However  that  may 

be,  if  the  author  is  Stesichorus,  these  two  columns  provide  much  our  most  extensive 

specimen  of  his  lyrical  narrative  and  evidence  about  its  scale. 
The  characteristics  of  the  medium  employed  are  much  what  would  be  inferred 

from  previously  known  material.  It  is  essentially  the  language  and  usage  of  epic, 

which  is  itself  a  mixed  or  literary  dialect,  with  a  tincture  of  ‘Doric'  and  apparently 
some  intrusions  from  still  another  source.  The  most  obvious  ‘Doric'  elements  are  a  for 
7)  and  the  paroxytone  accentuation  of  proparoxytone  forms,  ixoicat,  fr.  i,  2,  apUroi 

fr.  2,  2,  hiaTTpvctoi  fr.  17,  7,  riXvBov  fr.  29,  3,  e7r[.]afav  fr.  i,  3.  I  do  not  know  whether 

there  should  be  listed  under  this  head  the  participial  forms  in  -otca,  fr.  i,  2,  fr,  4  ii  16, 

17,  fr.  II,  3,  fr.  43,  6,  but  certainly  the  TTapaZocLc  of  Aleman  testifies  to  no  other  Doric 
form.  Of  isolated  Dorisms  there  may  be  observed:  o/ca  fr.  4  ii  15,  iroKa  fr.  42  (6)  3, 

fr.  6,  4,  TLV  fr.  II,  5,  TTOT€^a  fr.  13  [a)  3,  yo}vat,op,aK  fr.  ii,  4,  <l>vy7ju  fr.  7  i  2  (i  m.), 
G  8196  B 



2  NEW  CLASSICAL  FRAGMENTS 

to  which  which  I  suppose  to  be  a  hyperdorism,  may  be  attached.  On  the  other 

side  non-Doric  characteristics,  at  least  partly  to  be  explained  by  the  example  of  the 

epic,  are :  genitives  in  -ov  (not  -w)  and  possibly  once,  fr.  13  (a)  4,  in  -oto ;  neglect  of 
augment,  syllabic  fr.  4  ii  10,  temporal  hUXev  fr.  4  i  5,  ivipeic^  fr,  4  ii  7,  a<j>tKovTo 

fr.  6,  I ;  epic  correption,  preponderantly  of  Kat  fr.  ii,  2  and  3,  fr.  13,  9  and  22,  fr.  17, 

2,  fr.  25,  4,  but  not,  it  seems,  exclusively,  ywvd^ofMa[L  fr.  ii,  4;  special  forms  like  rrapat 

fr.  3,  I  and  7]\vdov  fr.  29,  3.  In  at  least  two  instances  it  may  be  possible  to  identify 

a  third  source.  Kpiccov[  fr.  13,  ii  is  neither  Homeric  nor  Doric,  so  far  as  is  known,  but 

Ionic,  and  eh  fr.  4  i  7  appears  to  be  specifically  Ionic  of  Euboea. 
Imitations  or  reminiscences  of  Homeric  locutions  I  have  noted,  when  I  have 

recognized  them,  as  they  occur. 

The  inference  to  be  drawn  from  the  paragraphs  at  fr.  4  ii  13-14,  fr,  13,  4-5,  21-22, 

fr.  19  ii  3-4,  12-13,  20,  5-6,  fr.  32,  2-3  is  that  these  compositions  were  strophic,  and 
this  accords  with  the  statement  iTTwihiKrj  .  .  .  irdca  Crr^cixopov  Trotiyctc  (Suid.  in  rpta 

Crr^cixopov),  But  I  have  not  been  able  certainly  to  identify  corresponding  parts. 

There  are  eight  verses  between  paragraphs  at  fr.  13  (a),  5  seqq.,  there  are  nine  at  fr.  13  (a), 

13  seqq.  and  at  fr.  19  ii  4  seqq.  If  nine  is  a  true  figure,  no  correspondence  need  be 

looked  for  between  the  two  last  sets  and  the  first  {v.  fr.  13  {a)  4  n.).  But  against  one 

verse  in  either  of  the  last  two  sets  there  is  written  an  antisigma,  fr.  13  {a)  14,  fr.  19  ii  7, 

to  denote  displacement,  so  that  nine  may  not  be  a  true  figure.  By  bad  luck  fr.  4  ii 

breaks  off  above  1.  5  just  in  time  to  withhold  whatever  evidence  it  may  have  contained 

on  the  question. 

The  metre,  in  the  places  where  enough  has  survived  to  be  specifiable,  is  basically 

anapaestic.  A  spondee  may  be  substituted  for  an  anapaest  in  the  first  (e.g.  fr.  4  ii  13), 

second  (fr.  4  ii  10),  third  (fr.  4  ii  6)  place  in  a  verse,  not,  so  far  as  I  see,  in  more  than 

one  at  a  time.  Dactyls  may  also  apparently  be  substituted  for  anapaests,  but  perhaps 

since  a  dactyl  can  hardly  be  immediately  followed  by  an  anapaest,  only  line  for  line. 
This  substitution  seems  to  be  rare.  I  can  adduce  only  fr.  r,  3,  fr.  4  ii  16,  17,  fr.  13,  7,  9, 

II?,  12  and  perhaps  fr.  ii,  4.  A  spondee  takes  the  place  of  the  second  dactyl  in  fr. 

4  ii  16  and  of  one  of  the  dactyls  (the  third?)  in  fr.  ii,  4. 

All  the  fragments  are  written  in  one  and  the  same  hand  but  there  is  some  variation 

in  size  of  letter  and  weight  of  stroke  between  extreme  examples ;  cf.  fr.  6  and  fr,  49. 

I  suppose  it  may  be  dated  early  in  the  first  century  and  for  so  early  a  manuscript  is 

liberally  supplied  with  lection  signs,  all  three  accents,  both  marks  of  quantity,  the 

rough  breathing,  the  apostrophe,  and  others.  As  far  as  I  can  teU  the  original  writer 

was  responsible  for  a  great  many  of  these ;  I  think,  not  all.  The  cursive  marginalia,  in 

which  perhaps  at  least  two  hands  are  to  be  recognized,  might  be  some  distance  in 
time  from  the  text. 

2617.  STESICHORUS,  rrjpvovrjtc ?  ^ 
Fr,  I 

(«)  (b) 

~\v{Ji€y[  ]  ^  ^  y€COiKV7T€Ta\_ 

][  ]..[  J.vexoicdi  []  [ 
]€7r[  _  ]a^av€'n\_  _  •  [ 
]a7T€ ,  't]Ke<l)aXaxcip[ 

•  •  • 

Fr.  1  The  distance  of  (a)  from  (i)  cannot  be  determined  by  means  of  the  fibres  of  the  back 
^  perhaps  possible  &  median  dot  on  a  single  fibre,  followed  by  what  now  suggests 

the  loop  of  p ;  before  v  I  believe  o,  but  t  may  be  possible  2  ][,  above  the  line  two  traces  one  above 
the  other  J,  ,[>  the  upper  end  of  the  upper  arm  of  k  suggested,  followed  by  the  apex  of  a  triangle 
],,  traces  compatible  with  the  top  and  bottom  of  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  3  a  the  accent 
is  anomalous  in  respect  of  both  position  and  slope,  but  not,  I  think,  “  Of  g.  only  the  upper  part  of 
the  right-hand  stroke  4  Between  €  and  a  dot,  nearer  to  c,  on  the  line  Above  tj  faint  traces 
resembling  0  5  ]  • .  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  .  [,  a  short  section  of  a  stroke  at  mid¬ letter  After  the  apex  of  a  triangular  letter,  I  think  most  likely  S,  then  the  upper  part  of  e  or 
perhaps  o,  then  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right 

Fr.  1  i  A  natural  interpretation  would  be  to  take  a)/(U7r^Ta[t,  usually  of  horses  or  birds,  as  quali¬ 
fying  -povec  (or  -pevfc).  But  if  this  is  a  noun,  I  can  make  no  plausible  suggestion  for  it,  and  there  is 
nothing,  that^  I  see,  to  guide  one  s  choice  among  the  alternative  possibilities  of  articulation  and 
supplementation.  (Perhaps  it  may  be  as  well  to  say  that  Topyot^ec  cannot  be  elicited  from  the  ink.) 

,  3  >7r[.]<{^av  i7i[l]  X06va  If  birds  are  in  question,  I  suppose  [t]  is  the  likeliest  supplement  (v. 
Anstoph.  Lys.  770  with  Blaydes’s  note).  Other  possibilities  which  might  be  considered  are  {KaT-'ll e7T[X]d^av  and  €7T[t]d^av  (Hdn.  TT.p.X.  ii  44), 

Fr.  2 

]  traces  [ 

JeyaptcTOt  [ 
]vd€V€pU<OIJLGVp[ 

]  ’ 
 ’[ 

5  ].  J].tcce,OKu  [ 
Fr.  2  Rubbed  and  dirty 

•  u  right-hand  ends  3  Of  o[  only  the  upper  left-hand  arc  5  ] . the  upper nght-hand  arc  of  a  circle  (?),  followed  by  elements  of  an  upright,  and  this  by  the  middle  part  of 
another  upright.  Three  letters,  ].i.[  might  be  represented  and  then  no  whole  letter  would  be  missing 
betore  j  ].,  the  edge  of  the  upper  part  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a  triangular  letter  Between f  and  o  the  serifed  lower  end  of  an  upright  and  a  trace  near  the  top  of  0 ;  t  likely 

Fr.  2  2  p,yy^  dpicToi  as  e.g.  11.  vi  209. 

3  ff  represents  a  3rd  person  plural  of  the  aorist  passive,  ̂ p(€)tKOfi4voh,  ‘rent’  11.  xiii  441, 
might  follow,  evdei*  seems  unlikely. 
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5  ]a-,  ]S-,  ]A-  kc€ro  are  acceptable  as  decipherments.  SciS^ccero  was  not  written,  and  I  suppose 
^A/ccero — there  is  no  room  for  - has  the  best  chances  of  being  right,  but  I  cannot  verify  it. 

Kv-  or  Kv-  ? 
Fr.  3 

*  •  i 

]  [ 
]tjuvc7rajoatSta7ra/x  [ ']  [ 
]w7rica6ava  [ 
]c7roTi6vKparepo  [  ]  [ 

5  ^TTTTOKeXevdov  [ 

Jc/icjuva^evoc  ̂   [ 

]  
’[ 

]ovav6[^  Jarou  [ 

Blank  sufficient  for  3  vv.,  then  a  thin  domed  cross-stroke  (not  part  of  a  letter). 

Fr.  3  6  a  triangular  letter;  presumably  though  8  would  be  a  more  natural  interpretation 

Fr.  3  1  ifx]ifjLv€  rrapal  ACa  For  the  accusative  cf.  e.g.  11,  xi  314  wap’  icraco,  and  onwards,  as  well 

Attic,  e.g.  Aristoph.  fr,  451  ̂ tvat.  irapa  as  Doric,  e.g.  Aristoph.  Lys,  759  'rrap*  djue  TTO^vrifiaroc. 
Trapal  not  in  Aleman  or  Ibycus. 

3  yAai;/f]di7ric  Addva,  In  Homer  as  often  as  not  preceded  by  tfed. 

4  seq,  TTorl  Sv  KpaT€p6\<f>pova  .  .  .  iTTnoKeX^vdov,  ov  suggests  in  the  context  iratBa  or  the  like. 
8  daydrov.  The  possibility  that  rapv]6vau  precedes  is  worth  mentioning. 

5 

Col.  i 

2617.  STESICHORUS,  rrjpvomjtc? 

Fr.  4 

Col.  ii 

>.[ 

']vaifr[ 

]avSp ,  w ,  [ 

]  [ 
5  ]_avoeotSt€A€[]  [ 
>•  [ 

]7roXvK€pBlOV€tv  [ 

]ov^aAa0pat7roAc/Ae[ ^  ^raicoL’l  ]  [ 

10  ]  ̂̂KaT€(f)pa  €  [ 
]KpovoX€9poy  [  ] 

]  ^  €yac7ri^a7rpoc\  ]  [ 

]  "  [ ]  ero  ’ToySa770/<r/>a  [ 
«Tr..cac,[  ]  .  .  .TiiyTap.[]ny  .[  ]§oW 

>5  ] 

jTrd/rojLtocTpu^aAct’  * JeTrt^aTTcSojf 

]wycTvy€[^]ov[ 

.  .  .  CTuyepotoTo .  [}•[ 

^  CTUYcpou9ttvaT[ 

].A^ton77ei^o/)u  [ 

.  ]fi€Vocai{jiaT[  ]  _  [  ]  ^  rexoAdt  [ ]oAecavopocatoAoSe[,  Jou  [ 

]  oSwaiccwSpaccLydidoyeTTi  [ 

]  KXo7TaBav[^]vep€LC€pLeri07rcoi  •  [ ]StaSecxtc€cap/<:a[ . .  ]p[  J ,  aSat  [ 

]/iot/ocatcat*  [ 

]  8taSdvTtftrpi;cxed€vot[  J/oetTra  [ KpOTardvKopv<^ay[ 

]  c/xtatveSapatjLtartTr^ 
]  ^ojpa/caTeff  at)3/)OTp€VT[ ]a'Tr€KXiV€Sapav)(€va  ^ [ 

€7nKapciovcoco/<a‘fji[ . ] . ,  [ 

aTeKaTaicxvvotcairr  X  ^ 

atAf}a7TO<l>vXXaPaXoLcay[ 

Fr.  5 

]ot[ 

][ 

Fr.  4  Col.  i  I  ,  [,  the  lower  part  of  e  or  0  3  Of  0  only  the  base,  of  cp  only  the  base  of  the  left- 
hand  part  and  a  trace  of  the  adjoining  base  of  the  right-hand  part;  between  0  and  tp  tlie  foot  of  an 
upright  .[,  two  dots,  one  on,  one  just  below  the  line;  perhaps  two  letters  5  ].,  the  right-hand 
end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  t  8  1  am  not  sure  that  y  was  intended,  though  there  is  no  trace  of 
a  cross-stroke  to  left  of  the  stalk  9  ] . . . ,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  the  foot 
of  an  upright,  two  dots  on  the  line  10  ].,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  ?  Between  a  and  ?  the 
left-hand  end  of  a  curved  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  .[,  level  with  the  top  of  the 
letters  the  left-hand  end  of  a  stroke  dipping  slightly  down.  I  believe  that  there  is  some  prob¬ 

ability  that  fr.  5  represents  the  end  of  this  line  ii  Of  y  only  the  first  upv'gl''  12  the 
upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left,  with  ink  above,  perhaps  an  ‘acute^ 

Col.  ii  2  . the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  followed  by  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  &  circle  3  ]., 
the  base  of  a  circle  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  ], .[,  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the 
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line,  followed  by  the  middle  part  of  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  ].,  a  short  upright  off  the  line 
5  Of  Jo  only  a  dot  representing  the  right-hand  side  8  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  13  For  tF TT  could  be  read  14  .  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  y  or  t,  followed  by  the  apex  of a  triangular  letter;  there  appears  to  be  more  ink  before  the  break  but  the  surface  is  too  dark  aiid 
disturbed  for  me  to  be  sure  15  a  dot  on  the  line,  followed  by  a  stroke  descending  from  left 
the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  ̂   16  After  tt  a  median  dot  with  the  right-hand  end  of  a  flat  stroke 
below  and  to  right  For  A  possibly  x?  . elements  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  tops  of  strokes suggesting  iL  or  V  17  Over  the  right-hand  upright  of  f'[  a  horizontal  stroke  with  ink  below 

Fr.  4  There  is  a  ‘joint’  in  the  left-hand  column. 

(  j  ^  5  seqq.  The  tenor  might  have  been :  ‘considered  the  alternative  courses’  -]ra  vScoi  SicXev, 
(decided)  that  much  the  better  was’,  ttoAi)  KepStov  etv,  ‘to  take  on  the  mighty  —  covertly’,  Xd$pai TToXefi^tv  .  .  .  Kparatrojt. 

7  K^pZiov  elvaif  iroAt)  Kiphiov  with  finite  tenses  of  €ivaiy  Homeric. 
dv  for  dvax  is  found  in  no  Doric  dialect,  but  seems  to  be  specifically  Euboean  Ionic  (Tlechtel 

Gr.  D.  Ill  180).  
^  ’ 

81  should  be  inclined  to  think  -ovra  more  probable,  in  spite  of  appearances ;  a  participle  agreeing 

with  the  subject  of  the  infinitive.  
r-  b  & 

9  Jwpa-  acceptable,  though  not  verifiable. 
ID  Kar^Itpai^  seems  likely.  If  followed  by  t[,  perhaps  /care^pd^cTo,  or,  if  fr.  5  stood  at  the  end  of 

this  line,  Kariffipa^i  rot[  (not,  I  think,  /caTc^pd^erid]  ot,  though  this  is  metrically  much  easier). 
‘Warned  of’,  or  ‘was  aware  of’,  ‘death’? 

I

I

 

 

Prima  facie  mj/cpdi^  oX^dpov.  Not  Homeric  (Auypdc,  aiirvc). 

jrpdc,  
if  that  is  to  be  recognized,  

appears  
to  be  certain  

in  one  place  
in  Aleman  

(fr,  70  (a)  PMG). I  have  found  no  other  certain  example  in  a  ‘Doric’  poet  and  there  is  a  fair  number  of  examples  of  ttotL m  Stesichorus  (fr.  3,  4  and  fr.  13  (a)  3  in  this  MS.). 

14  seqq.  roO  S’  dird  /cpajTdc  Perhaps  ‘from  his  head’  fell  ‘the  helmet’  ...  ‘on  the  ground’.  Cf. ^  suppiose  this  refers  to  the  person  shot  in  col.  ii.  Though  he  appears  to  be  deficient 
in  heads  for  Geryones,  the  shepherd  Eurytion  would  hardly  be  credited  with  a  crested  helmet. 

16  t^TrdKOfioc  TpvtftaX^ia  17T7tok6p.o>v  Tpy^oAftwj'  11.  xii  339. 
^ Hesych.  in  v.  p.4ya  cSo^oc.  The  form  is  reported  from  Xenophanes  by  Athenaeus 

^62^)  but  IS  not  metrically  guaranteed  in  that  place.  It  is  metrically  guaranteed  in  a  fifth-century 
Parian  inswiption  {IG  xii  (5)  215,  ctpvdlt  cVl  CaneStot),  but  BaveS-  is  not  metrically  distinguishable  in 
Horn.  hy.  Dem.  283  (aTro  BanlBov)  and  Od.  xi  598  (ap.  Aristot.  Rhet,  i4ii‘’34,  im  Bd-neBovBe). 

^1.  ii  i  seq.  cTvy€[p]ov,  perhaps  qualifying  QcLvdrovj  but  I  am  doubtful  about  the  relation  of  the 
marginal  note  to  the  text,  ervyepoto,  since  it  does  not  come  from  the  text,  looks  as  though  it  must 
come  from  a  quotation,  and  ervy^poO  Oavaj^  may  be  relevant  to  that.  Though  ]oio[  could  be  accepted 
in  I.  2,  ̂avarjoto  looks  insufficient  for  the  space  available.  But  Bavdrotjo  miglit  not  be  excessive. 3  Af]c9t[aAJac  looks  possible,  but  I  do  not  know  that  it  is  wanted. 

3  seqq.  Tr€<f>opv\y]fi^'voc  For  this  articulation  cf.  fr.  19  ii  6,  fr.  20,  3. 
The  occurrence  of  an  ‘arrow’  in  1.  10  makes  me  fairly  confident  that  what  is  referred  to  here  is 

one  of  the  arrows  of  Heracles  ̂ befouled  with  the  blood  and  .  .  .  gall  of  the  .  .  .  Hydra’.  Cf.  ApoUod. 
Btbl,  11  5  2  6  TO  cd)fia  Tfjc  '‘YBpac  dvacxkac  (sc.  o  *HpaK\^c)  Tijt  xoA^t  toi)c  oicToiic  (simm. Pausan.  11  37,  Hyg.  Fab.  xxx  3,  Diod.  iv  ii,  38). 

But  it  inust  be  admitted  that  dSuVaiai/  intrudes  awkwardly  into  such  an  interpretation. aioAoSe[t/>]oy 

6  seq.  Silently  he  cunningly  stuck  it  in  (his  enemy’s)  forehead.’  On  the  present  hypothesis  this 
rnust  mean :  Heracles  plunged  the  arrow  into  X’s  forehead.  But  there  seem  to  me  to  be  oddities  here, of  which  I  can  give  no  satisfactory  account. 

ivdpuce  seems  more  appropriate  to  a  sword  or  spear  held  in  the  hand  than  to  a  missile.  The 
expected  use  is  seen  at  Od.  ix  33  6^daXp.u>i  iv^p^icav  (p.oxX6v).  (By  contrast  I’dy  dnoTTpoidc  .  .  .  Iv  Bd  ol 
TjTrari  Od.  xxii  82  seq.,  and  this  represents  general  Homeric  usage  in  respect  of  both  arrows  and spears,  as,  e.g.,  R.  iv  460  seq.  w  Sc  ̂ cTWTrwi  (sc. 

1 2617.  STESICEORXJS,  rj^pvavy^tc? 

aydi  I  suppose,  in  view  of  Xddpaif  col.  i  8,  in  order  not  to  give  away  his  whereabouts. 
BriKXoTrdBav  This  adverb  is  not  found  elsewhere,  but  presumably  it  may  have  any  of  the  senses 

of  ImKXoTToc,  ‘cunning’,  that  is,  either  ‘deceitful’  or  ‘clever’. 
8  seq.  ‘It  cut  through  the  flesh  .  .  .’  Jea  appears  the  likeliest  choice.  I  could  not  rule  out  ]oa, 

but  there  is  not  room  for  [xpjoa- 

BaipLovoc  atcat  Cf.  Od.  xi  6i,  Hom.  hy.  Dem.  300;  more  commonly  Aide  alca  11.  ix  608,  xvii  321, 

Horn.  hy.  Apoll.  433. 

10  seq.  ‘The  arrow  held  straight  on  as  far  as  the  crown  of  his  head.’  Cf.  dvriKpd  8^  Steexe  (sc. 

dterde)  11.  V  100,  and  similarly  of  spears  St’  <x)fiov  8’  .  .  .  eyyoc  x  519  seq.,  xi  253,  xx  416. 
Kopv<bv  In  Homer  always  of  the  tops  of  mountains  except  at  11.  viii  83  (of  horses)  [and  Hom.  hy. 

Apoll.  309,  of  Zeus,  and  so  Ibyc.  fr.  17]. 
Since  the  subject  of  direxAti/c,  1. 14,  and  presumably  of  1. 12,  is  likely  to  be  the  person  shot 

at,  it  appears  necessary  to  suppose  that  his  name  or  description  is  lost  at  the  end  of  1.  ii. 

12  fjLuWe  In  11.  only  passive  forms. 
13  fvapa  ̂ poToevra  eight  times  in  11.  But  I  am  doubtful  about  entertaining  the  idea  of  ̂pordevr 

ivapa  here,  partly  because  evapa  does  not  mean  ‘armour’  as  worn,  but  ‘spoils’;  partly  because  of  the 
unattractive  prolepsis,  though  if  ̂poroev  is  rightly  read,  it  seems  that  some  sort  of  prolepsis  there 

must  be;  partly  because  it  seems  to  raise  a  metrical  difficulty. 
14  seqq.  There  cannot  be  much  doubt  that  pL[d]K<o[v  is  to  be  recognized  in  1.  15  and  the  com¬ 

parison  made  with  11.  viii  306  seqq.  p.-qKCOv  8’  tic  dripcjce  Kdfyq  ̂ dX^v,  t’  evl  K-^TTiDi  KapndjL  ̂ pt6ofi€vr} 
vorlrjici  tc  elapturjiciv^  <Lc  iripoiC  jjpvce  KapT]. 

aTT^/fAwe  .  .  .  avx^i'd  .  .  .  ̂TTiKapctov.  Cf.  11.  xxiii  879  aux^V’  d7T€Kp4p.aC€v  (of  a  shot  dove),  dTroBoxpd)- 
cac  .  . .  avxlva  (of  the  sleeping  Cyclops),  but  the  nearest  corresponding  Homeric  locution  in  similar 

circumstances  is,  I  suppose,  inXivSt]  8*  iripcoce  {Od.  xxii  16)  Kctpij  {11.  xiii  543). 

The  colon-like  dots  inserted  above  the  line  in  1.  15  appear  to  be  meant  for  a  divider.  A  ‘comma’ 
on  the  line  is  commonly  used  for  this. 

cwc  d/ca  pd/ftui',  with  no  finite  verb,  as,  e.g.,  Tjpnre  8’,  the  ore  TTvpyoc  11,  iv  462,  dcaro  S’,  wc  dre  pivot' 
Od.  v  281,  Find.  Pyth.  xi  39.  Ibyc.  fr.  36  (&)  ravvTnepoc  wc  oKa  7Top<f>vpU  may  also  be  an  instance. 

KOTaicxwoica  ‘spoil’  or  the  like.  Cf.  11.  xviii  24  ijicxove  rrpSccoTroVj  xxiv  418  ovBd  puv  aicxdv^i. 
A  correct  proposal  for  the  following  word  might  be  verifiable.  I  have  found  nothing  suitable, 

whether  on  the  lines  of  ‘flower,  foliage’  or  of  ‘dust,  mud’. 

Fr.  6 

(«)  (*) 

]  _  a>p7reptK:aAAe[ ]o0t6C7r€ptSec7r[ 

]  _  _  ^OVTi*  [ 5  ].[.]“«..[ 

]AaT[ 

Fr.  6  The  cross-fibres  fix  the  relative  levels  of  {a)  and  {b).  There  is  no  external  evidence  about  the interval  between  them 

(fl)  I  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  y,  touching  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descend¬ 
ing  to  right,  below  which  to  left  is  a  dot  and  above  which  to  right  is  the  tip  of  an  upright  ] . ,  a  dot 

level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  . . .[,  the  second  letter  is  a  or  A;  before  it,  a  dot  on  the  line  and 

]  [  ]  ca<l>LKOi>  [ 

' '  i’.o-',  •[ 

]  _  C€<x8dj  [ 

']  [ 

]«<“  
[ 
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a  trace  (which  I  am  not  sure  is  ink)  above  and  to  right,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters ;  after  it,  the  ' 
central  part  of  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  2  ],,  the  top  of  f  or  c  4  a  dot  level  with  ) 
the  top  of  the  letters;  the  upper  part  of  a  circle;  at  an  interval  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  1 

5  ].  [,  the  upper  part  of  a  circle  For  f  perhaps  o  . the  last  letter  is  «  or  0;  before  it,  level  with 

the  top  of  the  letters  two  specks,  on  the  line  the  foot  of  a  slightly  forward- sloping  stroke,  followed  by  * 
the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  6  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from 

left  .  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

(^)  I  ].[>  three  specks,  one  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  two  side  by  side  below  it  about  mid¬ 
letter  ]. ,  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  sloping  slightly  backward  with  a  small  crescent  to  left  2  ] . . , 

the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y,  followed  by  a  blurred  circular  letter  ■[,  part  of  a  letter  * 
or  sign  3  ].,  blurred  ink;  apparently  a  short  stroke  descending  from  left  touches  the  back  of  c 
a  little  above  the  middle  } 

I 

Ft.  6  I  seqq.  It  is  possible  to  manufacture  a  connexion  between  the  first  four  verses  on  the  following  | 

lines:  Kara  dXoc  -oc  d<l>lKOv\ro  ,  .  .  TrcpiAfoWea  vacov,  |  rdOi  'EcniplBec  .  .  .  -cfa  ba>\fiaT^  eXoi'Tt.  il 
This  appears  to  correspond  metrically  with  fr.  4  ii  6-9.  In  detail  these  observations  have  to  be  made :  ( 
1. 1  (a)  ]TaK[  is  completely  uncertain,  and  unsatisfactory  in  that  k  seems  too  close  to  a;  (i)  of  nothing 

remains  but  a  trace  consistent  with  the  point  of  the  right-hand  apex ;  (£)  after  dA<Jc  one  might  think  | 
of  voXiac,  but  nothing  like  this  was  written  and  even  a  is  forced.  L.  2  (a)  For  -ro  it  would  be  possible 

to  substitute  r  or  6*.  With  -to  I  see  nothing  likelier  than  0ccuv.  This  makes  odi  too  short  in  the  next  1 
line  and  even  t69i  looks  on  the  short  side ;  (b)  vdcov  is  prima  facie  irreconcilable  with  the  ink,  but  the  1 
surface  is  partly  stripped  as  well  as  the  ink  blurred  and  I  feel  some  confidence  that  this  word  was  \ 

meant.  L.  3  (a)  r6dt  relative  not  in  Homer,  except  in  a  quotation  of  Od.  iv  229 ;  (b)  ypucea  seems  as  r 

likely  as  anything.  In  fact,  except  for  Trayxpvcea^  which  may  have  stood  here,  I  know  of  no  other  [ 

possibility.  L.  4  e;fo»'Tt  is  not  particularly  attractive  as  a  reading,  but  if  SaJl^taJr’  is  right,  it  is  hardly  ^ 
avoidable.  j 

3  There  are  two  extant  fragments  of  the  Geryoneis  in  connexion  with  which  a  mention  of  the  I'l 

Hesperides  would  have  been  in  place,  fr.  7  (the  birthplace  of  Geryones’  herdsman)  and  fr.  8  (the  J 
journey  in  the  golden  bowl), 

Fr.  7  I 
Col.  i  Col.  ii 

]^vYr)v  [ 
Cl 

]fiev 

vp  6  [ 

aAA[ 

•>- 

7re^[ 

TOt  [ 

] N 

]  6at 

•[ 

] [ 

] [ 

] 
[[Nl 

Fr.  7  Col.  i  I  ].,  the  feet  of  a  or  A  3  marg.  i  After  vp  a  tall  upright.  Above  o  traces  not 

suggesting  v  a  stroke  descending  from  left  to  right,  followed  by  the  top  of  a  circle;  a  cursive  c 

9 
2617.  STESICHORUS,  Fripvovy^tc? 

not  sueeested,  but  perhaps  not  ruled  out  3  There  is  ink  close  to  the  left-hand  end  of  the  diple, 

the  lower  half  of  a  circle  above  a  stroke  descending  from  left  to  right 
 4  ].,  apparently  the  lower 

end  of  the  right-hand  stroke  and  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stro
ke  of  a,  but  a  median  dot  above  not 

accounted  for  5  two  dots  level  with  the  top  of  the  letter
s,  perhaps  the  tips  of  the  arms  of  u, but  perhaps  representing  two  letters  6  ].,  two  dots  on  the  line  u  1  r 1,  ^  n 

Col.  ii  ̂  Above  a  perhaps  the  left-hand  end  oi  a  paragraphus.  Be
low  A[  perhaps  the  left-hand  end 

of  a  hyphen  4  .[»  an  upright  5  .[,  the  left-hand  side  of  a  ci
rcle  6  After  i  opposite 

arcs  of  the  top  half  of  a  circle ;  0  suitable,  but  a  circular  letter  no
t  ruled  out  .[,  the  upper  left-hand 

arc  of  a  circle  10  N  itself  struck  through  and  bracketed  with  an  angular  brack
et  on  its  left 

Fr.  7  There  is  a  joint  on  the  left-hand  side.  -  ^  •  1  j 

Col.  i  2  <i>vyw  see  Page,  Aleman  Parth.  p.  100.  «,  which  interprets  the  for
m  ̂   infinitive,  is  placed 

in  an  unusual  position,  below  instead  of  above  that  to  which  it  ap
plies.  At  fr.  4  i  8  I  suppose  'TroAe^eri' 

to  have  been  written. 

C^if6  The  original  stichometrical  note  marking  ‘1. 1300’  four  li
nes  further  down  has  been  struck 

through  and  bracketed,  and  a  different  hand  has  entered
  N  against  this  line. 

Pj..  8  9  vacant 

].[]...[ 
JAaccet  [ 

l.oi'i 

5  ]v.[ 

Fr.  8  I  }.[j  perhaps  the  lower  end  of  the  up¬ 
right  of  0  a  trace  on  the  line,  followed  by 

the  lower  part  of  a  circle  .[,  two  dots  on  the 

line;  perhaps  the  feet  of  a  or  A,  or  two  letters 

2  ]A  not,  I  think,  a  4  ] .  >  the  right-hand  end 
of  the  cross-stroke  of  y  or  t  .[,  the  left-hand 
end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  t  5  ] . ,  apparently 

the  right-hand  side  of  a  circle,  but  anomalous 

.[,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke;  C  or  ̂  

possible,  as  well  as  r 

Fr.  8  3  (a)^ic]tAtyov. 

Fr.  10 

w 

].o,nja[ 

]..[ 
*  •  * 

Fr.  10  1  Bases  of  letters  on  the  underlayer 

3  ].,  a  speck  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

4  ].,  I  think  the  top  of  the  stalk  and  right-hand part  of  the  cross-stroke  of  t,  but  y  perhaps  not 

ruled  out  .[,  the  top  of  an  upright 

Fr.  10  3  If  vofiija,  perhaps  a  reference  to 

Eurytion. 
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Fr.  II 

5 

10 

Fr.  11  I  .[,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  right,  followed  by  a  dot  below  the  line ;  perhaps  a  pos¬ 
sible,  or  two  letters  represented  2  ] . . ,  a  dot  on  the  line,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright,  which 
its  distance  from  to  makes  likely  to  be  y  3  ] . » a  dot  on  the  line,  close  to  ?t.  Of  q.  only  the  feet  and 

a  trace  of  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  , the  feet  of  two  uprights,  the  second  faint,  fol¬ 

lowed  by  the  lower  part  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a  or  A  After  ca  perhaps  a  stop  5 

perhaps  the  upper  right-hand  part  of  o  or  a>  ].[,  the  right-hand  part  of  a  loop  level  with  the  top  of 
the  letters  6.y[,  perhaps  ir  not  ruled  out  8  .[,  e  or  d  9  ].j  a  short  upright  level  with 

the  top  of  the  letters  lo  ,[,  the  feet  of  a  or  A  .[],#  dots  on  the  line  on  either  side  of  a 

worm-run;  perhaps  a  single  letter  . .[,  the  base  of  a  circle,  followed  by  a  short  arc  of  the  lower 

left-hand  side  of  a  circle  iS  For  j  y  may  be  possible  t3  ].?  y  for  choice,  but  t  may  not  be 
ruled  out 

Fr.  11  2  If  ya)v[f  perhaps  a  form  or  derivative  of  y6vu,  as  suggested  by  I.  4. 
2  seq.  aA[ac]Ta  TraSotca  would  Seem  to  me,  on  comparison  with  Alcm.  fr.  i,  34  seq.  and  the  like, 

to  be  a  probable  conjecture,  but  I  am  bound  to  say  that  I  do  not  see  how  t  is  to  be  reconciled  with  the 
distribution  of  the  remaining  ink. 

I  am  not  sure  whether  the  preceding  aAdc,  which  looks  as  if  it  might  represent  some  part  of 
dAacTftv,  ought  to  be  thought  in  favour  of  dXacra  or  against  it. 

4  seq.  Perhaps  (ce),  r]apv6va,  yQ}vd(ojj.a[L,  If  rlv  pLa^[6v  is  to  be  recognized,  the  distressed  woman 

of  the  preceding  lines  is  likely  to  be  Kallirhoe,  Geryones*  mother.  Cf,  11.  xxii  82  seq.  "EKrop^  tIkvov 
<1/101',  .  .  .  et  TTOTC  TOt  Aa^tKijSea  fxal^ov  eVecyov, 

I  am  not  sure  whether  [oi']  fills  the  available  space  or  not.  If  it  does,  what  I  have  described  is 

likely  to  be  part  of  the  upper  right-hand  side  of  €  or  o. 
tIv  Aleman  fr.  60,  i. 

8  If  yavX-j  I  see  nothing  likelier  than  yavvB[dc.  This  form  of  yd.vvpi.ai  does  not  occur  elsewhere, 
but  may  be  presumed  to  have  had  the  same  use  as  the  corresponding  form  of  yavdoj,  of  which  the 

aorist  is  attested  only  at  Aristoph.  Ach.  7  'raQQ^  <hc  iyavoiB-qv. 
9  ],,  the  ink  perhaps  represents  the  tick  found  at  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  some 

] . .  ]afcatciAa^[ 
]ataA[^  .].?■.  ,Goica  [ 

]apvovaywva^ofia[ 

^o)fJX)vy[ 

]  [ 
](f}iXai,yavv  _  [ 

] ,  ocvpacc[ JS^aTTCTT  _  [ 

].[  ]«Av.d...[ 

]p€VTa)V‘[ 
],0I'£A[ 

II 

2617.  STESICHORUS,  r7jpvovT]tc? 

letters  of  which  the  cross-stroke  forms  the  top.  Bu
t  it  is  anomalous  even  for  this,  and  there  are  too 

U  be  taken  for  a  ‘grave',  but  I  think  it  is  casual 

[,  the  metre  apparently  requires  A,  not  a.  There
  is  a  heavy  dot  below  it,  but  again  I  believe 

casual  ink. 

Fr.  12 

’].[  k[ 

]p/:}L(f>dcpi€Uo[ 

]Xui|/  ̂  ^[]€V  aP  ou8c.[
 

•  •  • 

Fr  12  Possibly  from  the  upper  part  of  the  same  
column  as  fr.  ii 

I  Of  1?  only  the  feet  and  the  left-hand  end  of 
 the  cross-stroke  .[>  the  lower  part  of  an  up¬ 

right  4  After  /4  the  top  of  e  or  o,  followed  by  the  top
  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  left,  perhaps 

and  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  descending  gradual
ly  to  right 

Cf.  fr,  22,  2  ]a/t(  )  ),  fr.  3  )•  I  have  no  plausible 

suggestion,  both  copies’?  ‘On  the 
 back  of  the  roll’? 
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Fr.  13  (a) 

]Sa7rct/4[ 

]7roTe^9t[ 

^Oavaroi  ̂   [ 

]fxy)iJLOi,Ba[ 

]TaSe8^/c[ 

]/i^5€^eA[ 

]at/x.6i^ra[ 
]fxaiKaLay^[ 

]evoAu^7T[ 

]  f<peccov[ 

]  /cair[ 

/c€-/>a[ 

]  /H€repco[ 

]  aLSco<i^L[ 

]  ].Vf«ifirapai[ 
]  VWjHOt77p^U^_[ 

]  or^px>pcLJu[ 

]  A:at7raj/r6Te[ 
]omcco;(pvc[ 

]yTOUTO<^[ JeyotTo  [ 

n. [.].'«[ 

Fr.  13  (d) 

]  [ 
Jamrov/^co  [ 

]  [ 

]..[ 

Fr.l  3(d)i  ̂   the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
3  .[>  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as 

5  ].  .[j  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of 
the  letters,  followed  by  a  cross-stroke,  as  of 
C  or  T,  perhaps  having  a  trace  of  another letter  at  its  right-hand  end 

the  left-hand  margin,  in  another  hand  what  Inntc  a  ̂  ̂   ̂   ^  hkely  12  seq.*  In 

anaas.,KU.co„vl.Wo.ehan.S^^^^^^ 

2617.  STESICHOR US,  Frjpvoirqtc  ?  13 

letter  and  above  it  a  dot  some  way  below  the  top  of  the  letters  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  slightly 

forward-sloping  stroke  18  ].,  an  upright;  v  suggested  by  a  trace  to  left  of  its  foot  .[,  the 

bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  19  .[,  an  upright,  perhaps  turning  rightwards  at  top  and  bottom 

],,  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  20  Of  p  only  the  left-hand  arc,  of  p  only  the  top  of  the 
branches  Between  0  and  u  a  speck  slightly  above  the  general  level  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  part  of 

a  triangular  letter  27  ].[,  the  top  of  a  circle  ].,  a  short  arc  from  the  upper  right-hand  side 

of  a  circle 
Fr.  13  (a)  1  )Oipcw,  If  this  represents  the  dative  plural  of  x^Pr  ‘Doric*  for  x^^pt  which  is  probable, 

though  not  the  only  possible  interpretation,  I  suppose  it  must  be  regarded  as  a  hyperdorism.  At  least, 

there  is  no  such  form  as  ;ifapcfv  attested. 

At  fr.  19  ii  18  xfpt  not  x^pt.  At  fr.  47,  i  perhaps  x^p^^'  likeliest. 
2  seq.  d7rap[«j9op.€J^-  .  .  .  ■noT4(f>a[  2618  fr.  i  i  6seq.  dpei^opfvoc  7roTc«|[7r€.  Cf.  fr,  70  below. 

3seq.  Either  di|ffaydToio[  or  d]\daydroicl  or  damroLo[  possible.  In  the  context  the  last  looks 

likeliest. 4  seq.  Between  the  paragraphs  under  1.  4  and  that  under  1.  12  there  are  eight  verses,  between 
that  under  1. 12  and  that  under  1.  21  there  are  nine.  Barring  error,  there  need,  therefore,  no  metrical 

correspondence  be  looked  for  between  11. 5-12  and  11. 13-21.  Neither  is  there  anyprima  facie  corre¬ 
spondence  between  11.  1-4  and  II.  9-12  or  11,  18-21,  ends  of  divisions,  or  between  11.  5  seqq.  or  11.  13 

seqq.  and  11,  22  seqq,,  beginnings  of  divisions. 
There  are  nine  verses  between  paragraphi  in  fr.  19  ii. 

6  I  believe  there  should  here  be  recognized  SeSAxco  in  the  sense  ‘(try  to)  scare*.  This  form  gets 
some  support  from  iZSicK^ro  Aristoph.  Lys.  564  (where  schol.  cf.  Hesych.  in  ScSAkcto'  8^8aJa^' 
4f«f>o^€tv,  Suid.  e8e8A/c6To-  Eustath.  782,  56  BetBCcKero  dvrl  rov  and,  in  my  opinion, 
from  Pierson's  emendation  of  Horn.  hy.  Herm.  163  ri  pc  raura  friTucicccuf,  ijurc  tcki'ov. 

If  this  is  right,  a  comparison  with  two  Homeric  passages  is  relevant,  11.  xv  196  x^pri  p-ij  'tL  pe 
Trdyxu  KaKov  wc  SeiStcc4c0co,  which  possibly  affords  a  basis  for  accounting  for  xVP<^^^t  R’  xx 

199  seqq.  (200  seq.  =  431  seq.)  rov  8’  oJt*  Alvelac  an apL^ipero  pihyrjclv  re-  TlTjXeih),  fir}  p’  indeed  ye 
vTjnvrtot'  (oc  ehneo  Sei8t^ec9cu. 

LI.  5  seqq.  will  be  the  reply  of  a  person  reacting  to  a  threat  of  death,  or  perhaps  rather  a  warning 
that  he  may  be  killed.  Since  he  seems  to  make  a  speech  of  some  length  he  may  be  the  person  referred to  in  Stes.  fr.  96. 

5  pi}  pot  $a[var-  ...  7  pi^Sc  pfA[  (?  p’  eA[cyx-). 

8  at  pet'  .  ,  .  C\3  16  at  S’  tS  .  .  .? 11  seq.  The  accent  prescribes  cJAcyx^a^  as  if  from  the  adjective  Aeyxijc,  found  only  in  two  places 
in  the  Iliad,  iv  242,  xxiv  239  (unless  one  counts  the  reading  of  Aristarchus  at  v  787,  viii  228  jca/ceAcyx^c), 

meaning  more  or  less  ‘contemptible*.  But  the  phrase  KaK  eXiyx^a,  containing  the  noun  lAeyxoc,  is 

applied  to  persons,  ‘disgraces’,  IL  ii  235  (v  787,  viii  228),  Hes.  Theog.  26,  eXeyxea  alone,  11.  xxiv  260, 
and  it  is  legitimate  to  suspect  that  the  accent  may  be  mistaken  in  this  manuscript. 

12  I  can  make  no  guess  at  the  meaning  of  what  appears  to  be  a  variant,  v,  against  the  beginning 

of  this  line  or  at  that  of  the  sign  or  letters  in  the  margin  between  this  line  and  the  next. 

14  The  antisigma  is  used  npdc  touc  ei^AAaypcVoyc  rdnovc  koI  dnpSovrac  (or,  p:^  cvt'pdovrac),  ad  eos 
versus  quorum  ordo  permutandus  est.  Again  at  fr.  19  ii  7,  fr.  46  ii  6. 

15  I  should  guess  d|peTepw[  as  the  likeliest  of  the  various  possibilities  of  supplementation  and articulation. 

16  (5  pl[l[e, 

20  TToAti  ffd[AAioi'  appears  acceptable. 

25  seq.  p]i} . . .  yJiyoiTo  looks  likely,  p  would  protrude  but  the  left-hand  alignment  of  the  column is  not  very  exact. 

f 
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Fr.  14  Fr.  15 

]  _  ovfiaK  ̂ 

].  [  '  ]  [ 
]  1^  

]7T€plpOVClP€lJiatC 

.  .  ] 
Fr.  14  I  ].,  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a 

small  circle,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Before  p  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  Of  (c[  only 

the  lower  part  2  ].,  the  top  of  a  triangular  Fr.  15  I  think  there  is  a  fair  likelihood  that 

letter  .[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  this  fragment  stood  at  the  level  shown  relatively 

to  right  to  fr.  14 

I

 

 

].,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  5  ]., 

two  
traces  

suggesting  

tire  
end  

of  
the  

upper branch  

and  
the  

extreme  

tip  
of  the  

lower  
branch of  «■  

. the  
top  

of  a  circle,  
followed  

by  
the  

tip of  an  upright 

Frr,  14,16  If  I  am  right  about  the  relation  of  these  fragments,  fr.  14,  2  and  fr.  15,  i  seq.  will  be 

JAov,  say  <j}Lhov,  fjLaKd[pi\cct  0e[o]t[[ct. 
Fr.  16  3  nepl  povdv  ifiatc  spoken  by  Geryones  or  his  herdsman,  Eurytion? 

5

 

 

"Hpa]KX^oc  
to  be  considered. 

Fr.  16 

]  ’[ 

]a77a  [ 

]  [ 
]aTO)v  [ 

5 

[ 
[ 

2617.  STESICHORUS,  Tr^pvovy^tc? 

Fr.  17 

15 

~\KO)V(j}a  a6  ̂ 

^KapjxrocKaiaii[^ 

]  [ 

](^vAo7rtcapyaAea[ 

].  [ 

]px;i(atTa^'8po[ 

]a7r/)yctot’[ 

^OCITTTTWP  [ 

Fr.  17  I  Between  a  and  a  an  upright ;  t  likeliest  For  ̂   perhaps  €  . .  the  feet  of  two  uprights, 

followed  by  a  short  slightly  convex  stroke  on  the  line  5  ],,  an  upright 

Fr.  17  2  a^i[  suggests  the  possibility  d]Kdp,aToc.  But  ajLt-  itself  is  ambiguous. 
4  <l)vXomv  dpyaXdijv  It.  xi  278.  Elsewhere  in  Homer  and  Hesiod  the  place  of  dpyaXda  in  this  locu¬ 

tion  is  consistently  occupied  by  alvij. 

6  pi'dxat' t’  dvhpOKTaciai  re  11.  xxiv  548  {-ac  t’  .  .  .  -ac  re  vii  237,  Hes,  Theog.  228). 
7  Zi\aTTpvcloi,  In  Homer  only  the  adverb  StaTrpuaov.  The  adjective  in  Horn.  hy.  Aphrod.  19  of 

sounds. 

Fr.  18 

]yKoviatc[ 

]_JLt€VCl8[  . 

>Ao.d...[ 

]oAajAoT6[ 
].k[..].[  ].[ 

Fr.  18  2  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  followed  by  elements  of  the  left-hand  side  of  a 
circle  3  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  ].,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  . .[,  the  top  and 

bottom  of  the  left-hand  part  of  p.  or  r,  followed  by  the  upper  part  of  a  triangular  letter  5 

a  short  arc  from  the  top  right-hand  side  of  a  circle  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  part  of  a  circle, 
o  or  c  ].[,  two  specks  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters;  perhaps  separate  letters 

Fr.  18  I  e]y  Kov[aic[i  in  the  Iliad  usually  in  connexion  with  falls  in  battle. 

2  ]tt€-  or  Jtto-  look  likely,  but  if  the  first  letter  is  not  tt,  the  second  might  be  d  or  c. 

3  j>]vXomv  a[  is  acceptable.  Cf.  fr.  17,  4. 
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Col.  i  Col.  ii 

.  •  •  •  •  • 
]  w[ o”r]V€ .  .  [ 

]  7rgvl[  ]aT€WCOjL4[ 

]wKa[  ]KpaTOcy[ 

5  ]c™y.[  ]...[ 

]  [ 

]  ^  [  ]  .  ̂f'^OVT€KVOyl 

]  coyi 

]  Kara[ 
10  J.eyP  yt0X.[ 

] 

]  ^c«[ 

]  oy/<€[ 

]  0avaT[ 

]o 

15  ]x[  ]aAAv7'[ 

l.ctK 
JacaTT ,  [ 

]x«pt?i 

Fr.  19  Col.  i  10  ].,  y  acceptable,  but  not  all  the  ink  is  accounted  for 

Col.  ii  2  Between  0  and  a  a  remade  letter;  perhaps  y  t/,[,  I  am  not  sure  that  v  could  be  ruled 

out  After  (f>  a  headless  upright;  if  u,  some  ink  between  it  and  A  not  accounted  for  .[,
  the  lower 

left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  5  .  [,  the  middle  part  of  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  ]...[,  ele
ments  of 

the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  the  base  of  a  circle,  the  foot  of  an  upright  with  two  speck
s  to  its  right  on 

the  line  6  Of  ]y  only  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  Between  c  and  k  on  a  single  
fibre 

traces  of  the  bases  of  letters  7  ].,  a  trace  on  the  line  8  .[,  a  trace  a  little  below  the  levd 

of  the  top  of  the  letters  10  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  14  Of  t[  only  the  left-hand  end 

of  the  cross-stroke  15  For  ̂ r[  r  could  not  be  ruled  out  16  ] .,  the  remains  appear  to  suit  the 

lower  parts  of  k  17  .[,  the  upper  part  of  a  slightly  forward-sloping  stroke 

Fr.  19 

Col.  ii  2  7re]<^uAay/i€[-? 
3  sscr.  Not  €v,  possibly  €m[. 

6  yfia- ;  for  this  articulation  cf.  fr.  4  ii  4,  fr.  20,  3. 
Aeu/fiTTTToc  Stes.  fr.  79,  AevKiiTTroc?  Stes.  fr.  50. 

7  For  other  examples  of  the  antisigma  v.  fr.  13  (a)  14,  fr.  46  ii  6. 

9seq.  ar]|ytox.[-  At  fr.  49,  2  T]e/3mKe/)a[w-.  _  ^  .u 

12  If  &7}c€vc  is  to  be  recognized,  there  would  be  a  prima  facie  case  for  referring  this  frag
ment  to  the 

'EX4vtj  (or  one  of  the  TraAtvojtS^ot)  rather  than  the  PqpvovTjtc  {v,  Stes.  frr.  14  and  16
).  But  I  suppose  it  is 

more  likely  that  one  of  the  persons  or  forms  of  the  future  which  Doric  contracts  sh
ould  be  postulated. 

18  At  fr.  47,  I  perhaps 

2617.  STESICHORUS,  FrjpvovTjtcP 

Fr.  20 

^7 

0^1 

aAA[ 

Yf^[ 5  £Aa[ 

rapl 
civ[ 

a^a[ 

aJcS[ 

10  i/oy[ 

7rOT[ 

Fr.  20  I  .[,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  t 

Fr.  21 

5 

10 Fr.  21  r  .  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  2  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  3  Of  ](i  only 

the  upper  part  of  the  right-hand  stroke  4  ].?  a-  trace  near  the  tip  of  the  left-hand  stroke  of  to 

.[,  a  thick  dot  on  the  line  5  Of  ]f  only  the  right-hand  parts;  €  possible  ,[,  the  left-hand  end 
of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  t  6  .  [,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  t  9  A  trace  on  the 

line?  10  Of  ]§  only  the  bottom  right-hand  angle  ii  Of  only  the  top  and  foot  of  the 

right-hand  upright,  to  left  of  which  a  trace  suiting  the  lower  end  of  the  diagonal  Between  t  and  a 

I  think  8  having  lost  its  base  line  likelier  than  A  ,[,  the  left-hand  and  upper  end  of  the  right-hand 
stroke  of  a  triangular  letter 

0  8196 

]  [ 

]K:paTOC^[ 

]aTtjuctr'[ 

]  ^  covre  ̂   [ ]c7r€pdv^[ JicatTrav  _  [ 

]  [ 

]afcouco[ 

]  [ 

]5t/fotctp[ 

C 
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Fr.  22 

]  *[ 

]a»‘e5"[ 

].«'S[ 
Fr,  22  3  ].,  perhaps  elements  of  the  right-hand  side  of  a  circle 

Fr.  23 

•  « 

]..[ 
]  [ 
Jaracfc , , ,  [ 

>  [ 

5  ]'noi'qcarg[ 

Fr.  23  3  . .  J,  three  dots  on  the  line  compatible  with  the  bases  of  ta,  followed  by  a  short  convex  ( 

stroke  about  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  ij 
Fr.  23  3  KardcKLov  at  Stes.  fr.  8,  5.  This  is  from  the  ZTjpuovTjtc,  but  the  observation  may  well  be 

irrelevant,  since  there  is  no  certainty  of  the  reading  or  the  articulation  here.  I 

Fr.  24 

J^amTOtc/cara/m  ̂   [ 

^ '  Ja/icoytove  ̂   [ 

Fr.  24  I  .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  sscr.  After  9  (which  has  a  dot  not  accounted  for 

below  the  left-hand  end  of  the  ‘loi^’)  the  upper  part  of  another  triangular  letter  2  ,[,  a  short 
arc  from  the  top  left-hand  part  of  a  circle 

Fr,  24  I  d^davaroic 

1  can  find  no  compound  beginning  /caTafta.[  for  which  a  compound  beginning  KaTaKd5[  (I  think 

not  -KdA[)  might  be  proposed  as  a  variant. 
2  fi,£T]afit^viov,  unless  TreSafnouiov  is  the  form  Stesichorus  would  have  used,  ifioG  is  quoted  from 

him  (fr.  33,  r),  TreSd  pretty  certainly  occurs  at  2619  fr.  21, 3  which  I  believe  comes  from  his  ’/A^c>u  nipcic 
but  I  think  leaves  the  question  unsettled.  Only  TrcSd  in  Aleman  and  Ibycus. 

2617.  STESICHORUS,  Fr^pvovy^tc? 

Fr.  25 

19 

•  »  • 

[  ]..[].[ 
ytVO€VTOC'  [ 

aXXco<f>cXeijLa  ̂   [ 

Katap7jL<f)iX^[ 

5  X.[  ].iP?f.[ 

Fr.  26  Perhaps  the  first  column  of  a  roll,  the  left-hand  part  of  the  fragment  consisting  of  what 
may  be  taken  for  a  reinforcing  piece  showing  no  sign  of  ink  . 

I  ].  .[>  a  dot  on  the  line,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  well  below  the  line  J  [,  on  the 
underlayer  ink  suggesting  the  cusp  of  cu  S  or  ̂   4  . [,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
S  .b  exiguous  traces,  perhaps  compatible  with  the  top  left-hand  corner  of  p  ].,  the  top  of  a  circle 
For  c  I  cannot  quite  rule  out  e,  and  then  A  would  be  as  acceptable  as  (i  .[,  a  short  arc  from  the  top 
left-hand  side  of  a  circle 

Fr.  25  I  seq.  I  am  inclined  to  think  that  dXytv6evroc  ‘painfuF,  found  in  Hesiod  and  other  early 
poets,  is  likelier  in  this  place  than  dpytvo^vTocy  found  in  Homer  (and  as  a  disputed  reading  in  Pindar) 
as  an  epithet  of  cities  (or,  in  Pyih.  iv  8,  in  a  similar  topographical  connexion). 

Fr.  26 

]i>v[ ]  [ ]x<^v  [ 
].vou.  [ 

s  ]  [ 

].  [ ].«•  [ 

Fr.  26  4  probably  0,  but  9  possible 

6].,corc  7].)^  trace  level  with  the  top of  the  letters 

Fr.  27 

^  % 

]  W€T«.[ 

] 
Fr,  27  In  the  left-hand  margin  above  I.  i 

two  marks,  (i)  a  short  forward-sloping  stroke 

(2)  higher  and  some  way  to  right  what  resembles 
the  lower  part  of  a  smooth  breathing 

1  .[»  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as 
of  T  Above  €,b  two 'strokes  like  diverging  ac¬ 
cents  2  Between  ja  and  v  a  faint  trace  on 
the  line  compatible  with  a  .[,  the  apex  of  a 

triangular  letter 

Fr.  27  1 7rfTCT[at  looks  acceptable,  but  I  can¬ 
not  account  for  the  superscript. 

2  fiavta[  would  suit. 
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;2o 
Fr.  28 

] . 

]6U0[.].V0C[ 

Fr.  28  I  ]...,  the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of 
a  circle?,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright 

serifed  to  right,  and  this  at  an  interval  by  a  dot 

on  the  line  Before  fi,  first  the  lower  part  of  e 

or  0,  next  the  lower  part  of  a  slightly  convex 

upright  with  foot  serifed  to  left,  e.g.  t,  and  the 

lower  part  of  an  upright  near  to  e.g.  t  .[,  the 

foot  of  a  stroke  sloping  slightly  forward  fol¬ 
lowed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  2  ].,  the  upper 

right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  30 

]..i 
]  [ 
]-  [ 

].«>'[ 

Fr.  30  4  ].,  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a 
circle 

Fr.  32 

•  •  • 

]..[ a'AAo.[ 

Fr.  32  I  a  short  piece  of  the  left-hand 
arc  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an 

upright,  T  suggested  by  the  spacing  3  .[, 

the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  29 

]  ^  ^  at8ocouS[ 

]ot  [ 

] .  \]p^cr}\vdov€ ,  [ 

•  •  • 

Fr.  29  I  ]. .,  a  headless  upright,  followed  by 
the  foot  of  an  upright  with  ink  to  right,  perhaps 

the  lower  part  of  «  3  ].,  two  traces  on  the 
line;  if  one  letter,  abnormally  distant  from  p, 

so  perhaps  ],.p  should  be  written  The  ‘acute’ on  V  smudged  and  perhaps  erased  .[,  the  up¬ 
per  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right ;  rather 

low  for  V  4  Before  p[  the  upper  right-hand 
arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  29  3  '^Xvdolv  Ibyc.  fr.  i  (a)  29.  If  icij^vSov, 
cf.  ec  Stes.  fr.  8,  5  (Alcm.  fr.  j,  16  and  73, 

Ibyc.  fr,  I  (a)  37,  fr.  6,  3  and  7). 

4  evp]vxop[-  one  possibility. 

Fr.  31 

].[]8e.w[ ]oSe8€l>T€  _  [ 

]pOTraXovK  ̂   [ 

]  ’  [ 
Fr.  31  The  beginnings  of  lines?,  the  bottom 

of  a  column  ? 

I  ].[,  a  trace  below  the  line;  if  the  rest  of 

the  letter  stood  to  left,  a  narrow  letter  may  be 

lost  between  it  and  8  After  e  the  foot  of  an  up¬ 

right  2  .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 

3  .[,  the  top  and  bottom  of  a  slightly  backward- 

sloping  stroke ;  perhaps  the  riglit-hand  stroke  of a  or  A 

Fr.  31  2  8evrf/)[o-  is  not  particularly  sug¬ 
gested  but  I  cannot  rule  it  out. 

3  p67TaXov  the  characteristic  weapon  of 
Heracles.  Cf.  Stes,  fr.  52. 

2617.  STESICHORUS,  rrjpvopyjtc? 21 

Fr.  33 

Fr.  34 

]eav[ 

>:[ 

Fr.  33  I  on  the  line  a  shallow  hook  to 

right  2  ] . ,  at  mid-letter  the  edge  of  a  stroke 
descending  from  left  with  the  right-hand  tip  of 
a  cross-stroke  at  its  lower  end;  possibly  a 

3  ,[,  a  speck  above  the  general  level 

Fr.  35 

]c  [ 

]7-«A[ ]  [ 

].".[ 

Fr.  35  4  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the 
letters  .  [,  the  same 

Fr.  37 

*  •  • 

]  [ 

]nS[ 

«  •  » 

Fr.  37 1  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  39 

]  [ 

Fr.  39  I  ].,  The  edge  of  an  upright  the foot  of  an  upright 

]  [ 

[ 
>  [ ].v..[ 

Fr.  3  on  a  single  fibre  a  dot  level  with 
the  top  of  the  letters,  followed  by  the  top  of  a 

circle  with  the  top  of  an  upright  within ;  if  e  or  8, 
anomalous  After  v  the  top  of  a  circle  5  ]., 

the  top  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  .  .[>  a  short 
concave  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters, 

followed  by  the  top  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  36 

]..[ 

].v.[ 

].«/>[ 
Fr.  36  I  Three  dots  on  the  line,  of  which  the 

first  pair  might  represent  a  single  letter,  e.g.  1?,  v 
2  ].,  the  edge  of  an  upright  ,[,  oorc  3]., 

the  extreme  upper  end,  level  with  the  top  of  the 

letters,  of  a  stroke  from  left  and  a  speck  below  it 

on  the  line 

Fr.  38 

].[ 

]8€Ct[ ]Toya[ 

W“.[ 

Fr.  38  I  Two  dots  on  the  line,  perhaps 

representing  two  letters  3  <?[  has  lost  its 
cross-stroke;  A  perhaps  possible  4  .[,  the 

upper  end  of  a  stroke  sloping  slightly  backwards 

with  a  dot  slightly  higher  to  its  right.  Between 
a  and  this  letter,  in  the  interlinear  space  below, 
the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 
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Fr.  40 
Fr.  41 

•  • 

][ 

].€yava[ M 
]€7rauray[ 

][ ]ert7r7ro[ 

•  • 

]yg.p48i[j[ 
5  ].[M 

].A< 

Fr.  41  i],  >  a  dot  above  the  top  of  the  letters 

2  Above  and  to  left  of  e  the  right-hand  end  of 
a  horizontal  stroke  5  ].[,  elements  of  the 

upper  part  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a  triangular 
letter?  6  J;,  the  apex  of  a  or  A? 

Fr.  41  4 

Fr.  42 

(«)  (b) 

]  T7?[  ]  [ 

]  cS7ro[ 

]  M[  t 

]  nepl 
 IcoprroKal 

]  nav[  
]a.vr,p-oin[ 

]^c.[  5  ]ynrop[
,],[ 

Fr.  42  The  fibres  can  be  clearly  traced  from  (a)  to  {b)  but  fibres  and  lines  do  not  simultaneously 
coincide.  There  appear  (on  the  assumption  that  opposite  sides  of  one  and  the  same  column  are 

represented)  to  be  two  possibilities :  the  blank  space  above  {h)  corresponds  to  that  above  (a)  1,  i.e., 
is  the  top  margin.  In  that  case,  the  fibres  were  descending  from  left  to  right  and  (a)  i  seqq.  correspond 

to  {b)  I  seqq. ;  or,  the  blank  space  above  Q))  i  represents  a  short  line,  the  fibres  rose  from  left  to  right, 
and  the  correspondence  is  between  (a)  2  seqq.  and  {h)  1  seqq. 

(a)  6  ].,  €  or  c  .[,  the  left-hand  edge  of  a  circle 
(b)  I  .[,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  t 

5  ] ,  [,  a  speck  above  the  general  level 

Fr.  42  (p)  I  K€]<l>aXdv. 

3  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

I 
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Fr.  43 

{a)  (b) 

].[ 

].««“.[ 
]8o«.[ 

]8o^e.[ 

]av€t[ 
]  _  €77«AA^[ 

5  ]a8atS[ •  • 
]/?aAotc’a  ̂   [ 

].[].[].[ 
»  «  • 

Fr.  43  The  fibres  run  across  from  (a)  to  (b),  fixing  (a)  level  with  (b)  3-5,  but  the  pen  and  the 

style  of  writing,  though  certainly  not  the  writer,  are  different,  so  that  the  interval  between  the  two 

scraps  may  be  considerable 

(a)  I  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle (&)  I  Specks  on  the  line;  perhaps  two  letters  represented  2  ].,  the  serifed  foot  of  an  upright  .[, 

close  to  d  an  upright  apparently  turning  to  right  at  top  and  bottom ;  possibly  w  3  .  [>  f  accept¬ 

able,  not  ruled  out  4  ,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle ;  6  likely  Of  v[f  only  the  extreme  left- 

hand  points  5  Of  §[  only  the  upper  part,  but  not,  I  think,  A  6  .  [,  perhaps  the  left-hand  end 
of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  7  Specks,  the  middle  slightly  above  the 

general  level 
Fr.  43  (b)  4  /JoAAatTtou  . . .  CrqcCxopoc  . . .  iv  rTjpvovrfiSt  iirotijcaTO  (ivT^fi-qv  Stes.  fr.  5,  but  apart  from 

the  possibility  of  another  more  likely  articulation  it  is  hard  to  see  how  the  name  could  be  accommo¬ 
dated  to  the  presumptive  metre  in  this  place. 

Fr.  44 

Fr.  45 

]vKa ,  [ 

yro[ 

].'.[ 

].‘r  [ 

]7rToAe[ 

Ft.  44 1  ] . ,  the  right-hand  parts  of  f  or  c  .  [, 
the  lower  part  of  an  upright  2  .[,  the  edge 

of  the  upper  part  of  an  upright Fr.  45  I  two  traces  on  the  line  com¬ 
patible  with  the  feet  of  a  or  A,  followed  by  the 
foot  of  a  stroke  sloping  slightly  forward,  e.g,,  a 

or  A  2  ].,  elements  of  the  lower  part  of  an 

upright  4  elements  of  three  uprights  of 
which  the  second  and  third  may  represent  the 

cross-stroke  being  completely  lost.  Between  this 
letter  and  v  there  is  a  high  dot,  I  am  not  sure 

whether  punctuation 
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Fr.  46 

Col.  i 

Fr,  46  The  two  columns  are  on  separate  pieces.  There  is  no  external  indication  of  the  size  of  the 
interval  between  them 

Col.  i  7  ].,  the  top  of  a  circle 
Col.  ii  I  Before  the  base  of  a  circle  . .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  followed  by  the  foot  of  a 

slightly  forward-sloping  stroke  5  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  6  .[,  above  the  general 
level  on  a  single  fibre  a  short  arc  from  the  top  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  7  The  first  letter  was  r 
or  it  the  second  e  or  o  .[,  two  traces  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  compatible  with  v  ],[,  two 
dots  close  together  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters.  If  two  letters  are  represented,  no  whole  letter 
need  be  missing 

Fr.  46  Col.  ii  5  seq.  'Tr€v]KQ^.ifid[v  appears  to  suit  the  indications;  whether  or  not  uniquely,  I  can¬ 
not  say. 

6  For  the  antisigma  cf.  fr.  13  (a)  14,  fr,  19  ii  7.  But  how  can  this  verse  be  displaced  by  itself? 

Fr.47 Fr.  48 

«  *  » 

J.pyaxvH 
]  [ 
iTpl'TTO^WV ,  [ 

]^atcToce^[ 

]  
’[ 

Fr.  47  I  a  dot  off  the  line;  e  possible  but  Fr.  48  i  faint  traces  of  the  bases  of 

not  particularly  suggested  3  .[,  perhaps  y  letters  Above  At  a  thick  dot,  perhaps  the 

or  the  left-hand  part  of  tt  lower  end  of  a  stroke  in  the  previous  line 

„  ^  ^  2  [,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 
Fr.  47  I  If  cf.  fr.  19  11  18.  But 

Ax€p<o[v  may  be  thought  of.  Fr.  48  ̂ ]<l)aicroc  likely;  a  mention  in  Stesi- chorus,  Stes.  fr.  57, 
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Fr.49 

]Soe.[ 

’jepTTiKepal 

Fr.  50 

• 

]/caT[ 

]np6K[ 
]....[ 

Fr.  49  I  Before  0  the  lower  part  of  an  up¬ 

right,  the  foot  hooked  up  to  right;  the  spacing 

suggests  u  .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 

3  ],,  the  apex  of  a  or  A  .[,  the  ape
x  of  a  or  A 

Fr.  49  2  T]€pmKepa\yv~. Fr.  51 

•  •  * 

].S.[ 

*  ■  * 

Fr.  51 1  ] .,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  close 

to  8  .(t  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

2  ]  ,  perhaps  the  right-hand  end  of 
 the  cross¬ 

stroke  and  the  hook  of  the  foot  of  the  right-hand 

upright  of  it;  T  may  be  possible,  though  I  think 

less  likely  A  is  damaged  and  might  be  a  Of 

a  the  cross-stroke  is  embryonic  and  A  might  have 

been  intended  3  ] . ,  a  dot  level  with  the  top 

of  the  letters 

Ft.  60  I  Above  a  ink  suggesting  an  *acute’, but  not  in  the  position  expected  2  marg.  ts 

very  uncertain,  t,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  fine, 

another  possibility  3  The  last  two  letters 

are  represented  by  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of 
a  circle  followed  by  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the 

letters.  They  are  preceded  by  specks  represent¬ 

ing  the  tops  of  tw'o  or  three  letters Fr.  52 

•  •  • 
]«Aoy[ 

Fr.  62  I  perhaps  of  which  there  is  no 
other  recognizable  specimen  .[,  perhaps  k 

likeliest  2  ].,  e  or  c  .[,  the  left-hand  arc 

of  a  circle 

Fr.  53 

].[ 

]..[ •  •  • 

Fr.  53  I  Two  traces  close  together  on  the  line ;  perhaps  separate  l
etters  2  ] . ,  perhaps  the 

lower  part  of  the  stalk  and  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  
of  y  After  p  perhaps  the  extreme 

tips  of  the  feet  of  a  or  x  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by  two  specks  close  to
gether  on  the 

line;  perhaps  two  letters  3  ]•>  a  dot  somewhat  below  t
he  level  of  the  ^  t  ® 

upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  .  [,  a  short  nea
rly  flat  stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Fr.  63  2  af/opavf  possible,  not  verifiable. 

3  Ka8px)[  seems  unavoidable  though  k  is  not  particularly  sug
gested. 
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Fr.  55 

].[ 

OUK€'[ 

].c^8.[ 

]pca[ 

Fr,  54  I  A  dot  on  the  line,  closely  followed 

by  the  foot  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  right ;  perhaps 
two  letters  2  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of 

the  letters  3  ] , ,  the  edge  of  an  upright  .  [, 

the  lower  part  of  an  upright  sscr.  The  sus¬ 
pended  letter  may  be  tt  or  c 

Fr.  56 

].D.n.[ 

Fr.  57 

Fr,  57  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 

Fr.  58 

]oK'a0a[ 

]..?[ Fr.  59 

]/?’.[ 
].[ 

Fr.  58  2  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke 
descending  to  right,  followed  by  the  apex  of  a 

triangular  letter 

Fr.  60 

Fr.  69  r  .[,  perhaps  the  lower  part  of  the 

left-hand  angle  of  or  i'  2  ,  [,  the  left-hand 
stroke  of  a  or  A  3  ].7  a  short  arc  from  the 

top  left-hand  side  of  a  circle 

Fr.  61 

]{'»'  [ 

Fr.  62 

Fr.  61  2  ] . . ,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the 

letters,  followed  by  the  apex  of  a  triangle,  A  Fr,  62  ].,  perhaps  the  right-hand  base  angle 
rather  than  8  of  8  ,[,  the  left-hand  part  of  v,  or  perhaps  fi 
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Fr.  63 

Fr.  64 

•  9 

]?.[ 

»  m 

]..[ 

]«:aT  _  [ 

]  ^  ct7rAo[ 

]?/^[ 

]  D.“p.[ 5  ]  .[  ... 
Fr,  64  1  Bases  of  letters ;  blurred  but  I  think 

one  of  them  is  circular  2  ].,  the  lower  part 
of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  3  ].,  a  hook 

open  upwards,  touching  the  bottom  of  e;  pos¬ 

sibly  8  Of  y  only  the  lower  left-hand  part 

4  ] . . ,  the  top  of  a  circle  with  a  dot  below  on  the 
line,  followed  by  traces  suggesting  x?  but  the  sur¬ 
face  is  much  damaged  . ,  [,  scattered  traces ; 
the  last  letter  seems  to  have  contained  a  flat 

stroke  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Fr.  64  2  €p]actTrXo[KafjL-  ?  cf.  Ibyc.  fr.  22  {a)  2, 

Fr.  65  Fr.  66 

Fr.  63  2  .  [,  the  lower  part  of  a  slightly  con¬ 
vex  stroke  (part  of  a  circle?)  4  ].j  a  thick 
dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  .[,  a  dot, 

close  to  /),  level  witii  the  top  of  the  letters 

5  .[,  the  apex  of  a  or  A Fr.  63  4  rapv[ov-  might  be  possible. 

]  ^  v9iiaTg[ 

Fr,  65  I  ] .,  a  dot  on  the  line ;  a  likely  Of  7- 

only  the  extreme  lower  end,  of  o  the  left-hand 
arc  and  base  2  .[,  a  slightly  convex  up¬ 

right  ;  €  or  o  likely 

»  •  « 

],€yav[ 
Fr.  66  The  remaining  parts  of  the  last  two 

letters  appear  to  supply  exactly  the  missing 

parts  of  the  same  letters  in  fr.  41,  i,  but  I  do  not 
think  that  the  vertical  fibres  of  the  backs  are 

compatible.  The  back  of  fr.  41  may  have  been 

patclied 

].,  a  dot  above  the  general  level;  p,  ac¬ 

ceptable 
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Fr.  73 

•  •  • 
]at^yA,[ 

]viaivr}[ 

].ToyT.[ 

]  [ 
5 

]  [ 

,  •  • 

Fr.  73  I  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of 
 a  circle 

3  ]  ̂  a  trace  on  the  line  .[,  the  
upper  left-hand arc  of  a  circle  7  ] .  >  a  sinuous  upright  .  [, 

the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  75 

.  •  • ]tat0[ 

].01TO[ 

*  *  * 

Fr.  75  2  ].,  perhaps  the  right-hand  e
nds  of 

the  overhang  and  turn-up  of  «  or  c 

Fr.  77 

w.[ 

]r’T6l\[ 

].W[ 

Fr.  77  I  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  ci
rcle 

2  .[,  the  central  part  of  the  left-hand
  arc  of  a 

circle  3  ].j  ̂  trace  about  mid-le
tter 

Fr,  74 

*  •  * 

]^ovt[ 

i  [ 

]/iiouS[ 

*  *  * 

Fr.  74  I  .[,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  c
ross¬ 

stroke  as  of  T  2  two  traces,  compatible 

with  the  extreme  right-hand  ends  of  the  branch
es 

of  fc  4  Of  only  the  top  of  the  right-hand 

apex 

Fr.  76 

•  •  • 

]ce7rtS[ 

]  [ 
*  •  • 

Fr.  78 

*  ■  * ]...[ 

]S6p[ 

]avrl 

]/toi>[ 

5 

•  .  • 

Fr.  78  I  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line,  followed  b
y 

a  hook  to  right  on  the  line  . .[,  the  foot  of  an 

upright  serifed  to  left,  followed  by  the  
foot  of 

a  stroke  curving  to  right,  against  which 
 is  the 

start  of  another  stroke  5  the  right-hand 

end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y,  followed  by  a  co
n¬ 

cave  hook  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  .[, 

the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right ;  f
t 

or  V  likely 
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2618.  StESICHORUS,  ^Eput>vXr}  ? 

Dialect  and  metre  of  the  first  of  the  following  fragments  are  compatible,  so  far 

as  I  can  tell,  with  attribution  to  Stesichorus,  and  if  he  is  the  author,  a  natural  guess, 

based  on  the  occurrence  of  the  name  of  Alcmaon,  son  of  Amphiaraus,  would  be  his 

^EpKj>vX7)  as  the  source.  All  that  is  recorded  of  this  piece  is  that  in  it  two  of  the  leaders 
of  the  first  expedition  against  Thebes  were  raised  from  the  dead  (PMG  194).  There  is 

no  way  of  knowing  how  far,  if  at  all,  the  story  was  carried  beyond  the  end  of  the  first 

expedition,  and  in  general  the  length  of  Stesichorus'  compositions  is  not  ascertainable. 
It  is,  therefore,  a  possibility  to  be  entertained  that  the  apparent  incongruity  between 

the  contents  of  the  first  and  the  second  columns  is  explicable  by  the  fact  that  they 

belong  to  different  pieces.^  The  coronis  opposite  col.  ii  7  seq.,  which  seems  to  have 
no  purpose  where  it  stands,  may  have  been  meant  to  mark  the  division. 

The  writing  is  a  good-sized  upright  uncial  of  the  same  type  as  1361,  1789,  like 
them  to  be  dated  in  the  first  century.  There  are  no  lection  signs  or  other  additions  to 
the  bare  letters. 

On  the  back  of  fr.  3  there  are  the  remains  of  a  document  in  a  well-executed  small 
cursive  of  the  late  second  or  third  century, 

Fr.  I 
Col.  i  Col.  ii 

]o}B€7T0T7]V€7T€k[  ] 

^roc7]p<jDcaXj<pLaov7TocetBcu 

]  ^  creXiTTcovKaLapicTOvaoiSov 

5  ] . av€CTac  * 

]  _  yhq)8api€t^ojX€voc7rOT€€t 

]  _  Xemv€T€KaL9aXcaic 

]f9viiovavTap€y(ov€7rL7rpa 

[ 

[  ]x:T0C^€7r[ 

[  ]u€cafxov[ €Ka tom ,  ovipL[ 

6o7T(jocaTrr)vav^€v[ 

vaSe^aTTapaKOLT ,  [ 

.jL  pivacrevcotcapLar natSava^avSpoco  ̂   [ 

^caXovyapceveKyol 

Fr.  1  Col.  i  I  the  foot  of  an  upright  serifed  to  right,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  . .  .b  the 

lower  part  of  an  upright  serifed  to  left,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  serifed  to  right,  and  this  by 

the  base  of  a  small  circle  off  the  line  with  an  angular  mark,  open  to  right,  close  to  it  on  the  line 

4  ].,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  5  ].j  a  hook  to  right  on  the  line  6  ]., 

a  trace  just  off  the  line  7  ].[,  below  the  line  the  foot  of  an  upright  serifed  to  left;  likely 
8  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

^  The  same  problem  was  presented  by  the  two  columns  of  2359  fr.  r,  likewise  putatively  Stesi- 
chorean  (PMG  222). 
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Col.  ii  2  Of  T  only  the  opposite  ends  of  -the  cross-stroke  4  . .  the  serif
  of  a  lost  upright, 

followed  by  an  upright  with  a  cross-serifed  foot ;  possibly  a  single  it,  hardly  p  
now  apparently 

a  slightly  convex  upright  Between  a  and  o  prima  facie  t,  but  this
  does  not  account  for  a  detached 

cross-stroke  between  the  tops  of  i  and  o  Between  v  and  f,  a  median  dot  Of
  t  only  the  lower 

y  not  ruled  out  6  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line  7  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  senfed  to  left 

8  .[,  the  middle  of  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  1  i  I  I  do  not  think  peXaipA  can  be  ruled  out,  though  it  is  not  much  favoured  by 
 the  present appearance  of  the  ink,  . .  ,  •  •  j  -o  u  i  j 

2  (SSe  TTO-njuiTT^  ‘addressed  as  follows*.  {tTpoc^v^TT^G)  Pindar,  Pyth.  iv  97,  ix  29,  and  BacchyJides, 

jjy  These  two  use  the  ‘Doric’  ttotI  for  the  sake  of  its  metrical  advantage,  i.e.  not  in  elision
,  except 

that  Pindar  has  ttot’  dcrwv,  to  be  parallel  with  itotI  ieCvwv,  at  01.  vii  90.  Contrast  
Stesichorus  fr.  87 TTOravbr),  h.  10  TTOTeppnn-.)  ,  .  ,  r*  u-  /i  \ 

3  Itoc  ’^pioc,  the  subject  of  As  the  Alcmaon  addressed  is  the  son  of  Amphiaraus  (1.  7b 

there  is  a  chance  that  Mpac]roc,  his  mother  Eriphyle’s  brother,  may  be  reco
gnized  as  the  speaker. 

Mpaaroc  ijjowc  Pind.  Pylk.  viii  51.  But  as  the  context  is  too  obscure  to
  show  whether  he  is  appropriate, 

other  possibilities  may  be  envisaged,  e.g.  BavpacT6c,  TreptAfAetroc,  Bacchyl.  y  71,  xi  81. 

a^AKpaov.  In  Homer  AXkp^v  {Od.  xv  248),  in  Pindar  }^^Kpdv  (Pyth.  viii  46,  57).  The
  poet  Aleman 

(AXKpdv  fr.  17,  4,  fr.  39,  i)  once  apparently  vocalizes  his  own  name  AXkp
owp,  fr.  95  (b). 

TTocftSot.  If  this  is  a  complete  word,  the  dative  of  77oc€t8ac,  it  is  to  be  said  that  among
  the  many 

forms  of  the  Greek  name  of  Poseidon  this  particular  combination  of  the  
variable  components :  -c-, 

-T-  -A'  *  -et-,  -t-,  -Of ;  -aoiv-  {-ecuv-,  -wv-),  -av-,  -ac,  is  not  recorded.  The  form  to  be  expected  in  a  Doric 

text  is  /7oT(e)i8(u  (Hdn.  n.p.X.  i  lo,  to  whose  examples  add  Aristoph.  Ach.  798).  B
ut  I  remark,  though 

I  think  it  is  irrelevant,  that  derivatives  beginning  /7oc(£)t5af  are  found  in  insc
riptions  of  a  date  later 

than  the  presumptive  date  of  these  verses. 

noceiSat  dvdcrac  could  be  construed  together,  ‘you  have  challenged  (or  have  you 
 challenged  f  ) 

‘Poseidon*.  But  in  the  context  I  suppose  a  more  probable  kind  of  sentence  would  be,  obeyi
ng  or 

‘trusting*  (e.g.  -neiOdpepoc,  ttIcwoc)  ‘Poseidon;  you  have  left  .  .  .  and  an  excellent  po
et  and  departed from*,  say,  ‘your  home*.  • ,  •  ■  1  j 

I  have  found  no  place  in  the  Eriphyle  story  as  told  where  Poseidon  is  in
volved. 6  seq.  TToreeiTre  See  1.  2  n.  ■  j  *  j  r 

7  Ap<f>iapr)T€l8ac.  There  can  be  no  doubt  that  this  is  intended  for  the  pa
tronymic  derived  irom 

the  name  of  Amphiaraus,  but  the  form  is  puzzling.  In  the  only  other  place, 
 Greek  or  Latin,  where 

I  have  found  the  patronymic,  Ov.  Fasti  ii  43,  it  is  Amphiareiades.  Ap^tapTje
  or  -peuc  is  attested  (Find. 

Nem.  ix  13,  24,  Antimachus?  2619  fr.  i  ii  i)  as  well  as  -pijoc  (Find.  01.
  vi  13,  Pyth.  viii56)and  -paoc(Pind. 

Jsthm.  viii  33,  and  generally).  I  do  not  know  where  -t-  comes  from.  j  u  k 

8  seq.  I  suppose  the  sense  to  be  cA  pdv,  tS  re  Kat  daXlaic  r€pn€  dvpov,  but  it  need  har  y  e 

pointed  out  that  there  are  many  possibilities  of  variation  in  the  expression,  e.g.  vpk
  pev  .  .  . repiT£c0f,  €vtl>paiv€,  and  SO  on.  n  i  • 

ph...  drdp  Find.  Pyth.  iv  169,  iii  98,  fr.  333  (a)  4  seq.,  and  perhaps  
Stp.  fr.  45a  col.  1  2  seq. 

9  iyuiv.  But  iyio  2360  i  10  (Stes.  fr.  32)  in  a  metrically  indifferent  position. 

9

 

 

seq.  Perhaps  irp&yoc  or  but  the  division  -npa-ypa  is  also  legitimate;  cf.  2617  fr.  19  11  6. 

‘I  (go)  about  a  .  .  .  matter*. 

Col.  ii  5  d^-fivav  Uv[  I  suppose  to  be  compared  with  Pind.  Pyth.  x  65  appa,  Timoth.  fr,  15 (Persae)  190  seq.  UvywT^  .  .  .  dxvyo-  , 

6  seq.  vaSejSa.  Among  the  possibilities  -vaSe  is  to  be  remembered.  On  
account  of  Ava$avopoio, 

1.  8, 1  mention  AaKc^alpovdSe  (Hes.  Catal.  G  26,  37). 

pvacredev  ordinarily  of  the  wooer.  Here  applied  to  a  woman,  I  should  
guess  on  a  straightforward 

construction  of  the  remains,  a  mother  seeking  a  bride  for  her  son,  epa  irapdKoiTi
v  .  .  .  pvacndcoua 

pdr7)p.  But  -Ti[v  and  -Tif}[p  are  unverifiable. 

7  There  is  a  coronis  against  this  line.  I  do  not  see  its  significance. 

8  TTtttSa  possibly  ‘daughter*. 

Avd^avhpoc  is  not  recorded  as  the  name  of  any  legendary  person.
  It  is  the  name  of  several  his¬ 

torical  persons,  only  one  earlier  than  the  presumed  date  of  these  verses,  the  S
partan  king  reigning 
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at  the  time  of  the  Second  Messenian  war.  It  is  difficult  to  suppose  that  the  heroes  of  the  expedition 

against  Thebes  and  this  man  occupied  places  in  the  same  poem. 

8  seq.  iWfpl^taAou. 
ya/iev  this  seems  most  likely  to  be  the  infinitive  ya/xcV,  scanned  w  though  I  can  find  no  metrically 

guaranteed  parallel  to  the  scansion  of  -iv  representing  -eiv  as  short.  But  ydpL^v  is,  as  far  as  I  can  make 
out,  incompatible  with  the  metre. 

^Kyo\yov  ? 

Fr.  2 

]a/jcxijcou[ 

]  _  oyaca , [ 

] ̂  ouceco , [ 
]ravTay[ 

5  ]..j8.[ 

Fr.  22],,  indeterminate  ink,  perhaps  on  the  underlayer  .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  with 

a  cross-stroke  through  its  top  3  ].j  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  .[,  a  flat  stroke 

(?  serif)  on  the  line  with  faint  and  scattered  dots  above  5  ] . . » traces,  two  level  with  the  top  of  the  ̂  
letters,  two  (or  three  ?)  on  the  line ;  the  letter  immediately  before  perhaps  a  or  A  .[,  the  lower  left- 
hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Col.  i 
Col.  ii 

•  •  «  ■  f 

][  ].[ 

]  [ 

]  [ 

]evaS€c0AaK:a/r[ 

5  ][] 

rav[ 

] 

Kapna  ̂   [ 

JSuejttot 

TCC€t  _  [ 

Jcar'S,  V 

].«[]”  [ 10  ]c€v8e  [ 

]vafJL<j>co  [ 

]  [ 

€pvcg[ 
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Fr.  3  Co],  i  8  A  trace,  just  below  the  line,  near  8,  and  a  flat  stroke,  on  the  line,  with  a  dot  above 

it,  near  v  9  ],,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  nearly  level  with  the  top  of  v 
Col.  ii  6  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line  7  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  8  Of  only  the  lower 

part  of  the  left-hand  stroke  and  the  cross-stroke 

Fr.  3  Col.  i  4  Perhaps  p,€iuyfi]4va  8’  icdXd  Ka«[ofc,  cf.  Hes.  Op,  197  icdXd  KaKotci,  Theogn, 

192  cdv  yap  /Ltfcytrac  ec&Xd  KaKotc, 
Col.  ii  6  KapTTaX[ifi-  acceptable,  but  A[  not  verifiable. 

C8196 
D 
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2619.  StESICHORUS,  VAcov  W/)Ctc? 

All  that  is  known  of  the  text  of  the  NXtov  irepcic  of  Stesichonis  consists  of  two 

quotations  of  one  and  of  nine  words  respectively.  From  the  following  collection  of 

fragments  not  a  single  complete  sentence  or  verse  is  recoverable.  Nevertheless  there 

are  grounds  for  suggesting  that  they  represent: — or  at  least  that  there  is  represented 

among  them — a  text  of  the  */Atou  vepcic  of  Stesichonis.  References  to  the  'matter  of 

Troy’  are  to  be  seen  in  the  proper  names  UaQovcc  (fr.  119),  Axac  -ol,  -wv  (frr.  i  i  15  and 
10,  4),  Tpco  -ec,  -ac  (frr.  i  ii  7  and  15  (6)  8),  77/jta^[?  (fr.  2,  ii),  Cip^ocvroc  (fr.  15  (6)  3), 

*EXlva  (fr.  14,  5),  Mvppiih\6v~  (fr,  21,  3),  CK]apidvSpLov  (fr.  27,  4),  AlaKtSav  (fr.  28,  2).  The 
language,  so  far  as  can  be  judged  from  what  remains,  is  comparable  with  that  of 

previously  known  pieces  in  that  to  a  considerable  extent  it  draws  on  or  is  reminiscent 

of  the  epic  vocabulary,  but  has  a  'Doric'  colouring,  exemplified  by  a  for  17  (but  not  to 
for  ov),  iydiv  (frr.  13,  3  and  16,  8),  TreSa  (fr.  21,  3),  Aprapiic  (fr.  18,  ii).  Unfortunately 

the  ruinous  state  of  the  manuscript  or  manuscripts,  which  prolonged  efforts  have  not 

appreciably  remedied,  makes  the  attribution  of  authorship  of  no  present  value.  The 

style  and  structure  of  the  composition  are  quite  unrecognizable ;  the  details  reported 

from  it  (Stes.  frr.  196-205)  are  nowhere  apparent. 
The  text  is  written  in  an  angular  hand  of  a  common  type  to  be  assigned,  I  suppose, 

to  the  late  second  or  third  century.  Lection  signs  are  lacking.  There  is  some  variation 

in  the  appearance  of  the  script  from  group  to  group  of  the  fragments,  but  except 

possibly  in  very  small  pieces  I  do  not  think  there  is  any  mistake  in  identification. 

35 

Ft.  1  The  lower  left-hand  part  of  (a)  is  darkened  as  if  by  charring. 
Col.  i  I  a  speck  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  Between  pA  apparently  some  ink  not  ac¬ 

counted  for  .[,  the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  4  After  c  the  start  of  a  stroke. 
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36 
rising  to  right,  with  a  trace  above  and  to  right ;  e.g.  the  left-hand  stroke  of  a  triangular  letter,  of  which 

the  right-hand  part  would  occupy  the  blank  space  before  o.  Beneath  in  the  interlinear  space  a  small 

upright  with  a  comma-like  sign  to  right  of  its  foot.  I  do  not  see  the  relation  of  this  to  the  text,  and  it 
may  have  none  7  What  I  have  taken  as  a  high  stop  may  be  casual  ink  ].»  a  trace  level 

with  the  top  of  the  letters  14  ].  >  what  now  looks  like  the  cross-stroke  and  upper  part  of  the  stalk 
of  T,  but  too  low  in  the  line.  I  am  inclined  to  think  it  should  be  combined  with  f  in  a  somewhat 

anomalous  17  16  ] .,  the  cross-stroke  of  y  or  t  18  an  apex,  followed  by  a  speck  near  the 

left-hand  branch  of  u  ,[>3^  ̂ iot  just  below  the  line  19  ].j  ̂  cross-stroke  touching  the  left-hand 

upright  of  V  a  little  above  the  middle ;  presumably  e  Before  ?  the  upper  right-hand  part  of  y  or  t 
.[,  a  trace  just  below  the  line  faint  and  scattered  traces,  those  nearest  c  compatible  with  the 
lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  21  After  op  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  ascending  with 

a  slight  slope  to  right,  followed  by  the  lower  end  of  a  faint  stroke  descending  from  left  22  Be¬ 
tween  t  and  €  perhaps  the  lower  part  of  the  upright  and  the  right-hand  ends  of  the  branches  of  k, 
but  I  cannot  rule  out  v  24  ].,  an  upright,  perhaps  with  ink  to  left  of  its  top  Before  f  the  feet 

of  two  strokes  on  the  line,  after  t  perhaps  the  lower  part  of  the  left-hand  upright  and  part  of  the 
diagonal  of  i'  27  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  some  way  from  o 

Col.  ii  The  level  of  (b)  is  fixed  by  the  cross-fibres,  its  distance  from  (a)  cannot  be  determined  by 
external  evidence.  There  may  be  internal  evidence  which  determines  it  in  1.  7 

4  At  the  beginning  dispersed  traces  on  the  under  layer  ] .  [,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending 

from  left  5  J.j  ̂  slightly  convex  upright  Before  §  perhaps  the  turn-up  of  e  or  c,  after  §  per¬ 
haps  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  Before  v  the  upper  end  of  a  slightly  forward-sloping  stroke 

.[,  the  middle  part  of  a  convex  stroke  6  .[,  perhaps  £,  but  now  no  sign  of  the  cross-stroke 
perhaps  the  top  of  c  7  After  c  a  trace  compatible  with  the  lower  part  of  c  Of  r  the  left-hand 
part  of  the  cross-stroke  has  all  but  disappeared;  y  would  be  the  decipherment  first  thought  of  .[, 
a  dot  above  the  general  level,  suggesting  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  followed  by  a  faint  dot  to  right 

8  ].,  perhaps  the  base  and  right-hand  part  of  the  cross-stroke  of  e  At  the  apex  of  A  ink  not  accounted 
for,  but  not  prima  facie  x  After  A  two  dots  on  the  line,  above  which  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of 

a  circle  .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  ],,  the  right-hand  part  of  a  cross-stroke,  rather  high  for 
€  but  cf.  fr.  5,  6  9  ] .,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  with  a  trace  to  left  near  its  top ;  17  not  suggested 

.[,  two  median  dots  on  a  single  fibre,  perhaps  separate  letters  10  ].>  a  dot  just  above  the  general 

level  For  y  possibly  the  left-hand  angle  of  tt  Before  o  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  n 
the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line  13  ].>  fke  upper  part  of  an  upright? 

with  a  dot  to  right  at  mid-letter  .[,  the  top  of  an  upright  14  the  top  of  an  upright 

followed  by  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle ;  o  rather  than  c  15  .  [>  an  upright  16  .  [,  a  dot  below 
the  line  and  a  trace,  a  little  to  right,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  Of  ]?t  only  the  extreme  upper 

and  lower  ends  of  the  right-hand  stroke  o,[,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  rising  gradually  to  right 
^7  ].[» the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  .  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  followed  by  a 
dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  having  a  dot  below  it  near  the  line ;  perhaps  a  single  v  or  the  like 

18  Of  ̂   only  the  left-hand  curve  and  base ;  it  appears  to  be  followed  by  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising 
gradually  to  right,  of  which  the  upper  end  may  be  represented  by  a  dot,  level  with  the  top  of  the 

letters,  on  the  opposite  edge  of  the  gap  . a  dot  on  the  line  and  a  dot  diagonally  opposite,  level 
with  the  top  of  the  letters,  perhaps  representing  different  letters,  followed  by  the  upper  part  of  what 

looks  most  like  6  or  p,  though  anomalous  for  either  Of  v  only  the  top  of  the  left-hand  branch  and 
extreme  bottom  of  the  shank,  of  o  only  a  short  piece  from  the  upper  right-hand  side  19  Of  ̂t[ 
only  a  dot  representing  the  base  angle  ] . ,  faint  not  determinable  traces  21  ] . ,  apparently  the 

upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  . ,[,  presumably  oy,  but  p  would 
not  be  recognized,  but  for  the  sense ;  of  y[  there  is  only  a  dot  on  the  line  22  ] . ,  the  upper  part  of 

an  upright  .[,  a  short  arc  of  a  circle  at  the  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  e 

Fr.  1  Col,  i  6  seq.  For  /3tat  re  compare  koI  loal  R-  in  43i»  tc  Sovpl  re 
fxaKpcoL  11.  xviii  341;  for  this  phrase  dependent  on  TreTTotOorec  compare  x^pecct  7Te7ro(,d6Tec  II. 

xii  135,  AaoTav  (Aaecct  Zenod.)  Kad^^epde  ireTToiOoree  178^  ibid.  153. 

The  partial  resemblance  to  dvrl^tov,  dvn^irjvy  ivavrl^tov  must  be  fortuitous,  -vn  may  well  be  the 
end  of  a  3rd  person  plural. 
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2619.  STESICHORUS,  'IMov  7TipCl.C? 

9  IJaGovec  dyKoMro^ot.  11.  X  428,  ii  848. 
16  In  the  context  evpdo\TTa  is  likeliest.  Perhaps  riXoc  precedes, 

18  wr]  or  rr]oXep.ov  [r^jAeuraf  appears  acceptable. 

19  I  think  7ryfctv[ac]  re  ̂p[^rac,  not  the  nominative,  is  probable,  though  I  cannot  verify  it.  Cf. 
11.  xiv  294  (Horn.  hy.  Aphrod.  38,  243). 

21  pfi^ivwp  in  Jriomer  and  Hesiod  qualifies  nobody  but  Achilles.  But  I  am  not  sure  that  the  ink 
suits  any  case-ending  of  this  word  and  that  another  example  of  p-q^-qvopta  (of  Odysseus,  Od.  xiv  217)  is 
not  to  be  recognized.  But  why  not  -awp-P 

24  A  possibility  which  may  be  mentioned  appears  to  be  (jier)iiTpeTTe  koX  mvyrat,  cf.  11.  xvi  596 
oAjJoJi  re  TrAotfrwt  re  fierlnperre  MuppuBdveccw  and  11.  vii  288  seq.  piyeddc  re  re  koI  mvvrijv. 

^1.  ii  7  Tpwtc  ttoAccc  r  eTrUloupot  seems  likely  enough,  in  which  case  no  whole  letter  is  missing  in 
this  line.  But  I  cannot  confirm  it  by  a  satisfactory  supplement  in  the  preceding  line,  where  only  one 
letter  would  be  missing. 

18  0yAAo0[op-. 19  nvKivalQc  Tirep\yyeccL  vvKivd  irrepd  Od.  v  53. 
20  nlpKOV  ravvclTrlrepov. 

21  dveKpayov  is  hardly  to  be  made  out  of  the  ink.  If  it  was  intended — and  this  seems  the  likeliest 

articulation — it  is  to  be  said  that  dvaKpd^eiv  is  late  and  rare  in  application  to  the  sound  made  by 
animals  (LSJ  in  v.),  so  that  the  supplement  op'Ui]9ec  is  not  recommended. 

Fr.  2 

'  >.’[ 

]  [ 

]/^€yax««)ca^i[ 

]«“  [ 

S  ]f/.<f.TOVT[ 

]«-.[ 

]  [ ]/zotjue,[ 

]v/i€yaA[ 

10  ]  i 

]ff“  [ 

]  ^ ,  avT€c  a[ '5  ’’]  [ 

Fr.  2  The  lower  part  stained  and  in  places  rubbed 

I  After  a  an  upright  apparently  forking  at  the  top,  but  not  v  ,[,  the  foot  of  a  slightly  forward- 
sloping  stroke,  with  a  trace  to  right ;  perhaps  p,  4  Of  ̂  only  the  tail,  which  is  unexpectedly  high 
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5  q.  unsatisfactory,  since  one  would  expect  to  see  the  upper  end  of  the  lower  left-hand  stroke  6  .  [, 
the  start  below  the  line  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right;  a  possible  8  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright 

II  Between  t  and  ft  faint  traces  compatible  with  a  12  Between  €  and  tt  faint  dots;  presumably 

t  or  c,  but  no  letter  verihable  .[,  perhaps  a  dot  on  the  line  ].[,  converging  strokes  as  of  the 

underside  of  the  middle  part  of  a  13  Of  ]«  only  the  right-hand  ends  of  the  arms  14  ] . . » the 

upper  part  of  a  slightly  forward -sloping  stroke  with  traces  to  right  too  much  obscured  by  stain  to 
separate;  I  think  ]a>.  might  be  acceptable 

Fr.  2  3  ixiya  xa>ca/A[e>'-  not  Homeric ;  (xiy  ox&'^cac  of  fairly  frequent  occurrence. 
II  not  verifiable. 

Fr.3 

Fr.  4 

]/oyaAea[ 

]py^wc[ 

]^a8[ 5 

]..«< 

Fr.  3  I  the  lower  parts  of  two  uprights 

descending  below  the  line,  followed  by  the  lower 

part  of  a  stroke,  rising  gently  to  right,  at  the 
upper  end  of  which  is  the  foot  of  an  upright  Of 

9[  only  the  lower  part  of  the  left-hand  stroke 
5  the  lower  side  of  a  loop  just  below  the  top  of 
the  letters  .[,  two  dots,  one  median,  the  other 
below  and  slightly  to  right,  0?  6  the 

top  of  a  loop,  followed  by  the  rubbed  top  of  what 

may  be  t 

]0a^a[ 

]  [ 

•  •  • 

Fr,  4  Darkened.  [The  right-liand  end  of 
11.  I  seq.  has  flaked  off  since  the  transcript  was 
made.  Only  a.[  and  p,[  now  seen.] 

I  Between  a  and  a  two  uprights ;  perhaps 

as  I  now  see  no  ink  between  their  tops  2  . . .  [, 

apparently  the  tops  of  two  uprights  and  a  stroke 
sloping  forward,  e.g.  tfc,  followed  by  two  traces 
on  a  displaced  fibre 

Fr.  3  2  d]/)yaAca[. 

3  K^OUtfxjJC. 

2619.  STESICHORUS,  'IXlov  TTCpCtC  ?■ 

Fr.  5 
39 

]ayopa[ 

]a)U  [ 

a* 

]CVT€C0 ^ [ 

5  ]ayepBri[ 

]fAoyov[ 
]acTa<:[ 

. 
 ]
 
 '
[ 
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Fr.  8 

].»>'.[ 
]  [ 

].F«[ 
5  ]  [ 

]pf5uctp[ 

]  [ 
]  .[ 

»  4  • 

Fr.  8  2  ].,  a  cross-stroke  touching  a  just  below  the  apex;  presumably  €  .[,  most  like  c,  but 
the  top  sharply  angled  4  ].,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  6  p[ 

anomalous,  but  so  would  ju  be  7  Of  ](c  only  the  right-hand  ends  of  the  branches  After  a  y[J 

or  a  single  tt  ']<f>  anomalous,  but  I  see  nothing  else  as  likely  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 
9  .[,  not  part  of  the  text;  a  short  upright 

Fr.  9 

']m'
 

]..  [ 
Stripped 

j--  [ 

Stripped 

]Tvxoiva  ̂   [ 

]^a8a^[ 

]!>'
  '[ 

Fr.  9  1  ].,  a  slightly  convex  upright ;  fi  possible  2  confused  ink  followed  by  an  upright 

with  a  cross-stroke  touching  its  middle  on  left ;  apparently  «  or  17  possible  4  ]. ,  what  now  looks 
like  a  small  c  slightly  above  the  top  of  the  letters  <f),  which  is  more  than  the  usual  distance  from  the 

preceding,  is  partly  covered  by  a  black  stain  and  may  be  illusory;  it  is  larger  than  the  normal  and 

might  perhaps  be  taken  as  ot  6  .  [,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  bending  over  to  right  at  the  top ; 

€  ?  7  Blurred.  . .  [,  the  lower  part  of  a  slightly  forward-sloping  upright  followed  by  a  dot  below 
the  line  9  .[?  a  stroke  rising  to  right  10  ].»  a  trace  off  the  line  .[,  the  foot  of  e  or  c 
II  ].,  the  middle  part  of  an  upright 

5 

]  _  ^  av(jOL<l>[ 

”]  [ 

]r'a;(atot  [ 

]  [
  ' 

][ 
4  4  * 

Fr.  10  I  ].  the  lower  end  of  an  upright 

descending  below  the  line  .[  the  left-hand 
stroke  of  A  or  v  2  ]. .  the  tip  and  lower  part 

of  an  upright  followed  by  a  damaged  letter  con¬ 
taining  two  uprights,  perhaps  v  4  There  are 
marks  after  i  but  I  am  not  sure  that  they  are  ink 

]m«.[ ]  [ 

]w..[ 

S  ]/pe««'[ 

]KK-€Aec[ 

].  [ 

]...[ 4  •  • 

Fr.  11  I  .[  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right  3  .[j  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a 
circle  4  . .  [7  perhaps  opposite  sides  of  r,  fol¬ 
lowed  by  the  start  below  the  line  of  a  stroke  rising 
to  right  7  seq.  Faded  8  apparently 

the  upper  parts  of  two  uprights,  followed  by 
a  convex  upright;  ].tc  may  be  possible 

Fr.  12 

4  4  4 

]  [ 
]c  [ 

i  '  [ 
]a^€cat  [ 

5  ]  [  . 

]rjpai.  [ 

J.Aerai  [ 

]  [ 
]  [ 

I  o  ]at  [ 

Fr.  12  2  ] . ,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  Of  A  only  the  lower  parts  of  the  left- 
and  right-hand  strokes.  The  right-hand  perhaps  touches  the  extreme  lower  end  of  a  stroke  which 
may  be  to  be  combined  with  the  sign  before  0.  The  alternative,  v  for  A(.),  looks  less  likely  Before 

0  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  perhaps  struck  out  7  ].,  perhaps  the  extreme  end  of  the  overhang 
of  f,  but  I  cannot  rule  out  v 
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].8_7r<yft.c«ce/w[ 

]  ’  [ 
]ec^€ya»i/8au  [ 

]’  [ 

5  ]yo  eiixetv  [ 

[ 
] . . ,  ecayv  [ 

]  _  aocaeXtov^ 

’]  '  [ 

]a^[^]arat,caif[ 

above  the  first  line,  probably  but  not  certainly  the  top  of  the  column.  The  left- 
hand  side  has  displaced  and  frayed-out  fibres 

I  ].»  3,  thick  dot,  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters,  with  a  thin  upright  falling  from  its  right-hand 
side  After  $  perhaps  e,  but  not  verifiable  Between  fj,  and  c  apparently  the  top  and  bottom  of  an 
upright ;  o  not  suggested  5  Between  o  and  e  two  uprights  with  confused  ink  between  them ; 
possibly  V  6  The  last  letter  is,  or  finishes  with,  an  upright  7  on  a  single  fibre,  a  trace 
^  rising  to  rights  a  second  similar  trace,  followed  by  what  now  looks  like  the  angle  formed 
by  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  and  the  foot  of  an  upright;  on  the  main  surface, 
a  heavy  dot  8  J.,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line  10  After 
>  dispersed  dots,  possibly  the  upright  o{  p  n  ] . . ,  perhaps  the  top  of  the  loop  of  p,  followed  by 
taint  dispersed  dots  suggesting  a  triangular  letter  Of  A  only  the  upper  part,  but  I  think  likelier than  S 

Fr.  13  I  In  spite  of  appearances  -wfjuocc  must  be  thought  likely. 

3  iyoiv  3’  cf.  fr.  16,  8  iyui  c  Stes.  fr.  32  (PMG  209)  iy^v  eVi  2618  fr.  i  i  9. •  ?  (for  Etvac)  seems  unavoidable.  It  is  a  (Rhodian  and)  Sicilian  Doric  form  attested  for 
Epicharmus  (fr.  99,  2).  (Another  form  common  to  Stesichorus  and  Epicharmus,  ‘found  in  some  Doric 
dialects ,  Phot.  lex.  in  ulnocxa,  is  ttettocx'  for  -niTTovO-j  Stes.  fr.  84  (PMG  261),  Epicharm.  fr.  ii.) 8  0aoc  ae\Cov. 

10  [/ejar*  atcav. 

2619.  STESICHORUS,  UXlov  Triple? 

Fr.  14 

43 

JoFTtapafc^ 
]cTovaXoxo^[ 

]vvT€xovr€ .  ̂   [ 

5  ]av0aSeA€va7rp[ 
]ccX'r}ocaoScpi,  ̂   ^ 

JatSc/ceAeucerw, ,  _[ 

]  tajt7ruptfcato^ey[ 

]7Tpr]cavTac€ ],[ 
10  ]  . , .[ 

Fr.  14  The  right-hand  side  of  this  scrap  is  blackened  by  dirt  which  makes  decipherment  uncer¬ 
tain  and  in  places  impossible 

I  Of  the  first  t  only  the  top ;  below  and  to  left  black  marks,  apparently  not  ink  , .[,  dots  on  the 

line  2  Between  a  and  A  a  cross-stroke  about  mid-letter.  Not  apparently  e.  I  think  intended  to 
indicate  that  no  space  should  have  been  left  .[,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  3  ],,  the 

lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line  Between  and  f  perhaps  the  middle  part  of 
a  stroke  descending  to  right;  if  A,  rather  crushed  4  . the  last  letter  perhaps  v;  preceded  by 

dispersed  dots  5  V.  comm.  6  p.  now  has  an  anomalous  appearance  and  I  cannot  dis¬ 
tinguish  ink  and  dirt  beyond  it  7  Of  ]a  only  the  lower  end  of  the  down-stroke.  I  am  not  sure 

that  ]gtt  may  not  be  a  badly  made  v  8  Perhaps  the  lower  end  of  a  down-stroke  from  left,  i.e. 
a,  is  to  be  seen  against  the  lower  part  of  ]i  fy[  appears  to  be  compatible  with  what  is  visible,  but 
cannot  be  verified  9  After  f  an  upright  10  two  traces  on  the  line,  followed  by  the 

foot  of  €  or  c  and  the  foot  and  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  y  or  t  ii  .[,  an  upright 

Fr,  14  3  KvSa?i€oc  is  not  attested  and  I  am  far  from  certain  that  it  could  have  been  written,  but 

I  can  get  no  nearer  to  a  possible  word  of  the  form  kuS.  .to-. 

5  seq.  8’  'J?AtVa  seems  obvious,  but  it  is  to  be  observed  that  6  appears  originally  to  have 
been  written  in  a  paler  ink  and  to  have  had  its  cross-bar  reinforced  by  .the  writer  of  the  text,  and  that 

above  6  in  the  same  paler  ink  is  what  is  prima  facie  a  ‘grave',  correct  enough  but  unexpected  in  this 

piece. 

‘Helen’  followed  by  j3a]aA^oc  makes  i7/)[tajx-  a  reasonable  guess. 

8  Satoji  TTvpl  Kaiofifv-  of  Troy  ?  II.  ii  415  'irpijcat  .  .  .  wpoc  Brjtoio  dvperpa,  11.  xi  666  acTU  iTvpoc  ̂ Tjtoio 
BipT)Tax. 
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]So[ 

].€t8[ 
]...[ 

]..[]  [ 

] .  ̂ ^ .  ]Ae7r6DC7ra/5[ ]cifjLoeyrocavr]p[ 

]Tartda^icc€fjLv[ 

}T€KaLCO<l>iaVTOv[ 

Joca^T^ ]t5oc/^A€p[  ]  ^  [ 

JyrpwacaAcuc ,  [ 
],y}f<€y  [ 

]/oai;To[  J_u[ 

].n..i]’a[
 

w 

].xdov[ 

hand'?;r?o%apptd  ^  ^  ™ 

sible^“^  ̂   r  n  part  uP»ght  with  a  trace  to  left;  ,  or  perhaps  ̂   pos- 
“  CM  ;  'i  '^y  rtie  upper  part  of  an  upright ;  perhaps  o.  or  p. 

base  of  S  “  trtJ^  '  ’’’  “  ]■’  P^haps  the  right-hand 
r  aorf  (lAfrp  “  a  °ff  th^  line  Of  f  only  the  foot,  but  e  discommended  by  the  spacing 

I  K  by  a ‘hick  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  y07 
P  only  the  base  ]•[. ‘he  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  from  below  the  line;  a  suggested  8  f 
th  n  ®  i’  r  “ght-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  below  the  top  of  the  letters  •  e  or  9  ro  1  ’ the  right-hand  stroke  of  a  triangular  letter  After  w  the  base  of  a  small  circle  off  the  Une  •  then  the ower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright,  which  might  be  com- 

onts  uppeShand  side  ‘’"I’ but'possibly  h!ving  traces r\ah7  K  right-hand  side  n  ],,  perhaps  the  top  of  a  circle  or  loop  12  Before  a  an  ud- right,  perhaps  the  right-hand  upright  of  r  14  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  ̂  
Ft,  16  (b)  2  -cv  [;(a]Ae7raic  seems  likely. 
10  7Tovoi[  looks  possible^  though  as  a  reading  ttoAioi  is  more  satisfactory. 

45 

2619.  STESICHORUS,  NMou  nepctcP 

Fr.  16 

]yapy€c  [ 

]^€rvfjLOJcai0  [ 

]  ^  tovovc  [ 

5  ]vpav7rpct>7r€[ 

].[Ju7rpoyem7ca[ 

]aXi7Top(l>vpovayy[ 

]  a  t/xeveywvAey  60  [ 

]  ^  ladavarot  [ 

10  ]Aor'€/3^t0mPT6[ 

]  ^  COVTToO^WWK  _  [ 

]  ̂  AtmoSar'  [ 

]w^a/>7Tayt/iov[ 

] ,  pofX€uavKvaKa[ 

15  jra  [ 

]opv<j)aicLva7raic[ 

]covcTvy€pov  [ 

]Sa7ratha<l>tXop  _  [ 

]  ^  gXeycaiJiTjSl 

20 

JoKToyer'otT  ̂   [ 

].[ 

Fr.  16  I  .  , on  the  line  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  followed  by  what  are  prima 

facie  the  lower  ends  of  the  left-hand  and  right-hand  strokes  of  a,  and  this  by  the  lower  part  of  an 

upright  descending  well  below  the  line  2  Of  ]y  only  the  upper  part  of  the  right-hand  upright 

3  ] . ,  perhaps  the  lower  right-hand  angle  of  v,  but  the  right-hand  upright  anomalously  thin  and  curly ; 
€j  seem  to  have  been  made  by  the  same  pen  as  this  Of  y  only  the  tip  of  the  right-hand  branch  .[, 

the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  and  having  the  left-hand  end  of  a  horizontal 
stroke  through  it  4  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright  6  ].[,  on  the  line  a  small  loop  open  to  left 

9  ].,  a  short  upright  opposite  the  middle  of  t  10  f[,  which  now  has  no  overhang  or  cross-bar, 
should  perhaps  be  read  i[>  but  the  foot  is  anomalously  hooked  to  right  ii  y  or  the  right-hand 
angle  of  t  .[,  a  trace  near  the  line  and  another  above  it  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  12  ]., 

a  cross-stroke  as  of  y,  t;  fc  apparently  ruled  out  14  ].^  perhaps  the  right-hand  branch  of  u 
18  A  cross-stroke  from  left  touches  the  top  of  ]S  but  I  am  doubtful  whether  it  represents  a  letter  of 

the  text  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  perhaps  c  19  ].»  a  speck  level  with  the  top  of 
the  letters  20  After  a  dot  on  the  line,  followed  by  the  tip  of  an  upright ;  before  p  a  trace  on  the 
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line,  followed  by  a  speck  just  off  it  Between  o  and  w  the  top  of  an  upright  nearer  to  tt  21  ,[, 

a  trace  about  naid-letter;  o  not  particularly  suggested 

Fr.  16  2  €]vapy4c. 

4  ̂JjLudvouc  not  verifiable. 

5  7Tp(A>ir^pvci{v)  is  the  spelling  prescribed  for  Attic  by  Apollonius  Dyscolus  (tt.  impp.  166,  25)  and 

Phrynichus  {Praep.  Soph.  105),  and  metrically  guaranteed  by  Pherecrates  fr.  182.  We  have  no  in¬ 

formation  concerning  other  dialects.  No  other  known  Greek  word  begins  7r/)w7Tc-,  but  I  suppose  the 

possibility  of  ttpw{l)  followed  by  another  word  beginning  ttc-  cannot  be  ruled  out. 

6  As  KvTrpoy^vqc  does  not  appear  to  be  used  as  an  adjective  (though  Kvirpoyevda  is,  Aristoph. 

Lysistr.  551),  a[  is  presumably  not  }i[<fipoBlTa. 

8
 
 iyuiv  cf.  fr.  13,  3
.
 
 

,  ,  ■  u 

10  'Eppx6vav,  In  view  of  the  occurrence  of  ahTr6p<f>upov  above  and  of  ap-ndyifMov  below,  it  may  be 

worth  while  to  recall  that  Herraione  {'Eppuwv^  'Eppuovyj)  in  the  Argolis  was  apparently  noted  for  its 

purple  cloth  (Plut.  Alexandr.  36,  2,  Alciph.  ep.  iii  10,  4)  and  was  one  of  the  places  where  Pluto  was  said 

to  have  carried  off  Persephone  {v,  Apollod.  Bibl.  i  5,  i,  i).  But  I  suppose  a  reference  to  the  daughter 
of  Menelaus  and  Helen  is  more  likely. 

12  -]yAo-  and  -]tAo-  seem  to  be  the  only  choices;  neither  gives  any  known  word.  Nor  is  there  any 

such  word  ending  in  -ttovc  (for  which  -TroSdc  might  be  supposed  to  have  been  substituted). 

16  K^opv<l>atctv. 

Fr.  17 

‘  ][  ’ 

]noXeix[ 

w.[ 
Jtctto  .  [ 

5  l.povl 

Fr.  17  2  .  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  3  .  [,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  left 

4  a  speck  above  the  general  level ;  perhaps  casual  .[,  perhaps  the  extreme  left-hand  ends  of  the 
rising  and  descending  strokes  of  A  or  of  the  corresponding  strokes  of  a  5  ].,  the  top  of  an  up¬ 

right  6  ].,  confused  ink;  perhaps  the  right-hand  side  of  o  or  of  the  loop  of  p 

47 2619.  STESICHORUS,  'IXiov  Trlpcic? Fr.  18 

]T€mfcoup[ 

].8a/>  [ 
JAtTrotca  [ 

'\jjMxraKa\_ 

s  ]  [ 

],oxou[ 

][]  [ 

]'ycuaoxocaypoc€[ 
10  [ 

]a/)Taju,tcouSa^poStTa[ 

]  [ ]V7)^£UC  [ 

]  [ 

Fr.  18  There  is  a  ‘joint’  at  the  left-hand  side  of  11.  9-11 
2  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  3  Of  ]A  only  the  edge  of  the  lower  part  of  the 

right-hand  stroke  6  ].,  a  triangular  letter;  I  should  say  a  likeliest,  A  next,  S  least  8  ]., 
faint  traces  compatible  with  the  start  of  the  left-hand  and  lower  end  of  the  right-hand  strokes  of  a 

.[].[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  followed  by  the  tip  of  an  upright;  a  letter  may,  but  need  not,  be 
lost  between  them  10  ] , ,  faint  traces  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  15  ] .  >  the  right-hand 
end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  the  first  upright  of  p, 

Fr.  18  I  Cf.  fr.  i  ii  7  Tpuiec  ttoA^cc  t  i7Ti(<[oupoi. 

2  seq.  dap|8av(t)-? 
8  eKddpov  as,  e.g.  Horn.  hy.  Dionys.  (vii)  9  ̂Kdopov  (sc.  rT^oc). 

9  yaidoxoc :  generally  Poseidon.  dyv6c  c [  looks  like  a  further  specification.  Possibly  'EpexOcvc^ 
applied  to  Poseidon  in  Attica  (Plut.  or.  uii.  843),  to  Poseidon  and  Zeus  (Sch.  Lyc.  Alex.  158),  to  Zeus 
in  Athens  and  Arcadia  (id.  431). 

dyv6c  is  rare  in  application  to  male  deities,  but  Aeschylus,  who  applies  ycudoxoc  to  Zeus  at  Suppl. 

876,  applies  dyv6c  to  Zeus  at  Suppl.  653. 
10  In  the  context  ^7roA]Aa>v  may  be  thought  of. 

11  On  the  ‘Doric’  form  v.  Page,  Aleman,  Parth.  p.  140. 
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]  llX€pT0V7rp[ 

^  ^  cocaya7ra^[ 

^  ]yca>vujL«>c[ 

5  _  ^  Jw8€TeK[ 

.  .  .].X0‘4.I 

,],OTav[ 

"’ll 

Fr.  19  2  .[,  y  or  the  left-hand  parts  of  tt,  but  the  cross-stroke  appears  to  have  been  retouched 

3  ].  a  trace  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  4  Of  ]u  only  the  top  of  the  right-hand  branch;  t 
would  be  a  more  natural  decipherment  would  be  taken  for  c,  if  e  was  acceptable  in  the  context 

5  abnormally  narrow,  but  not  o  6  a  dot  on  the  line  touching  the  end  of  the  upstroke  of  Xr 

and  apparently  the  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  the  down-stroke  Some  letter  has 

apparently  been  written  on  the  cancelled  letter  (which  may  have  been  e)  7  ].,  the  right-hand 
part  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  o  8  J . .  >  the  upper  part  of  an  upright,  followed  by  what 
now  looks  like  c  but  may  perhaps  be  a  damaged  e 

Fr.  19  4  I  suppose  S]ucwvu/ioc,  though  u  is  not  a  satisfactory  interpretation  of  the  ink.  But  what 

can  be  made  of  icwvu/noc  (before  which  two  letters  would  have  to  be  supplied)  ? 

Fr.  20 

]ffAuTa[ 

]  _  Saju,e[ 
]jLt€0Aa[ 

],v8p«[ 

S  ].va.§[ 

Fr.  20  I  represented  only  by  the  extreme 

right-hand  ends  of  the  branches  touching  the 

top  and  bottom  of  the  left-hand  stroke  of  A  Of 
(i[  only  the  point  of  the  bottom  angle  2  ]., 

the  upper  part  of  an  upright  4  ] , ,  what  now 

looks  like  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  on 
the  line;  a  by  no  means  suggested  5  ]., 

a  trace  on  the  line  6  .[,  perhaps  the  left- 
hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  t 

]a0ava[ 

]  ’  [ 
]7r€8ajuti/)/LttS[ 

]  [ 

5  ]..«  [ 

Fr,  21  5  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the 

letters,  followed  by  the  upper  right-hand  arc  of a  circle,  I  think  p 

Fr.  21  3  If  TTcSa  MvpfjLid[ov-,  as  seems  likely 
it  may  be  remarked  that  TreSd  is  attested  for 
Aleman  and  Ibycus  and  should  probably  be 

restored  to  Stesichorus  in  the  Aristophanic 

quotation  Pax  775  (PMG  210).  MuppaBouecci 
Homeric. 

Fr.  20  3  6f]fiidXa. 

2619.  STESICHORUS,  U\U>v  rrepcic? 

Fr.  22 

49 

K[ 

]/zaTa[ 

]  [ 

]..[ 

Fr.  22  I  ,  [,  perhaps  y  intended,  but  abnormally  tilted  and  with  ink  inside  the  angle  not  accounted 
for;  and  one  would  have  expected  to  see  part  of  any  subsequent  letter  4  A  speck  level  with  the 

top  of  the  letters,  followed  by  the  top  of  a  loop  or  small  circle 

Fr.  23 

JM  '  ]...’[ 

]7repcavT€a7[ 

]  K:aAAa8a7ra[ 
]at;TOtK:aTae[ 

5  ]a<x)vay€  ̂   [ 

’  ].[M 

•  •  • 

Fr.  23  I  Of  A  only  the  feet,  but  not,  I  think,  x  ]...[>  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  into 

1.  2,  followed  by  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  and  this  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  4  There 
is  ink  not  accounted  for  across  the  tail  of  ?,  and  also  across  the  opening  of  u  5  ^  trace  op¬ 

posite  the  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  e  and  another  below  it  below  the  line  6  ] .  [,  the  upper  part 

of  a  forward-sloping  stroke ;  a  narrow  letter  might  be  lost  between  this  and  e 

Fr.  23  2  seq.  The  paragraphtis  between  these  verses  and  that  between  2359  fr.  i  ii  7  seq.  (which  is 

also  presumptively  Stesichorean,  PMG  222)  go  to  confirm  the  statement  found  in  Suid.-Phot.  rpia 
CT7)cix6pov  and  elsewhere,  that  the  compositions  of  Stesichorus  were  strophic.  [Division  by  para- 

graphi  into  sets  of  eight  or  nine  verses  now  found  in  2617  (Stesich.  TrjpvoifTjtc?),] 

3  /foAAa  among  other  possibilities  ftaAAa  Alcm.  fr.  35  is  to  be  remembered. 

0  3196 E 
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Fr.  25 

]?:“?  [ ]T<ynopov[ 

] 
 '[ 

]  [ 

5  ̂KVfJia7ToXy[ 
]  [ 

Ft.  24 

*  ]..□.[ 

]r}6r)6aX 

]jpoc7roAv[ 
]€cca[ 

5  *  ].[ 

Fr.  24  I  ].,  a  median  dot,  followed  by  the 

lower  part  of  an  upright;  perhaps  two  letters 

represented  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right?  ] .[)  a  short  upright  mark  on  the  line 
and  a  short  horizontal  mark  a  little  above  it ; 

not  suggested  2  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke 

rising  to  right ;  a  suggested  4  Of  ]f  only  the 

top  and  the  end  of  the  cross-stroke  5  ].[, 

the  top  left-hand  corner  of  c  or  the  like  suggested 

Fr.  25  i  The  top  and  bottom  of  f  lost,  but 

not,  I  think,  t  2  Of  ]7  only  the  right-hand 
end  of  the  cross-stroke  5  Of  ](f  only  the 

right-hand  end  of  the  upper  branch 

Fr.  25  2  7r0V^T0TT0p0v[{~), 

Fr.  26 

]ayc  [ 

]  [  ]  [ 

]^fjievoc6€a^[ 

]ct;potcu,[ 

5  
]  [  * 

9  •  » 

Fr.  26  I  V  is  anomalous,  but  ̂   cannot  stand 
here,  e  cannot  be  read  for  c  3  ].,  the  lower 

end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  .  [,  a  thick 

dot  on  the  line  and  a  slightly  concave  upright  (in 

a  lighter  ink?)  standing  on  it  4  .b  r  ot  the 

left-hand  parts  of  it 

Fr.  26  4  ̂Xo]cvpotc, 

Fr.  27 

ft  •  • 

]..[  ]..[ 

]ei/Ta  []  [ 

]  fjLavdpiova[ 5  '  ]  [ 

Ft.  27  2  ].,  a  stroke  curving  down  from  left 

through  an  upright  of  which  the  upper  part  re¬ 
mains  ;  not  a  normal  v  nor  at.  At  a  seems  to 
have  been  written  on  another  letter,  perhaps  o 

]. .,  on  the  line  the  base  of  a  circle,  followed  by 
a  dot  . the  foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by 
the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  perhaps  a 

4  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line 

Fr.  27  4  CK]fffidFS/otoF. 

2619.  STESICHORUS,  'IXiov  iripcic? Fr.  28 

51 

].cac7ro.[.>  [ 

]eKOcata/ctSap'[ ]  [ Jeptacru. ,[ 

5  ]^i’[ 
•  •  ft 

Fr.  28  I  ] . ,  the  foot  of  an  upright  with  a  stroke  from  left  through  its  lower  end ;  presumably 
]at  or  ]8t  or  ]At  .  [,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  4  . .  [,  an  apex,  followed  by  the  upper 

part  of  a  stroke  sloping  slightly  forward 

Fr.  28  I  I  cannot  decide  between  ti6}\i]v  and  7roA[J]y, 

2  t]^koc. 

AlaKihav  likely,  possible, 

4  TT]ipl  aCTU. 

Fr.  29 

].[ 

•  ft  • 

Fr.  29  2  ].,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left;  rather  high  for  the  right-hand  branch 
of  u  .  .[j  the  foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by  the  base  of  a  loop  open  to  right  3  ].»  the  right- 

hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  a  a  trace  just  below  the  top  of  the  letters,  fol¬ 
lowed  by  the  tops  of  two  strokes  suggesting  /i,  but  perhaps  representing  separate  letters  . .[,  a  hook 

to  right,  perhaps  the  top  of  t,  followed  by  a  comma-like  mark,  perhaps  the  tip  of  the  left-hand 

apex  of  V 

S&mtnsr  tfir  Hjtfsvrfssensehaflsi 

d&r  Alt?,rtL'njsiiifntle 
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} 
\ 
I 

Fr.  30 
Fr.  31 

M 

■  M
 

]  ̂eaTu[ 
Ixorf 

]  7rapd€v[ 

]  tf4eip[ «  *  • 

] 

Fr,  31  3  .[,  the  left-hand  side'of  e  or  c 
]8tP'a[ 
]™c.[ 

]..r[ 

Fr.  30  2  Of  c  only  the  right-hand  end  of  the 

cross-stroke  7  .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  up¬ 
right?  8  the  concave  upper  end  of 

a  slightly  forward -sloping  stroke,  followed  by  the 

top  left-hand  comer  of  e  or  c Fr.  32 

H 
 ’ 

 ’ 

].«M 
]uSe/)€a[ 

]  [ 
']fxwL^ap€a  [ 

5  ]  '[  ■  . 
]_6tJtaC«'Ac€Wo[ 

]pcaVT€C€VKrilX€[ 

]  
’[ 

]v9pOJ7TOVCKX€g[ 

10 

Fr.  32  I  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  4  .[,  scattered  dots,  perhaps  representing 

two  letters  6  ].,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line;  there  is  room  for 

a  narrow  letter  between  this  and  w  10  .[,  y  or  the  left-hand  parts  of  tt 

Fr.  32  2  ]ySe  p^a[. 

4  Pap^a  in  Homer  only  in  the  frequent  locution  Papea  crevax'.  I  cannot  verify  ct[  here. 

6  #cAcewo[  Alcman  fr.  10  (b)  5  ii  12  (PMG  10),  but  Khvvd  id.  fr,  i,  44  (PMG  l),  ‘kAcu'Sc’ 
Stes.  fr.  7  {Ptjpvovtjic,  PMG  184). 

7  iK7T£pCaVT€C  €VKTtp.€VOV  11.  Xxi  433* 

9  d}vdpa>7iovc  /fAeo[c ;  this  collocation  once  in  Homer,  TTdvrac  e-rr*  d.  k.  tcc^rax  Od.  xxiv  94. 
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Fr-  33 

'  ]..«[].[  ' 

>aac.[ 

]/f6/)0u[ 

•  •  • 

Fr.  33  I  the  lower  right-liand  arc  of 
a  circle,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  ].  [, 

a  trace  well  below  the  line,  presumably  the  lower 

end  of  an  upright ;  perhaps  no  whole  letter  miss¬ 
ing  between  this  and  a  2  .[,  the  left-hand 

side  of  c  or  e 

Fr.  35 

♦  • 

>..[ 

]«0[ 

]of[ 

]..[ 

Fr.  35  I  . the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right,  a  suggested,  followed  by  a  trace  below  the 
line  4  A  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the 
letters,  followed  by  the  top  of  a  small  loop 

Fr.  37 

•  *  • 

]Kav  [ 

]acaAAotc[ 
]oKptToy[ 

]eK‘acTajtvu[ 

5  ].c[.].<u..[ 

Fr.  34 

•  •  # 

]  [ 
] ̂  yOCTp  ̂ [ 

Fr.  34  I  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke  touching  the  left-hand  upright  of  y,  below 

the  top  3].,  a  speck  level  with  the  top  of  the 
letters  a  thick  dot  close  to  o  level  with  the 

top  of  the  letters 

Fr.  36 

« 

iTTaTf 

]aAf[ 

•  Fr.  38 

]xoicoA[ 

]  [ 

]..o/r[ Fr.  38  There  is  a  ‘joint’  at  the  left-hand 

Fr.  37  3  Of  y[  only  the  left-hand  upright  edge 
4  Of  t;[  only  a  hint  of  the  fork  5  ],,  level  3  ].  .>  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters, 
with  the  top  of  the  letters  a  thick  dot  with  followed  by  a  flat  stroke  on  a  single  fibre  at  about 

strokes  descending  from  either  side,  p?  ].,  the  mid-letter  and  the  extreme  end  of  a  stroke 
right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  y  touching  the  bottom  of  0 
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¥ 
V“.[ 

]apr)c  [ 

].pa^[ 
5  ].[ 

•  •  % 

Fr.  39  2  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right  4  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright;  perhaps 
/It  hinted  at  Of  p  only  traces  of  the  opposite 
sides  5  A  dot  above  the  level  of  the  line 

Fr.  40 

]At;ca[ 

]  [ 

]  [ 
]  [ 

S  ]..c[ 

A  «  • 

Fr,  40  5  The  surface  is  dirty  and  partly 

destroyed.  Before  c  there  may  have  been  a. 
I  am  not  sure  how  much  of  what  precedes  this  is 
ink 

2619.  STESICHORUS,  VA/ou  ir^pcic? 
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Fr.  45 

Fr.  46 

>8/>[ ]  [ 
]  ■  [ 

].‘  [ 

]p7ro[ 

]px°d 

•  « 

Fr.  4-5  3  ].,  a  trace  (the  end  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke?)  opposite  the  middle  of  t 

Fr.  47 

[ 
 ■ 

]  [ 

] ,  []  ̂  c7r€nSoKrec[ 

S  ].o‘  [ 

^7)  90}{ji€9a07T7Ta}C'n[ 

’
[
 

] ,  ^  avretKara  ^  [ 

¥  '  f ]..[.]P  [ 

]..?[].[ 
].[ 

Fr.  47  There  is  a  ‘joint’  about  in  the  middle.  The  left-hand  side  is  rubbed,  the  lower  right-hand 
side  is  both  stained  and  rubbed 

3  ] . ,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  Before  ?  apparently  the  middle  part  of  a  stroke 
descending  from  left  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  8  After  the  last  a  there  is  the 

upper  part  of  an  upright;  prima  facie  t  and  the  end  of  the  line  10  For  vp  perhaps  and  S  pos¬ 

sible  .[,  the  top  of  a  circle? 
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In  the  following  defective  lines  nothing  survives  that  I  see  to  give  a  clue  to  the 

author.  But  for  the  Doric  rlv  in  1. 7  it  could  not  have  been  cisserted  that  they  might  not 

have  formed  part  of  a  dramatic  chorus  and  the  conversion  of  ittvov  to  irreov  in  1.  3, 

if  that  is  rightly  recognized,  might  in  fact  have  led  one  first  in  the  direction  of  an 

Attic  source.  That  is  presumably  ruled  out,  but  of  the  composers  of  choral  lyric  whose 

names  we  know  I  find  nothing  to  favour  one  more  than  another. 

The  hand  is  of  a  well-represented  type  ascribed  to  the  first  century  B.c.-firsl 
century  a.d.  This  specimen  may  be  compared  with  659  and  P.  Ryl.  44  and  51  and 

placed  towards  the  end  of  the  first  century  b.c. 

]oji7n<l>avcKO)v[ 
Fr.  2 

]. .  ,[,]^t'VOV€yvojr ]~v  7rTi)op[ 

]  ̂VT€OvB€VCO{x[ 

ca[ 

]apiapTa)v^od[ 

Aa[ 

]  ̂'^ep9ocdvTOKpd[ 

a.[ 

]  _  ovdaXaccaao-x^pycorpL ^  ^  [ 

]7r€7rot^aTota>i^Se/co  ̂   [ 

j  o  ]j^totctr7(a/)€vra7roAA[ 

]  _  €c9aLXC0pav7rg  ̂   [ 

] ,  Tovaiyatovappl^ 

levoccddeval 

Fr.  1  2  ] . . . ,  possibly  yrh  but  the  ink  before  7  might  represent  two  letters,  of  which  the  second 
could  be  t,  and  that  after  7  is  no  more  than  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters.  One  broad  letter 
could  fill  the  whole  space  between  7  and  e  I  am  not  sure  that  the  stop  is  not  casual  ink  .[,  the 

left-hand  curve  of  a  circle  3  ]7,  a  speck  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  After  y  (for  which  x 
appears  possible)  the  upper  part  of  an  oval  or  looped  letter,  followed  by  the  top  of  c  or  e  ;  then,  the  top 
of  an  upright,  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line  with  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  above 

it  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  the  foot  of  an  upright,  i.e.  tSt  or  tSu  suggested,  but  S  may  be 

delusive  owing  to  damage  Above  v  of  777^  traces  compatible  with  t  4  ].,  the  lower  right-hand 
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arc  of  a  circle  with  two  dots  on  a  single  fibre  above  
6  perhaps  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of 

a  circle,  but  the  fibres  are  in  great  disorder  7  ] .  >  the 
 lower  par t  of  an  upright  After  8  the  sur¬ 

face  is  rubbed;  seems  compatible  with  the  traces
  8  ].,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rismg 

from  left,  e.g  k  [,  at  cannot  be  verified  9  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  par
t  of  a  circle;  o  or  6 

rather  than  c  suggested  ii  ].,  the  ends  of  the  right-hand 
 members  of  ̂  or  x  .1 

line?  12  1  ,  the  top  of  an  upright  14  ].[,  two  letters  may  be 
 represented  ].,  the  right- 

hand  end  of  a  cioss-stroke  touching  the  apex  of  .  .  [,  perhaps  the  upper  left-hand  curve  of  a  circle 

Fr.  2  is  fixed  by  the  fibres  at  the  level  shown  and,  to  judge  by  th
e  difference  in  size  of  the  writing, 

to  right,  not  to  left,  of  fr,  i  4  ^  ̂ot  at  m
id-letter 

Fr.  1  I  TT^avcKto  Find.  DUE  iv  4;  Bacchyl.  v  42,  ix  81  (all  the 
 lyric  instances), 

y  preceded  by  a  Bixpovov  must  presumably  be  du,  that  is,  a
  form  from  avoj  or  Trpjai;  or 

If  for  u  X  should  be  read,  dx,  iXj  ̂ x  offer  a  wider  choice  of  possibilities,  I  can  suggest  no  pl
ausible combination  with  what  follows  on  either  hypothesis.  /  /  r  u-  u  '  .‘c 

If  TTTuou  is  rightly  deciphered,  no  form  of  tttuu}  can  be  in  q
uestion  but  tttiJov  (of  which  th-cov  is  said 

by  grammarians  to  be  the  Attic  form),  or  a  compoun
d  of  it— Hesychius  records  Siurvov  .  .  . 

fidBifivov — must  be  recognized. 

t  Only  toi-  attested  hitherto  in  Pindar  and  Bacchylides  
(and  Ibycus;  all  the  lyric  instences). 

6  avroKpa[t  the  accentuation  indicates  a  compound.  As  far  as  I  see, 
 axn-0KpaT7}c  is  the  only  re- 

rnrded  word  that  suits  the  conditions,  ,  ,  ,  ^  t 

7  7rT]yxa[tci]  Taivaplac  looks  acceptable.  Here  Poseidon  
had  a  temple  and  feast.  For  the  expres- 

fseq^rly  ̂^<^xpv^-^lai{ya.  This  epithet  of  Poseidon  in  Arion  2  (PMG  939)  (and  Aristoph
. 

Eq.  559)  but  not  in  Pindar  (who  has  ̂ yAoo-,  £?.)-,  *  Opa-  rptoLva)  or  other  lyric  poets,  [xpvc
orp.cuvoc  and ’OpcorptWa  I  take  to  be  false  forms.]  ..-u 

There  is  a  certain  prima  facie  attractiveness  in  takmg  the
  construction  here  as  nv  Se  . . .  w  A - TT€7TOtda  .  .  .  'piotctv  xap^VTCi  .  .  .  -ec0(U.  ,  n  ••  u 

12  Mtov  possible,  but  Alyatov  a  noun  at  Pmd.  Foe.  yu  b  49.  ̂   n-  -  u  •  f  u 

dpu[-  words  beginning  so  are  so  rare  that  I  doubt  whether  t
here  is  any  effective  choice  of  suppl 

ment  except  a  case  of  appevoc;  cf.  Pind.  01.  viii  73,  Nem.  ii
i  58,  fr.  140  b  ii. 

13  ’'OccaB^v, 
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The  following  scraps  of  what  I  suppose  is  plainly  choral  lyric  verse  do  not  recur 

so  far  as  I  have  discovered,  among  the  fragments,  now  fairly  plentiful  and  widespread, 

of  Simonides,  Pindar,  or  Bacchylides,  and  I  see  no  clue  to  their  authorship.  Of  these 

three  I  should  plump  for  Pindar,  on  the  ground  of  what  seems  to  me  a  certain 

similarity  in  the  choice  of  vocabulary  and  phraseology,  but  the  comparative  simplicity 

of  the  metre  may  be  thought  to  tell  in  favour  of  Bacchylides. 

The  text  is  written  in  a  medium-sized  stiff  book-hand  of  a  decidedly  early  type. 
It  cannot  be  placed  later  than  the  first  century  b.c.  and  is  quite  likely  to  be  dated  in 

the  early  part  of  it.  The  only  additions  to  the  bare  letters,  three  accents  and  a  stop, 

seem  to  be  by  the  same  pen  as  the  text.  So  do  the  two  lines  in  the  margin  of  fr.  i  i  19, 

though  they  are  much  less  formally  written  than  the  rest.  The  correction  in  fr.  i  i  17 

is  by  another  hand.  The  upper  and  lower  margins  of  the  roll  were  coloured  yellow. 

In  the  lower  margin  of  fr.  i  this  embellishment  is  partly  covered  by  strips  of  papyrus 

used  to  strengthen  or  repair  the  edges. 
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Fr.  1  The  levels  of  (c),  (d),  and  (e)  are  fixed  by  cross-fibres  relatively  to  (a).  There  is  no 
external  evidence  about  their  distances  from  it.  The  interval  between  (d)  and  (e)  is  established  by  the 

supplement  in  1.  32.  (i:)  and  (d)  have  a  ‘joint’  near  the  beginnings  of  the  lines 
Col.  i  3  ] . ,  A  or  the  right-hand  half  oifj.  .  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  5  ] . ,  the  lower  part 

of  a  stroke  hooked  to  right  6  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  8  ].,  the 

top  of  an  upright  .[,  an  upright  n  ].[>  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  below  the  line,  <f>? 

].,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  12  e  remade  14  seqq.  There  is  ink  in  the  right-hand 
margin  opposite  the  ends  of  1. 14  and  the  next  two.  The  lower  part  of  it  is  the  beginnings  of  two  lines 

of  washed-out  note  tS  ].  .>  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  followed  by  a  slightly  concave  upright 
with  traces  to  right  of  its  top  16  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright  18  ].,  presumably  the  tip  of  the 

right-hand  stroke  of  a,  though  this  is  not  now  suggested  19  ].j  perhaps  the  right-hand  side  of 

or  o  marg,  i  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  2  .[,  #f,  or  j8?  20  ']tt,  or  perhaps  ]yi,  rt 
25  (4:)  ] .,  the  top  and  foot  of  an  upright  26(b)],,,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left 
with  a  horizontal  stroke  through  it,  perhaps  run  ink,  followed  by  a  sign  I  cannot  interpret,  most  like 

the  lower  half  of  k  29  (6)  ] . . .[,  the  top  of  a  circle,  the  right-hand  side  of  a  loop,  a  dot  at  a  lower 

level  ]. .» the  lower  parts  of  three  uprights  with  traces  of  cross-strokes  to  left  of  the  top  of  the 
first,  to  right  of  the  top  of  the  second  30  ]  .7  a  dot  above  the  general  level  31  For  o  I  cannot 
rule  out  t  32  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left 

Col.  ii  20  . .[,  a  dot  below  the  line,  followed  at  an  interval  by  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending 
from  left ;  a  single  y.  might  be  represented  21  After  A  prima  facie  another  A,  but  a  perhaps  to  be 

preferred  26  a  thick  dot  on  the  line  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  hooked  to  right  31  ]. 

the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  32  o  apparently  by  correction  Of  y  only  the 

foot  33  Of  q.  only  the  point  of  the  base  angle  ]tf,  I  think  x  less  likely  but  not  ruled  out ;  not, 
I  think,  A  or 

Fr.  1  Col.  i  12  seqq.  toCto  7r/)^7r[«  .  .  .  ]ficy,vac\9ai  .  .  .  AJoyotc? 
16  oA/ffic.  If  I  am  right  about  the  position  of  fr.  2,  ]ac  will  be  the  end  of  a  note  referring  to  this 

verse.  A  comparison  with  841  fr.  3  i  r  sch.  (Find.  Pae.  ii  37)  suggests  the  possibility  that  it  might  have 
contained  oAffdc  or  avxac. 

17  Xabep  suggests  to  me  nothing  but  AaSfp/fi^c,  but  as  far  as  I  can  discover  the  intensive  Ad-  is 
quite  alien  to  the  high  style.  The  only  other  observations  I  have  to  make  are  that  /catAaStp  for  /foA- 
XiB€p  would  be  a  conceivable  error  for  a  copyist  to  make,  and  that  Bacchylides  is  relatively  fond  of 

compounds  of  Sepfcijc,  having  two  (or  four)  examples,  ix  12,  xvi  20,  xvii  70  v.l.,  (fr.  61,  1),  whereas 
Simonides  and  Pindar  have  none.  But  I  am  doubtful  whether  the  compound  is  admissible  from  the 

point  of  view  of  meaning. 

18  KjoAA^SfvSpoi/  hardly  to  be  escaped  in  spite  of  what  I  say  about  the  remains  of  the  first  sur¬ 
viving  letter.  The  word  is  otherwise  recorded  only  late  and  in  prose  (though  dyXaShtvSpov  is  Pindaric, 

01.  ix  20,  and  ciJScvSpoc  common  to  all  three  poets).  I  suppose  it  tells  against  the  likelihood  of  /caAAtSfp-. 
19  Tnarg.  I  believe  these  two  lines  are  more  likely  to  represent  a  note  referring  to  the  column  on 

their  left  than  a  title  referring  to  the  column  on  their  right.  If  «c  was  written,  which  is  uncertain,  it 

might  suggest  the  second,  but  one  would  then  expect  to  see  some  part  of  a  coronis  or  asterisk  in  the 

margin  of  Col.  ii,  broken  away  though  it  is.  If  the  location  of  fr.  2  is  as  proposed,  it  confirms  the  ab¬ 
sence  of  any  indication  of  division. 

23  jyA]f^ai'8pw<t>  seems  likely.  Alexander,  son  of  Amyntas,  is  mentioned  by  both  Pindar  (fr. 

120)  and  Bacchylides  (fr.  20  B  4).  But  €^cw8pa>-  is  a  theoretically  possible  alternative. 

25  Possibly  dv'  dKp6rarov  or  -Taroit,  but  -av  aKpordrav  and  Other  alternatives  can  be  thought  of. 
29  ijTTTTw*'  appears  to  be  a  possibility. 

Col.  ii  21  dyXaoTn]-  seems  acceptable,  but  I  cannot  say  whether  dyXadwqxvc  (which  is  attested  only 

late)  or  any  case  of  it  is  reconcilable  with  the  trace  beyond  ij.  It  would  be  wrongly  vocalized.  dyXaoTT-r}, 
dyXaoTrrivoc  are  theoretically  possible  words,  but  are  not  attested. 

Pindar  displays  a  distinct  taste  for  compounds  of  dyXao-,  of  which  I  mention,  as  resembling 

dyXaoTT'qxvc,  dyXadyvioc  Nem.  vii  4,  dyXaox<i^Tac  Pae.  vii  a  (e)  2,  and,  I  believe,  dyXaoKapTroc  Nem.  iii  56 
and  2447  fr.  i,  4. 

26  XdSav  would  suit,  but  cannot  be  verified. 
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M  seq.  yfivcoTTtSlMu  M.a^ocuVoc  r€K^<o.  ‘of  the  Muses’  is  a  fair  gu
ess,  but  not  the  only  po^ibility. 

For  the  form  of  phrase  cf.  Find.  fr.  139  xP«<^o'«>ro
''  AaroCc.  xp>":o”*Moc  not  m  Findar  or 

Bacchylides.  fctJpat  jfpucoTrfTrAou  Mvapocwac  Find.  Ist
hm.  vi  74  seq. 

Fr.  2 

]  cw.[ ]ac  rovrg[ 

]  aAAa[ ]  KaiT ,  [ 

S  ] 

]  [  ].[ 

Fr.  2  I  strongly  suspect  that  this  fragment 

stood  immediately  above  (e)  in  fr.  i  col.  ii. 

I  cannot  with  certainty  follow  the  cross-fibres 

into  (a),  but  there  is  no  clear  incompatibility
. 

The  original  vertical  fibres  of  the  back  are  con
¬ 

cealed  to  a  great  extent  by  a  patch,  but  what  are 

visible  appear  not  incompatible  with  those  of  (c). 

There  is  a  ‘joint’  just  to  right  of  the  beginnings  of 

the  lines 

Col.  ii  I  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right ;  a  suitable  4  .  [.  below  the  right-han
d 

end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  t,  the  upper  prt  of 

a  stroke  rising  to  right  6  A  horizontal 

stroke  at  the  level  of  the  top  of  the  letters 

Fr.  3 

] 
 ’[ 

]i/ta
i[ 

].“P  [ 

]  [ 

Fr.  3  Apparently  the  top  of  a  column 

2  ].,  y  or  t;  i  less  lik
ely 

Fr.  4 

]’[ 

]o[ 

].o[ 

].•'[ 

].■"[ 
^  Apparently  the  top  of  » 

other  derivatives  of  ̂ cux-  constitute  a  notable  2  ].
,  two  dots,  one  on  the  Ime,  the  other  level 

element  of  Pindar’s  vocabulary.  None  occurs  in  with  the  top  o
f  the  letters  4  ]..  the  uppe 

Simonides  or  Bacchylides.  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
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Fr.  5 

•  •  • 

]..[ 
] .  [ 

] ,  ojra  ̂   [ 

*  #  • 

Fr.  6  2  an  upright  oJff  the  line,  perhaps  ir 
Of  f  only  the  base  3  ]o  the  lower  end  of  a 
stroke  descending  from  left;  S  not  suggested, 
possibly  A  or  /i  4  ],,  the  right-hand  tips  of 
two  strokes,  one  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters, 
the  other  on  the  line,  e.g.  /f,  x,  or  ̂   .  [,  traces  of 
an  upright 

Fr.  6 

].[ 
]  [ 

]aK'OPTo[ 

>[]  [ 
5  ].0.[][ 

]•?[ 

Frr.  6-7  are  much  darker  than  the  rest 

Fr.  6  I  On  the  underlayer;  perhaps  not 
a  letter  5  ,  [,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a 
circle  ?  6  Of  t  only  the  left-hand  part  of  the 
cross-bar 

Fr.  7 

5 

10 

J^ratc  [ 

Jyepapcu  [ ]a)3et  [ 

]  [ 
].[  ]“‘  [ 

]™f[  ].  [ 

] ,  Ta)J^/^apTVC<V770[ ]pSe7r€p^0etc  [ 

] .  7jcT7jpiouov)(aptr[ 
JSevcp^ota  [ 

]P?[  ]:}C^€V€cSavyp  [ 

]p8[  ]^etavKvva)v[ 

] .  ywviovaOl 

1-  \  ̂ower  part  of  an  upright  5  ].[>  the  foot  of  an  upright 
the  base  of  a  circle,  but  on  a  single  displaced  fibre  9  ].,  traces  suiting  the 
curve  of  the  loop  of  />  

j  & 

6  ].,  apparently 

upper  right-hand 

Fr.  7  2  I  should  guess  ycpapai,  not  yepapai. 
7  fidprvc  a  word  distinctly  favoured  by  Pindar,  absent  from  Simonides  and  Bacchylides. 

11  ixy^dci. 

12  S'  6^€iav7 

13  dydiviov  a0[Aor  cf.  Find.  Isthm.  v  7  tv  V  dycovlotc  dmoia. 

2622.  Lyric  Verses 

The  only  present  interest  of  the  following  fragments  resides  in  the  possibility  that 

they  may  include  (fr.  i)  part  of  Pindar's  version  of  the  meeting  in  Hades  of  Heracles 

and  Meleager,  Bacchylides'  treatment  of  which  has  been  recovered  in  an  epinician  for 
Hiero  (v).  Pindar  could  have  found  occasion  to  introduce  it  into  the  dithyramb  of 

which  the  beginning  survives  in  1604  fr.  i  ii,  as  may  be  inferred  from  the  title  of  that 

piece,  but  whether  or  no,  the  same  theme  might  have  been  used  by  him  in  more  than 

one  place.  The  absence  of  metrical  correspondence  between  1604  fr.  i  ii  and  2622  fr.  i 

affords  no  evidence  either  way,  as  only  the  strophic  element  of  the  first  is  known.  It 

should  be  said  also  that  such  an  episode  might  have  attracted  other  lyric  poets  besides 
these  two. 

The  hand  is  an  unskilled  upright  uncial  of  medium  size,  which  may  be  dated  in 

the  first  century.  There  is  a  good  deal  of  variation  in  the  formation  of  the  letters ; 

(j>,  V  are  usually,  r  occasionally,  serifed.  There  are  no  lection  signs,  unless  one  counts 
a  couple  of  ifemasy  which  are  oddly  made,  the  dots  being  formed  as  dashes  and  placed 

beside,  not  above,  the  tip  of  t  to  which  they  impart  the  appearance  of  t, 

^  But  as  far  as  my  observation  goes,  it  is  the  rule  that  the  trema  counts  as  part  of  the  text  and 
is  written  by  the  original  hand. 
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Fr.  1 

]f>0)LK']-€av[ 
]a[JLOcvvac[ 

]<l>€pc€<l>ovaiiJiaT ^ 

J^TeAettrav  lVecev[ 

]S  tSvjLta  tc€t  Soveujuo  [ 

].p«“  [ 

]7rop€vrjpaKX€t7rpo}TO)[ 

]yTlK€X€v0oV€7rLC7Tir)C€l  _  [ 

]  _  VLahac(xXo)(oc  [ 
^aXXeyepLav  [ 

]TlKapiW(l)0L(l€VCOP  [ 

~\Tp€<l)€TaiKaicOP7TOVTCOi[^ 
]lxevoc  [  ]  [ 

]9'F[.  . .]  .Stocytov  [ 

]...[ 
^pLivavTia  ̂   [ 

^XeaypovarepO  ̂   [ 
]m(Aey  [ 

Fr.  1  There  is  no  doubt  that  (b)  stands  under  (a),  right-hand  edge  under  right-hand  edge.  There 
is  no  external  indication  of  the  interval  between  them. 

3

 

 

. .[?  traces  suggesting  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  o  rather  than  c,  followed  by  the  foot  of 

a  stroke  on  the  line  4  .  .[>  the  foot  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  right  on  the  line,  followed  by  the  foot 
of  an  upright;  pi  possible  

7  ].»  a  dot  on  the  line,  presumably  
the  end  of  a  stroke  descending 

from  left  8  There  is  a  trace  over  aj[,  opposite  the  end  of  1.  7;  perhaps  the  left-hand  arc  of  o 
9  .  [f  the  foot  of  an  upright  turning  to  right  10  ] . ,  the  right-hand  

arc  of  o  or  w  12  k  written 
by  the  original  hand  on  c  13  Of  Jr  only  the  extreme  right-hand  

end  of  the  cross-stroke  
o  under 

e  is  not  cancelled  
15  ].» the  upper  part  of  an  upright  

td  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke 
descending  

from  left,  the  lower  part  of  a  circle,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  
below  the 

line ;  A  or  X  and  0  or  o  followed  by  t  or  u  possible  
17  Of  only  the  feet,  which  are  slightly 

anomalous  
in  relation  to  one  another;  close  to  the  right-hand  

foot  is  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle. 
This  method  of  combining  

the  remains  makes  out  the  letters  to  be  rather  crushed,  but  the  whole  line 
is  visibly  written  much  closer  than  the  next  18  .[,  apparently  

a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the 
letters,  but  perhaps  not  ink 

Fr.  1  The  occurrence  in  proximity  of  Persephone  (L  4),  Heracles  (I.  8 ;  Api<l>irpv]a)vidBac,  1.  10 ; 
pllya]v  Aioc  vi6v,  1.  15),  and  Meleager  (1.  18)  makes  it  reasonable  to  recognize  in  these  verses  the 
encounter  in  Hades  of  Heracles  and  Meleager.  This  subject  was  treated  by  Bacchylides  in  v  56  seqq. 
and  there  appears  to  have  been  a  fairly  close  correspondence  between  II.  63  seqq.  there  and  U.  12  seqq. 
here.  We  are  told,  Schol.  11.  xxi  194,  that  it  was  also  treated  by  Pindar  (fr.  249a  =  70b  Sn.),  so  that  it 
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is  natural  to  entertain  the  notion  that  his  version  may  have  reappeared  in  this  piece.  But  I  have 

found  no  means  of  making  out  even  a  prima  facie  probability  in  favour  of  this  view  and  must  confess 

to  an  inability  to  put  even  a  speculative  construction  on  most  of  the  lines,  of  which  I  should  judge 

from  12  seq.  a  good  deal  is  missing  on  the  left. 
In  Bacchyl.  v  63  seqq.  Heracles  is  aware  of  the  ghosts  of  the  dead  like  leaves  tossed  by  the  wind 

on  Ida.  I  do  not  think  there  can  be  any  doubt  that  12  seqq.  of  this  piece  contain  a  statement  to  the 

effect  that  ̂ straightway  the  dead  flocked  round  him  in  number  like  . . .  and  the  waves  of  the  sea’.  To 
the  second  member  of  the  comparison  there  may  be  a  parallel  in  the  verses  of  Phrynichus  preserved 

by  Plutarch,  Mor.  732F,  rSca _ occ  tt^vtcoi  KVfiara. . . ,  Without  attempting  to  be  precise  about  the 

first,  one  may  say  with  probability  that  between  and  rpe^fierai  there  must  have  been  a  noun 
on  which  the  genitive  depends,  a  relative  (with  or  without  a  preceding  demonstrative)  and  a  subject, 

or  both  a  subject  and  object,  of  the  verb.  This  seems  to  be  a  minimum.  With  corresponding  amounts 

lost  in  the  other  verses  the  prospect  of  understanding  what  survives  is  not  very  bright. 

[Addendum.  But  belated  recognition  of  the  relevance  to  this  text  of  the  commentary  in  PSI  1391 

fr.  B  i  makes  it  possible  to  make  a  few  additions  and  corrections  in  fr.  i. 

I  (cV)  Kai\pwi  KT€dv[a)v 3  Jta  Xarepnli  one  would  presume  but  the  omission  of  t  adscript  after  a  is  unexpected 
in  so  early  a  copy,  and  the  word  €vvoia  appears  nowhere  else  in  any  lyric  poet. 

4  seq.  0€pc€l)6vai  {j,aTpl[TC  )(pvco9p6i>coi  drjK€v  t€  Aaoict]!/  reAcrap’] 
1  Krlavov.  Pindar  has  a  noticeable  addiction  to  this  word,  usually  in  the  plural.  It  is  not  recorded 

in  the  other  lyric  poets. 

2  The  likeliest  supplement  is,  I  suppose,  fivjj  but  tA]  may  be  worth  mention. 

3  If  i,  not  T,  is  right,  0]taAd,  vTT€p^](aXd,  or  one  of  the  few  proper  names,  Ayx'f  -dty-,  Afx<f)-idXd, 
must  about  exhaust  the  possibilities.  But  they  are  considerably  widened,  if  t  was  after  all  intended. 

4  p,arpl  [tc? 5  viu  being  precluded,  tw'  ic  seems  a  likelier  choice  than  lv€c, 9  €7ncTT7}C€^X  I  havc  found  no  parallel  to  this  form  of  the  future  of  cttw  except  cTr^ccrat  in  2519 

fr.  I  ii  6  (Antimachus  ©TjjSafc?).  I  cannot  rule  out  -ce7-p[t  here. 
ivicTT-jco}  Od,  V  98  (for  Od.  ii  137,  al.)  is,  I  suppose,  only  formally  comparable. 

12  seq.  adyUa  p.iv  <l>dip.euojv  (ipvxcd)  cf.  Bacchyl.  v  83,  who  compares  their  number  with  that  of 
leaves,  a  comparison  used  (as  well  as  the  sands  in  the  sea  and  rivers)  by  Pindar  also,  but  in  a  different 
connexion. 

pLiv :  the  tradition  of  Bacchylides  almost  uniformly  presents  viv,  that  of  Pindar  sometimes  pnv, 

sometimes  viv,  often  fiiv  with  viv  as  a  v.l.  (I  do  not  remember  whether  the  converse  is  found.) 

14  I  should  guess  fidvoc,  of  a  wind  or  the  winds. 

18  drcpdeO,  ‘apart’,  by  himself. Fr.  2 

Fr.  3 

•  • 

]  [ 

ea[ 

]  1 

Tp[ 

U 

w[ 

]  [ 

4 

•  •  •  Fr.  3  5  €[  made  out  of  t  by  the  original  hand 

Fr.  2  3  Rubbed ;  apparently  $0,  perhaps  &€ 0  8195 
F 
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The  half-dozen  or  so  fragments  among  the  following  collection  that  are  long 
enough  to  base  a  judgement  on  clearly  represent  compositions  of  a  kind  that  might  be 

attributed  to  Pindar^  Simonides,  or  Bacchylides.  Frr.  21-22  may  represent  something 
of  an  epinician  nature,  fr.  i  and  more  dubiously  fr.  45  may  have  reference  to  Sparta. 

Of  the  rest  I  have  nothing  to  say,  not  having  succeeded  in  obtaining  a  single  whole, 

perhaps  not  even  a  half,  line.  The  explanation  of  this  poor  result  may  lie  in  the  fact 

that  the  fragments  come  from  a  large  extent  of  writing,  possibly  more  than  one  roll. 

This,  at  any  rate,  is  a  permissible,  though  not  necessary,  inference  from  their  having 

been  discovered  at  different  times  and  in  different  parts  of  the  site,  and  from  their 

exhibiting  considerable  variations  of  script. 

The  writer  of  the  text,  who,  in  spite  of  these  variations,  which  consist  chiefly  of 

differences  in  size  of  letter  and  weight  of  stroke,  can  be  identified  with  certainty  in  all 

but  the  smallest  scraps,  appears  to  be  responsible  also  for  most  (but  not  aU)  of  the 

lection  signs,  which  are  notably  sparse  for  a  text  of  this  kind.  I  should  compare  him 

with  the  writer  of  220  and  place  him  in  the  early  part  of  the  second  century. 

Fr.  I 

].fnr[ ],otc^a^a[ 

]  ̂01 . ,  iyafm[ 

]  ^rf.Wo*r.[ 

]  ^eLp[JtSajLtoc  *€/<:[ 

]  KaTonicd€KXo[ 

]  Opoyocafx<l>g[ 
]  jMSav6v7r€S  ̂   [ 

]  [ 

]  [  ]  ,  oScTTTTOKpaTl  _  [ 
]  'nrpovT€^€^[ 

]  CT€(f)aVOC ,  [ 

]  [  ..]‘^ve,ioy[ 
>[].[]..[].[ 

«  •  • 
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Fr.  1  1 1  am  not  sure  that  .]...[  should  not  be  written ;  an  upright,  with  a  trace  to  left  of  its  top 

and  a  thin  horizontal  stroke  across  its  foot,  followed  by  the  left-hand  ends  of  a  descending  a
nd  an 

ascending  stroke.  I  see  nothing  likelier  than  ].t  followed  by  a  or  S,  or  possibly  x,  but  this  does
  not 

account  for  all  the  ink  2  ]  ,  on  the  line  the  base  of  a  small  circle  close  to  f  Both  c  and  7  look 

smaller  than  the  same  letters  in  the  rest  of  the  piece  3  The  letter  might  be  taken  for  x  but 

there  may  be  illusion  due  to  casual  ink  After  c  a  heavy  dot  on  the  line  on  one  side  of  the  gap  an
d  the 

lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  on  the  other  j  as  a  reading  a  seems  likeliest  4  Be
tween 

01  and  ̂ y,  dots  on  the  line  on  either  side  of  the  gap  Between  t  and  y  a  thin  stroke
  from  the  middle 

of  the  first  to  the  foot  of  the  second,  but  v  for  ly  not  acceptable  5  -[>  apparently  the  lower  kft-
 

hand  arc  of  a  circle ;  but  for  7-  [I  cannot  quite  rule  out  tt[  8  Of  v  only  the  first  upright  ̂   9  Of 

f  only  the  tip  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  10  ].,  the  upper  end  of 
 a  stroke  rising  to 

right  and  below  it  the  right-hand  end  of  a  horizontal  stroke  below  the  line;  perhaps  like
liest  but 

1 X  not  ruled  out  Of  only  the  lower  right-hand,  and  lower  left-hand  side  and  tip  of  the  overhang
 

respectively  11  ].,  the  end  of  a  thin  horizontal  stroke  touching  the  top  of  o  .[,  a  dot  on  the 

line  and  above  to  right  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  with  a  thin  hor
izontal  stroke 

across  its  top  13  .  [,  y  or  the  left-hand  parts  of  it  14  Possibly  but  the  surface  is  partly 

stripped  and  there  seems  to  be  casual  ink.  I  think,  not  evat  Above  the  line,  between
  e  and  the  next 

letter,  a  stroke  rising  to  right  in  the  hand  of  the  text 

Ft.  1  4  If  I  am  right  in  recognizing  3.  payagfciphtts  under  1.  10,  it  is  to  be  note
d  that  there  is  no 

metrical  correspondence  between  4  seqq.  and  ii  seqq.  The  coronis,  as  expected,  divi
des  vepiKoiraly the  paragraphus  their  constituent  periods.  ,  ,  .  ,  >  n  \  r  c  u  n 

5  iiap\y\avT0.  A  reference  to  battle  may  also  be  recognizable  in  1.  7  Karomcee  k
Ao[i^-,  ct.  Bom.  IL V  96  77/50  KXoV€OVTa.  /ttj  •  v* 

6  ZivilhapLoc  is  a  name  that  occurs  in  one  of  the  royal  houses  of  Sparta  (Hdt.  vi  71 ;  Paus.  iv  15,  3 

et  al.)  and  seems  not  to  be  recorded  in  literature  outside  it.  It  is,  therefore,  worth  wh
ile  to  remark  that 

Bpovoc  (perhaps  a  compound,  1.  8)  and  cKa]-TTrp6v  t€8€^[,  U.  ii  seq.,  are  suitable  
to  a  mention  of  roy^ty 

and  that  'IiriroKpaTlSac,  some  form  of  which  I  take  to  be  very  probable  in  1.  11,  is  likewise  a 
 name  that 

occurs  in  the  same  Eurypontid  house  and  is  rare  elsewhere  (Hdt.  viii  131).  I  should  guess  th
at  yiBau, 

1. 9,  i.e.  some  name  ending  in  -BapCSaCy  -rtpUBacoi  the  like,  is  also  relevant  to  a  Spartan  theme
.  [AyTjdBafie 

'  Zap^oTipuda  in  a  quotation  from  Aleman  in  2389  fr.  5  ii  ii  seq.] 
10  In  the  context  I  should  guess  Bep^lcToiv.  ^  ...  j  /  •  u 

11  seq.  If  cK&l-mpov  is  right,  it  is  to  be  said  that  in  Pindar  cHaTrrov  is  the  for
m  preserved  (with 

negligible  exceptions)  by  the  iro.po.Bouc,  Bacchylides  has  the  form  with  p  (iii
  70,  ix  100). 
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Fr,  2 

]77-a/x^vA[ 

]  _  ifjivacel 

]  _tac’e^e[ ]  _  e/^Aurd  ̂   [ 

5  ^  ]a7rracto[ 

]  [  ..]'/'a>^[ 

]  [  ].‘^[ 

]  -[][ 

]  ^oa[]^on^[ 
lo  ]  cuc[JtAta^[ 

KrjvaiovS[ 

]  pov7tXoov\_ 

]  7roAti>'aAtac[ 
15  ]  vavrtovK^l 

]  K€l$CKailJ, ]Sotdtya/)^aT[ 

]cK07TOi'7Te[ 

...J.oM 

20 

Fr.  22],,  traces  of  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  3  ],»  a  dot  level  with  the 

top  of  the  letters  4  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y,  t  .[,  the  upper  end  of 

a  stroke  starting  about  mid-letter  and  descending  to  right  8  ].,  a  trace  level  with  the  top  of  the 
letters  f  is  so  close  to  the  break  that  p  cannot  be  ruled  out  9  ] . ,  traces  at  mid-letter  10  ,  [, 

the  same  15  .[,  the  top  of  a  circle  16  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  17  Of  t[  only 

two  dots  from  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  19  pfinia  facie  t  but  damage  at  the  top 
makes  it  impossible  to  rule  out  p 

Fr.  2  On  the  structure  see  fr.  5, 

1  Trap.<f>vA[^  or  ITap^u\[? 

2  seq.  Perhaps  Mfivac  . , .  -^lac.  But  A  is  not  certain  and,  if  another  letter  were  read,  the  articula¬ 
tion  would  be  different. 

5  Before  an  only  a  narrow  letter  is  admissible ;  p  seems  likeliest. 

10  I  suppose  -cue  (e.g.  dpaeve)  [,]tAta.[.  It  may  be  worth  saying  that  [0]tAiaS[ac  is  not  acceptable, 
but  other  possibilities  can  easily  be  thought  of. 

12  K7)vaiov  is  the  name  of  the  north-western  point  of  Euboea,  where  Z€i>c  KTjvaioc  had  an  altar. 
8[  may,  therefore,  represent  Ai6c. 

14  seq. 

17  seq.  Sotal .  .  .  cKOTToi  ‘two  female  watchers’?  Or  at’l-Sotat? 
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Fr.  3 

(«)  (6) ].[ 

]D[ 

]..o.[ 
¥ot.[ 

5  ] ,  Bepiayl 

].V%e.[ 

]yrava,[ 
JatacTt ,  [ 

JaAacca ,  [ 

10  ]fjiLOCKp€[ 

]M[ 

Fr.  3  (a)  3  Between  the  first  sign,  which  is  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  and  o 
the  surface  is  partly  stripped  and  the  remaining  ink  consists  partly  of  offsets  .  [,  a  dot  on  the  line 

4  ,[,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  5  ].» acceptable  but  represented  only  by  the  right-hand 

edge  of  an  upright ;  i  also  possible  and  perhaps  other  letters  with  a  right-hand  upright  p[,  I  rnay 
have  been  deceived  by  traces  to  right  of  the  upright  and  t,[  might  be  a  better  rendering  6  ].v*, 
I  am  doubtful  whether  this  or  ]ep  is  the  more  probable  combination  of  the  ink  .[,  the  left-hand  arc 

of  a  circle  7  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  8  .  [,  the  left-hand  part  of  e  or  0  9  .[» 

the  top  of  an  upright  11  ]  .  [j  before  g.,  of  which  the  loop  has  vanished,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke 

descending  from  left,  after  <;i  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  above  the  line  ].[,  the  left-hand 
parts  of  oj  or  the  right-hand  parts  of  if  the  first,  two  letters  might  be  lost  in  the  gap,  if  the  second, 

only  one 

Fr.  3  (a)  5  aW-  or  eAeu0-  seems  the  best  guess. 

Fr.  4 

].i.].xai 

]l<(f)LXov[ 

]€0€OtCte[ 

]  ^  otTe7ra[ 
S  ]  _  c'rqXayl 

•  •  • 

Fr.  4  The  left-hand  side  is  rubbed 

I  Of  ̂  only  the  lower  half;  before  it  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  4  ]., 
a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line  5  ].  .>  traces  on  the  line,  reconcilable  with  et,  (iv  i;[  anomalous, 

but  Ip  not  more  satisfactory 

Fr.  4  5  nj^avyi^c  five  times  in  Pindar  (once  in  Bacchylides). 

]pv4>[ 

>p[ 
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Fr.  5 

(«) 

]%[ 

] .  .  [ 
]M 

5  ]..«.[ 

]7'ero[ 

] 

]  y?^o[ 

]  7ra/)aT[  (6) 

]eCTtI/_[ 

],a/xoi/f[  ].  .S[ 

]  XPOvoc'X  ].pv[ 

IS  ]  ̂ayv€Tg[  ]^toc[ 

IcofxaKa  ̂   [  ]cyo»^[ 

]  KaT€iJi,ap  ̂   [  ]€v^[ 
]  XicavT€c[  .  [ 

Fr.  5  The  level  of  (b)  in  relation  to  (a)  is  fixed  by  the  cross-fibres.  There  is  no  external  evidence 
about  its  distance 

3  ].,  two  dots,  one  just  below  the  tops  of  the  letters,  the  other  below  it  on  the  line;  I  doubt  k, 
possibly  TT  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  4  seq.  Partly  stripped  and  rubbed  5  .[,  the 

bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  6  ],,  traces  compatible  with  e  or  o  .[,  the  top  left-hand  arc 

or  a  circle  lo  ,[,  the  base  of  a  circle  on  the  line  ir  A  trace  above  t  to  right  may  represent  ’ 
12  . an  upright,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an  upright  and  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line  13  ]., 
on  the  line  the  end  of  a  stroke  coming  from  left,  with  a  trace,  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  above 

to  left  Of  only  the  left-hand  side ;  e  not  ruled  out  ] , , ,  two  dots  on  the  line  followed  by  the  foot 
of  an  upright  14  .[,  an  upright  the  extreme  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left 

15  Of  ̂l[  only  the  top  of  the  right-hand  stroke,  A  possible  f[,  a  much  more  attractive  interpretation 
of  what  is  preserved  would  be  0  16  ,[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  17  .[,  a  dot  just  below 
the  tops  of  the  letters  For  w[  perhaps  y  followed  by  a  trace  on  the  line  18  For  f[  I  cannot 

rule  out  o  ,[,  a  trace  just  below  the  line 

Fr,  5  From  the  coronis  between  11.  7-8  and  the  paragraphi  between  11.  11-12,  15-16  it  must  be 

inferred  that  the  composition  here  represented  was  triadic,  consisting  of  4-lined  strophes  and  anti¬ 
strophes  and  epodes  of  which  the  length  cannot  be  determined  from  the  evidence  of  this  fragment. 

I  can  offer  no  explanation  of  the  apparent  absence  of  strophic  correspondence  between  11.  8-1 1  and 
11.  12-15  so  far  as  they  go.  It  can  be  shown  that  the  composition  represented  in  fr.  2  was  hkewise 
triadic,  consisting  of  4-lined  strophes  and  antistrophes  and  epodes  of  which  the  length  is  determinable 
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at  seven  lines.*  Again  there  appears  to  be  an  absence  of  metrical  correspondence  between  both  strophe 

and  antistrophe  (11.  8-1 1,  12-15)  epode  and  epode  (11.  1-5,  16-20), 
In  view  of  this  lack  of  internal  correspondence  it  is  idle  to  wonder  whether  fr.  2  and  fr.  5  might 

not  be  parts  of  the  same  poem.  In  places  it  seems  possible  to  postulate  metrical  correspondence 

between  them  (for  instance,  in  11.  11-16  of  both  fragments),  and  the  absence  of  it  in  others  cannot  be 
considered  evidence  either  way.  But  the  only  positive  fact  is  that  in  both  fragments  there  are  4-lined 
stanzas. 

13  seqq.  If  in  1.  17  Kare/iap^o'  was  the  complete  text,  I  think  that  the  following  readings  or  their 
equivalents  in  written  length  would  fit  U.  14-16,  18:  tSp  (or  yap?),  Ta[c]^,  p|>]c,  cfcjr.  But  there  is 
nothing  to  show  that  Karefiapjp€v  is  in  any  way  more  probable  than,  say,  KaT^fxaptltafiev,  KaT€fLapt/javfi€v, 

or  (including  the  substitution  of  nr  for  0)  longer  supplements  than  these. 

Fr.  6 

]ei^[  JoSa,[ 

]  ^  ctToSe  [ ].OK>  [ 

[  ]  [ 
][ 
•  •  • 

Fr.  0  There  is  a  ‘joint’  near  the  right-hand 

edge 

1  ,[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  2  ],, 

the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left 

3  ].»  two  dots,  one  above  the  other,  on  single 
fibres  For  p  less  probably  e  or  c  4  Partly stripped 

Fr.  7 

];8.[ 

*  •  • 

Fr.7  I  ].,  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  upper 

left-hand  angle  of  f  I  cannot  interpret  the  ink 
between  o  and  S;  if  .0,  there  is  only  an  angular 

trace  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  and  the 
second  o  is  anomalously  made ;  if  X  is 

anomalous  and  i  unusually  pressed  against  it 

2  the  top  of  an  upright  3  For  I  can¬ 

not  rule  out  p  .[,  possibly  the  tip  of  the  left- hand  curve  of  to 

Fr.  8 

■].[' 

*  The  argument  is  shortly:  since  there  is  an  uneven  number  of  lines  between  the  paragraphus 
above  1.  i  and  that  below  1.  ii,  they  must  comprise  epode  and  strophe  or  antistrophe  and  epode; 

since  II.  12-15  ^6  neither  preceded  nor  followed  by  a  coronis,  they  must  be  an  antistrophe.  The 
antistrophe  must  be  preceded  by  an  equal  number  of  lines,  namely,  four  forming  the  strophe  and 

what  remains,  namely,  seven  lines,  must  form  the  epode. 
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Fr.  9 

]  ^  K7]d€[ i  [ 
5  [ 

]7rj0oca[ 

]7reAo[ 

]  [ 

Fr.  9  I  ].,  V  appears  possible  but  the  surface  is  damaged  Of  the  suspended  letter  there  remains 

the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  with  a  trace  of  a  tail  at  its  right-hand  end ;  perhaps  w  2 
there  is  surface  damage  on  the  right-hand  side ;  I  am  not  sure  that  t  was  not  written  3  ] . ,  the 

lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  5  What  I  have  taken  for  the  right-hand  curve  of  to 
may  be  a  rather  anomalous  t 

Fr.  9  3  ]aKi^Sf[  seems  probable  and  may  (but  does  not  necessarily)  exhibit  the  same  phenomenon 
as  fr.  48,  3. 

Fr.  10 

]vU7Tv[Jn*  [ 

]^.D.  .oca7ro|I«]][.]AuKt)[ 
]  [ 

5  ]X<J0l7T^Ua>IJi€UXO'[ 

](^voyca^o{xevoL[ ]8o.[. 

]^t^[  ]aAAea[ 
]€ajto[  ]avS[ 

10  ](pn7T[  ]cov[ 

Fr.  10  I  Of  ]p  only  the  lower  right-hand  arc;  to  not  ruled  out  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a 
circle  3  Of  0  only  the  extreme  lower  end;  tp  might  be  equally  likely  Before  oc  two  traces 

compatible  with  the  tip  of  the  bottom  left-hand  angle  of  a  and  the  right-hand  tip  of  the  cross-stroke 
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of  V  or  T  Of  lA  only  the  right-hand  stroke ;  ̂  possible  6  Of  u  only  the  tip  of  the  left-hand 

branch  7  f,  the  lower  left-hand  half  of  a  circular  le
tter  ].[,  the  top  of  a  stroke  descending 

to  right,  e.g.  a For  ].[.]..av  perhaps  ]..[.].av  should  be  written.  
Before  the  lower  part  of 

a  slightly  backward-sloping  upright 

Fr.  10  I  A  to-  (or  ̂taj-)i^ucoc, 
2  VTTv\o^V. 

-z  MAu/fur  corr.  ex  /fAuKu[. 

i  not  TToir,  which  is  what  the  correction  means,  is  the
  form  expected  m  a  Doric  text, 

though  Callimachus  admits  in  the  ‘Doric’  hymn  vi  95.  Otherwise  ttcov-  is  attested  onl
y  for 

Aeolic,  Lesbian  in  Alcaeus,  Boeotian  in  Eubul.  fr.  12.
 

Fr.  II  14 

*  m’ 

]  [ 

~\V7T0\_ 

]<l>vpo[ 

5  ].^y..[ 

Vmi 

*  ]M0e[ 

],ciJ,€ya[ 

]0€<juva[ 

]€otK:ot[ 

5  ]aTOC*d7r[ 

]cut7r[ Fr.  11  I  Or  possibly  0  5  The  upper  parts 

of  the  letters  are  stripped  off.  The  ink  at  the 

right-hand  side  of  the  line  is  mostly  what  has 

soaked  through  on  the  underlayer  ] . ,  the  lower 

part  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  a  or  A 

6  Of  af  only  the  top  parts ;  but  S  or  A  less  prob¬ 

able,  and  not  e  or  o 

Fr.  12 

Fr.  14  I  Of  the  two  e  s  only  the  lower  left- 
hand  arcs,  but  o  not  acceptable  2  ] . ,  what 

looks  like  the  turn-up  of  c  or  c,  but  c  is  ruled  out 

by  the  context  and  of  e  part  of  the  cross-stroke 
should  be  visible;  presumably  a  5  9^ 

only  the  extreme  tip  of  the  tail  I  think  y 

less  likely 

Fr.  15 

]f.[ 

].«"[ ]-•'.[ 

Fr.  12  I  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

3  ],,  the  middle  part  of  a  stroke  descending  
from 

left  .[,  the  left-hand  parts  of  c  or  0 

]tA 

]otctS  ̂ [ 

]uC'7roAv[ 

]a/x€v_[ 

5  ]>'Oict[ 
Fr.  13 

]c8[ 

]^x[ 

Fr.  16  I  Between  r  and  a  the  foot  of  an  up¬ 

right,  but  this  is  not  the  complement  of  fr.  ii,  6 

2  .[,  the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  .L 

traces  compatible  with  the  top  and  bottom  of  an 

upright  6  the  tip  of  an  upright  and 

beyond  it  an  angular  trace  level  with  the  top  of the  letters,  perhaps  c 
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Fr.  i6 

{a)  {b) 

•  •  • 

]..[  .  . 

].K>cw[  ]..[ 

]:/TaS£,[  ]Te[ 

]  _  5oAojLt[  Jyx:  ̂  [ 

5  ]evKdcLv[ 

] ^  ^  OV€k[ 

]ptvat,[ 

]couapa[ 

10  ]_€7reco[ 

'
 
 
]
[
 

Fr.  16  The  level  of  {b)  in  relation  to  (a)  is  fixed  by  the  cross-fibres.  I  think  it  is  likely  to  have 
stood  to  right  of  (a)  but  there  is  nothing  to  show  at  what  interval 

I  The  turn-up  of  c  or  the  like^  followed  by  a  very  short  arc  of  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle 
4  an  upright  6  ]. .» tke  top  of  a  stroke  turning  over  slightly  to  right,  followed  by  the  foot  of 

an  upright;  vy  possible  7  ],,  the  base  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  curving 

down  from  left  8  .[,  a  short  arc  from  the  bottom  left-hand  side  of  a  loop  lo  a  trace 
level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 

Fr.  16  4  SoAo/t[  Simonides  is  credited  with  SoAop.i^Stoc  and  So^ofifixavcoi.  (fr.  70  PMG).  SoXojx'QTrjc, 
SoX6fjtr7)Tt.c  are  Homeric. 

Fr.  17 

].M 

Fr.  17  I  ].,  a  trace  (of  a  circle?)  at  mid¬ 
letter  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  2  if 
two  letters,  8a  or  Aa  seem  likeliest,  but  I  am  not 

sure  that  a  single  fi  was  not  written  .[,  per¬ 

haps  the  upper  part  of  the  left-hand  curve  of  to 

3  ].,  perhaps  the  upper-part  of  the  right-hand 
stroke  of  a  Of  9[  only  the  top  left-hand  arc, 
but  not  e,  though  I  am  not  sure  that  0  could  be 
ruled  out 

Fr.  18 

M 

].S[ 

]“'[ 
5  >.[ 

]ca[ 

Fr.  18  The  formation  of  the  letters  in  1.  6  is 

anomalous 

I  Of  ]o  only  the  lower  arc;  0  might  be  an 

alternative  S  .[»  a  short  arc  from  the  lower 
left-hand  side  of  a  circle 
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Fr.  19 

]  a}uav[ 

’\xac'^vv .  [ 

]pwrtav[ 

5  ]  ^  Kiccovd[ 
]i/[.]Kr/3o[ ]..[ 

Fr.  19  I  . .  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circ
le,  fol¬ 

lowed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  2  ] . , 

the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  belo
w  the 

line;  not  prima  facie  tj)  3  .[>  lef
t-hand 

side  of  €  or  0  5  ii- 

hand  end  of  a  stroke  coming  from  left  Of 
 0L 

only  the  left-hand  side,  but  c  less  likely  
6 

a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 

Fr.  19  3  seq.  ijuc  and  ̂ toTidv[€ipaf  if  that  is 

to  be  recognized,  are  epic  words,  neither  f
ound  in 

Pindar  or  Bacchylides.  But  there  is  nothing 
 to 

show  that  Alc]j3u>Tiav[,  for  instance,  should 
 not 

be  adopted  instead. 

Fr.  20 

].v.[ 

]0?[ 

]..yi4. ]T60Cpf[ 

5  ]otC67r.[ ]v€CCf[ 

]..^o[ 

•  •  • 

Fr.  20  I  ,  a  dot  on  the  line  .[,  traces  on 

a  single  fibre,  perhaps  parts  of  a  l
ooped  a 

3  ]  ,  the  base  of  a  circle,  followed  by  
a  dot  on  the 

line  7  ]. .» the  top  of  an  upright,  followed 

by  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending
,  with 

a  slight  curve,  from  left 
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Fr.  21  (a) Fr.  22 

]  /uc/<Ta8ey  _  ̂   [ 
Jm  aj/)crG0_  [ 

]  _  ai^com  _  ^  [ 

.  J .  t/^tf'TraA  ̂   [ 

]  77aTepocrd7roi^[  ̂   ];)^[ 

]  ptrifxovKa  ̂   [  ]  [ 

]  ouevcTaBtrol 

w 

]?.[ 
]<j)opLdv ,  ̂pacfjb  _  [ 

]ov  ’7rvOotyap7ror[ 

].  .o[|/auTapo[J,[ 
]€Lp,^LKOp^ 

Fr.  21  {b) 

Fr.  21  (c) 

]..[  ■  Jo[' J.-'f  ]  k[ 

]  clovit\_ 

5  }f>opov  _  [ 

somelhere  between  rtem  '' Fr.  21  (a)  The  ink  has  flaked  off  in  places,  especially  in  Ik  2-^ 

arc  o^f  6"^  of  the  cross-stroke  and  the  bottom  right-hand 

l^tllenLlf  Iht  T/  ̂   1°°^  '’y  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line 
suefeTted  ̂   w  the  foot  of  an  upright,  presumably  r  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  a  not 

Pthefootofa^nriSit^nH  "‘‘h  some  unexplained  ink  to  right  above 

of,’-  if  illusor^k  miXr  he  n  f  P  ̂   “f  a  faint  trace  near  the  foot f,  iiiusory,tmightbe  partofi;or  u  .[,  a  trace  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  c  1  on  the 

b^a  “the  Hnr' Op  T  “f  f* 

ssUd  sS:«°.':?b"  ri“
  *” 
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Fr.  21  {b)  I  The  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  with  a  curve  from  left  followed  by  y  or  the 

left-hand  parts  of  ir  2]. ,  perhaps  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  Of  fi  only  the  lower 
parts;  c  and  y,  t,  v  might  be  alternatives  For  7r[  I  am  not  sure  that  y  might  not  be  possible 

Fr.  22  2  Between  v  and  e  a  short  oblique  stroke  on  the  line;  I  suppose,  a  serif  and,  if  so,  y  or  t. 

No  room  for  r  4  ] .  .>  the  top  of  an  upright,  followed  by  faint  traces  that  might  be  the  upper  and 

lower  ends  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a  After  o[]  traces  which  I  cannot  interpret :  the  upper  part 

of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  and  below  to  right  the  foot  of  an  upright  5  Between  fj,  and  t  the  left- 
hand  end  of  a  stroke  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  and  below  it  the  foot  of  an  upright;  17  not 

particularly  suggested  . .  iv  possible  but  of  v  only  the  tip  of  the  left-hand  angle 

Frr.  21  (a)~22  I  do  not  pretend  to  have  any  clear  notions  about  these  two  fragments  nor  even  to 
be  certain  that  they  are  related  in  any  way,  but  it  can  do  no  harm  to  call  attention  to  the  following 

possibilities.  Pindar’s  thirteenth  Olympian  was  composed  for  a  Corinthian,  who  won  the  stadium  at 
Olympia,  whose  father  won  the  same  race  at  the  Pythia,  and  who  appears  to  have  had  an  uncle  called 

Eritimus.  In  fr.  21  (a),  besides  iraripoc  r  avo  and  d  fAi/  craStof,  there  may  be  recognizable  'E-\ptTl/j.ov 
/{aciy[vr)T-,  in  fr.  22,  besides  Uvdot,  there  may  be  recognizable  KopLv[d-  and  vtKa]^op(,dv  or  aT€<l>ava]- Fr.  23 

•  ft  « 

]yafac[ ft  •  ft 

Fr.  23  I  Of  f[  only  the  lower  left-hand  arc ;  «  or  0  may  be  possible  2  ,  [,  the  top  of  an  upright 

Fr.  24  {a) 

'  ].T< 

]<PvXl9(p[ 
]Kom[  (6) 

5  ]a8aju[ 

]yop€av[ 

]ia.[ 

]?X«c[ 

]aj/)0.[ 

IW 

]>'«??[ 

10 
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Fr.  24  (a)-(if)  There  is  no  doubt  that  (a)  is  to  be  located  above  (&)  in  the  relation  shown.  The 

location  of  {a)  4  on  a  level  with  {h)  i  depends  on  the  evidence  of  a  single  cross-fibre  but  I  am  reasonably 
confident  that  it  is  correct 

I  ].,  on  the  line  a  horizontal  stroke  coming  from  left  4  ..[?  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke 

descending  to  right,  a  or  A,  followed  by  the  top  and  right-hand  arc  of  ̂   or  o  5  There  is  an  un¬ 
explained  horizontal  stroke  across  the  top  angle  of  S  7  .  [,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 
with  a  dot  opposite  its  upper  end;  possibly  v  9  .[>  a  dot  on  the  line 

Fr.  24  {b)  6  a\vopeav\^  is  extremely  likely.  Outside  Homer  and  Hesiod  this  is  a  rare  word,  except 
that  Pindar  seems  to  have  a  fancy  for  it  (6  instances). 

Fr.  25 

]  K[ 

]  ™.[ 
]  ..[ 

Fr,  26  I  .  [,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising 
to  right  with  traces,  perhaps  casual  ink,  on  the 
line  to  its  right  2  .[,  the  top  of  an  upright 

3  The  top  right-hand  side  of  B  or  o,  followed  by 

the  top  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
Fr.  27 

]»?[ 
>'.[ 

M 

Fr.  27  2  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
Fr.  29 

][’][ 
]  _  XvP€tK[ 

].«t[ 
][ 

Fr.  29  I  apparently  a  short  arc  from  the 

top  of  a  circle  2  ].,  i  probable,  but  other 

letters  with  a  right-hand  upright  possible 

Fr.  29  I  (a7r)a/i]j8Ai;Wi  (either  Pindaric) 

acceptable. 

Fr.  26 

ik 

].f.[ 
][ 

]  [ 

Fr.  26  I  ].,  on  the  line  the  parallel  ends  of 
two  strokes  coming  from  left  2  .  [,  the  start 
of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

Fr.  28 

].[ 
]./>.[ 
].Dr[ 

5  >...[ 

Fr,  28  I  The  foot  of  an  upright  serifed  to 

right,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  2  ] . ,  the 

upper  part  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  .[, 
an  upright?  3  ].[)  a  serif  to  right  4  .[, 
the  foot  of  an  upright  5  . . .[,  the  lower 

left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  with  a  cross-stroke  to 

right  of  its  upper  end,  perhaps  6,  followed  by  the 

upper  part  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  and 

perhaps  the  tip  of  a  second 

Fr.  30 

] 

[ 
 * 

] 

] 

CTqeX 

] 

] 

<l)0)TL7rg.[ 

5  ] 

Kcucvijie[ 

JAawetc  ̂   [ 

]Kmcova[ 
}7TayKOLra^[ 

]6Sepav[ 

10 

>OVT.[ 

Frr,  30-31  The  papyrus  is  darkened  and 
some  letters  obscured  by  dirt 

Fr.  31 

•  *  • 

][ 

]eKO.[ 

]*TP.[ 

}ncKg.[ 

5  ]< 

Fr.  31  2  .[,  perhaps  the  bottom  left-hand 
side  of  the  loop  of  a  4  Two  dots  close  together 
level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Fr.  30  I  , perhaps  ire  2  .[,  the  left- 
hand  arc  of  a  circle  3  Of  t[  only  the  left- 
hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  6  .  [,  the  start 
of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  8  .  [,  a  short  arc 

from  the  top  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  10  .  [, 

the  upper  part  of  an  upright 

Ft.  30  5  seq.  ct)  .  .  .  e]|AauV«c  looks 
probable,  but  other  articulations  are  obvious. 

7  Kvtcov  is  ambiguous.  I  should  guess  a  com¬ 
pound  '-Kvicov  not  the  aorist  imperative  of 

8  TTayKoirac  hitherto  only  Sophoclean. 

Fr.  33 

Fr.  32 

]/<weW8[],,[ 
]TO-tOCOT€_  _  _[ 

]^tatCt-7Tf[ 
]f«[ 

5  ]..[ 

]M[ 

]€cca[ 

S  ].op(u[ 

]‘i.[ 

Fr.  33  I  The  turn-up  of  e,  c,  or  the  like,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line  and  this  at  an  interval  by 
the  foot  of  an  upright,  clubbed  to  right.  Three  letters  might  be  represented  2  ].,  the  top  right- 

hand  arc  of  a  circle  p  is  abnormal  and  may  be  illusory  .  [,  perhaps  the  left-hand  bottom  angle  of 
a  or  the  like  3  ] . ?  a  horizontal  trace  near  the  line  with  a  dot  below  its  right-hand  end  5  ]., 

the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  6  ,  [,  prima  facie  the  top  of  the  left-hand  stroke  of  w 
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Frr,  32-33  I  am  fairly  confident  that  these  two  come  from  the  same  column,  though  I  can 
neither  join  them  nor  suggest  a  precise  relation. 

Fr.  32  I  ] . traces  on  the  line,  of  which  a  might  be  one  interpretation,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an 

upright  serifed  to  left  2  After  «  apparently  the  top  angle  of  y  or  top  right-hand  angle  of  t,  fol¬ 
lowed  by  the  top  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  e.g.  a,  A.  Of  the  third  letter  only  a  trace  level  with 

the  tops  of  the  letters  3  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright  5  The  top  of  an  upright  with  a  trace  to 
right  followed  by  the  top  of  a  second  upright.  A  single  v  might  suit Fr.  34 

]  .[ 

]9TCpo«:[ 
]  [ 

S  ]..«[ 

*  •  • 

Fr.  34  I  ] , . ,  three  traces  on  or  near  the  line, 
of  which  the  second  and  third  might  be  combined 
in  A  For  f  I  cannot  rule  out  for  o,  0  2  On 

either  side  of  t  dots  at  the  level  of  the  tops  of  the 
letters;  if  a  trema  is  intended,  they  are  rather 

widely  separated  . .[,  the  upper  end  of  a  high 
stroke  descending  to  right,  a  or  A,  followed  by  the 

upper  end  of  a  similar  lower  stroke  5  ]..» 
a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  followed 

by  the  upper  end  of  a  high  stroke  descending  to 

right 

]aixvdri[ 

5  ].8o^a-€[ 

]ac€8’[ 

]  [ 
•  •  ■ 

Fr.  35  I  An  upright  2  , .[,  the  feet  of 

uprights;  apparently  not  a  single  -n  S  a 
trace  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters 

Fr.  35  3  Presumably  a  verbal  compound  of 
j3dAe  with  a  preposition.  The  adverb  djSdAt  is 
so  accented  in  practice  and  by  prescription 
(Callim.  fr.  619  Pf.). 
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]'.[ 

M.[ 

]ecaKe[ 

] _  evov  [ 

]’  []  [ 

Fr.  38 

M 

k.[ 
Fr.  38  I  I  am  not  sure  that  w  might  not  be 

substituted  2  .[,  the  left-hand  parts  of  e  or  0 

Fr.  39 

]aJ[ 

]u,Xa[ l9[ 

Fr.  39  3  Of  a[  only  the  top  of  the  right-hand 
stroke;  A  may  be  possible 
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Fr.  37 

]r. [.>/<"[ 

].TOc[ 

]xe«reA[ 

]  [ ]  [ 
•  •  » 

Fr,  37  I  Of  ]p  only  the  lower  right-hand  arc 
] .  [,  a  dot  on  the  line ;  if  part  of  a  broad  letter,  no whole  letter  missing  after  v  2  .[,  the  top  of 

an  upright 

Fr.  40 

«  «  •  ' ].[ 

].}«[ 

].^.[ 

]v8[ 
5  ].[ 

•  »  • 

Fr.  40  I  A  blank  space  followed  by  the  foot 

of  a  stroke  2  ].,  a  small  turn-up  on  the  line 
3  ].,  a  trace  above  .the  line,  not  an  accent  5  A 
short  arc  of  the  top  of  a  circle 

0  8190 

G 
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Fr.  41 

'  ]M 

]  voca/).[ 
Wa//.7r,[ 

5 

]  07T7T0t[ 

]  €vav[ 

]^c[ 

10 

Fr,  41  I  If  the  first  visible  letter  is  ]aj,  it  must  be  preceded  by  a  narrow  letter,  but  I  cannot  rule 

out  ]fco,  ]Ao,  or  the  like,  in  whiclr  case  no  whole  letter  is  lost.  Between  this  and  ̂   there  is  room  for 

a  narrow  letter  but  it  is  not  clear  that  there  was  one  2  ].,  the  lower  part  of  a  slightly  forward- 

sloping  stroke  some  way  from  p  . ,[» the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an 

upright  with  another  low  trace  beyond  it.  If  two  letters,  o  or  c  followed  by  or  tt  among  the  possi¬ 
bilities,  but  three  might  be  represented  3  an  upright  with  confused  ink  to  right;  perhaps 

a  corrected  or  cancelled  letter  4  .  [,  an  upright  5  .  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  8  .  [, 

apparently  the  top  of  an  upright,  but  there  is  a  trace  to  right  of  the  turn-up  of  e,  which,  if  not  casual 
ink,  points  to  p. 

Fr.  41  5  The  t)  is  at  first  sight  puzzling  in  a  text  which  elsewhere  usually  exhibits  a  for  17  in  the 

relevant  places  (but  see  on  fr.  48,  3),  The  coronis  against  1.  4  precludes  the  hypothesis  of  a  division 

between  11.  4-5  of  a  compound  adjective  like  yuioA/fiJc  (Bacchyl.  ix  38,  xii  8)  or  proper  name  like 

Evd)<K'ric,  The  only  explanation  that  occurs  to  me  is  that  ̂ Xfcqcrtc  is  to  be  recognized. 

Fr.43 

Fr.  42 

]apdv[ 

5  ]?«)[ 

Fr.  42  2  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line  and  another, 

level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  to  its  right 

]‘8w[ 

]oTa{x[ 

]v^aX[ 

]€0I^[ 
5 

Fr.43  5  ].,  a  trace  above  the  general  level, 

perhaps  an  apostrophe  ,[>  the  foot  of  an  up¬ 
right,  serifed  to  left 

Fr.  43  5  Some  form  of  eviTnroc  likely.  This 
word  occurs  four  times  in  Pindar,  not  otherwise 
in  the  lyric  poets. 
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Fr.  44  Fr.  45 

].°k 

]i4'[ 
].«8[ 

]!^P[ 

Fr.  44  1  ].,  two  traces  compatible  with  the 
foot  of  the  right-hand  upright  and  the  right- 
hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  tt  3  the 

right-hand  arc  of  a  circle;  o,  and  the  like,  pos¬ 
sible 

Fr.  46  1  ,[j2i  dot  on  the  line  2  .[,  the 

start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  3  ],  an  up¬ 

right  4  ].,  the  upper  part  of  a  stroke  starting well  above  the  line  and  descending  to  right 

7  ]p  anomalous,  but  so  would  be  m  10  .[, 
a  short  arc  from  the  top  left-hand  part  of 
a  circle  ? 

Fr.  46  3  T]yFSap[-  is  suggested  by  "yAAou, 
1.  6,  since  Tyndareos  and  Heracles  were  contem¬ 
porary,  but  the  letters  can  be  supplemented  and 
articulated  differently,  particularly  as  t  is  as 

probable  a  reading  as  v. 

4  ̂//p]a/cA€t[(-)  is  acceptable,  but  I  cannot absolutely  rule  out  a]A«:a«[c. 

]iVW,[ 

].v8a/)[ 

].4«[ 5  h<l>OTep[ O 

]ewAAp[ 

]pcam[ ]uc/(:at/c[ 

]cor'eAf[ 

10 

]..[ 
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Fr.  46 

(a)  (h) 

]aK€cropoc-g[  ].t. .[ 

]ravTafji,aX  afj,[  ]€poLC  ̂   [ 

]t/30ju.ev'/xe[ 

]•  [  ’  ][ 5  ]eSte(c/x€yap[  ]Ovpa^€cvy[ 

]nx)yovaXK[  ]ac6pa  cy[ 

] , €ovroc _ [  ]p€cac  ̂ , [ 

]gcaXLpi.oxO[  ]  .w[ 

]  [ -  ].[ 

Fr.  46  (a)-(&)  There  is  no  doubt  about  the  location  of  (b)  to  right  of  (a)  at  the  level  shown  but 
there  is  no  external  evidence  about  their  interval 

There  is  a  ‘joint’  near  the  right-hand  edge  of  (b) 
I  Of  ](t  only  the  tail  o[  is  close  to  the  break  j  c  not  ruled  out  Before  t  the  base  of  a  circle  of 

which  the  right-hand  end  is  hooked  back;  after  t  an  upright  with  its  foot  turning  out  to  left,  followed 
at  an  interval  by  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  off  the  line  2  .  [,  perhaps  the  cross-stroke  and 
lower  left-hand  arc  of  e  or  0  3  Forjt  I  am  not  sure  that  should  not  be  written  ̂ [,  only  the  top 
with  a  slight  indication  of  a  diagonal  going  back  from  its  right-hand  end  5  Of  {>  only  a  trace  of 
the  right-hand  side  where  the  cross-stroke  meets  it  6  Of  tt  only  the  top  right-hand  angle 
7  ].,  K  seems  likelier  than  A,  though  either  presents  some  difficulty  ,[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke 

descending  to  right,  v  probable  . .  a  triangular  letter  followed  by  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
8  ].,  perhaps  the  upper  end  of  the  upper  right-hand  arm  of  x 

Fr.  46  I  Ak4ctopoc  is  probable,  though  not  in  theory  the  only  possible  combination  of  the  letters, 
but  I  see  no  special  appropriateness  here  in  any  of  the  recorded  bearers  of  the  name,  among  whom 
may  be  counted  Apollo. 

5  fieydpoio  Odpa^e  is  found  as  a  variant  of  TTpodvpoio  dvpa^e  at  Od.  xviii  386. 

6  seq.  p^MyiTTvyov,  ̂ A/rafSac  or  AXKp.'qvac,  0pacv{-),X4QVTOc  might  occur  in  association  with  reference 
to  Heracles. 

8  dXlpoxdoc  unrecorded. Fr.  47 

].f[ 

]pUTt.[ 
]  [ 

Fr.  47  I  ].,  a  horizontal  stroke  below  the  line,  perhaps  a  hyphen  For  y[  possibly  ar  2  ,[, 
the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
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Fr.  48 

•  •  • ]  [ 
].ac7ra.[]TO}[ 

]  ^  tTrevra  ̂   [ 

JcafcrySeac  •  [ 

^v<j>pacLV€vd 
5  av€[ ^JromtStov  [ 

']'  [ 

]pvotctvajLt[ 
]acw0eotc[ I  o  ]<uv7rapaSey/xe[ 

]  [ 

’I'netdov  [ 

]  _  _  V<1)0^€[ 

14 

14a  ]  [ 

•5  ]..< 

•  •  • 

Fr.  48  1  ] . ,  the  edge  of  an  upright  curling  to  right  at  the  foot,  e.g.  v  .  [,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke 

descending  to  right  2  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line  some  way  from  t  After  a  the  lower  part  of  an  up¬ 
right  with  traces  to  left,  but  there  is  hardly  room  for  v,  unless  a  was  unusually  narrow  4  .  [,  the 

left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  5  Between  A  and  a  a  dot  on  the  line  Of  e  only  the  left-hand  parts 
13  the  lower  half  of  A  or  X}  followed  by  the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  14  ].[?  a  trace 
level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  Of  t[  only  the  left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  14a  Two  lines, 
in  a  hand  different  from  that  of  the  lyrical  text,  of  which  I  can  make  out  only  one  or  two  letters 

15  ] , perhaps  a  or  A,  followed  by  the  top  of  a  letter  unlike  any  other  but  possibly  intended  for  r  or  v. 
I  am  not  sure  that  these  two  are  by  the  original  hand  Over  e  what  looks  like  a  circumflex  sur¬ 
mounted  by  an  acute 

Fr,  48  I  I  think  -rraXiv  suits  the  space  slightly  better  than  ndXou  or  irdXav  but  I  cannot  rule  these 
out  and,  as  A  is  not  certain,  there  are  still  other  possibilities. 

3  dK7}84ac  is  a  dialectally  false  form.  Examples  of  the  like  in  Bacchylides  (for  some  of  which  an 

explanation  can  be  offered,  for  others  not)  collected  by  Snell,  Bacchylides^,  pp.  *18  seq. 
4  (ftpaclv :  this  form  of  the  dative  plural  of  <f>pi^v  is  usual  in  the  Tra/jdSocic  of  Pindar  (more  often  than 

not  accompanied  by  the  common  form  in  part  of  the  Trapdboac).  It  is  not  found  in  Bacchylides,  who 
has  <f>p4v€cciv  once  (as  has  Pindar). 

5  firjddpd  ̂ FAAa»'f[c(-). 
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Fr.  52 

]A 

>8.[ 

]  [ 
]..[ Fr-  54 

IwSeaf 

]oAx[ 

:k.[ 

Fr.  S3 

■  *  • 

].[ 
>.[ 

].rp[ 

]."<».[ 

5  ]oiai[ ■  *  « 

Fr.  53  2  perhaps  8 

3  Of  o[  only  the  left-hand  side  4  ] . ,  on  the 
line  the  end  of  a  turned-up  stroke  .[,  a  dot  on 
the  line  6  ].,  the  top  of  an  upright  .[,  an 

upright,  slightly  convex  stroke,  with  a  short stroke  to  left  near  its  top,  which  turns  over  to 

right 

Fr.  54  3  K]oAx[- 

Fr.  56 

Fr.  55 

■ ]aAp[ 
]7ra,[ 

]EAa[ 

5  ].}y“[ 
m  •  • 

Fr.  66  3  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  forward- 

sloping  stroke  5  ] .  >  turn-up  of  a  stroke descending  from  left 

]eW.[ 

hA ].oA.[ 
s  ImiA. 

]...[ 

Fr.  56  I  The  bases  of  two  circles  2  .[, 
the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  3  t[j  the 

left-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke  4  ] . ,  a  dot 

on  the  line  .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright  hooked  to 

right  6  The  tops  of  letters ;  a  or  A,  followed 

by  c,  followed  by  tt  or  t,  would  suit 
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Fr.  57  Fr.  58 
•  « 

]..[ 
]Setra[ 

]aXKix[ 

]  _  t7r77'p[ 

5  ]
'  ’[ 

Fr.  57  I  Perhaps  the  feet  of  tt,  followed  by 
the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  2 

only  the  right-hand  angle  on  the  line  6  The 
upper  part  of  a  triangular  letter^  S  or  A  rather 

than  a,  followed  by  a  dot  at  the  level  of  the  tops 
of  the  letters  and  this  by  a  trace  near  the  line 

Fr-  59 

]  ’[ 

]  [ 

opvvcd'a\^ 

]“f  [ 

.TCCCt  [ ov  [ 

]  [ 

Xevc  [ 
ov  [ 

iSo  -.[ [ 

a  ̂  [ 
leave  \ 

r[]  ■
[ 

][ 

Fr.  69  3  ] . ,  a  dot  on  the  line  Of  t  the  left-hand  half  of  the  cross-stroke  has  gone,  but  y,  I  think, 
mled  out  6  ].,  the  tail  of  a  or  A  7].,  a  or  A  8  Of  ]?t  only  the  base  of  the  loop  The 

ink  near  the  right-hand  edge  seems  duller  and  is  presumably  part  of  a  note  or  the  like.  It  consists  of 
the  top  (and  foot  ?)  of  an  upright  with  a  trace  on  its  right,  and  a  dot  some  way  above  to  left  10  ] . , 

the  right-hand  end  of  a  thin  cross-stroke  touching  the  top  of  p  ii  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright  with 
serif  .  [,  an  upright  13  Of  a[  only  the  top  of  the  right-hand  stroke 

•  •  • 

[ 

wm ]tvay[ 

•  •  « 

Fr.  58  2  ].,  traces  compatible  with  part  of 

the  upright  and  the  right-hand  tip  of  the  cross¬ 
stroke  of  y  or  the  like 
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Fr.  60 

«  »  • ].[ 
]  [ ]p-  [ 

[ 
5  [ 

]  [ 
]  [ 

*  •  » 

Fr.  60  4  ].,  elements  of  the  lower  part  of  an 

upright  5  Of  T  only  the  left-hand  part  of 
the  cross-stroke 

Fr.  63 

].ep[ 

]  [ 
5  ]."[ 

•  *  * 

Fr.  63  I  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  de¬ scending  with  a  curve  from  left  For  o  [perhaps  c 

possible  2  ]/t  ?,  but  I  am  not  sure  whether  ( ]u would  not  be  a  better  interpretation  3  .[, 

a  dot  near  the  base  line  5  ].,  the  upper  part 

of  an  upright  close  to  w;  presumably  v,  though 

there  are  no  traces  of  the  left-hand  parts 

Fr.  65 

>V[ ]ra[ 

]opo[ ]  [ 
«  «  * 

Fr.  65  I  The  trace  above  ot  may  represent 

a  long  upright  in  the  preceding  line  .  [,  a  slightly 

concave  stroke  rising  to  right  from  the  line 

Fr.  61 

■  ]c-  >[ 

]oAAa  [ 

].  [ 
«  «  « 

Fr.  62 

»  »  • 

]  [ ]  [ 
h  [ ]acAa  [ 

•  •  • 

Fr.  62  There  is  a  ‘joint’  at  about  the  middle 

Fr.  64 

]’  [ 
 ’ 

].^.[ 

]a.[ 
]ja^[ 

Fr.  64  1  ].,  perhaps  the  extreme  right-hand parts  of  the  top  and  bottom  of  «  .  [,  an  upright 

3  For  ]r  perhaps  tt,  for  tt[  perhaps  y 

Fr.  66 

.]«.'[ 

]Tepa[ 

]oc.[ 

5  >.[ 

].[ 

mm* 

Fr.  66  I  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  side  of  a circle  2  o[,  or  c?  4  ].,  the  upper  part  of 

an  upright  ,[,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the 

letters  6  The  upper  end  of  a  stroke  de¬ 
scending  to  right 
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Fr-  67  Fr.  68 
•  *  # •  * 

]«to[  ].A[ ]iS[ 

>/>«.[  [ 

].[  ]■[ •  .  .  5  ]pAti/[ 

Fr.  67  3  Xt  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

Fr.  68  r  ],,  the  tum-up  of  a  stroke  descend¬ 
ing  with  a  curve  from  left  Of  A  only  the  lower 
parts,  but  not,  I  think,  x  3  .[,  a  thick  dot 
on  the  line  6  .  [,  a  very  short  arc  from  the 
top  left-hand  side  of  a  circle 

91 

2624.  Choral  Lyric 

Of  the  three  names  which  I  suppose  would  be  the  first  to  present  themselves  of 

candidates  for  the  authorship  of  the  kind  of  lyric  pieces  that  appear  to  be  exemplified 

in  the  following  fragments,  Simonides,  Pindar,  Bacchylides,  I  should  judge  that  the 

second  might  be  rejected  out  of  hand  for  the  reason  given  at  fr.  4,  7.  Of  Simonides  and 

Bacchylides  I  should  be  inclined  to  choose  the  former  for  a  number  of  reasons,  none 

of  them  very  good.  Much  more  of  Bacchylides  has  been  preserved  than  of  Simonides, 

so  that  the  absence  of  coincidences  with  the  first  in  these  pieces  must  count  in  favour 

of  the  second;  one  word  (eupueSouc  fr.  9  {b)  2)  recurs,  which  is  otherwise  unique  and 

uniquely  Simonidean,  and  another  (d;?(Auoecc-  fr.  12,  3),  which  is  found  as  a  variant  in 
a  piece  that  may  be  attributable  to  Simonides  and  does  not  reappear  till  much  later ; 

the  admixture  of  words  which  are  attested  as  belonging  to  the  vocabulary  of  hexa¬ 

meter  (in  which  maybe  included  elegiac),  not  as  yet  of  lyric,  composition  (Trept/fAuToc?, 

fr.  I,  6;  Stap.7rcpec?,  fr.  9  {£j)  4;  d)(Xv6€t.c,  fr.  12,  3,  p-i^Ttoetc,  fr.  29.  3;  AewyaAcW,  fr.  32,  7) 

may  be  supposed  more  likely  to  be  characteristic  of  Simonides,  who  was  a  practitioner 
in  both  kinds. 

But  a  feature  of  the  vocabulary  of  these  pieces,  which  makes  it  necessary  to 

consider  the  possibility  that  they  may  be  much  later  than  a  first  impression  suggests, 

is  the  proportion,  high  in  relation  to  the  small  amount  preserved,  of  words  not  other¬ 
wise  recorded  in  any  early  author:  alyUvaixoc,  fr.  i,  4;  ca/xTjia?,  fr.  i,  8;  ScLvwnec?, 

fr.  28  {d)  2 ;  TrXayrijpec,  fr.  28  {d)  4 ;  yGcofxopLai,  fr.  28  {e)  2 ;  7rdAtcp.a,  fr.  28  (e)  4 ;  ft:v/cAoS[, 

fr.  29,  23.  There  is  no  doubt  that  there  can  be  found  in,  say,  Pindar  also  the  first 

employment  of  words  not  again  recorded  till  a  long  subsequent  date.  As  I  have  not 

attempted  to  calculate  either  for  him  or  for  Bacchylides  the  proportion  of  such  in  their 

vocabularies,  I  cannot  judge  how  strong  a  ground  there  is  for  thinking  this  feature 

a  sign  of  lateness  in  this  instance,  nor,  if  it  is  so,  can  I  make  any  guess  at  the  name  of 

a  hkely  author. 

Though  there  is  no  doubt  about  the  identification  of  the  hand,  the  fact  that  the 

fragments  are  partly  blank,  partly  inscribed,  on  the  back,  makes  it  an  open  question 

whether  all  belong  to  the  same  roll.  Cutting  across  this  division,  there  are  discernible 

at  least  two  variations  in  size  of  letter  and  weight  of  stroke.  The  script  is  a  good-sized 
formal  uncial,  finished  with  serifs,  comparable  with  P.  Ryl.  514,  and  to  be  assigned  to 

the  first  half  of  the  second  century.  Among  the  sparse  additions  to  the  bare  text 

I  believe  not  less  than  three  hands  are  to  be  distinguished,  one  perhaps  that  of  the 

original  writer.  The  Greek  on  the  back,  also  uncials  but  on  the  small  side,  informal 

and,  in  one  representative,  containing  cursive  forms,  as  also  the  Latin  cursive,  may 

be  assigned  to  the  second  half  of  the  same  century. 
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Fr.  I 

],vpav\_  ].[.  [ 

]pcpt77aVjiu.eAatvac'  [ 

]  ̂  S€p^lJid6vaT<J0VT€Ka[ 

]aBacpiova[^]yLKuapL€  [ 

5  ]p,€p,VK€vrj^avavhocv[ 

] .  .  ]^oca€i^eTr€pLKXvr[ 

] .  y[ . .  ] .  ‘o^P‘P'f^ctXad€w[ ^acdeocaxrriKacapi  ̂   [ 

]vapy€ad€ciT€cuo  ̂   [ 

10  ]7r7roT€ya)pi€U€p€[ 

]ay€ac6vccacyXvK€[ 

]  ̂TOLCTTevBcOV  [ 

Fr,  1  3  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  7  Before  o  traces  partly  on  frayed-out  fibres,  per¬ 

haps  an  upright  8  .[,3^  upright  9  ,[,  an  upright  lo  Of  ?[  only  the  left-hand  parts 
12  Of  €  only  the  top  left-hand  arc  There  is  a  very  small  dot  after  <ov,  which  may  have  been  meant 
for  a  high  stop 

Fr.  1 1  can  form  no  general  notion  of  the  tenor  of  these  lines  and  confine  my  remarks  to  matters  of 
detail. 

1  ]oiJpav[o£> . , .  $a]Xdccac  seem  a  reasonable  guess,  but  alternatives  for  either  are  easily  thought  of. 
2  But  for  piTTav  it  would  be  natural  to  complete  the  trio  with  x^oif]6c,  particularly  in  view  of  the 

presence  of  ficXalvac,  ‘black’  being  a  constant  epithet  of  ‘earth’.  But  pirrd  (or  -ai),  which  would  be 
comprehensible  enough  in  conjunction  with  daXaccac,  has  no  suitability  that  I  see  in  conjunction 
with  x^ovoc  and  implies  something  more  like  AaWa7r]oc. 

3  Some  place  ‘empty  of  men’?  ‘And  of  gods’?  Or  ‘of  beasts’? 
4  seq.  baijxov,  I  suppose  vocative,  though  it  is  not  a  unique  possibility;  Balfxov  alylKvafA€j  Pan. 

The  adjective  seems  not  to  recur  till  Agathias. 

This  unambiguous  mention  prompts  me  to  remark,  though  on  the  evidence  I  must  suppose  it 

irrelevant,  that  the  scholiast  on  Aristides  (iii  564  Bind.)  records  a  story  told  by  some  ort  atcp.a  c^c^a- 
fj^evoc  IJivZapoc  ep-fAAev  i'm^€(Kvvc9ai‘  Kal  efSev  ovap  tov  Udva  Xiyovra  avTcoL  to  5tcp,a  ktA.  The  words 

]pi^(jLVKev  1)3’  dvavBoc  are  consistent  with  a  description  of  a  sleeper  and  i5[  might  itself  be  the  beginning 
of  a  word  denoting  sleep. 

6  deiSe  or  del  Se?  7r€pi/(Xvr[-  or  Trepl  kAi;t[-  ?  In  connexion  with  the  second,  it  may  be  observed  that 
xXvrdc  is  a  favourite  word  of  Pindar,  whereas  TreptKXvToc  is  not  found  in  either  Pindar  or  Bacchylides 

at  all  (though  Bacchylides  has  nepi^Xeirdc  several  times). 

7  seqq.  I  suppose ;  a/ifu  S\  .  .  Oedc  avrtVa  .  .  .  e^apy^a.  ...  It  must  be  said  that  it  is  sur¬ 

prising  to  meet  with  crjfxetov  for  c-^fia  in  the  vocabulary  of  choral  lyric,  but  I  see  nothing  else  as  likely 
at  the  end  of  1.  8. 

10  Q'\‘n'n6r. 
without  knowing  that  it  has  the  slightest  relevance,  I  remind  the  reader  that  Simonides  is 

recorded  as  having  written  at  least  two  pieces  having  reference  to  Eretrians,  viz.,  Eualkides  and 
Lysimachus. 
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Fr.  2  3 

]^[ 

]■  [ 

Fr.  4 

]eAacxp[ 

].‘c.pe.[ 
].«  [ 

] _  ceAev , [ 

5  ]KatSi/a  [ 

]u8co/)  •  [ 

]06CJUtpV  [ 

]ajap-ep07r[ 

]a8€t€a  [ 

10  ]ya7ro  [ 

]opyav  [ 

.,o»  ur. 

S  ;  « S'. “i  » j  in  of .  d.*  a  or  >  ..i,  ft.  t». 

Fr.4  a  In  case  ]cuo  is  suggested  I 

5

 

 

No  known  Greek  word  begins  with  (i)  m  (or  ̂ ),  hardly  credible  that  this  would 

ending  within  this  line.  The  only  word  I  perhaps  possibly be  written  without  a f Lit  „ 

be  V,  but  cannot  possibly  be  n,  (2)  there  is  no  sign  no  doubt,  rules  out  the 

%  flcVov,  about  which,  though  it
  IS  severely  damaged 

possibhity  of  Pindaric  authorship,  (and  ,
 

W 
 b.  H.«>  ««»«■>"•  ““l

 

unlikely.  I  suppose  some  elhnicon,  d
emohcon,  or  the  like,  is  representea,  

inougu 

the  derivatives  of  AeffiSaa  being  A
e^aMc,  -8«oioc  eL  smm. 
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Fr.  5 

•  *  # 

}qc-[ 
]"€.[ 

]i^Ti 

•  •  « 

Fr.  5  2  o  or  c  4  .[,  the  bottom  left- 
hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  8 

]  [ 
]kO)V  [ 

]  [ 

]c^ta.[ 

]  [ 

Fr*  8  3  .  [,  a  serif  on  the  line  5  [,  the 
lower _  part  of  the  left-hand  and  the  tip  of 
the  right-hand  stroke  of  a  or  A,  followed  by 
the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right 

Fr.  8  5  I  cannot  rule  out  TijAu[ycT-  among 
other  possibilities. 

Fr.  6 

] 
]ouyo[ 

]ou8[ 

Fr.  7 

’]  [  ’ 

]St;c-  [ 

],7ravr^[ ]C0T(VU  [ 

]rovrov[ 

5  Jt^Swcotc  ̂   [ 

]atec^A[ 

Jgcov  [ ]/Pa  [ 

]oecca,[ 

].  f 

*  •  * 

Fr.  7  2  ].,  about  mid-letter  a  horizontal 
stroke  with  a  forked  right-hand  end  ,  [,  perhaps 
the  foot  of  the  left-hand  and  top  of  the  right- 
hand  stroke  of  a  or  A  5  .[»  3-  dot  level  with 
the  tops  of  the  letters  8  Of  ]/?  only  the 
right-hand  arc  of  the  loop  9  .[»  3  dot  level 
with  the  tops  of  the  letters  10  The  upper 
part  of  an  upright 

Fr.  7  6  IcAoc  Pindaric,  but  the  spelling  with 
6  is  found  in  many  places. 

Fr.  9  {a) 

'  ].[.].[ 

]/cuSoc ,  [ 

]t8tajLt7re[ 

5  ]_vaXoxo)[ ]t<j>vrXaiiJi[ 

*  9  • 

]pyeSpyc[ ]atTevao[ 

]jpoctov7r[ 5  ]}X€WW[ Wei 

Fr.  9  (a)  I  am  fairly  confident  that  this  fragment  comes  from  the  upper  part  of  the  same  column 

as  fr.  9  (b) 

2  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line  5  ].  .>  faint  and  scattered  traces,  perhaps  the  right-hand  edge  of  the 
upper  part  of  an  upright  or  curved  stroke,  followed  by  a  forward -sloping  stroke,  which  its  distance 

from  V  suggests  may  represent  a  7  Of  w[  only  the  tip  of  the  left-hand  curve 

Fr.  9  (b)  If  I  am  right  in  supposing  that  this  fragment  stood  below  fr.  9  (a),  oc  will  have  been 
more  or  less  vertically  below  r  of  ̂urAat.  The  interval  cannot  be  determined  6  .[,  the  tip  of  an 

upright Fr.  9  (a)  4  ]t  Staja7re[p€c  or  something  near  it  seems  the  likeliest  articulation. 

6  I  suppose  a  dative,  say  -eji  ̂ vt^oc.  This  last  word  is  found  twice  in  Pindar  (in  the  genitive)  but 
in  no  other  early  writer.  It  favours  the  articulation  -v  dAcixw[  in  1.  5. 

Fr.  9  (b)  2  eu]/)u£Soyc  seems  highly  probable  and  recurs  only  in  the  epinician  written  by  Simonides 

for  Scopas  (Plato,  Protag.  345c,  346d ;  Plut.  qu.  symp,  ix  14,  2,  de  tranq,  10,  de  frat.  am.  die  comm, 
not.  adv.  Stoic.  7).  It  is  there,  and  presumably  was  here,  an  epithet  of 
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Fr.  10 

■  ]  8.'S[ 

]St5oy7r[ 
JoAra  ̂   [ 

5  ]'7rpaya[ 
]yve[ 

•  •  • 

Fr.  10  4  ,  [,  the  top  of  an  upright  5  The 
second  tt  has  suffered  something  which  might 
cause  it  to  be  mistaken  for  yp 

Fr.  10  2  Probably  participial,  the  present 

participle  being  by  far  the  most  commonly 
occurring  form  of  fialofXM.  It  is  found  six  times 
in  Pindar,  who  has  no  other. 

3  StSou;  if  imperative,  found  occasionally  in 
the  vapd^octc  of  Pindar  instead  of  or  alongside  of 
8£8ot. 

Fr.  II 

].i 
>ayo.[ 

].o.[ 

Fr.  11  Perhaps  from  the  lower  part  of  the 
same  column  as  fr.  lo 

2  .[,  the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
3  ,[,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  below 
it  the  foot  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  4 
three  traces  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  j 

from  the  spacing  I  should  guess  that  the  second 

and  third  might  be  combined  as  .  [,  the  left- 
hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  13 

luStof 

]8ep[ 

lotoScof 

S  ]’?rc.[ 

Fr.  13  5  .[,  the  top  of  an  upright 

Fr.  13  4  Along  with  likelier  supplements  the 
name  nroi6So)poc  (Find.  01.  xiii  41)  is  to  be 
remembered. 

Fr.  12 

i.[ ].c  [ 

];^Auoec[ 

]  _  avra[ 
5 

Fr.  12  I  The  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

4  ].,  the  upper  part  of  a  triangular  letter 
5  Perhaps  two  letters,  e.g.  cop 

Fr.  12  3  ;  a  word  from  the  vocabu¬ 
lary  of  hexameter  writers.  If  it  occurred  in  the 

epigram  preserved  in  Hdt.  v  77  and  that  were 
a  composition  of  Simonides,  its  recurrence  here 

would  perhaps  be  worth  considering  in  specula¬ 
tions  about  the  authorship  of  these  pieces.  But 
there  is  doubt  about  both  the  reading  and  the 
ascription. 
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Fr.  14 

] 

].  .[ 

]  ̂.[ 

]  i3.[ 

S  ]..[ 

] 

]  H 

]  Xo[ 

31 

Fr.  14  In  places  the  ink  has  nearly  disappeared  through  rubbing  r  t.  ■ 

2  The  lower  part  of  an  upright  3  .[,  the  left-hand  edge  of  a  circle?  4  the  tip 

and  foot  of  an  upright?  9  Of  §  only  the  apex  .[,  the  top  of  an  uprig  t Fr.  15 

M.].
[  * 

]jSt .  C€V[ 
]^TOca0^[ 

5  ]j3AaCT€T[ 

]fVOTa‘[ 

yr)crv^[ 

•  •  • 

Fr.  15  I  1  r,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  bel
ow  the  line  2  t.[,  a  trace  on  the  Ime 

o  r,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  and  another  b
elow  it  on  the  line  3  ‘ ,  the  ̂ ^er  left- 

hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  ] . ,  on  the  line  the  end  of  a 
 stroke  descending  from  left  , [,  a  dot  on  the 

line  7  [,  an  upright  8  ].,  a  short  ho
rizontal  stroke  hooked  downwards  at  its  right-

hand 

end  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  Between  e  and 
 v  an  apex  more  like  the  lower  half  of  x  than 

one  of  the  triangular  letters,  but  the  upper  right-hand
  arm  of  x  would  be  visible 

0  8196 

H 
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Fr.  i6 

Fr.  16  I  the  foot  of  a  stroke,  hooked  to  right,  sloping  slightly  backwards;  S  and  perhaps  vr 

possible  .[,  the  lower  parts  of  k  or  i^?  2  ].,  an  upright 

Fr.  17 

].V«.[ 

5 

10 

Fr.  17  I  ].,  the  upper  part  of  a  triangular  letter  ,[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  2  .[, 
a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  3  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  5  ]., 

a  dot,  perhaps  the  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  8  ] . ,  the  bottom  arc 
of  a  circle  on  the  line ;  c  acceptable  9  ] . .  >  the  top  of  an  upright,  followed  by  the  apex  of  a  triangular 

letter  10  Between  v  and  t  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  with  faint  traces  to  right;  I  think  e, 
but  cannot  rule  out  c  or  o 

]^’e/ra[ 

]€tpa[ 

]  ^  a/iaT[ 

>.t[ 
].[ 
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Fr,  18 

Fr.  19 

♦  • 

.[ 

]  y«[ 

stripped 

]™p[ 

Jf  •  ♦ 

>> 

s.[ 
ap[ 

Fr.  20 

•  • 

.[ ] 

]  TrAa  J 

Fr.  18  I  The  left-hand  side  of  e  or  0 

5  Not,  I  think,  8  On  the  line  a  stroke 
rising  slightly  to  right ;  perhaps  fj, 

Fr,  21 

•  •  « 

Fr.  20  2  ,[,  an  upright 

Fr.  22 

].Te.[ M 

»  #  « 

Fr.  21  I  ].,  an  upright  ,[,  the  left-hand stroke  of  a  or  A  3  ].:»  an  upright  .[,  the 

apex  of  a  or  A 

«  %  * laref 

Fr.  22  2  (].,  what  I  have  shown  as  an  ac¬ cent  is  in  a  much  lower  position  than  the  normal, 
but  I  cannot  interpret  the  ink  as  part  of  any 

letter.  It  is  followed  by  the  apex  of  a  triangular 
letter 

Fr.  23 

]  W 

]  ’’■/’O.I 

]  irptal 

]  '<'o[ 

5  ] 

]  [.W 

Fr.  23  2  .  [,  the  edge  of  the  left-hand  arc a  circle 

Fr.  24 

^7TVp0c[ 

]€Bacov[ 

]pev^e[ Fr.  24  4  Of  ]v  only  the  upper  end  of  the 
right-hand  arm;  more  curved  than  usual,  but not,  I  think,  k  or  x 
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»  • ].[ 

]ajiTc8[ 
Imyavf 

5  ]«'[]  [ ].[ 

(i) *  *  * 

]>'  [ 

]  [ 
5  ]  [ 

]aAv/c[ 

]rTCt[ 

].‘Ev[ 

]wrrt  ̂   [ 

10 

] 
 ['

 

♦  ♦  • 

Fr.  26  I  am  fairly  confident  that  (a)  stood  above  (d)  in  the  same  column,  approximately  so  that 
V  in  (a)  5  and  v  in  (b)  2  were  in  the  same  vertical  line.  There  is  nothing  to  show  their  interval 

.  (^)  2  ].,  a  dot  just  off  the  line  with  a  thin  semicircular  stroke  above  it  6  The  top  of  an 
upright 

(^)  2  .  [,  perhaps  the  start  of  ft  8  ] . ,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  9  .  [, 
perhaps  parts  of  the  upper  half  of  a  circle  lo  . .  a  headless  upright,  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line 
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Fr.  26 

Fr.  27 

]  [ 

] 
 ’[
 

].a[ ]awo.[ 

>•[ 

]  [ 

]  [ 

The  following  group  of  fragments  {28-end)  is  demarcated  by  their  having  in 
reverse  on  the  back  a  text  which  can  be  recognized,  where  it  is  best  preserved,  as 

consisting  of  Latin  written  in  narrow  columns  with  one  or  two  words  to  the  line  and 

the  Greek  equivalent,  line  for  line,  in  the  alternate  columns  on  its  right. 

The  only  complete  specimen  of  a  pair  of  columns  is  provided  by  fr.  28 

Col.  i  ends  of  2  lines  Col.  ii 

procu[ra]torem  cTT[t,TpoTTou 
te  f[a]cio  ccttowo  [ 

haec  loquente  TavraXl^yovroc 

h,[  ]  auTou  [ 
5  mjagis  /iaAAov[ ajnimum  dolus  TTjvtpvxl 

etjlacrimae  «-at[] , , .  [ 

].C.1.S  a[  M 
&c. 

On  this  I  have  no  more  to  say  than  that  the  natural  assumption  would  be  that  the 

right-hand  column  was  a  translation  of  the  left-hand,  but  that  the  Latin  in  11,  3-4, 

which  appears  to  be  ‘haec  loquente  hoc’,  is  only  comprehensible  as  a  translation  of 
ravra  Xdyovroc  aiVou.  I  have  not  succeeded  in  identifying  either  text  (which  might 

provide  clues  to  the  sequence  of  the  fragments  written  on  the  other  side)  in  this  or  in 

other  places  where  there  is  enough  continuity  in  the  Latin  or  the  Greek  to  make  the 

attempt  worth  while.  I  append  a  few  specimens  of  Latin  without  Greek  and  Greek 
Nvithout  Latin : 

Fr.  39  ]elorides[  |  ]chinos  [|  ]mitlos[  |  ]  choch,[  |  oUuas[,  &c.  The  first  to  the 
fourth  sea-food:  pel-,  ech-,  mit(u)l-,  cochlias? 

Fr.  51  .  .  .  St^a[|  KupiW  evevc W  ojc  [|  s  Sii^aiv[|  eK6Aeu[|  tt  [  ]  Sa[| 

Fr.  53  TOV€7ra[  |  rou/xtAtaptou |  |  Blank  Space  ]  l  [[  €_  []AwptS[|  ̂   7rapeSet'^[[ /xe  [| 
vup[|,  &c.  The  first  two  lines  apparently  a  heading;  about  a  samovar? 

In  conclusion  it  may  be  added,  that  the  Latin  appears  all  to  be  in  the  same  hand, 

in  the  Greek  at  least  two  hands  to  be  represented. 
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and  the  supplement  in  1.  4  at  the  interval  shown.  The  alignments  of  {b)-{d)-{e)  and  of  {ci)~{c)~{e)  are 
fixed  within  fairly  close  limits  by  the  vertical  fibres  but  there  is  nothing  to  show  the  interval  between 

any  pair  of  either  group.  Further,  since  I  can  trace  no  fibres  across  from  {d)  to  (c),  I  infer  that  they 
stood  clear  of  each  other,  but  which  higher  and  which  lower  in  the  column  I  see  no  way  to  determine. 

(/),  blank  on  the  back,  has  enough  resemblance  to  (c)  to  make  it  credible  that  it  came  from  the 
same  neighbourhood 

(a)4'(i*)  2,[,  three  traces,  perhaps  compatible  with  the  upper  end  of  the  left-hand  arm  and  the 
bases  of  the  feet  of  or  two  letters  might  be  represented  3  Before  k  the  upper  part,  after  o  the 

lower  part,  of  uprights  ].,  an  upright  The  apparent  cancellation  of  the  first  c  is  due  to  a  streak 
of  casual  ink,  which  has  also  affected  the  second  v  in  1.  4,  the  o  in  1.  5,  and  other  places  6  ]. .[, 

the  upper  part  of  an  upright  perhaps  beginning  to  fork  at  its  lower  end,  i.e.  /i,  followed  by  a  very 
short  arc  from  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  about  mid-letter  ].[,  the  top  of  e  or  c  ].[,  the  apex 

of  a  or  A.  Above  it  there  is  what  looks  like  the  upper  half  of  a  small  thin  e 
(f)  I  ].,  the  extreme  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left;  perhaps  only  a  serif  4  ],, 

an  upright  5  ] . ,  traces  compatible  with  the  top  and  middle  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a 
(^1)  I  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  with  a  faint  trace  on  the  line  some  way  to 

its  left ;  if  one  letter,  perhaps  k  Between  S  and  a  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  cancelled  by  a  diagonal 

stroke  3  ] .  .[>  the  lower  erui  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  followed  by  the  base  of  e  or  c  ] ., 

the  lower  part  of  c  or  c  ,[,  an  upright  5  ],  .j  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  compatible 

with  T,  followed  by  confused  ink  above  the  general  level,  perhaps  representing  a  ‘short’  over  the  tip 
of  a  7  Above  a  thin  horizontal  stroke  8  ] . ,  the  tip  of  an  upright  serifed  to  left  Between 
c  and  a  there  has  been  inserted  (I  think,  by  the  original  hand)  a  sloping  stroke,  which  may  be  meant 

for  I  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  now  suggesting  o  or  c,  but  as  it  is  at  a  damaged  place  c  may  be 
possible,  and  perhaps  even  ̂  

(e)  2  ].,  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  3  ].?  a  trace  on  the  line,  e.g.  the  turn-up  of  e 

(J)  i  The  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  with  a  slight  curve  from  left,  followed  by  the  lower 

left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  2  ].,  two  traces,  one  at  mid-letter,  the  other  below  it,  possibly  represent¬ 

ing  ̂   .[>  lower  left-hand  quarter  of  a  circle;  perhaps  d  likeliest  3  The  upper  part  of  an 

upright,  followed  by  the  top  of  a  circle 

Fr.  28  (a)  +  (6)  i  In  the  context  wK]vdXojv  seems  a  reasonable  guess.  I  see  no  reason  why,  in  this 
word,  it  was  thought  necessary  to  write  the  accent,  but  there  is  no  obvious  reason  for  writing  it  in 

TToWoto,  1.  4,  either.  Another  possibility  is  yJuaAwi',  where  the  indication  of  accent  might  be  explicable 
by  the  distinction  between  yvaXov  and  yvaXov  made  by  ancient  grammarians  {v.  Pfeiffer  on  Cal  Urn. 
fr,  236,  i). 

3  aTpvyerac :  with  three  endings  now  also  at  2360  i  4  (Stesichorus  fr.  32). 

4  seq.  Presumably  £ijtiat/Li[a#c]^Tav  ndvroto  . , ,  pmdv.  This  is  comparable  with  ttovtov  pmav^  which  is 
what  the  MS.  offers  at  Find.  Par  then,  ii  19  seq.  (fr.  g^b),  and  with  ttovtov  .  .  .  pnrat,  fr.  220,  Kvfidrcuv 

pnrdc  Pyth.  iv  195  (which  exhibit  the  plural  which  Pindar  everywhere  else  prefers).  But  since  a 

favourite  collocation  appears  to  be  with  dveficov,  Pyth.  ix  48  (iv  195  codd.  dett.),  Nem,  iii  59,  fr.  33^:, 

fr.  140^,  or  with  a  specific  wind,  Bopia  Bacchyl.  v  54,  Ndrov  conj.  Pind.  Parihen.  I.c.,  the  possibility  of 

something  of  this  sort  in  the  lost  beginning  of  1.  5  must  be  reckoned  with. 

5  If  moSfp  forms  part  of  a  single  word — and  it  is  to  be  expected  that  an  elision  would  have  been 
indicated — I  can  suggest  nothing  but  dTnoZcpKTjc  in  some  form  (or  1)77-;  dmo^['^S]a  Pind.  Pae.  vii  a  7 

but  ■qTn64>pov  Bacchyl,  xiii  78).  In  early  writers  hepK-  usually  has  a  connotation  of  brightness,  sharp¬ 
ness,  or  the  like.  This  may  not  be  true  of  iohepK-^c  PSI 1181, 39  (Bacchyl.  fr.  61, 1),  but  the  date  of  that 
piece  is  uncertain.  In  any  case,  raicepd  .  .  .  ZepKo^ievoc  Ibyc.  fr.  6,  2,  raKepwrepa  vttvw  .  .  .  TroTiSdpK^Tai 

Aleman  fr.  3,  6r  seq.,  show  that  this  must  not  be  pressed, 

(d)  I  Spap,'  would  have  appeared  appropriate  to  the  context  but  the  letter  between  S  and  a  has 
a  diagonal  stroke  through  it.  I  do  not  think  the  deceptive  stroke  througli  the  c  of  arpuyerac  above 

should  deter  one  from  accepting  the  genuineness  of  the  cancellation  here. 

2  seqq.  The  first  letters  of  11.  2, 3, 4,  7 — the  last  two  lost  but  certainly  supplied — stand  in  a  vertical 
line.  I  believe  them  to  be  the  beginning  of  verses.  As  far  as  I  can  tell  the  hypothesis  is  consistent  with 

the  position  of  the  beginning  of  (e)  5,  which  is  also  lost  but  can  be  exactly  fixed. 
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2  If  is  the  beginning  of  the  verse,  I  should  guess  though  this  is  rare  and  relatively 

late.  If  [pt]7rac,  with  ‘Doric’  accusative  (found  only  in  the  second  declension  in  Pindar,  but  exemplified 
in  the  first  in  Aleman  and  Stesichorus),  is  preferred,  the  residual  Sety  will  presumably  have  to  be  either 
Beiv  or  the  end  of  a  verb  running  over  from  the  preceding  verse. 

4  7r]Aa>T>i/)a :  not  recorded  as  used  by  any  early  writer,  though  nothing  about  it  ensures  that  the 
ibsence  is  due  to  anything  more  than  chance. 

5  ]^LOToc :  as  well  as  the  noun  an  adjectival  compound  may  be  represented. 

If  vavTd[  was  written,  vavrac  accusative  plural  (with  which  theoretically  -jSmJtoc  might  be  in 
apposition)  might  be  signified,  vaurat,  vavraic  could  also  be  indicated  in  this  way,  but  there  are  other 
more  lucid  means,  which  I  suppose  would  have  been  preferred.  vaGra  vocative  can  hardly  come  in 

question  here. 

7  /f]yj3epi^aTij/3€[c]. 

8  At  the  end  of  the  line  the  insertion  apparently  precludes  af[A]7rTo[  or  af[e]7rTo[  and  requires  one 

to  operate  with  ta.[.]rrro[.  Before  this  I  find  nothing  but  v€d}c{at). 

(^)  2  yeoifjioplaic  •.  hitherto  attested  only  in  late  writers.  I  am  very  doubtful  whether  the  com¬ 
positional  element  yew-  does,  or  could  be  expected  to,  occur  in  any  word  in  any  writer,  certainly  in 
any  non-Attic  writer,  even  as  late  as  Bacchylides. 

3  efiireBoVf  prima  facie  adverbial. 
4  seq.  ov  7rd[A]ic/Lto,  |  oiJ]  7Tv[pyoc,  o]y  BSfxoc  ivxTiToc.  i7dAic;ia  also,  perhaps  mistakenly,  strikes  me 

as  an  incongruous  word  in  the  vocabulary  of  an  early  lyric  poet. 

ivfcriToc  is  a  word  usually  applied  (in  hexameter  writing)  to  towns  and  so  applied  by  Bacchylides 

at  fr.  20  C  7,  but  at  iii  46  he  uses  it  of  a  house  (e.  fi^yapoiv)  as  it  is  used  here. 

oif .  .  .  ou  .  .  .  ou  Kuhner-Gerth  ii  290  e. 
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Fr.  29  I  The  base  of  e  or  c  2  I  am  not  sure  that  the  middle  dot  between  y  and  tt  is  not 

fortuitous  4  A  dot  above  the  line  between  v  and  perhaps  casual 
 ink  5  .[,  an  upright 

q1  I  cannot  interpret  the  ink,  which  looks  like  the  apex  of  a  tri
angular  letter  followed  by  parts 

of  a  smooth  breathing  at  the  same  level  Between  o  and  o  (which  might  be
  6)  traces  suggestii^  an 

upright,  compatible,  to  judge  by  the  spacing,  with  the  ri
ght-hand  stroke  of  v 

hand  side  of  0  an  upright  like  a  small  t  in  the  hand  of  the  text  n 
 ].,  a  trace  compatible  with  the 

middle  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  8  13  Before  <?  only  shadowy  traces  14  J o*-  .  t  possible 

ic  f,  rubbed ;  perhaps  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  i?  ] . ;  an  upright  18  .  an  upright 

with  ink  to  right  of  its  top ;  v  not  particularly  suggested  19  .C»  a  trace  level  with  the  tops  ot 

the  letters  20  .[,  apparently  c,  but  a  damaged  c  not  ruled
  out  21  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  ot a  circle 

Fr.  29  2  seq.  HaAAaSa  .  .  .  [i^noeccav  dpT)[y6va  might  be  guessed  on  the  basis  of  IL  iv  7,  v  511. 

7  Ba{^dXti€:  cf.  Find.  Pytk.  v  121,  where  this  verb  has  been  called  in
  question. 

8  I  suppose  -tia]xlac  probable.  I  remind  the  reader  (without  having  
any  view  about  its  relevance) 
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that  Simonides  wrote  a  victory-ode  for  the  famous  boxer ̂   Glaucus  of  Carystus  (frr.  509,  510  PMG). 
But  it  need  hardly  be  added  that  there  are  alternatives  to  irvy-,  e.g.  vav-^  irafi-,  eveii  if  -^a]  is  accepted. 

II  Se^tW/ja[. 

22  k]i;wAo5[;  the  only  word  recorded  with  this  beginning  is  kukAoSiwktoc,  but  other  formations 

could  easily  be  invented. 

Fr.  30 

].
[’
 

Fr,  30  2  ].,  an  upright  .[,  the  left-hand 
arc  of  a  circle  3  ].,  traces  suiting  the  upper 

and  lower  ends  of  the  right-hand  arms  of  x 
4  a  trace  perhaps  part  of  a  stroke  descending 
to  right Fr.  32 

(«)  .  . 

] 

Fr.  31 

]acc7r[ 

].<-[ ].r[ 

Fr,  31  I  What  I  have  taken  for  an  accent 

might  be  casual  ink  2  ],,  on  the  line  the 
foot  of  an  upright  hooked  to  right  3  ].,  the 

right-hand  part  of  the  cross-stroke  and  elements 
of  the  shank  of  t  or  the  right-hand  part  of  tt 

] 

(i) 

(^)  .  . 

].0>{ 
]atctT[ 

5  ]>pv,[  ]avY.[ 

]w[  ]:[ 

].[  (d)  .  . 

]uyaA€[ 

]otiSt[ 
O 

]a^o)v[ 

]pa7ro[ 

Fr.  32  The  relative  positions  of  these  four  scraps,  which  nowhere  touch,  are  fixed  partly  by  the 

fibres,  partly  by  internal  evidence,  (a)  stands  clear  of  (e)  at  an  indeterminable  interval,  (b)  stands 
at  the  level  shown  relatively  to  (^)  and  (dj,  and  at  the  interval  shown  on  the  assumption  that  the 

proposed  supplements  of  one  letter  are  correct  in  11.  5,  7. 
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s  After  u  and  before  a  very  slight  traces  compatible
  with  the  upper  and  lower  ends  of  the  stroke 

of  V  wWch  descends  from  left  to  light  the  lower  par
t  of  a  stroke  ̂ cend.ng  ‘o  nght ;  a  or  A 

orobable  6  ]'[,  a  trace  compatible  with  the  top  o
f  a  7  ]•[.  “  ft^oe  compatible  with  the 

apex  of  a  triangular  letter  lo  Over  the  last  letter  (represented  only  by  an  indete
rminate  trace 

on  the  edge)  the  left-hand  end  of  a  thin  horizontal  s
troke,  presumably  a  mark  of  length 

Fr.  32  5  ipvxav. 6  aortclsr  appears  acceptable,  fto[tp]a[  too  short.  ^  ^  j-  i  f-ivo 

7  A[,]vreAe[  suggested,  though  the  word  app
ears  otherwise  to  be  restricted  in  early  writ

mg  to  the 

vocabulary  of  hexameter  writing. 

Fr.  33 

m 

>»/.[ 

k.[ 

]..[ 

Fr.  33  I  ] . ,  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a  or  A 

4  The  tips  of  two  uprights 

Fr.  36 

]’  [  ' 

]  [ 

],VTe  [ 

]?  [ 

]  [ 

]  [ 

5  ]wdv  [ ]  [ 
]  [ 

]wv  [ 

]•  [ 

Fr,  35  I  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

2  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  5  Of 

only  the  start 

Fr.  35 

’  ]  8.[ 

]  “.[ 

]  aSfL 

]  «o[ 

5  ]  hiA 

Fr.  34 

'  ]  i 

]wyov  [ 

]  [ 

M.]>'  [ 

Fr.  36  I  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a 
circle?  2  ]c  may  be  possible 
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Fr.  38 

*  • 

]avov[ 

]^evat7r[ ]ct[ 

]...:'.[ 

]p°ji 

• ]vp[ 
Fr.  37  3  The  tips  of  three  strokes  which 

could  be  variously  combined  as  two  letters,  fol¬ 
lowed  by  the  top  arcs  of  two  circles,  the  first  re-  38  i  The  foot  of  an  upright  with  a  trace 
presenting  e  or  c,  the  second  c  or  o;  then  the  some  way  to  its  right,  followed  by 
left-hand  end  of  a  cross-strolie  level  with  the  ̂   stroke  on  the  line  curving  up  to  right  j  k^i  seem 
tops  of  the  letters  acceptable  3  Below  this  line  a  long  thin stroke,  perhaps  a  hyphen Fr.  39 

i 

£7r[ 

Fr,  39  I  The  foot  of  an  upright 

Fr.  42 

Fr.  41  ]>'«’[ 

].4 
>.[ 

5  [ 

Ft,  41  I  am  not  sure  whether  I  have  read 
this  scrap  the  right  way  up 

I  The  lower  part  of  an  upright  3  ].,  the 
lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  the 
left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  ’ 

Fr-  43 

.[ 

IttoAF 

JM 

Fr.  43  I  . .  the  base  of  a  circle,  followed  by 
a  short  descending  stroke,  both  on  the  line 

Fr.  40 

],lva^o[ V]..[ 

Fr.  40  I  ].,  the  right-hand  tip  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  2  The 
top  of  f  or  c,  followed  by  the  left-hand  end  of 
a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 
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Fr.  45 

•  •  • 

]pvoica[ ].A< 

]  [ 

]..[ •  • 

i  *  .  • 

i  Fr,  44  I  ],,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  de¬ 

Fr.  46 

scending  from  left  2  The  upper  end  of  a 
stroke  descending  to  right,  followed  by  a  dot  at 

the  level  of  the  tops  of  the  letters 

•  • 

]cov(j>  ̂   [ 

Fr.  47 

]r[.]vn-p^.[ 

•  *  « 

Fr.  47  I  ..[,  owing  to  an  encrustation  of  dirt  I  cannot  tell  how  much  (or  whether  any)  ink 
is  to  be  recognized  2  ].[,  apparently  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right;  a  not 

particularly  suggested  ,[,  an  upright  turning  over  to  right  at  the  tip 

Fr.  47  I  Mth]La{-)  seems  likeliest,  but  it  is  not  easily  comprehensible.  MtSctoc  is  not  attested  (and 
would  not  be  expected)  as  a  derivative  of  MlBac  or  Mi8da  or  M8e(t)a.  I  do  not  know  whether  or  not  it 

is  possible  for  Mihjia  to  appear  as  a  form  of  MlSeia  itself.  (Stephanus  of  Byzantium  seems  to  assert 
that  MSijiov  occurs  as  a  form  of  MiSdetov,  a  town  in  Phrygia,  but  this  must  be  irrelevant.) 

Fr.  48 

«  •  » 

]^avrfmv^[ 
]  ^  avT*  d<j>ap  ̂   [ 

]aiJiO)iKpLy[ 

]f/)a8atoA,  [ 

5  ]paraXvcifx[ 
]acca7ra[ 

]  ^  0€TOp€[ 

]fx«eoc,[ 

]  ^  €V€t[ 

].[ 

•  f  ■ 

Fr.  48  I  .[,  the  left-hand  stroke  of  a  or  A  2  ].,  7  or  .y,  .7  .[,  perhaps  the  left-hand  stroke 

of  a  or  A,  but  with  less  than  the  usual  slope  to  right  4  Of  e  only  the  extreme  right-hand  tips 
the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  presumably  o  7  ].,  possibly  the  top  of  the  right-hand  branch  of  u. 
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but  this  does  not  account  for  all  the  apparent  ink  8  .[,  perhaps  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters.  There  seems  also  to  be  some  ink  below  the  line,  but  I  am 

not  sure  that  it  is  not  dirt  9  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  as  of  y  10  ].[»  from 

its  nearness  to  the  previous  line  I  suppose  ",  not  part  of  a  letter 

Fr.  48  I  dvTfJLav:  a  word  hitherto  apparently  attested  only  in  epic  writing,  (It  may  be  well  to 
add  that  there  cannot  be  any  connexion  with  fr.  24,  2.) 

5  On  Xvctfjil  two  remarks  may  be  worth  making ;  (i)  that  in  a  lyric  poet  XvctfiiX^c  is  the  adjective 

likeliest  to  occur,  of  those  with  this  beginning,  (2)  that  Simonides  appears  to  have  composed  a  Opijuoc 
for  one  Lysimachus,  an  Eretrian  (fr.  530  PMG). 

Fr.  49 

]fSo|u{ 

].TroneX 

]xpucou[ 

] .  aAAajc[ 

Fr.  49  2  ] . ,  a  dot  on  the  line  .  [,  the  top  and  bottom  of  an  upright  6  ] . ,  perhaps  the  feet 

of  X  likeliest  .  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
Fr.  50 

]apc[ ]«§.[ 

]vKa[ 

5  ]p?“[ 

w.[ 
]f*.[ 

]aca[ 

]..[ 
10  ]aK[ 

].‘i 
w 
M 
]..[ 

Fr.  50  2  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  3  ].,  the  overhang  of  c?  6  .[,  the  left- 

hand  arc  of  a  circle  7  .  [,  the  middle  of  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  8  Over  the  second  a 

ink  perhaps  representing  "  9  The  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the  foot  of  an 
upright  1 1  ] . ,  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a  triangular  letter  14  The  upper  part  of  an  upright, 

followed  by  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle Fr.  51 

•  *  • 

a.[ 

eva 

P]]f[ 

arf 

cv[ 

5 

o[ 

«[ 

P[ 

m  9  9 

Fr.  51  I  Of  (I  only  the  feet,  but  A  less  likely 

,  [,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  2  i[ 
has  a  horizontal  stroke  going  to  right  from  its 

top ;  a  conversion  into  y  perhaps  intended 

8  Of  p[  only  the  left-hand  half;  c  not  ruled  out 

Fr.  52 

]pm[ ].VOlA 

]....[ 
9  9  9 

Fr.  52  2  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright  hooked  to 
right,  with  a  trace  to  right  above;  tt  perhaps 

likeliest  3  .[,  an  upright  4  Above  the 

line,  before  the  first  letter,  ink  which  I  cannot 

interpret  either  as  a  letter  or  a  sign ;  a  v-shaped 
mark  with  a  looped  right-hand  arm,  below  it 
a  dot  ] _ [,  tops  of  letters,  viz.,  A  (or  perhaps 

a),  c  (or  perhaps  e),  x  (or  perhaps  v),  followed  by the  tip  of  a  stroke  sloping  slightly  forward  (not 
prima  facie  representing  co) 
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Fr.  53 

Ft.  53  The  first  partly  legible  line  was  preceded  by  six  or  more  now  almost  completely  obliterated 
and  the  five  next  following  are  also  badly  scoured  in  places 

5  After  j  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle;  if  w,  the  next  letter  must  be  t  .[,  a  serif  on  the  line 

7  ].,  the  edge  of  the  middle  part  of  the  right-hand  half  of  a  circle  8  ].,  a  serif  on  the  line 

10  Between  a  and  a  two  or  three  traces,  perhaps  of  the  base  and  upper  parts  of  the  right-hand  stroke 
of  8  Above  a[  a  dot,  presumably  the  lower  end  of  an  acute  accent  ii  ] o  or  possibly  w  Of 
T  only  the  shank,  but  the  spacing  is  against  t 

Fr,  63  10  The  indications  are  compatible  with  A]tj3a8ac  cTaAa[cc-. 

12  KOVpOTp6[<f}-, 

Fr-  54 

]  acaf 

i.<x4 
€po)va7r[ 

Fr,  64  I  ].,  perhaps  a  much  damaged  e 

2  ].,  perhaps  rr,  but  also  much  damaged  and  two  Fr.  55  3  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the 

letters  may  be  represented  3  ] . ,  apparently  letters,  followed  by  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke 

the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  but  descending  to  right  .[,  the  upper  left-hand 
I  cannot  rule  out  (f>  arc  of  a  circle 

i 

I 

Fr.  55 

\nvav  r 
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Fr.  56 

{b) •  •  • ]  [ 

].[ 

]A 
[ 

]^cut'8a[ 

]Aou  [ 

] ,  6x0ovg[ 

]//.[ 

]€ayvdc[ ].7[ 

].
  [

' 

113 

(^)  .  .  . 

]ra[ 

]  _  t  _  pSatjLC  _  ^  [ 

5  ]^7rorrou‘[ 
1.  C 
]  [ 

Fr,  66  I  think  there  is  no  doubt  that  these  three  scraps  come  from  the  same  column,  (a)  and  (b) 

having  stood  at  the  relative  levels  shown,  (£)  probably  below  them.  There  is  no  external  evidence 
that  I  see  to  show  their  intervals,  but  I  am  fairly  confident  that  there  is  no  whole  letter  missing 

between  (a)  and  (6)  in  11.  2-4 
(a)  2  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright  serifed  to  left  . .[,  the  foot  of  an  upright,  followed  by  the  start 

of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  3  Above  9t.[  a  dot,  presumably  part  of  an  accent  or  mark  of  length 

4  .[,  a  trace  compatible  with  the  top  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  5  .[,  the  extreme  left-hand  edge  of 
a  circle?  6  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 

(b)  1  ].,  a  or  A  2  ],,  a  dot  on  the  line  4  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 

5  There  is  no  doubt  about  the  first  a,  but  it  has  an  unexplained  stroke,  like  t,  close  to  its  left-hand  side 

6  ].,  a  median  dot,  ?  stop 
(^r)  2  a  thin  comma-like  mark  just  off  the  line  3  ].» a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 

with  a  horizontal  stroke  going  to  right  from  its  top  ],,  a  sign  resembling  a  thick  rough  breathing 

but  not  in  the  appropriate  position  4  ].,  the  right-hand  stroke  of  a  or  A  Between  i  and  y  the 
left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  . .  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  followed  by  two  traces  compatible  with  v ; 

ov[  acceptable  but  to,[  not  ruled  out  5  Of  tt  only  a  short  horizontal  stroke  from  the  top  right- 
hand  comer  6  a  serif  on  the  line  .[,  k  or  v  suggested 

Fr.  56  (a)-f  (ft)  2  seqq.  {-)^6pp.iyyt,,  AdMv  and  [i€c6x6ovo[c  appear  to  guarantee  the  correctness  of 
the  location  of  the  two  scraps,  p^coxdtov  is  recorded  only  once,  in  prose,  at  a  date  considerably  later 

than  that  I  should  assume  for  this  text,  and  in  the  meaning  ‘inland’,  but  I  suppose  there  is  no  doubt 
that  it  might  have  been  invented  at  any  time  by  a  lyric  poet  for  application  to  the  6p,<^aX6c  at  Delphi 

0  8100  I 
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in  the  meaning  ‘at  earth’s  centre’.  In  that  case  a  reasonable  guess  is  that  represents  (not 

improbably  qualified  by  -i^iopyuyyi)  and  that  the  general  sense  is  ‘master  of  Delos  and  Delphi’. 
5  Since  there  is  no  reason  why  e  should  not  be  elided  before  ayvac,  we  have  either  a  scriptio  plena 

or  c’  must  be  understood. 

{c)  5  seq.  tt6vtov  suggests  (what  even  without  it  seems  the  likeliest  supplement)  y^ox-^ox^f  but  I  can¬ 
not  account  for  17  in  place  of  a. 

2626,  Choral  Lyric 

To  judge  by  the  largest  fragment  the  following  remains  of  a  roll  represent  a  collec¬ 
tion  of  compositions  to  be  sung  by  choruses  on  special  occasions.  The  nature  of  only 

two  of  these  pieces  can  be  in  some  degree  discerned,  the  first  containing  references  to 

the  Argonautic  story  and  perhaps  services  in  some  temple  of  Apollo,  the  following, 

composed  for  the  Ceans,  invocation  of  Demeter  and  Persephone.  This  second  is 

written  in  strophes,  but  I  can  find  no  strophic  responsions,  or  indeed  any  clear  metrical 

character  either  in  the  second  or  the  first.  There  is  no  clue  to  the  authorship  but  I 

think  it  may  fairly  be  said  that  they  do  not  produce  an  impression  of  any  special 

poetical  powers  and  there  is  at  least  one  element  in  the  vocabulary  which  justifies 

a  suspicion  that  they  are  not  of  early  date. 

The  hand  is  a  practised  but  in  no  way  ornamental  uncial  of  a  fair  size  to  be 

attributed  to  the  second  century.  The  lection  signs  are  apparently  in  some  cases  due 

to  the  writer  of  the  text  but  there  is  certainly  one  other  pen,  and  I  am  inclined  to 

think  two,  to  be  distinguished. 

Frr.  2,  3,  and  6  all  look  as  if  they  might  come  from  the  same  region  as  fr.  i.  That 

frr.  2  and  6  are  part  of  the  piece  represented  in  fr.  i  is  guaranteed  with  reasonable 

certainty  by  the  recurrence  of  the  refrain  tVco  at  11.  2,  4,  6  of  the  one,  11.  2  and 

4  of  the  other.  It  may  also  be  recognizable  at  fr.  3,  3. 

Frr.  8-10  have  a  general  similarity  of  appearance. 

The  same  may  be  said  of  frr,  11-13,  which  are  more  elegantly  written  than  the 
others. 

2625.  CHORAL  LYRIC 

Fr.  I 
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].wxop[  ].[ 

^'irXdovdyeSeeXXaSoccTpoLTOvapL  [ 
]o;i^oycToAat.  t[  .  []  [ 

]va>c7Tpor€paici<l>dpxiiLcX[  ]  _  to  [ 

]covu/xQcap€TdKvaygc€A[ 

]  _  6povS6pvapya>TWvatpL[  J  ̂  [ 

^uocafKf>ivaova'yXaove7T€i  _  [ 

]p/r)rpoc  fcetotc  [ 

(&)  ^vKaTrotcarjdovcccoB^XeXaKG ,  [ 

e/c  [  ]  _  opyopbevovB^iax^^TTeStov , , .  [ 
M'i  ].  [ 

<l>[  ]rvcaSapxtT€p€X€vciviapoSo7rax^l^^[ 

€u[  ]e[  JocTe^avovT[  ^  traccB* evoypatc  [ 
]opoc  o.[  '  ]  [ 

]<xvTOKacL[  ] ,  aBav6vya[  ̂   y^pfiaciXripcoXpiai, 

]  ap/j)OT€p[  ]d/)ecct^tAa[  ̂   ~\6coicivLTO}UT<x}XOpoc 
jTTtttrg  fxov[  ] .  [  ]e/cdAovt  _  [ ,  yOearXov 

]€paTaca ^[^]cauT(x)ircoxopoc  °[ 

]'^9  [ 

Fr.  1  The  level  of  (b)  relatively  to  {a)  is  fixed  by  cross-fibres.  There  is  no  external  evidence  to show  its  distance.  On  internal  evidence  see  the  commentary  11.  9  seqq. 

a  No  doubt  trw  hut  something  followed  now  represented  only  by  a  broken  horizontal 

stroke  on  the  line 

I  pL  anomalous ;  if  the  lower  part  of  k,  anomalous  also  t  seems  to  have  been  made  out  of  a  Y- 

shaped  v  by  smudging  the  horns  and  extending  the  shank  at  its  upper  end  3  ].,  the  upper  part 

of  an  upright  4  There  is  a  mark  like  a  small  open  v  between  d  and  k,  which  may  be  intended  to 

indicate  a  stop  5  ].»  on  the  line  a  turn-up  as  of  p,  ir,  al.  the  foot  of  an  upright,  followed 

by  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  with  a  curve  from  left ;  not  prima  facie  v,  perhaps  two  letters 

8  .[)  c  seems  likeliest;  its  back  is  abnormally  straight,  but  cf.  first  c  in  1.  17  9  .[^  the  left-hand 
end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  ]. ,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  . . . [,  the 

surface  is  disordered.  Perhaps  tc  (or  77),  followed  by  the  top  and  bottom  of  the  left-hand  stroke  and 

the  left-hand  side  of  the  looped  top  of  the  right-hand  part  of  /*,  but  kA.[  may  be  another  possibility 

10  ]. ,  the  extreme  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  12  Of  ]^[  only  the  base  ] a  dot 
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slightly  higher  than  mid-letter,  possibly  c  14  ].^  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  passing 
through  the  top  of  the  loop  of  a  15].^  almost  flat  on  the  line,  the  end  of  a  stroke  coming  from 

left  16  t.[,  a  tall  upright  17  .[,  an  upright  with  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  in  a  shallow 
curve,  from  its  tip  marg.  The  horizontal  stroke  and  the  ink  below  it  appear  to  have  been  washed 

out  18  ].,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right;  a  likely  19  .[>  the  upper  left- 
hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  1  There  can  be  no  certainty  about  the  amount  missing  on  the  left.  But  if  {b) — about  the  level 

of  which  there  is  no  doubt — belonged  (as  seems  probable)  to  the  same  column  as  (a) ;  if  the  alignment 
of  the  verses  was  the  same  in  11.  j-6  as  in  1.  8  onwards;  and  if  the  supplement  proposed  for  1,  9  is  not 
to  be  extended,  as  it  well  may  be;  tlien  supplements  of  11.  1-6  must  be  restricted  to  about  half  a  dozen 
letters  and  of  11.  13-17  to  two  or  three.  See  also  I.  17  n. 

1  ttA^ov  :  in  the  context  ‘were  sailing’  (of  the  Argonauts)  seems  likely,  not  ‘more’. 
&/€ :  presumably  Jason  is  meant  and  I  should  have  expected  him  to  be  distinctly  specified,  which 

he  cannot  have  been,  unless  more  is  missing  on  the  left  than  is  allowed  for  on  the  stated  hypothesis. 

ScfAAaSoc :  this  must  be  a  scriptio  plena,  unexpected  at  this  date. 

'JSAAdSoc  cTparov :  for  this  locution  (in  place  of  'E'AAijvwv  or  an  adjective)  cf.  Soph.  El.  694  'EXXdSoc 

crparevpia,  and,  what  Strikes  me  as  even  more  noteworthy,  Aesch.  Sept.  71  '.EAAaSoc  4>0dyyQi>. 
2  cToXdi :  from  the  marginal  roO  flcMa  I  infer  that  the  text  must  have  meant  something  like 

‘on  Pelias’  errand’,  but  I  can  find  no  plausible  completion  of  ^rid  no  evidence  that  croAij  was  ever 
used  for  ctoXoc.  In  a  different  context  ‘wife’s  costume’  would  look  like  a  good  guess. 

A  minor  mystery  is  why  JTeAta  not  ileAtoy  is  the  form  used  in  an  explanatory  note. 

3  seqq.  I  can  form  no  general  idea  of  the  construction  in  these  verses  and  confine  myself  to  re¬ 
marks  about  matters  of  detail. 

3  uporipiucL  <f>diiaic :  ‘in  olden  story’.  This  suggests  the  possibility  of  X[4yo]vTo  but  I  am  inclined 
to  think  it  is  not  adequate  to  the  space. 

4  KvavoceXlfjLov :  ships  are  ‘black’  and  ‘dark-prowed’  or  ‘-beaked’  {fxeXaivat,  Kvavoirptotpot,  simm., 

Kuav^fi^oXoi)  but  nowhere  else,  so  far  as  I  know,  ‘black-’  or  ‘dark-benched’,  except  that  Aesch.  Suppl. 
530  calls  the  vessel  carrying  the  black  sons  of  Aegyptus  rav  p-eXavd^vy  arav. 

5  7TOVto]tt6pov  Bopv,  Apyo):  cf.  Soph,  Philoet.  721  TTOvro-ndpun  ̂ ovpari. 

In  a  context  relating  to  the  Argonautic  story  it  is  hard  to  believe  that  TO}v(up[,].[  does  not  con¬ 

tain  some  form  or  derivative  of  Atptnv,  ‘Thessalian’,  But  it  must  be  said  that  the  remains  of  the  last 
letter  are  not  reconcilable  with  v  as  normally  made. 

6  ATT6XXa>]voc  seems  the  best  guess,  in  view  of  such  passages  as  are  adduced  by  Pfeiffer  on  Callim. 
fr.  18. 

dpff>l .  .  .  e7rct.[ :  this  tmesis  is  regular  in  Homer  in  the  case  both  of  dp4>L  and  other  prepositions. 

Pindar  who  makes  free  use  of  compounds  of  enetv  has  no  instance  of  tmesis  in  them. 

7  .  .  .  A'j]p7)Tpoc:  this  is  an  unusual  form  of  heading  to  which  I  can  adduce  no  parallel.  There  are 

certainly  references  to  be  found  which  have  the  form  iv  “Hpac,  'EXcidvtac  vpvwt  (Paus.  ii  13,  3 ;  ix  27,  2), 
€K  rrpooiplou  AttoXXojvoc  (Thuc.  ill  104),  roD  rijc  Adrjvalac  vdpov  (Plat.  Crolyl.  4170),  but  in  the  tradition 

of  the  book-texts  etc  ...  is  the  regular  style  (Homeric  hymns,  Callimachus)  and  this  is  likewise  a  com¬ 
mon  form  of  reference. 

Though  I  do  not  think  it  can  have  any  relevance  to  this  place,  I  mention  that  the  special  song  of 
Demeter  is  said  to  have  had  the  name  oiJAoc  or  tovXoc.  From  the  refrain  I  should  have  guessed  that 
what  we  have  here  was  a  Trpocddiov. 

8  On  our  present  evidence  di^Sot'ic  for  aTjBuiv  is  not  found  earlier  than  in  Hellenistic  writers,  unless 
the  instance  in  Rhesus  1,  550  is  an  exception. 

tuSc:  I  do  not  see  what  this  refers  to,  unless  the  whole  of  the  subsequent  verses,  11.  ii  seqq.,  are 

conceived  of  as  the  bird’s  song. 
X4XaK€ :  this  word  does  not  usually  seem  to  apply  to  a  tuneful  sound.  It  will  be  remembered  that 

in  Hesiod  (Op.  207)  the  falcon  says  to  the  nightingale  in  its  claws  tI  XdXrjKac;  apparently  ‘what  are  you 
squealing  for  and  in  Aleman  fr.  r,  86  it  appears  to  be  applied  to  the  owl’s  note.  But  Aa««r('  certainly 
refers  to  singing  in  Eur.  Ale.  346. 

9  It  looks  reasonably  likely  that  at  the  beginning  of  this  verse  ireTdAtoi'  must  be  recognized. 

I17 

Cf.  Od.  xix  518  seqq.  If  no  more  is  missing,  iK  TrlcTdXmjv  in  this  line  (and  pr}v[,  Jc,  I  suppose,  in  the 

next)  will  establish  the  alignment  on  the  left.  But  in  analogous  phrases  the  ‘leaves’  are  often  (Hes. 
Op.  486,  Od.  I.C.),  though  not  always  (Ale.  Z  23  (a)  3),  qualified,  so  that  the  possibility  of,  say,  eV 

rrleraXcov  iapivC)]v  must  be  envisaged  and  doubt  about  the  alignment  remain  unresolved  by  this 
evidence. 

The  paragraphi  and  the  refrains  together  indicate  a  division  of  the  poem  into  two-lined  stanzas. 
The  first  line  of  the  second  stanza,  the  second  line  of  the  third  are  remarkably  shorter  than  the  rest, 

10  If  e’/c  7r[€TctA(y]i',  I  should  say  pT)v[6]c  was  ruled  out,  but  p'^i>[a]c  might  suffice. 
11  TTojTvta.  If  preceded  by  plXa,  the  written  length  would  be  about  consonant  with  ex  TT^rdXojv ;  if 

by  ̂iXjdra,  a  longer  supplement  would  be  necessary  in  1.  9  (and  consequently  in  1.  10). 
13  Perhaps  troi  though  this  would  be  anomalous  as  a  complete  second  line. 

14  Though  the  sense  to  be  elicited  is  relatively  certain,  there  is  a  puzzle  here  that  I  cannot  solve. 

The  ‘own  sister’  of  Zeus  is  Demeter,  his  (and  her)  ‘daughter’  is  Persephone.  But  there  is  no  room  for 
more  than  Kacf^yvrfpa  and  the  residual  8au  is  without  function.  The  best  I  can  suggest  is  a  sentence  of 

the  form  Aide  avroKactyvi^ra’  perd  S’  aU  dvyaTqp’  BaciX^oc,  with  a  loss  of  pera  through  homoeoteleuton. 
14  seq.  oAj9tat .  .  .  dp^oreplai,  paK\dp^cci  ̂ tAa[t]  QeoXciv.  It  is  mortals  who  are  ordinarily  said  to  be 

dear  to  the  gods  and  I  can  adduce  no  instance  where  it  is  said  of  other  deities,  but  it  cannot  be  doubted 
that  it  was  said  here. 

16  ‘jiToiTT}  pov[ :  the  IT  are  anomalously  written  and  a  space  is  left  between  7]  and  p.  In  view  of  the 
difficulty  of  making  anything  of  ttcutt),  a  possibility  just  worth  considering  is  that  Jtt’  dTT7}pov[  was  in¬ 
tended,  though  JT  would  be  even  more  anomalously  written  than  it  and  the  blank  space  ignored.  The 
sign  of  elision  is  regularly  omitted  by  the  first  hand,  and  though  inserted  by  a  second  in  U.  9, 12  is  still absent  in  1.  14. 

In  the  absence  of  indication  to  the  contrary  I  suppose  ]e  KoAor  must  be  guessed  in  preference  to CKoXoV, 

There  appears  to  be  barely  room  for  tK[€]c0e.  t>f[ot]c0f  must  be  considered  out  of  court. 

16  seq.  '7tXov\t6]v  re  /ca[t . . .  does  look  highly  probable,  and  even  if  the  supplement  was  lengthened 

by  a  letter  (e.g.  ttXov\cio]v  or  7tXov\t€i]v),  the  left-hand  edge  of  the  column  would  be  brought  into 
a  position  a^ut  corresponding  to  that  fixed  by  the  short  supplement  of  1.  9. 

dv[u]cat :  for  ttXoOtov  dvvcai,  cf.  Soph,  Philoci.  712  dvvceie  ,  .  .  pop^dv. 

17  I  am  not  sure  that  the  ink  at  the  end  of  this  line  is  not  the  left-hand  constituents  of  an  asterisk 0  I  0  *  *  •  • 

which  would  relate  to  a  piece  on  its  right. 
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Fr.  2 

Fr.  3 

]c9vya[ 
‘i* 

]tTajTw[ 

]  ^  OCKdp[ 
.V. 

]a)LTO)xopg[ 

5  ]  ^  atctmv[ 
]viTCora}Xo[ 

]  [ 

]wraA^[ 

e 

]woxllo]]o‘f[ 

Fr.  3  I  .  [,  the  foot  of  an  upright  2  For 
f[  possibly  o  3  ].[)  a  dot  above  the  top  of 
the  letters  Of  e  only  the  extreme  top 

Fr.  4 

Fr.  2  Apparently  the  bottom  of  a  column 
3  the  ends  of  two  strokes,  one  slightly 

above  the  tops,  the  other  slightly  below  the  bases, 

of  the  other  letters,  in  the  position  of  the  right- 
hand  extremities  of  k  or  x>  but  not  otherwise 

suggesting  either  of  these  5  ].,  the  upper 
end  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  e.g.  x 

Fr.  5 

«  *  * 

].cca[ 
]nta[ 

•  •  • 

m  9  m ].[ 

]ouTap.[ 

Fr.  4  2  Of  only  the  end  of  the  right-hand 
stroke  .[,  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  descend¬ 
ing  a  little  below  the  line  and  hooked  to  left. 
Since  it  is  more  than  the.  normal  distance  from  a, 

a  narrow  letter  may  have  been  lost  between 

them,  though  some  sign  of  it  should  have  been 

visible  3  .[,  the  top  of  a  circle,  0  likeliest 

Fr.  7 

Fr.  61].,  the  base  of  a  circle  On  the 

second  c  there  is  a  stroke  like  a  'grave'  of  which 
I  do  not  see  the  purpose 

Fr.  6 

J  Ttce  , ^ 

]wxopoc~[ 
Jrafi  T[ 

[ 

Fr.  6  I  marg.  i  After  t  a  suspended  letter 

(represented  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright), 
followed  by  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

2  .[,  the  edge  of  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 

3  marg,  2  A  slightly  forward-sloping  stroke  with 
foot  hooked  to  right 

Vv.[ 

5  ]eM 

]a[ 

Fr.  7  Perhaps  beginnings  of  lines 
I  ,[,  a  headless  upright  2  .[,  the  upper 

end  of  a  stroke  curving  down  to  right ;  [x  would 

suit  Between  11.  2  and  3  ink  in  the  left-hand  edge 
not  suggesting  £l  paragrapkus  3  .[,  only  the 

edge  of  a  stroke,  which  now  looks  like  an  up¬ 
right  Between  11.  3  and  4  a  trace,  perhaps  the 
right-hand  end  of  a  paragrapkus  4  .  ̂  rather  than  ̂  
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iig 

Fr.  8 

]w[ 

],oi8[ 
].7rpa[ 

].M 

]  [ 

Fr.  8  Perhaps  the  bottom  of  a  column 

2  ],,  perhaps  the  right-hand  extremities  of  c. There  is  a  trace  of  ink  below  which  may  re¬ 

present  0. paragrapkus  3  ] . ,  an  upright  with 
the  foot  hooked  to  right  4  ],,  perhaps  the 

bottom  angle  of  v  There  is  a  horizontal  stroke 

through  o,  which  makes  it  like  6.  I  suppose  it  is 
ink  that  has  run  along  a  fibre,  but  it  does  not 
much  look  like  this 

Fr.  II 

Fr.  9 

«  «  • 

]  «
[ ].  p°y
[ 

] 
9  %  m 

Fr.  9  2~3  In  the  margin  between  these  lines 
is  a  dot  on  the  line,  followed  by  the  lower  end  of 
a  stroke  descending  from  left 

Fr.  10 

].“7[ 

]i<oc6€iOvnioT(iL\a\_  ^  upright,  followed  by 

]opi€uoy[ ^]aLTp ̂   _[  the  base  of  A  or 

]7rocj6ouA€Uca/,t€ ,  [ 

]^pioc  app[ 

Fr,  11  2  . the  tip  of  an  upright,  followed 

by  the  foot  of  an  upright 

Fr.  13 

].
['
 

^ycLv  TaSt/ea.[ 

Fr.  13  2  .  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  rising 
to  right 

Fr.  12 

].
['
 

lif. .™[.].+[ 

].[ 

Fr.  12  2  ],,  the  top  of  an  upright  .[,  tlie 
start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  and  above,  to  its 

right,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to 
right;  A  suitable  3  ]f,  only  the  top;  per¬ 

haps  0  Above  t[  a  trace;  an  interlinear  letter? 
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There  is  no  clue,  as  far  as  I  see,  to  the  authorship  of  the  following  scraps.  The 

general  effect  they  convey  is  compatible  with  a  source  in  the  works  of  one  of  Simonides, 

Pindar,  or  Bacchylides,  but  a  problem  is  presented  by  the  form  TXr)iJL7r6Xe{xoc  (fr.  2,  3) 

alongside  of  dperav,  which  implies  composition  in  conventional  Doric. 

The  hand  is  a  good  specimen  of  the  common  angular  type,  comparable  with  7, 

1364,  P.  Grenf.  ii  12  and  to  be  dated,  I  should  say,  in  the  first  half  of  the  third  century. 

The  few  lection  signs  appear  to  be  original. 

Fr.  I 

’  ' 

JaA/COjLMX  ̂   [ 

]Au/Z7roc‘a[ 

]jU^t7rai^o[ 

s  ]/i7Te8oi^[[a]]0[ 

]v,a7rp6con[ 

«  »  • 

Fr.  1  I  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to 

right,  the  foot  of  an  upright,  the  lower  end  of 
a  stroke  descending  from  left  ] .  [,  the  lower  end 

of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line  2  /x 

converted  from  v  by  the  original  hand  ,  [, 

a  slightly  convex  upright  6  Between  v  and 

a  a  thick  dot  on  the  line,  perhaps  fortuitous 

8  The  top  of  an  upright  with  the  top  of  a  thin 

loop  on  its  right-hand  side,  followed  by  the  top 
of  the  loop  of  p  or  perhaps  j3 

Fr.  1  3  ’'0]Ay/Li77oc. 
4  'ira^'Tofc. 

5  flftTreSoi'. 6  dTTp6c(yTT[rov :  attested  late.  Pindar  has 

drrpocopaTou  tt6vov  01.  ii  67,  apparently  in  the 
same  sense. 

Fr.  2 

^yiKavBpov  ̂   [ 

]TA')7/A7roA€J^[ 

]  ^  cap€Tav€r[ 5  [ 

]o  CTO^’[ 
]avi7T[ 

Fr.  2  I  Between  q.  and  x  the  shank  of  p 

or  u  Off  only  the  base  .[,  the  start  of  a  stroke 

rising  to  right  2  ,[,  the  start  of  a  stroke 

rising  to  right  4  ].,  the  right-hand  arc  of 
a  circle  off  the  line  j  o  or  perhaps  p  5  ] . ,  the 

tip  of  an  upright 

Fr.  2  3  TXrjpTrdXeprOc  (or,  to  be  exact,  TX'7)vtto~ 
Ae^oc)  is  found  as  the  name  of  a  6th-cent.  potter, 
J.H.S.  lii  171  seq.,  but  the  form  to  be  expected 

here  and  found  in  Find.  01.  vii  is  TXa-ird^cfioc. 
I  have  no  explanation  for  this  irregularity.  The 
best-known  bearer  of  the  name  is  the  founder  of 
Rhodes. 

Fr.3 

Fr.  4 

].[ 

>•  [ 

]Tep8[ 
>[ 

]f[ 

w  • 

2627.  Lyric  Verses 

Too  little  remains  of  the  composition  represented  by  the  following  lines  to  make 

conjecture  about  their  source  or  authorship  a  profitable  exercise.  They  appear  to  me 

to  be  more  probably  choral  than  dramatic  lyric  and,  if  the  choice  were  only  between 

Simonides,  Pindar,  and  Bacchylides,  more  probably  Pindar  than  either  of  the  others, 
for  reasons  indicated  in  the  notes  on  11.  7  seqq. 

The  text,  entirely  without  lection  signs,  is  written  in  a  smallish,  plain,  slightly 

tilted  hand,  which  I  suppose  to  be  of  about  the  same  date  as  similar  more  elegant 

upright  hands,  namely,  the  second  century. 

1 
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KA 
 ' 

O 

]aTov6€(^[ 

]  _  €\Oa)v[ ]cv7r[  ̂ ]pey[ 

5  ]. 

]rTOTO'SatTw[ 

]vav6€iyafJUDc[ 

]v€KaToyx^i'poi  [ 

10  ]  _  te/xeAatmc^€pT[ 

]  ^  TToSgii  _  _  [ 

1  I  am  not  sure  that  there  is  not  a  trace  of  the  letter  that  preceded  €,  perhaps  the  top  of  an  up 

right  close  to  its  upper  curve  Between  e  and  /4  perhaps  ko  or  k€,  but  the  lower  branch  of  k  abnor¬ 
mally  lengthened  3  ].,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising  from  left  5  ].j  a  blank,  space 

with  a  dot  on  its  upper  edge  .[,  a  concave  stroke  at  mid-letter  6  Of  ]y  only  the  upper  part  of 
the  right-hand  upright  8  ].,  a  trace  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  .[,  the  middle  part  of  an 

upright  10  ] .  j  prima  facie  the  right-hand  corner  of  it,  but  the  presumed  trace  of  the  cross-stroke 
may  be  illusory.  If  so,  v  might  be  possible  ii  ] , ,  a  dot  above  the  general  level ;  from  the  spacing 
I  should  guess  a  . . .[,  tops  of  letters,  compatible  with  roc 

2  The  alternative  -aj-|-o-  may  be  an  indication  that  in  ]aTov  a  superlative  is  to  be  recognized. 

Cf.  Find.  Pae.  viii  74  (2442  fr.  22,  8  ~  841  fr.  87,  3). 
6  eV  BaiTl  Find.  Pyth.  v  80,  Pae.  xiii  (a)  21,  OL  ix  112. 

7  ydfiojL,  Findar  has  a  particular  fondness  for  this  adjective.  He  has  it  no  less  than  eight 

times,  sometimes  perhaps  literally,  more  often,  as  here,  metaphorically.  It  is  also  found,  meta¬ 
phorically,  in  the  lyric  piece  printed  as  Bacchylides  (fr.  60,  17)  by  Snell.  It  does  not  occur  otherwise 
in  either  Bacchylides  or  Simonides. 

8  €tp€To  Find.  OL  vi  48.  Not  elsewhere  in  Pindar,  Simonides,  or  Bacchylides.* 
9  €Kar6yx€ipa.  I  do  not  follow  the  sense  well  enough  to  have  an  opinion  whether  or  not  it  is  hkely 

that  there  was  a  reference  to  Bpidp^mc  {AiyaCoiv)  or  one  of  his  brothers  {11.  i  402,  Hes.  Theog.  149). 

But  Pindar  applies  this  adjective  to  a  figure  in  Hecuba’s  dream  about  Paris,  Pae.  viii  (e)  12,  which 
has  no  appearance  of  being  one  of  those  monsters,  and  so  it  may  have  been  used  here. 

II  aTTo  ScuToc  is  prima  facie  acceptable. 

*  Since  this  is  not  the  only  possible  articulation  I  call  attention  to  the  odd  details  of  resemblance 
there  may  be  between  11,  8  seqq.  and  Bacchyl.  xvii  20. 
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2628.  Lyrical  Verses 

The  layout  of  the  following  scraps  of  verse  is  an  indication  that  they 
 are  lyrical, 

but  I  see  nothing  on  which  to  base  even  a  guess  at  their  nature
  or  source,  whether choral  or  dramatic.  ^  ■  j 

They  are  written  in  an  elegant  upright  uncial,  which  I  suppose  m
ay  be  assigned 

to  the  early  part  of  the  second  century,  if  not  even  to  th
e  end  of  the  first.  Lection 

signs  are  absent. 

Fr,  I 
Fr.  2 

*  *  * 

]vwv[ 

Ml  [ 
[ 

]ovcov’  [ 
]a}v  [ 

]  [ 
]q)vc€rav  [ 

]  ^  T€Aet>TCUc[ 

J  jSpOTOJV  [ 

][]  [ 

]aTpacxmcp[ 

. 
^fjitcToheu  ̂ \_ 
]apcov  []  [ 

]  [][ 

]  [][ ]yv.i  M 

Fr.  2  4  ].,  an  upright 

I  see  no  indication  that  the  two  scraps 

should  be  assigned  to  the  same  column 

Fr.  1  4  Of  <f>  only  the  right-hand  arc  5  ] . 

an  upright  7  upright  ii  Before  t 

the  apex  of  a  triangular  letter  For  <p  I  cann
ot 

rule  out  p, 
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2629.  Lyric  Verse 

A  scrap  of  a  lyric  composition,  which  I  should  guess  comes  from  choral  not dramatic  lyric,  not  as  far  as  I  can  discover  extant  elsewhere. 
It  is  written  in  a  medium-sized  firm  upright  uncial  of  the  late  second  or  early third  century.  The  only  lection-sign  appears  to  be  by  another  hand. 

>.[ 

]octSai^[ 

] . uacTeA[ 

5  ] ,  €IVOVl[ 
]a)lxiov[ 

2],  perhaps  the  extreme  right-hand  parts  oft  .[,  c  probable,  but  on  a  damaged  place  al 

perha^  xt  /  '  ^  a  ne’arly  horizon talltroL  off  the  line,’ 
1  3  The  presence  of  this  name  leads  me  to  call  attention  to  the  possibility  of  ’Opvo- 

m  fte  precedmg  and  of  M>aac  (whether  nom.  sing,  or  acc.  plur.)  in  the  following^line. 6  Of  Pindaric  words  «y/c-,  TrpoK-,  diriK-wfjnoi^^  irpo^-cofiiou  are  available. 
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2630.  Choral  Lyric  (paean) 

A  scrap  of  what  is  prima  facie  a  paean  too  ill-preserved  to  form  the  basis  of  even 
a  guess  at  attribution.  It  is  written  in  an  angular  hand  of  a  common  type  but  executed 

in  a  rather  more  than  usually  ornamental  manner.  It  may  be  compared  with  1016, 

which  is  assigned  to  the  third  century.  On  the  back  are  the  beginnings  of  lines  of  part 

of  a  column  of  a  book  on  palmomancy  written  in  a  small  round  upright  uncial  of  the 

late  third  or  fourth  century. 

’].[  H 

]av7]oygil})L7]  [ 

]ayavc€7raKpovoL[ 

]Lpovg.cvaccovd7TOi<X€€ ,  [ 

5  ]atT€7raTpt/ca[  ̂   j-irat  _  treKT^ 
]9a.'r[.].[  ]._Rp,a,  [ 

In  many  places  the  ink  is  scoured  off 
4  The  superscript  u  is  represented  only  by  the  left-hand  arm  and  the  shank  touching  the  top  of  a. 

I  suspect  misinterpretation  but  see  nothing  likelier  ,[»  ̂  ̂ ot  slightly  lower  than  the  tops  of  the 
letters;  v  not  suggested,  though  I  cannot  say  ruled  out  5  gt[  represented  only  by  tire  top  of  the 

right-hand  stroke  and  a  trace  of  the  bottom  angle,  but  to  judge  by  1.  4  not  A  w  anomalous,  but 
I  think  likelier  than  yt  Between  t  and  t,  at  twice  the  normal  interval  from  the  first,  what  looks  like 

the  remains  of  a,  viz.,  the  upper  end  of  the  lower  stroke  of  the  loop  where  it  joins  the  lower  end  of  the 

right-hand  descending  stroke  6  Before  r  an  upright  not  suggesting  either  t  (for  which,  besides, 
it  appears  to  be  too  distant  from  i;i)  or  v  (for  which  it  appears  to  be  too  close)  Before  ko  the  surface 
is  stripped  as  well  as  rubbed  and  I  can  make  no  suggestion  for  combining  the  scattered  ink,  though 

a  known  reading  could  probably  be  verified  Before  a  a  short  horizontal  stroke  level  with  the  tops 
of  the  letters,  after  a  a  dot  in  the  position  of  a  high  stop,  which  it  might  be  7  The  tops  of  three 

uprights,  of  which  the  second  and  third  might  perhaps  be  combined  as  i)  or  y,  followed  by  the  upper 
left-hand  curve  of  c  or  c,  0 

2  Trjotijoj'a :  the  epic  form  always  in  Pindar  (alongside  of  Tratav-)  and  Bacchylides. 

3  of[S/i.a  suggested  by  Find.  fr.  221  eV’  olBy  aAiov  vat  doSt. 
4  KAe£v[i'-  acceptable. 
5  rrarpl  Kai  iraiBi  will  be  thought  of,  but  I  cannot  verify  it. 
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2631.  Lyric  Verse 

This  isolated  scrap  of  what  I  take  to  be  choral  lyric  is  unlikely  to  acquire  any 

value  unless  it  is  discovered  to  supplement  some  other  piece. 

It  is  written  in  a  neat  upright  hand  with  some  decorative  touches  and  may, 

I  suppose,  be  dated  about  the  middle  of  the  second  century.  The  original  writer  is 

responsible  for  the  sign  of  elision  in  1.  4  and,  if  he  can  be  depended  on  for  all  necessary 

signs  of  elision  (which  in  a  lyric  text  is  not  improbable),  one  or  two  ambiguities 

disappear. 

Col.  i  Col.  ii 

yapS.[ 

<j)0}paKg)^ 

/)eOVTt3’oU7T[ liaKpor€po\^ 
KaLrovaiZ\_ 

7TXovTovda\^ 

Aace0mT6t>p[ 

OIT.  .(.).[ 

[ . .  ] .  ttA?;ca  ̂   [ 

Col.  ii  1  .[>  the  foot  of  an  upright?  7  Between  v  and  0  a  thick  median  dot,  I  am  not  sure 

whether  significant  10  The  ink  immediately  before  ̂   looks  like  the  second  loop  of  and  perhaps 

is  the  likeliest  interpretation  of  this  and  the  preceding  trace  .  [,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the 

letters  Inietl.  The  last  three  (four)  letters,  appear  to  be  at  a  higher  level  than  the  preceding. 
See  Comm. 

3  A  lection  sign  would  have  been  useful.  <f>o}pd,  (f>d)pa,  a-? 
10  interl.  The  middle  part  of  the  letters  after  r  has  disappeared  on  a  detached  fibre  and  without 

a  clue  to  the  meaning  I  cannot  arrive  at  a  satisfactory  combination  of  the  parts  that  remain.  The  last 

letter  would  naturally  be  taken  for  c  or  6,  the  first  after  t  most  suggests  a.  Between  these  perhaps  t 
followed  by  o  (which  looks  too  angular  on  left  and  at  top)  or  S  (which  looks  not  angular  enough  on 
right).  aKp  is  another  possibility  t  have  considered  and  rejected. 

( 
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2632.  Lyric  Verses 

I  can  neither  identify  the  author  of  the  following  scraps  nor  even  guess  to  what 

type  of  lyric  composition  they  are  to  be  assigned. 
They  are  written  in  a  rather  ugly  but  practised  hand,  which  I  suppose  may  be 

attributed  to  the  first  century.  To  judge  by  differences  of  colour  and  weight  of  stroke 

the  lection  signs  proceed  from  at  least  two  different  pens. 
Fr.  I 

]  _  OVCpOJT  _  [ 
]ac  [ 

ap .  a _  ]cpKetva[ 
5  ]_ctVoc_[Jc€AAa[ 

]  ^  p€pya}v^€vd'n[ 

]va6avaTOicav[ 

~\vayKas  [ 

]l7Av0€/fatTOT[ 

Fr.  2 

]Frp[ 

]va[ 

]9tce[ 

Fr.  1  I  ] . ,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  .  [,  the  edge  of  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  2  .  [,.  the 

edge  of  the  ieft-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  interl.  Between  p  and  a  very  slight  traces,  perhaps  com¬ 

patible  with  the  top  and  bottom  of  the  left-hand  and  the  end  of  the  right-hand  stroke  of  p,  5  f 

not  sur^e  of  the  presence  of  at  all.  The  ink  may  represent  only  a  badly  carried  out  acute  .[» the 

foot  of  an  upright  [.],  I  am  not  sure  that  there  is  room  for  any  letter,  unless  the  preceding  trace 

represents  t  6  ] . ,  the  end  of  a  stroke  coming  from  left  and  touching  p  opposite  the  bottom  of  the 

loop  The  second  upright  of  v  is  ligatured  to  the  top  stroke  of  ̂  by  a  v-shaped  stroke,  which  appears 
to  be  without  significance 

Fr.  2  I  Various  combinations  possible,  perhaps  tt)  the  least  unsatisfactory  4  Above  01 

a  hoop,  like  a  circumflex  accent  with  the  ends  of  the  arc  extended  downwards 

Fr.  1  4  dppa  BiwKeiv,  if  that  is  signified,  is  verbally  parallelled  by  orac.  ap.  Hdt.  vii  140,  Aesch. 

Pers.  84,  but  cf.  bna^njiioc. 
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2633.  Lyric  Verse 

The  following  fragment,  which  I  should  guess  to  be  attributable  to  a  writer  of 

choral,  not  dramatic,  lyric,  is  as  far  as  I  can  discover  new.  I  cannot  follow  any  con¬ 

tinuous  thread  of  sense  and  must  hope  that,  either  by  identification  or  by  the  acces¬ 
sion  of  other  material,  it  will  acquire  a  value  it  does  not  now  possess. 

The  roll,  from  which  one  must  suppose  it  came,  will  have  been  a  handsome  book, 

the  writing  being  a  well-spaced  regular  upright  uncial,  a  good-sized  and,  I  should 

judge,  early  specimen  of  the  so-called  biblical  type,  to  be  dated  about  the  middle  of 
the  second  century.  There  may  be  one  accent  written,  but  there  is  a  notable  absence 
of  lection  signs, 

].[.].[ 

..]v^p€v[ 

^  ]SpWI>T[ 
]v^aLca  _  [ 

5  ]  KaifjuxvTodl 
]  occacuSar^[ 

]  {JiOLCt7T€<l>[ 

. 
10  ^  ]am7re/D_[ 

,  JycStacT€  [ 

S’
 

J  ̂  pv*7r€/)totye^[ 

]vK€Xatva)[ 

^]vx€eSecfjbOva 

15  J .  TovfieveOailjl 

_  ^]cWKptTOLCiv[ 

^  _]^t/co/xotoSe7r[ 

^]vvr€x6oviav  [ 

The  bottom  of  the  column,  the  last  verse  followed  by  a  margin  equivalent  to  twelve  lines  of  text 

I  Apparently  the  bottom  right-hand  angle  of  v,  followed  at  an  interval  by  a  trace  touching  the  top 
of  tf>,  1.  2.  If  w,  no  whole  letter  missing  4  .b  nn  upright  6  .[»  the  top  left-hand  arc  of 

a  circle.  If  the  accent  is  rightly  recognized — it  is  not,  prima  facie,  half  a  trema — ,  o[  must  be  written 
9  Between  v  and  e  a  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line  ii  Xf  a.  dot  below  the  line  12  ].,  an 

upright.  If  t,  two  letters  lost  before  it.  I  do  not  think  a  single  ]aj  is  likelier,  though  I  cannot  rule  it 

out  14  .[j  the  left-hand  side  of  /i  or  r  15  ].j  the  upper  part  of  an  upright 
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4  If  a  participle  is  to  be  recognized,  the  piece  would  be  presumed  to  be  choral  lyric,  but  there  are 

plenty  of  alternative  possibilities. 
6  If  what  I  have  taken  for  a  trace  of  an  acute  is  after  all  half  a  irema,  ySaTf[  is  allowable.  There  is 

no  other  accent  written. 

9  The  sign  between  v  and  e  is  not  reconcilable  with  either  8  or  Perhaps  it  is  meant  to  indicate 

‘close  up’  €  to  I',  a  gap  having  been  mistakenly  left  between  them. 

11  acTep[  is  acceptable  but  not  verifiable. 

12  seqq.  If  the  inserted  S’  could  be  accepted  as  part  of  the  TrapaSoctc — it  is  in  the  hand  of  the  text — , 

the  authorship  of  Pindar  and  Bacchylides  (and  probably  any  other  writer  of  early  date)  would  be 

ruled  out.  But  it  may  be  due  to  a  mistaken  desire  to  obviate  hiatus  or  asyndeton. 

nepi  ol.  , ,  Secfiou?  Cf.  Od.  viii  278.  As  a  curiosity,  I  call  attention  to  some  verbal  similarity  to 11.  12-14  in  Pind.  Pyih.  i  7  seq. 

16  CVV  KptTOlCtV. 

17  KO^^lKOflOlO. 

2634.  Lyric  Verses 

The  occurrence  of  a  'Doric'  a  in  prevailingly  Attic  surroundings  and  of  a  turn  of 

phrase  resembling  one  favoured  by  Sophocles  are  the  only  clues  I  see  to  the  nature 

and  possible  authorship  of  the  following  scraps. 

The  hand  is  a  well-executed  specimen  of  a  not  uncommon  type,  comparable  with 

2260  and  dated  in  the  early  second  century.  Apart  from  an  apostrophe  there  are  no 

lection  signs,  which  might  have  been  helpful  at  fr.  1,5,  and  9. 

0  3100  K 
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Fr.  I 
Fr.  2 131 

]ovctvavTajLt[ 

Joy^ai^TTor’a ,  €ity[ 

^TpocfiOcrjvuTel 

]^ep'n^t;^oAov  [ 

5  ]AaSocTta[  Jap^[ 

]afX€XafX(j>apeo[ 

]yTC0V0C0LKrjT<p[ 

]ycaT0vp,[ 

]  /acoSu^[ 

°  ].[..]-[ 

]yeAetSt[ ]y7rgcapi<[ 

]rovpyoLc[ 

Fr.  2  1  y.  close  to  the  edge,  so  that  I  cannot 
rule  out  T,  but  apparently  recommended  by  the 

spacing  Of  t[  only  the  lower  part  2  Of  ]v 
only  the  tips  of  the  arms  p  damaged  but  f 
think  likelier  than  € 

2636.  Lyric  Verses 

Too  little  of  the  following  piece  survives  for  me  to  be  able  to  make  out  its  theme. 

The  absence  of  dialectal  peculiarities  except  for  the  single  certain  instance  of  a  for  t) 

in  op^vav  (11.  2,  16)  might  dispose  one  to  think  that  it  might  be  part  of  a  dramatic 
chorus.  The  late  forms  yet,op,6poc  and  perhaps  d/n7rvuco,  the  late  word  ffuTjTroXta,  the 

meanings  apparently  late  attached  to  vrj8vp,oc  and  dA/cdc,  go  to  show  that,  if  it  comes 

from  a  play,  the  play  was  at  least  post-Euripidean.  I  see  no  strophic  structure. 
The  hand  is  sufficiently  unlike  any  common  type  to  make  its  dating  uncertain. 

I  suppose  it  not  to  be  later  than  about  a.d.  200,  A  notable  feature  is  the  serifs  added 

rather  irregularly  at  the  foot  of  some  uprights,  o  is  small,  sometimes  very  small,  in 

relation  to  the  other  letters,  which  are  above  medium  size,  and  it  is  raised  well  off  the 

line.  There  are  no  lection  signs  or  other  additions  to  the  bare  text. 

Fr.  Stripped  above  1. 1 

I  Of  u  only  the  shank,  but  recommended  by 

the  spacing  2  Between  a  and  e  the  foot  of 

an  upright,  followed  by  the  foot  of  a  stroke 

curving  to  right;  perhaps  tt,  but  anomalous. 

V  5  .[>  perhaps  the  left-hand  tips  of  x> 
but  a  not  ruled  out  7  ]y,  only  the  tip  of  the 

right-hand  branch  9  ].,  the  upper  right- 
hand  arc  of  a  circle  below  the  general  level  ,[i 

the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  10  j.g  a  hori¬ 
zontal  stroke,  as  of  t,  with  a  trace  of  a  stroke 

descending  from  about  the  centre 

Fr.l  2  fiav  but  7}VUT€, 

6  seq.  fifXafjL^apeoc  .  .  .  IJXovtcovoc  oiKijrajp  is 

reminiscent  of  Sophocles’  AiSov  oIkt^iup,  olKi^ropcc 
{Track,  1161,  282,  Aj.  517)  and  Sophocles  is  said 

(by  Pearson  on  fr.  273)  to  be  the  earliest  author 

quoted  for  the  use  of  TlXovriov  as  equivalent  to 
Ai8t)c  {Antig.  1200). 

fi^XafKfiapi^c  was  hitherto  isolated,  at  Bacchyl. iii  i3‘  . 

9  I  think  ]0tac  is  likeliest. 

Col.  i 

10 

15 

]^vKT€povey(j)pova 
vapmwovcLvop^vav 

]acT6pay€to/zpjo[  _  ]tc 

yi,'r)Tr]8ai6oTTav7]8vpiov 

'

 

 

[ 

]o)Tracav  [ 

]  [ ]X€T(U7Tapa7TgcTaciv  [ 

]  ^  ca^opi€va[  ]/A€A770Uct^e[ 

]  ^  aKac)(pvc€a)rfJLOjXca  [ 

]  yocayXaLaccpeTac  [ 
]otr'et/<:ocTamou[ 

jTTTop^ouccAatac  [ 

[ 
]mlV7teA7rouct[]  [ 

]7JWOVClVOp<l)VOiV  [ 

]  _  vrv(l)a)vocoXKOc  [ 

]v€ac 

]vciOv[^]7Tg  ̂ [^]’av 20 

[ 

]  ^  €vovciuaiyXa[ 

Col.  ii 

«:atKu[ 

]  at^to  ̂   [ 

]  KaLa}x[ 

t 
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Col.  i  I  ]€,  only  the  tip  of  the  overhang  and  right-hand  part  of  the  cross-stroke  2  per¬ 
haps  the  bottom  of  the  central  curve  of  /a  and  the  right-hand  arc  of  but  as  an  alternative  I  cannot 
rule  out  a  single  ]w  3  Oi p  only  the  end  of  the  tail  5  The  second  letter  is  probably  tt^  the  last 

probably  t  8  For  ]A  perhaps  x  possible  9  possibly  the  end  of  the  cross-stroke  of  e,  but 
perhaps  not  part  of  a  letter  but  ink  that  has  run  along  a  fibre  Between  a  and  jw.  there  is  scarcely 

room  even  for  i  Of  6^  only  the  base  of  the  first,  the  top  and  base  of  the  second  10  an 

upright ;  v  acceptable  1 1  ] .  ̂   the  top  of  a  stroke  sloping  slightly  forward  with  a  short  cross-stroke 
to  right;  perhaps  two  letters  represented,  ]u.  anomalous  in  that  the  cross-stroke  is  unusually 
short  and  the  o  written  below  its  right-hand  end  14  ] . ,  a  cross-stroke,  touching  the  top  of  0,  with 
a  speck  of  ink  above  17  ] . » the  top  of  a  circle ;  o  acceptable  19  ,  [ .  traces  compatible  with 

the  tip  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  and  the  right-hand  dot  of  a  trema,  i.e.  with  A[t]'  20  ]., 
a  cross-stroke  touching  the  back  of  c  a  little  below  the  top 

Col.  ii  I  .[,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  well  below  the  line  3  below  the  line 
the  end  of  a  stroke  curving  to  left 

Col.  i  I  €v<f>pova  must  be  supposed  likeliest.  But  €v<l)p6va  cannot  be  left  out  of  account;  cf.  Find. 

Nem.  vii  3  (where  oddly  enough  dva'nveofxev  occurs  in  the  next  verse  but  one). 
2  dp,TTvv€  11.  xxii  222  is  taken  to  be  the  imperative  of  an  aorist  of  which  indicative  forms  dfim/ve 

and  dp.TTvv^  recur  in  Quintus,  Posthom.  ix  470,  i  499,  x  62.  No  present  dp.wvoi  is  recorded  and  it  is 

difficult  to  see  why  it  should  exist  beside  dp.m>iai  (e.g.  Find.  Nem.  viii  19,  Dith.  ii  15).  It  would  be  pos¬ 
sible  to  devise  a  context  for  dp.nvvoGciVf  aorist  participle,  as,  for  instance,  KapLdT]o)v  dpLirwovciv  .  .  . 

ytiopLopoic,  but  the  apparent  repetition  of  the  collocation  dp,TTifuovciv  opiffvav  in  1.  16  makes  the  separa¬ 

tion  of  these  words  inadvisable  here.  dp,7Jvvovciu  op^vau  ‘exhale  darkness’  could  be  supported  by  such 
a  phrase  as  ipedyovrai  cKdrov  Find.  fr.  130. 

3  dcHpa  perhaps  a  reference  to  what  Apollonius  Rhodius  calls  avXioc  (Arg.  iv  1629  seq., 

V.  Ffeiffer  on  Callim.  fr.  177,  5  seq.),  which  may  have  been  said  to  be  welcome  to  ‘farmers’  (Callim. 

fr.  22)  or  their  *plough’-oxen  (Ap.  Rhod.  Arg.  i  1214),  or  something  of  the  sort. 

4  aTjTT)  the  only  available  word  is  d^ra,  d-prijc.  1  cannot  guess  what  a  ‘gust  of  wind'  is  doing  here, 
I  mention  Hes.  Op.  592  seqq.  aldoTta  mv€p,(v  otifov  .  .  .  dvriov  .  ,  .  Z€<l>vpov  rpiiftavTa  TTpocuiirov  without 
much  hope  that  it  is  relevant. 

alOoTta  v-^ZvpLov  as  qualifications  of  a  single  object  are  likely  to  refer  to  wine.  I  have  found  no 
example  of  vTj3up.oc  otvoc  (in  place  of  the  common  1)8 dc,  /xeAtijSijc),  though  ohoc  is  cited  from 

Orph.  fr.  261. 

8  seq.  Although  I  can  read  nothing  else  but  -ttoct-,  I  strongly  suspect  that  Trapd  Tracrdctv  should 

be  recognized.  Cf.  Find.  Pylh.  iii  78  seq.  Kovpai  irap’  €p.dv  iTpodvpov  .  .  .  n^XTrovrat  .  .  .  deov  eVvd;i;tat. 
If  -Aercu  is  rightly  deciphered,  reAerat  is  a  possibility  to  be  remembered. 
10  xp^^^<^Gy  T^wAaj<t>  Tpi<dXov  xpvcopoov  Fur.  Bacch.  154.  Cf.  Hdt,  v  loi, 

12  Presumably  0]otV{€}tKoc  ravaoG  (or  -oi;[c). 

13  Besides  TrrdpBovc  c’Aatac,  there  is  a  possibility  of  a  compound  such  as  ravuTtropdovc  (first  found in  Nonnus). 

15  Tdivaiv  looks  likely  enough. 

16  Probably  dfim^vovav  again.  But  without  1.  2  I  think  Tronrvvouciu  would  have  been  thought  of. 
17  Tv<l)wvoc  6Xk6c:  Typhon  is  often  depicted  and  described  as  a  snake  or  with  snakish  parts; 

Kvpluic  oXkoc  to  acXfia  roG  6<l>ea}c  (Eustath,  on  Dionys.  TT€pi7]y.  16).  To  go  by  the  extra  verses  of  the 

Iliad  preserved  by  Strabo  (626),  there  may  be  some  relation  between  Typhon  and  Mt.  Tmolus. 

19  0y[7j]7roA[(]at’. 
Col.  ii  3  Neither  Aldtotpl  nor  Aidtonl  can  be  supposed  to  have  been  written,  but  what  else  begins 

with  ai6io[?  There  are  a  couple  of  other  theoretically  possible  articulations,  but  they  are  not  worth 
considering. 

2636.  Commentary  on  Choral  Lyric 

The  general  character  of  the  following  piece  is  at  once  recognizable.  It  is  from 

a  commentary  on  compositions  in  choral  lyric  verse  which,  to  judge  by  the  very  slight 

evidence  afforded  by  the  surviving  lemmata,  exhibit  characteristics  of  ‘Doric'  (diTvcov 
ii  10;  Adtac?  ii  7;  cKdiTTov}  i  15;  ̂ ipoi  kcv  for  dv  (f}€pot,  i  7).  The  first  column,  and 

perhaps  the  top  of  the  second — though  there  is  no  certainty  about  this,  since  the 

height  of  the  columns  is  unknown — relates  to  a  piece  concerning  one  Pigres,  the  rest  of 
the  second  apparently  to  a  piece  composed  for  a  rravwxic,  possibly  at  a  temple  of 

Apollo,  I  see  no  clear  clue  to  the  identity  of  the  author  of  these  poems,  but  I  have 

noted  one  or  two  features  (at  i  15,  ii  7,  9,  16)  which  might  be  taken  to  indicate  that,  of 

the  names  we  know,  Pindar's,  which  occurs  at  ii  19,  would  be  as  good  a  guess  as  any. 
The  layout  of  the  commentary  has  some  peculiarities.  Besides  the  major  blanks 

referred  to  in  the  notes  on  ii  8  and  20,  there  are  in  several  places  small  blanks,  some  of 

which  are  used,  as  commonly,  to  separate  lemma  and  comment,  but  others  appear  to 
serve  as  a  kind  of  articulation  of  the  comment  itself. 

The  writing,  which  becomes  progressively  more  cursive,  is  of  a  commonplace  kind 

to  be  placed,  I  suppose,  in  the  second  century.  Some  of  the  os  are  noticeable  for  their 

slovenly  execution,  which  makes  them  look  like  small  cs.  Accents  are  not  expected  in 

the  commentator's  part,  but  I  believe  there  are  two  in  this  text. 



Col.  i 

]  .  TgLl[Ji€V7TpgCT  ^  [  ] 

JaAratSeKacTTpocTO  e  _  _  [  ] 

JStaSeTOUjLtepor  [  ] . 

1  8c j  r]cacTOvmypiijra  ^ 

]v  €7rot7jcaKar  c  ̂ 

]  ^  ipevScucavTOveyK^  ] 

]  ^  ^  €lOV(l)epOLK€U  o  ̂ [  ] 

^vBcocracap€Taca[  ] 

]tToew:atc  ̂   pova[  ̂ 

JemTotcey/cw^tptcayro 

^ojUKaiovK€vrvx^c 

]ec/ce  TOVToapxtpi^v 
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Col.  ii 

?[ .  ] .  ovTeXeurgtovcvvtcrrjciVT^ 

ctTrapaixLpLVTjCK^rai  Xeywv  aA_[ 

€pL7T  ̂   yayOtV  OVTOCyap€LCOVr€Lv[  J  ̂  [ 

. .  [ .  jKAoyor  vovrojcrvyovraSg^ 

[. .] .  t/)<^^'eTat/36tJtA ^  tac8aT€ic[ 
[ 

rroXXapieuBrjcvvxopocc  a)paLB€cv[ 

€COCTova7TVCOv  ovKavX€yo(,vou  t[ 

^€y€7TayTQrov€7nc7TacTpov  otov[ 

7)c[^] ̂ rjOvpa  eTTcBerovOeov  [ 

Col.  i  I  A  possible  but  not  verifiable  2-5  The  surface  at  the  end  of  the  lines  is  both 

flaked  and  scoured  2  After  f  the  foot  of  an  upright  below  the  line  and  the  top  of  an  upright  level 

with  the  tops  of  the  letters ;  perhaps  a  single  v  or  tt  3  rt?  possible  but  not  verifiable  4  Of 

the  last  letters  traces  level  with  the  tops  of  the  rest  5  rq.c  suggested  by  the  trace  before  c  and 

the  spacing  6  ].,  a  trace  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  7  traces  on  the  under-layer 
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Over  c  (^c/j)  a  short  horizontal  stroke  9  Presumably  but  of  x  nothing  but  the  upper  right- 

hand  branch  13  ] .  >  P^^t  of  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  14  ] .  j  the  upper  and  lower  ends  of 

an  upright  i5  ].  .>  the  top  of  a  tall  upright,  followed  by  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  18  .  [, 
the  top  of  an  upright  19  .[,  a  dot  on  the  line  20  For  perhaps  ]ft  ,[,  a  dot  level  with 

the  tops  of  the  letters  21  ].,  the  right-hand  side  of  a  small  loop  level  with  the  tops  of  the 
letters  22  ] . ,  the  lower  part  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left 

Col.  ii  i“3, 5-6  It  is  difficult  to  ascertain  exactly  where  these  lines  begin  in  consequence  of  the  damage 

already  mentioned  as  affecting  the  ends  of  Col.  i  2-5  2  . a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 
and  below  it,  on  the  line,  the  end  of  a  stroke  coming  from  left;  followed  by  a  sloping  stroke  hooked  to 

right  at  top  and  bottom  7  abnormally  cramped,  of  w  only  the  left-hand  curve ;  between  them  what 
looks  like  a  small  ink-filled  o  with  a  stroke  descending  from  its  base  ̂ t.[,  an  upright  the 

start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  followed  by  two  traces  on  the  line  3  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of 
a  cross-stroke  cutting  the  top  of  o  4  ?  anomalous,  but  not  apparently  e  ,[,  a  tall  slightly 

convex  stroke  5  Between  tt  and  x  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  6  . elements  of  an 
upright,  with  a  hook  to  right  at  the  top,  followed  by  a  letter  extending  below  the  line,  possibly  ̂  

7  .  [,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right,  followed  by  a  trace  level  with  its  top  ] . ,  a  stroke 
descending  left  to  right  Between  \  and  t  a  hole,  above  and  below  which  traces  suggesting  the  tip 

and  foot  of  a  tall  upright,  and  at  its  lower  right-hand  side  the  end  of  a  stroke  from  left  12  .[, 
the  tip  of  an  upright  with  ink  going  to  right  from  below  its  top  14  ].  .>  the  tops  of  three  strokes, 
compatible  with  a  single  w,  but  perhaps  representing  two  letters,  e.g.  written  unusually  close 

together  16  ]y  anomalous  .[,  the  edge  of  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  off  the  line 

17  .[,  the  left-hand  part  of  a  small  circle  attached  to  the  right-hand  end  of  the  bar  of  t  ],,  the  upper- 
part  of  an  upright  22  ].,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  . a  hook,  open  to 

right,  on  the  line,  followed  by  elements  of  a  slightly  convex  upright  23-24  The  beginnings  of 
these  lines  have  been  damaged  by  wet  23  , .  [,  rubbed ;  scattered  traces  (perhaps  of  three  letters) 
at  and  slightly  above  the  level  of  the  tops  of  the  letters  together  with  one  below  the  line  24  ] , . . , 

possibly  TTta,  but  only  two  letters  may  be  represented  Between  a  and  fj.  perhaps  kw,  but  both  letters 
anomalous  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  25  ]. . .,  a  stroke  descending  from  left, 

followed  by  the  upper  part  of  a  or  A  and  this  apparently  by  the  upper  part  of  another  a  or  A  26  ,  [, 

rubbed ;  apparently  a,  8,  or  A 

Col.  i  A  calculation  based  on  supplements  which  may  reasonably  be  proposed  for  Col.  ii  11.  9  seqq. 

leads  to  the  hypothesis  of  a  line  of  about  35  letters  in  that  column.  If  Col.  i  was  of  the  same  width, 

nearly  half  at  best  has  been  lost  on  the  left. 

r  seq.  One  may  guess  SUcTaXrai,  to  give  the  sense  ‘x  is  distinguished  from  y,  on  the  one  hand, 

z,  on  the  other'. 
(In  the  sense  of  ‘punctuate’  Stacr^AAetv  and  equivalent  words  and  phrases  are  constructed  with  an 

assortment  of  prepositions,  €7rt,  eV,  etc,  Kara,  fierd,  y-ixph  or  with  none  at  all,  but  not,  that  I  have 
observed,  with  irpoc.) 

3  fi4pov{c). 
4  Pigres,  since  his  name  recurs  at  11. 14  and  16  seq.  and  perhaps  1.  21,  is  presumably  the  addressee 

of  the  poem  commented  on,  or  at  least  closely  connected  with  him.  Several  bearers  of  the  name  are 
recorded,  including  two  contemporary  with  Pindar  (Hdt.  vii  98;  Suid.  in  v.  and  Plut.  de  mal.  Hdti. 

43).  But  no  certain  clue  survives  to  show  whether  this  fact  has  any  relevance. 
5  Since  a  verb  in  the  first  person  singular  would  be  apt  to  occur  in  a  lemma,  it  may  be  remarked 

that  no  part  of  ttokiv  is  found  in  either  Pindar  or  Bacchylides  or  any  lyric  poet  except  Anacreon. 

€TTotT)ca  might  be  a  paraphrase  of  edTjKa,  as,  e.g.,  schol.  Pind.  OL  vii  10,  viii  21. 

6  seq.  (oO)  tpevBioc  avrov  €yK[iO'  fiiaC  or 

7  Lemma ;  -ctov  ijjipoL  k^v. 

8  (oy)  0t]u8wc  rac  dp^rac 9  etc  alcxpdv  apparently  intended. 

14  roO  U. 15  cKTjTTTpoy  is  in  Pindar  regularly  represented  by  cKaTTTov,  a  form  which,  so  far  as  I  know,  does 

not  reappear  uncompounded  in  any  other  writer.  If  it  were  certainly  recognizable  here,  it  might  by 
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itself  justify  the  ascription  to  Pindar  of  the  compositions  to  which  this  commentary  relates.  But 

cKaurov  is  multifariously  ambiguous :  cKd-mov,  cKdvTov,  aKdmov  as  well  as  cKoLTnov. 

In  case  -djidc  cKa-irrov  is  thought  of,  it  is  to  be  said  that  oc  is  probable  but  the  preceding  t  unsatis¬ 
factory,  though  I  see  no  other  more  attractive  reading.  Ai6c  ck&tttov  might  be  supported  by  cKdinov 
Jioc  (Find.  Pyl/i.  i  6,  diihyr.  ii  7;  cf.  Bacchyl.  iii  70),  but  At6c  aKdTrrdv  would  still  be  an  alternative 

acceptation. 

20  tout’  (ecTt)  Totc  u/iv[oic.  Cf.  Find.  01.  ix  48  dvO€a  .  .  .  vfxvoiUj  Bacchyl.  pae.  iv  dotSa^'  avOca. 

Col.  ii  3  cvvLcT't]CLv I  suppose  here  in  commentators’  usage  ‘introduce  a  subject,  make  mention  of’, said  of  the  author. 

5  Presumably  -n-f/xTr-  though  there  is  no  sign  of  ink  before  €.  I  cannot  tell  whether  -ire  or  -ttoj  is 
likelier;  I  am  inclined  to  rule  out  -iret  or  -Trot. 

6  The  V  before  outojc  seems  to  be  mere  error. 

7  On  the  basis  of  the  certain  letters  I  should  have  guessed  fxoTpav  eraipwt  Adtac  SaT€tc[0-,  but  Aa 
would  have  been  written  with  an  inordinately  elongated  a  and  I  do  not  think  the  present  appearance 
of  the  ink  could  have  resulted  from  p.o  however  damaged. 

For  the  Doric  Adta,  which  otherwise  occurs  in  literature  only  at  Find.  01.  x  44,  cf.  IG  vii  37  and 

Hesych.  in  Aatdi/. 
8  A  line  left  blank  between  two  sections  of  commentary,  or  comments  on  two  successive  pieces,  is 

unexpected.  According  to  normal  practice  either  the  coronis  and  €k9€clc  by  themselves  would  indicate 
the  articulation  or  a  heading  would  be  inserted.  Though  commentaries  are  sometimes  written  in  very 
broad  columns  there  can  be  no  question  of  the  disappearance  of  a  heading  in  this  case. 

There  are  other  blanks,  not  readily  to  be  accounted  for,  below. 

9  seqq.  Prima  facie  acceptable  completions  are:  of  1.  9  [vcc-rreptat,  of  1.  10  [o/cAay,  of  1.  15  [tjccv. 
These  supplements  are  minima  in  respect  of  sense,  but  as  they  would  result  in  differences  of  written 

length  which  are  perhaps  greater  than  should  be  admitted  between  1.  9  and  1.  15,  the  possibility  of 
contraction  in  the  former  and  of  addition  in  the  latter  must  be  borne  in  mind.  But  it  must  be  added 

that  all  the  lines  might  be  longer  than  as  defined  by  the  minimum  requirements  of  sense. 

9  seq.  TToAAd  Sr)  cvv  xopolc  and  wpai  Se  icrr^plai  ...  drrviov  appear  to  be  two  unconnected 
lemmata.  The  first,  since  it  has  not  been  selected  for  comment,  I  suppose  to  have  been  adduced 

simply  as  the  beginning  of  a  piece,  though  I  do  not  remember  any  other  example  of  such  a  procedure. 

diTvoiv  a  favourite  word  of  Pindar’s,  not  found  in  the  other  lyric  poets. 

10  seq.  OVK  dv  Xeyoi  vCv  T[d  /fAdyl^ev  irr'  avroO  too  imcrTacrpov,  ofoul  |  €0d^c[€]i'  Odpa,  irri  Se  tou 
QeoC,  .  ,  .  Aeyot,  the  poet.  vGy,  ‘in  this  passage’. 

dmcrracTpov ;  a  ring  {kpIkoc)  attached  to  the  door,  used  (and  referred  to)  indifferently  as  dmcTracrpov, 

‘handle’,  or  pdrrTpov,  ‘knocker’. 
From  the  comment  it  may  be  inferred  (i)  that  the  subject  of  ifAdy^ti^  was  not  expressed,  (ii)  that 

both  a  god  and  a  door  were  implied  by,  or  at  least  were  relevant  to,  the  context.  The  mention  of 

"Icrpoc  and  Aprepnc  below  inclines  me  to  guess  that  the  god  might  be  Apollo,  and  further  (on  com¬ 
parison  with  the  beginning  of  the  second  hymn  of  Callimachus),  that  the  occasion  referred  to  might  be 

his  return  to  some  temple  from  his  Hyperborean  sojourn. 

12  seqq.  If  we  are  to  find  here  the  grounds  of  the  commentator’s  interpretation,  something  like 
SoK€i  ydp  tco8uva^e^^'  rd  #fAay^e  rmi  /(Aay^at  irToitjce  might  be  expected.  (I  have  suggested  /cAcfy^at 
not  KAayy^v  because,  apart  from  other  reasons,  the  second  would  still  leave  the  subject  ambiguous.) 

14  seq.  The  lection  signs  might  be  expected  to  indicate  an  extract  from  the  poetical  text,  but  it 

seems  to  me  improbable  that  they  do  so  here.  Though  I  cannot  follow  the  logic,  the  likeliest  guess 

based  on  what  remains  seems  to  be  /ca^’  ov  rporrov  viraKodcaxp^  dv  rtvoc  Kpovcavroc,  ‘as  we  should 

answer  the  door  when  someone  knocked’,  or  something  not  very  far  from  this. 
Taking  vrraKovcai-  in  the  sense  most  commonly  found  in  commentaries,  ‘understand,  supply  (the 

sense)’,  I  can  make  no  progress.  (For  the  use  of  the  first  person  plural  to  express  ‘the  reader’  or 
‘people  in  general’  cf.,  e.g.,  schol.  Find.  Pyth.  ix  107.) 

15  ojpat  ciiv  ccTTcpiaif  cf.  Find.  Pyth.  xi  10  dKpai  cdi^  icrrdpat — )(BacchyI.  xiii  128  seq.  cuv  tf>a(^vyctp.- 

[fipdruyL  I  dot, 
16  seqq.  Though  I  cannot  profess  to  read  anything  but  what  I  have  shown,  I  have  a  strong 

I 
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suspicion  that  v«;aa)[  must  have  been  intended  and  that
  the  lemma  was  It 

must  be  admitted  that,  even  after  allowing  for  warping  of  the  papyr
us,  [w^picco]  looks  too  much  lor 

the  gap  to  hold,  but  at  least  is,  I  think,  unavoidably  presented  by  Ih  17  seq.,  whic
h  com- 

pariLn  with  schol.  Find.  Pylh.  iv  144  shows  to  be  a  comment
  of  the  tenor  to  ̂p.ccovri  Soxarca  avri  too 

<f)pLCC€W  TTOLOVVTL. 

iroTjT^oi' ‘to  be  understood  as’.  j  s  a.  r  n  a  ^ 

If  so  much  is  accepted,  it  might  be  further  conjectured  t
hat  TroAtu  and  what  followed  was  a  state¬ 

ment  that  here  was  a  second  example  of  the  usage  seen  in  K
Xdy^ev  above. 

Besides  Find.  Pyth.  iv  8i  compare  Find,  parth.  n  i6seq.  x^
>'l^d)voc  cdevu  (ppiccoiv  Bopeac. 

19  UtJvSapoc.,  and  perhaps  Kal  aAAot  5e  Tr[oi.r}Tal  ‘other  p
oets  besides’  tell  the  same  story,  or  the 

like.  But  77[oAAo/  is  an  obvious  alternative.  .  u  ■  - 

20  ewe  TOU  “Icrpov  is  ambiguous.  It  would  naturally,  m  a  commen
tary,  be  interpreted  as  to 

’'IcrpoP  the  last  word  being  the  end  of  a  lemma  cite
d  by  beginning  and  end.  But  in  Greek  of  this  sort 

it  could  mean  ‘as  far  as  the  Ister’,  and  if  it  was  the  beginning  of  a
  sentence,  as  the  absence  of  writing 

before  it  makes  it  appear,  it  would  presumably  have  to  mean  this.  fujc 

The  blank  in  this  line  (and  the  apparently  similar  blank 
 in  1.  24)  and  the  blank  between  this  line 

and  the  next,  which  is  greater  than  the  space  between  an
y  other  two  but  not  (as  the  blanks  between 

11  7-0  11  26-28,  are)  sufficient  for  the  insertion  of  a  line  of  wri
ting  with  the  appropriate  spaces  above 

and  below,  are  not  explicable  on  the  basis  of  any  of  the 
 usual  varieties  of  layout  to  be  found  m  com¬ 

mentaries  on  poetical  texts.  The  recurrence  of  "IcTpov  in  1. 
 23  appears  to  preclude  the  possibility 

the  likelihood  would  anyhow  be  very  small-of  a  new  pi
ece’s  beginning  in  1.  22,  nor  would  such 

a  hypothesis  account  for  the  rest  of  the  peculiarities.  The  
best  explanatiori  that  occurs  to  me  1^5  that 

the  copyist’s  exemplar  was  in  some  way  defective  and  th
at  the  gaps  were  left  to  be  filled  m  when  an 

opportunity  offered,  but  there  may  be  a  better  that  I  ha
ve  not  thought  of.  I  do  not  see  how  any  could 

^  ̂ Vor  a  gap  left  in  a  column  of  verse  equivalent  to  two  lines  with  their  inte
rspaces  see  2302  fr.  4, 

after  1.  16;  for  a  statement  that  something  has  been  lost,  2^5 
 fr.  28,  ad  1.  18.) 

22  seq  A  connexion  between  Artemis  and  the  Ister  is  alluded  to  by  Pindar  {01.
  ui  ̂  seq.)^,  whose 

text  makes  it  clear  that,  like  her  brother,  she  was  sometimes  
to  be  found  among  the  Hyperboreans. 
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2637.  Commentary  on  Choral  Lyric 

Such  of  the  following  fragments  as  are  sufficiently  continuous  to  make  it  possible 

to  form  an  opinion  about  their  origin  appear  to  come  from  a  commentary  on  pieces  of 

choral  lyric  and  all  may  be  compatible  with  such  an  origin,  though  one,  fr.  35,  would 

prima  facie  have  been  assigned  to  a  commentary  on  lyrics  of  a  different  category. 

In  the  few  lemmata  I  see  no  clue  to  the  poet,  who  uses  a  conventional  Doric  and  shows 

no  obvious  signs  of  lateness.  The  commentary  seems  pretty  learned,  quoting  not  only 

Ibycus  and  Pindar  but  also  Akesander,  Timaeus,  Theodorus,  and  perhaps  Philo- 
stephanus.  The  exposition,  as  far  as  I  can  follow  it,  seems  rather  rambling  but  no 

worse  than  in  the  general  run  of  ancient  commentaries  on  poetic  texts. 

The  hand  is  a  rather  small  upright  uncial,  practised  but  by  no  means  handsome, 

of  the  same  type  as  1231, 1249,  the  Berlin  Didymus,  etc.,  and  may  be  dated  about  the 

middle  of  the  second  century.  Although  there  is  no  doubt  about  the  identification, 

there  is  so  much  variation  in  the  appearance  of  the  writing  from  place  to  place  that  it 

is  believable  that  more  than  one  roll  is  represented.  A  general  characteristic  of  what  is 

preserved  is  the  paucity  of  signs  to  articulate  the  text.  Apart  from  paragraphi,  the 

only  internal  sign  is  the  inserted  colon  in  fr.  13,  5.  There  are  some  blanks  but  they  are 

not  used  consistently  and  appear  to  be  fortuitous.  On  the  other  hand,  the  employ¬ 

ment  of  the  cross-head  (fr.  i  [a)  after  1. 31,  fr.  30  after  1.  6)  in  addition  to  diple  ohelismene 
and  coronis  to  mark  major  divisions  goes  beyond  what  is  usual  in  commentaries  on 

poetic  texts,  so  far  as  I  have  observed. 
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15 

20 

25 

30 

35 

]€iKavx[ 

iKepayivl 

.[ 

]  TTepKaio  [ 

]  cet€7rav[ 

]  oyCLpVLK^ 
]  77'0V0u8t[ 

]  avayiva)[ ]  vac  aST7A[ 
]  T€VCt)Va  [ 

]  WOVTCD  ̂ 

]0OCytV€TatO77'[ 

]7nTvxqt  [ 

Fr.  I  {a} 

]  _  pupaovovycp  _  [ 
]  _  €Tatcvt)[  _  ]^atc ,  [ 

]  ^  aiKp0VV0V7TTVX0^^<A. ]pOVtOVevA€OVTtVOtrc[  _  ^  I ,  [ 

]r  _  7TOT€p.€VKVVrjy€ 

JemSetfavrarotc 

] .  copa\]Kat,ra 

]  _  vyaAcTTOV 

^VKoXovp7]civ 

f^rActov 

]  _  atSvca 

]  [jcauxayAu 
JcatStojcav ]TtceAmcTOU 

]XvK€paav ]Amcj]ouTa>cyAu 

JctceavetTtTU 

]v7ToSaJV6UC ]acevrr)cadX[ 

>.[.].[ 

] 
Ka. 

AA[ 

[ 

]  ai€V€{JiOL7rOUOCOVTOC€Lr}Laid€Ti
c[ 

]  ̂pOTCOVpi€Vt,7TTeLVOCp
LVOlOVX<^[ 

]  p[ .  ] .  NatAa0/oa[ . .  ]^c€vi7rX'qcc€Lp,oi  [ 
]  7ravTa/caAa)[  ̂   ]8a€ya)j^Sert/x[ 

]  p(,€aiTUovTaip.€ilova[ 

1 _ _ r 

40 
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]vt[ 

]y7)ipowaXo[ 

] .  €r(UKaLa[ ^TjCKaLOTroppo  _  [ 

5  ]ot^St/<^€pptSt7roSaAcaTaecca[ 

]voc8vo(l)eoiccvax€€cctVLvoy[ 

]p€otT[  _  ̂   ]vpx>vovS€yapav(l>7j  _  [ 

]^eti^TacToyot8t7ro8oc7ravoy^[ 

]ovS€tTOLcr7jcLvovc7Tadr)pt.a[ 

lo  ~\KaTexocr[^  _  _  Jc'r>yc€TatToy[ 
]pCOTOCTOy[ 

]votcSo't[ 

.  jTOtCOuS[ 
Jojz/ta  _  [ 

1 5  . 

.  .]^K0upa)[ ]p  _  cjouXox  .  [ 

.  J,ato6tce^[ 

.  ^vehpavTToX€ix[ 

Ll'  V  ^  vertical  fibres  which  have  a  strong  enough  resemblance 
be  Column.  But  I  cannot  verify  this  and  it  must 

hLe  ov^ sfxty'lLe^s^''  ''a'-'ation  in  their  writing  and  that  the  resultant  column  would 

mus/bVr,lefe!red and  in  the  context  I  presume  a 

^  tL  .  t  right-hand  part  but  a.  is  not  acceptable .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  below  the  line;  f>  likely  2  1  ,  the  unturned  tail  of 
a  stroke  descending  from  left  a  dot  level  with  the  o^erhang^of  c  ̂ 3  the  lower  end  o 
Mow  ■"«  f  f”"*  n  ̂   aVuVrightTescending below  the  line  8]  two  traces,  one  above  the  other;  possibly  v  Between  a  and  x  there  il 

Swed  hv  ?he’..i  "2*'^-’'""'^  the  top  of  a  circle  below  the  general  level, followed  by  the  upper  end  of  an  upright;  perhaps  e,  or  two  letters  may  be  represented  Between  a (for  which  I  cannot  rule  out  S)  and  i  (which  might  be  the  right-hand  upright  of  y  or  v)  there  appears 

low/  ‘‘P  'tptight  against  its  ri^hPhand  end  ̂   L  K  the lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left  19  .[,  the  edge  of  the  lower  part  of  an  upright en  ing  well  below  the  line;  p  likely  20  .[,  an  upright  sloping  slightly  to  left  21  f 
apparently  the  top  of  a  loop.  There  is  room  for  a  narrow  letter  between  this  and  the  preceding’ 
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though  now  no  sign  that  one  was  written  22  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  ].[, 

the  tip  of  a  tall  upright,  presumably  ̂   or  ̂   26  .[,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  off  the  line 
27  Partly  stripped,  yeveci  appears  acceptable.  Before  this  scattered  traces  which  might  represent 

simply  Aui/  with  no  whole  letter  missing  28  Before  a  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle,  followed  by  the 
feet  of  two  uprights,  rather  close  together  and  the  first  descending  lower  than  the  second,  followed  by 

an  upright;  not  prima  facie  civ,  though  I  cannot  call  this  impossible  .[,  perhaps  the  bottom 

left-hand  arc  of  o,  but  the  top  half  of  o  should  be  visible  29  Between  a>  and  e  the  lower  left-hand 
arc  of  a  circle  off  the  line  and  a  nearly  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line ;  c  acceptable  for  the  first,  S  for  the 
second  31  Below  to  left  of  the  diple  traces  no  doubt  representing  a  caronis  39  ].;  perhaps 

tile  tips  of  the  left-hand  apex  and  the  upright  of  v  Between  p  and  fx  a  trace  compatible  with  the 

top  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  40  ].,  apparently  a  dot  about  mid-letter.  The  letter  must  have  pro¬ 
jected  to  left  of  the  general  alignment 

{b)  I  What  I  have  taken  for  rj  might  be  a  badly  made  k  2  Of  yyji  only  the  lower,  of  only 

the  left-hand  and  right-hand  parts  3  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  well  below  the  line;  the 

spacing  suggests  0  or  t/i  4  .[,  prima  facie  t  6  There  is  ink  not  accounted  for  on  the  first  c 
and  perhaps  on  the  second  e  of  Both  may  be  cancelled  7  .[?  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of 

the  letters  9  Of  Tijf  only  the  tops  14  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  15 

the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  the  cross-stroke  of  t  17  a  on  the  underlayer;  fol¬ 
lowed  by  the  top  of  an  upright  and  a  dot  to  right  of  this.  See  comm.  .  [,  a  trace  compatible  with  the 

top  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  18  ].,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright,  descending  a  little  below  the 
line,  with  ink  across  its  top;  perhaps  a  corrected  or  deleted  letter  .[,  the  lower  part  of  an  upright 

descending  well  below  the  line  20  ] . a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  closely  followed  by 

another;  from  the  spacing  I  should  guess  that  the  second  might  represent  a  Of  fa  only  the  bases; 

followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line 

Fr.  1  (a)  I  seq.  v]vp.^a  and  vv[fi]if>aic  can  hardly  be  avoided,  but  I  cannot  see  how  they  are  related 

to  one  another. 
3  seq.  Kpovtov  TTTvxai  recalls  Bind.  01.  iii  23  xwpoc  iv  pdccaic  Kpovlov  UcXottoc  (taken,  as  by  Aris¬ 

tarchus,  to  mean  H.  4v  pdccaic  K.).  But  here  we  appear  to  be  told  of  a  feature  not  of  Olympia 

but  of  Leontini.  (A  Sicilian  Kpdviov,  of  which  the  position  is  not  specified,  was  the  scene  of  a  Cartha¬ 

ginian  victory  in  383  B.C.,  Diod.  xv  16.) 
5  seqq.  I  should  guess  ttu]kvu)c  and  suppose  that  what  is  being  said  is :  X  often  went  to  .  .  .  and 

once  when  hunting  (there  he  bagged  .  .  .  and)  exhibited  it  to  ...  . 

9  seq.  Perhaps  x«Ae7r(jv  contrasted  with  euKoAok-  or  equated  with  ouk  cvkoXov.  8uca-,  1,  12,  might 

have  some  relation  to  these,  e.g.  Sucal^ccT-. 

13  seq.  avxa  yXv\K€pd  looks  likely.  An  (alternative)  interpretation  of  the  lemma  of  which  these 

w'ords  were  part  may  be  supposed  to  be  recognizable  in  11.  17  seqq.,  i}  outoic-  yAu|«epa  ytVferat  i) 
Kadxi}]cic,  edv  €mrv\xi)i.  Since  it  may  be  inferred  that  the  lemma  also  contained  the  word  (or  sense  of) 

^Ayrtc,  it  is  justifiable  to  guess  that  it  was  to  the  effect  that  ‘if  hope  of  success  is  realized,  it  is  delightful 

to  be  able  to  glory  in  it’,  or  could  be  taken  so. 
avxa  is,  as  far  as  I  can  discover,  an  extremely  rare  word,  being  recorded  only  in  Find.  Nem.  xi 

29  (plur.)  and  Hesychius  avxdv  [57V].  Both  the  Pindar  scholia  and  Hesychius  use  Kavxvcic  to  interpret 
it.  It  is  remarkable  that  the  author  of  the  poems  to  which  this  dTrdfxvTjpia  refers  should  have  employed 
it  twice  in  consecutive  pieces. 

15  eAmc  ...  17  ̂jATTtc. 
16  seq.  KavxldraL,  cp.  avx^tv  KavxScSat  Hesych.  [I  Call  attention  to  the  schol.  on  Find. 

pae,  ii  37  which  offers  5  avyoGciv  as  one  interpretation  of  dA/cat . . .  dvBpuiv,  without  pursuing  this  oddity 

at  present.] 
18  €tTtru\xi]i,  leg.  emrdx^i,  which  was  rightly  transmitted  in  II.  30  seq.  i]\mrvxT)i. 

19  seq.  I  presume  dtircp,  to  be  elicited  from  tSc-rrep.  TroSdii'  perhaps  indicates  TrdSjac. 
20  seq.  d0A[7i|c€t.  This  word,  along  with  some  of  the  preceding  phrases  and  the  possibility  of 

vLK[div  in  1.  22  and  dpiclrevoiv  in  11,  25  seq.,  raises  the  question,  whether  the  piece  commented  on  was  an 

epinician,  but  without  more  evidence  I  do  not  see  how  it  can  be  answered. 

24  dvayiva>[cK-  perhaps  implies  a  variant  reading. 
I 
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29  seq.  aya\66c? 
32  iiLaAA[^]ac:  this  is  a  form  of  heading  to  which  I  can  adduce  no  exact  parallel.  The  titles  of 

tragedies  and  dithyrambs,  consisting  of  the  simple  name  of  some  legendary  character,  or  the  titles  of 
comedies  and  late  tragedies,  consisting  of  the  simple  name  of  an  historical  character,  are  not  of  the 

same  nature.  Unless  the  ‘poem  to  Gorgias’  attested  for  Ibycus  (schol.  Ap.  Rhod.  Arg.  iii  158)  is  to  be 
supposed  to  have  been  called  Fopyiac,  the  nearest  I  can  find  to  KaXktac  as  the  name  of  a  piece  written 

to  a  presumably  contemporary  acquaintance  is  the  form  of  reference  found  at  the  end  of  a  good  num¬ 

ber  of  the  scholia  on  Pindar’s  Olympian  and  a  couple  of  Pythian  odes,  e.g.  WAoc  ApK^ctXdov  Pyih.  iv. 
But  nowhere  in  the  irapaboccc  of  either  Pindar  (or  his  scholia)  or  Bacchylides  does  the  honorand 

appear  in  the  nominative  (but  always  in  the  dative)  in  the  heading. 

33  If  alkv  ip-ol  Ttovoc  ouToc  et-q  means  ‘let  me  always  have  this  labour’,  and,  since  offroc  seems  to  be 
taken  up  by  ircpl  ro^riov,  1. 37,  it  seems  that  it  must,  the  words  can  hardly  have  been  the  first  of  a  piece. 
There  is  nothing  to  which  o^roc  (or  trcpl  To^TOiv)  can  refer.  The  inference  would  fall,  if  it  could  mean, 

‘let  this  man’  (presumably  Callias)  ‘always  be  my  labour’,  but,  whether  or  not  this  is  a  possible  mode 
of  expression,  it  appears  to  be  precluded  by  'nepl  tovtiov, 

at  B4  TIC  ̂ poTwv  pL  cvCtttcl  :  from  the  paraphrase  in  11, 37  seqq.,  ct  J/xe  aiTtajvToi,  fX€l^ova[ . . .  Kav\x]q- 

civ  Tidcp.[aiy  it  seems  clear  that  the  apodosis  is,  11. 36  seq.,  dycjv  S’  Irt  avxav  rldepLai.  But  what  is 
to  be  made  of  Tiavra  ffaAaj[,  .]Sa  which  follows  the  other  paraphrase  of  the  protasis,  1.  35,  [ct  rjtc  im- 
TrXijccci  fjLot?  Perhaps  one  should  reckon  with  less  continuity  in  the  lemma  than  is  obvious  at  first 

sight. 
Cf.  11.  xxiv  768  €i  tIc  fi€  Hal  aXXoc  ivi^irrot. 

34  seq.  Cf.  Hesych.  in  v6c<I>lv'  xoypU,  avcv,  XaQpa,  ktX. 
35  €vt7r-,  leg.  iniTT- y  evL  has  come  in  from  cvmrcL,  Cf.  Hesych.  in  iunrqy  cvntqt,,  cvitjtcv. 

36  S’  prima  facie  in  apodosi. 
37  avxav  in  this  case  and  with  this  vocalization  (and  accent)  in  Hesych.  Cf.  on  1.  13,  above. 
avxav  ridcpLoi:  cf.  64c6ai  Xqcp,oct5vav  Soph.  Antig,  151  OcpLcvoi  cvyyvcopioc^vqv  lA.TrCLch.  1265.  The 

active  at  Pind.  Pyth.  iv  276  Kvpdvac  d€fj,cv  cnovSdv  d^racav. 

TTcpt  Todrcov  I  suppose  part  of  the  lemma,  though  not  repeated  in  1.  39.  Otherwise  I  presume  et  jue 
TovTcvv  aiTid)VTai  would  have  been  said. 

40  lo^vra  (nearly  always  qualifying  clSqpov)  is  explained  in  the  Homer  scholia  as  fieXava  and  may 
be  so  here. 

Fr.  1  (b)  2  po7TaXo\^  and  pon[aX-j  1.  4,  seem  to  support  one  another,  though  could  be  otherwise 
interpreted  in  the  first  place  and  por  would  be  taken  to  have  been  written  in  the  second. 

5  seqq.  The  lemma,  written  without  indication  that  anything  has  been  omitted,  may  be  reason¬ 

ably  supplemented  to  read:  ovSe  hcv  OtStTrdSa,  KaTa€ccd[pLc\voc  Svo<ft4oLciv  dx^ecciv  *Ivov[c,  -[peotT[o 
d]vpL6v.  Of  this  apparently  a  double  interpretation  follows :  (a)  oySe  yap  ay  ̂ f[t  rac  toC  OiSiVoSoc 

'navovp[ylac  (S)  oiJS’  cl  tolc  rqc  ’/yoyc  7ra^ijpa[^iv  |  KaT€Xot[ro,  d77o]cT-^C€Tat  toG  \t\poyroc  tou[.  ‘Though 

he  donned  the  dark  woes  of  Ino,  he  would  not . . ,  the  heart  of  Oedipus’,  iheaning  ‘he  will  not  give  up 
his  criminal  passion,  in  which  he  resembles  Oedipus,  at  any  cost’.  There  is  much  that  is  odd  and  even 
incredible  in  this  but  I  can  do  no  better  with  the  evidence  as  it  stands.  (It  may  be  worth  pointing 

out,  that  without  the  lead  given  by  the  commentator,  a  quite  different  articulation  of  the  words  is 

available,  which  gives  a  no  more  attractive  result.) 
6  Syo^eotctv :  hitherto  only  at  Bacchyl.  xvi  32  and  Hesych.  in 

It  is  difficult  to  imagine  how  the  misfortunes  of  Ino  could  be  relevant  as  a  threat  to  a  male  person 

or  what  particular  propriety  there  could  be  in  bringing  Ino  and  Oedipus  into  connexion, 

7  i^a :  I  presume,  the  poet  not  the  character  in  the  poem. 
16  Though  the  paragraphus  under  1.  ii  implies  a  new  lemma,  c</»ypw[  appears  to  indicate  that 

reference  is  still  being  made  to  Oedipus  and  this  in  turn  suggests  the  possibility  of  ayjrdv  kot[cx-,  1-  i4» 
and  ep[tur-,  ].  15. 

16  seq.  TTo\X€]pi.Cwv  X6xo[v  indicated  by  1.  19  i^Bpav  7roAep[fajy.  The  ink  is  illusory. 
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TOVTOj[ 

jopyoTt[ 
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Fr.  2  3  .[,  the  bottom  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle;  ̂   not  acceptable 

Fr.  3 

],aAp[ 

]^pov[ 

]an[ 

]  _  TTtye  ̂   [ 

5  ]atou[ 
•  *  # 

Fr.  3  I  ],,  y  or,  as  I  think  likelier,  the  right- hand  parts  of  T.  This  and  the  following  a  larger 

than  normal  4  ].,  the  end  of  a  cross-stroke from  left  touching  the  angle  of  tt;  e  suggested 

.  [,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

Fr.  4 

]S
 

]. 

]tou 

5  ].V’’ 

]koi
 

Fr.  45].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross 
stroke  as  of  y  or  t  70  has  unexplained  ink 

within,  a)  may  be  a  preferable  interpretation 
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Fr.5 

Col.  i Col.  ii Col.  iii 

{a) 

’].[ 

(b) 

]ave 

]y??[ 

.[.]p 

5 

]pVKOC€r€pO) 
]d 

V.[ ]'nox6ovocec 

M 

i 
_
 

1 

1 
—
 

1 

p 

Pi
 

]€parap,v<ji)ya 
M ^  JcaySpoce[ ]n€pLKvprjvrjc 

la  a[ ^b  .[ 

]wv 

Toi^€[_  Jtoutp[  ]  <l)aXovfj,vdop 
4].[ 

]/ie 

10 
avaLpw[  _  ]^ctp[ 

^VTOVeTTtTedpLTT 

.  ,]«■.[ 

]eTp 

7Tovox[,yc6aLf/,[ JaSuoTrapajSa 

aAe^av  [ 

Ta)n[ 

]vovripLaiocS€ 5  Kocnoceil 

l.TOC
 

]etmt0€oSa> 

JcaAAi^Aotc 

^5 

]l.¥pf'yov 

paK[ 

w  .  . •  *  • 

1  r 
♦ 

].[ 

J.L 

V..[ 
]o.. 

aSac^[ 

]A
 

07rpSaw[ 

5  ] .  .  ivSeSap^acOgiil 

]TOV7rr}yacovo[ 

^vpiceuyTTeputya  _  [ 

]  _  vKaiaKpa[ 
]oi/opia^oy[ 

]mv[ 
10  ]Xvpi7TC0VLK[ 

^KOpLV  [ 

]‘^.npy[ 

]f‘.[ 

>'njc[ 

]SetSa[ 
]pn  [ 

15 

]?«[ 
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Fr.  B  The  level  of  (a)  relatively  to  (6),  and  simultaneously  the  interval  between  them,  is  deduced 

from  the  supplements  in  Col.  ii  7  seqq.  The  fibres  do  not  run  across,  since  there  was  a  ‘joint',  barely 
discernible  in  {a)  but  obvious  towards  the  left-hand  side  of  {c),  about  in  the  middle  of  the  column.  The 
location  of  (c)  relatively  to  (a)  as  shown  depends  on  the  vertical  fibres.  There  is  nothing  to  show  their 
distance  apart. 

Col.  i  I  ]c  headless,  p  and  other  letters  possible  7  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright  followed  by  the 

foot  of  an  upright  hooked  to  right ;  if  one  letter,  17  rather  than  tt 

Col.  ii  (i)  4  Between  a  and  o  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  6  ,[,  the  bottom  arc  of 
a  circle  ]it,  only  the  foot  of  the  right-hand  upright  7  ].[,  a  trace  well  below  the  line;  p,  ̂  

among  the  possibilities  15  ].[,  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 
(c)  I  seq.  See  Addendum  2  seqq.  On  the  left-hand  side  the  ink  has  in  great  part  disappeared 

3  .[,  a  short  upright  4  0  slightly  odd,  but  I  do  not  think  a,  however  much  damaged,  admissible 

5  ] . ,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  Between  jf  and  f  a  trace  suggesting  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross¬ 
stroke  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  Of  f[  only  a  trace  of  the  foot  7  .[,  presumably  6, 

though  the  remains  would  not  naturally  be  taken  for  this.  If  correct,  B\o  must  be  posited.  See  Comm, 

8  ].,  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  Between  t  and  a  there  are  traces  compatible  with  the  left- 
hand  part  of  the  cross-stroke  and  the  foot  of  t,  but  it  would  have  been  inserted  at  a  lower  level  than 
the  rest  .[,  traces  in  the  interlinear  space  9  v[  is  anomalous  and  p.  might  be  possible  ].» 

the  apex  of  S  or  A  suggested  f .[,  though  there  is  a  trace  at  the  middle  of  the  curve,  I  am  not  sure 

that  f  should  not  be  read  as  o.  It  is  followed  by  a  trace  on  the  underlayer  at  mid-letter  which  might 
represent  the  left-hand  stroke  of  v  After  w  the  top  and  foot  of  an  upright;  if  part  of  a  broad  letter, 

no  whole  letter  missing  12  .  [,  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 
Col.  iii  la  corresponds  to  Col.  ii  8, 3  to  Col.  ii  10,  and  after  this  the  two  cols,  correspond  line  to  line, 

I  therefore  take  the  trace  under  a,  Col.  iii  i&,  to  represent  the  left-hand  end  of  an  obelus  or  something 
of  that  nature,  not  a  line  of  text.  It  is  to  be  noticed  that  the  alignment  is  different  from  that  of  the 
rest 

2  ].[,  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  descending  well  below  the  line.  There  is  room  for  a  narrow  letter 

between  this,  if  it  was  p  but  not  if  it  was  <5^,  and  (f.  3  .[,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  off  the 

line  4  .[,  presumably  8  but  represented  by  a  short  arc  of  the  left-hand  side  of  a  circle  off  the 
line  d  ].j  dot  on  the  line 

[Addendum.  A  scrap  consisting  of  two  detached  fragments  located  by  both  horizontal  and 
vertical  fibres,  has  been  attached  to  the  top  of  {c),  so  that  the  first  four  lines  now  are : 

^  ].[.].[ 
jb  ^7nu}vX]ept  [ 

]..«X0[..]a  [ 

2  J.[  ]Kat€K[ 

ktA. 

la  On  the  line  the  curved  end  of  a  stroke  descending  from  left,  followed  at  an  interval  sufficient 

for  a  narrow  letter  by  the  lower  end  of  an  upright  well  below  the  line  .[7  the  foot  of  an  up¬ 
right;  if  TT,  no  whole  letter  missing  it  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  and  below  it, 

below  the  line,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  right,  followed  by  the  lower  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle ; 
^0  would  be  a  natural  interpretation] 

Fr.  5  Col.  ii  (a)-}-(Z>)  5  seqq.  Ibycus  may  well  be  the  author  of  the  following  quotation,  of  which 
the  recognizable  parts,  as  x^ovoc  ic  . . .  PaQ[w  d]epa  rdp,vaii>,  would  be  appropriate  to  Bellerophon. 

Since  {c)  6  seqq.  refer  to  Pegasus,  it  is  a  natural  speculation  that  {c)  should  be  placed  above  (aj-f  (i?) 
instead  of  below,  but  I  do  not  think  that  the  external  evidence  is  compatible  with  that  location  and 

there  is  no  certainty  about  the  application  to  Bellerophon. 

6  d]TTQ  looks  more  probable  in  the  context  than  v\tt6, 

7  Cf.  ̂aOi)v  riipa  Tip,vov  Hom,  hy.  Dew.  383,  ̂ adiiv  8'  alBipa  .  .  .  Tdp.vuiv  Bacchyl.  v  16  seq. 
7  seqq.  The  subject  seems  to  be  Geryon.  The  change  would  be  abrupt  and  (perhaps  owing  to  the 

loss  of  the  left-hand  margin,  which  might  have  contained  a  paragraphus)  not  marked,  unless  the 
absence  of  a  conjunction  before  or  after  Acesandrus  counts  as  an  internal  indication.  It  may  be  noted 

0  3106  L 
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that  the  stories  of  Heracles  and  Geryon  and  of  Belleroplion,  Pegasus,  and  the  Chimaera  are  brought 

into  proximity  in  Hesiod’s  TJieogony  and  on  the  throne  of  Amyclae  (Paus.  iii  8,  7). 
7  seq.  ̂ |[/ce]cavS/)oe:  e[v  .  ]7rept  Kvp-^vr\c,  This  work  consisted  of  at  least  two  books. 
9  seqq.  t6v  7re[pt]  tov  Tp[trt]e^aADu  p,Qdov  |  dvatpa)[v]  (fiffciv  [aJilrdiJ  cttI  T€BplTT\'nov  d;f[e]tc0at  /Lt[eT]a 

Suo  -napa^aTwv  .  .  a  new  fragment  to  be  added  to  Jacoby,  F.H.G.  iii  B  no.  469. 
TOV  TpiK€<j)ahov :  cf,  Hes.  Theog.  287  rpt/fe^aAov  rrjpvovija  {rptcwpuaTOC  Aesch,  Agam.  844). 

fivdov  dvaipwv:  other  rationalistic  explanations  are  listed  in  P-W  s.v.  Geryoneus  1289. 

12  Tip,aLoc  and  13  seq.  0edSa)|poc  ...  I  suppose  also  to  be  adduced  for  statements  about  Geryon. 
Since  Timaeus  may  well  be  the  historian  of  Sicily,  I  remark  that  fr.  15  has  no  appearance  of 

belonging  to  this  neighbourhood. 

15  ] .  [ .  JiSpivoy :  I  cannot  recognize  p.€cr}pL^pip6v  (or  -ap.-). 
Col.  ii  (c)  4  ]Ao7rp8ai^o[ :  various  articulations  possible;  if  -AoTrdSav,  only  deAAoTrdSijc  (Oppian)  and 

^vXoTTo^c  (Herodian.  Epim.)  hitherto  attested,  but  these  go  to  show  that  -tt^Stjc  is  liable  to  take  the 

place  of  -TTovc  and  there  is  a  considerable  choice  of  words  ending  in  -Aottouc. 

5  4>7]civ  seems  possible. 
8eSapac0at  is  puzzling.  As  a  perfect  it  would  be  a  late  form  for  the  early  8e8p^c0ai.  Articulated 

as  Se  Bapidcdat  it  would  appear  to  contain  a  late  form  of  the  present,  based  on  a  misunderstanding  of 

an  early  form  of  the  future. 
6  The  appearance  of  the  name  Pegasus  prompts  the  guess  deAJAoTrdSav  above,  dcAAoVouc  being 

applied  to  horses  by  Simonides  (fr.  7)  and  Pindar  {Nem.  i  6).  deXXoTToBijc  of  the  hare  Oppian,  Cyn.  i 

413- 
7  Ao^vpic  iv  y  Trepl  Aya9\o\KX4a :  add  to  Jacoby,  F.H.G,  iiA  no.  76. 

9  seqq.  /7(.v|Sap-  ' 0]XvpLTnovlK[aic  .  .  .  Kopw\6-^  the  reference  is  presumably  to  01.  xiii. 
Col.  iii  4  }iX€iavB[p-  hardly  to  be  doubted,  though  the  trace  of  the  last  letter  would  not  naturally 

be  interpreted  as  8. 

Fr.  6 
(«)  . 

].[  ].[ 

]_a  lraces[ ]ei'Ka(,Tr)[ 

]^€0^tAe[ 

5  ]coTt7ror^[ 

]  ^  ova(f>a)[ 
]  ^  paira  _  [ 

{>>)  .  .  . 

]  _  vaio  ̂   [ 

Ft,  6  has  a  general  resemblance  to  fr.  5  strong  enough  to  make  it  likely  that  it  comes  from  the 

same  region,  but  I  cannot  suggest  any  particular  relative  position,  (b)  stood  at  an  indeterminable 
interval  below  (a) 

{a)  2  Most  of  the  surface  has  gone  on  both  sides  of  a  6  ] . ,  on  the  line  the  end  of  a  stroke 

coming  from  left  7  the  tip  of  an  upright  .[,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right, 

e.g.  v,x 

(i?)  I  a  trace  below  the  line,  followed  by  two  traces,  one  below  the  line,  the  other  to  its  right 

on  the  line,  compatible  with,  though  not  specially  suggesting,  the  right-hand  sides  of  the  lower  loop 

of  jS  .[?  traces  of  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  2  the  right-hand  end  of 
a  cross-stroke  slightly  above  the  general  level  .[,  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the  letters  3  ],[? 
two  traces  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters ;  perhaps  two  letters  represented  ] . ,  the  top  of  an  upright 

Fr  6  (b)  I  ̂adv[  acceptable. 

Fr.  7 ’  ].c«.[ 

];i^aA^t3e6uy[ 

]c7rpg7]yr}[ 

^anoLKtac ]o/>  ̂  ta7ro[ 

]va>CfCLljLt[ 
]ni'TOlCOJJL{x[ 

]p/)ucc€TatSe[ ],€TaifJ,€[^]€Co[ 

]oco7ro9oc 

yfyrjcLvo  ̂   [ 

].[ 

Fr.  7  I  ] . ,  the  foot  of  a  stroke  turned  to  right  4  .  [,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  5  After 

p  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  with  foot  hooked  to  right,  followed  by  a  dot  opposite  its  upper  end ; 

not  €  7  Jtt,  no  trace  of  the  cross-stroke,  but  I  see  nothing  likelier  9  ].,  the  upper  end  of 

a  stroke  rising  from  left  ii  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  angle  of  7/  or  v 

Fr.  7  2  seq.  Possibly  a  reference  to  a  Chalcidian  colony  and  its  colonizer.  But  /cu/i[  in  1.  6,  as  will 
be  seen,  is  likely  to  be  Kvpa  not  Kdp.t). 

6  Though  no  details  are  recoverable,  I  am  fairly  confident  that  Kvpa  must  be  recognized  here  and 

KQpdcc€rai  at  1.  8.  Compare  11.  iv  422  seqq.  and  Ap.  Rhod.  Arg.  ii  70  seq.  Moreover,  the  scholion  on 

the  second,  KaBdir^p  .  .  .  fx^Teaypiiofx^voVf  taken  in  conjunction  with  11.  ix  6  seq.  Kvp,a  .  .  .  KopOv^rai  and 

Hesych.  KopOv^rav  . . .  pi.€T€wpiUrai .  .  .,  leads  me  to  believe  that  KopB]v€Tai.  /tc[T]€w[p^^€Ttu  cannot  be 

far  removed  from  what  was  written  in  1.  9.  But  I  can  give  no  account  of  how  cJttI  toic  opt/x[act,  if  that 

is  to  be  recognized  in  1.  7,  fitted  these  surroundings. 

5 
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]  ̂cyaXqvoLC 

^  ^  _ao[ 

]aT€  9i^S€ma[ 

W[.]8[.]^[ 

5  ]aXvjXf^acLv[ Jf'oicv. [..]..[ 

]gycvvyeyu<co[ 
]f/ci;ceAAt[  j€tT[ 

] .  [ . 
10  ],wctot[ 

]  _/)ouSu:_[ 
•  •  * 

Fr.  8  Rubbed  in  some  places,  eaten  or  flaked  off  in  otliers 

I  ].,  the  edge  of  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  .[,  the  left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  level  with 
the  tops  of  the  letters,  with  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  below  it;  ̂   not  particularly  suggested 

2  ] _ ,  a  trace  at  mid-letter,  perhaps  representing  e,  followed  by  signs  which  I  cannot  plausibly 
combine ;  the  first  could  be  taken  as  tt  (but  the  cross-stroke  is  unusually  thin),  after  which  comes  what 
looks  like  the  upper  part  of  t  having  a  small  comma  above  the  upright  and  a  short  convex  stroke 

attached  to  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross-stroke.  There  is  more  than  the  usual  interval  between  this 

and  t.  Another  combination  might  be  J.io;  Between  w  and  a  the  foot  of  an  upright,  the  turn-up 
of  c  or  the  like,  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  descending  with  a  very  gradual  slope  from  left  Of  o  only 

the  top  left-hand  corner ;  p  or  c  may  not  be  ruled  out  3  Of  ]a  only  the  tail ;  A  possible  Of  f 
only  the  top.  It  is  followed  by  a  faint  trace  compatible  with  the  foot  of  i  Of  o  only  the  left-hand  side 
4  ]f[,  of  which  only  the  top  and  bottom,  might  be  interpreted  as  t  like  that  at  fr.  12,  ii  and  elsewhere 

6  After  a  perhaps  the  top  left-hand  corner  of  p  ,  [,  the  lower  left-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  9  ] . , 

part  of  a  cross-stroke,  as  of  y  ii  ].,  an  upright  ,[,  perhaps  the  central  part  of  k 

Fr.  8  3  I  can  neither  rule  out  nor  verify  ̂ e]XT€iov. 

5  K^aXvfi^aciv[. 
8  v]4kvc  . 

II  ctB]'4jpov?  S(ck[-? 
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]  avT[ 

] 

5  .]twe[ .]w[ 

Fr.  9  2  .[,  the  edge  of  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  perhaps  the  left-hand  side  of  y  or 

7T,  but  slightly  anomalous  for  either  7  ].,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  10 

*  •  • 

]^r>TWcS[ 

]cOC(1>lXoC7[ 

]  ^  aiJUjovr[ 

5  ]fip€vtov 

ynv6{Ji€va[ 

^KKVpuo[ 

~\guoiovTru[ 

•  •  « 

Fr.  10  I  ].,  a  dot  at  mid-letter  2  ].,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  .[,  the  foot  of  a  stroke 

descending  well  below  the  line  4  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke  touching  a  near  the 

top,  below  it  the  foot  of  an  upright 

Fr.  10  3  seq.  ]a)c  0tAocT[t^avoc  iv  rcoi  Trepl  rwv  7TapaB6^wv  TroJrajLioji',  or  words  tO  the  same  effect,  is 

suggested  by  Athen.  331  d. 

5  Presumably  a  mention  of  Herennius  Philo  of  Byblus,  whose  name  is  found  mis-spelt  in  various ways. 

6  iTu0/icVa[  suggests  vv[dfx-  again  in  1.  8. 
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Fr.  II 

*  «  • 

^vovdoX\_ 

J^oaTt;7rTw[ ]€roivca)  _  [ 

5  ] ,  ojv7rocLva[ 
] .  opocappa^l 

]apfjuxv[ ](pvat ,  [ 

]ueip[ 

•  •  m 

^  Fr.  11  2  Of  A[  only  the  left-hand  stroke.  See  Comm.  3  Of  only  the  foot  of  the  right-hand 
upright  4  .[.  an  upright  5  ].,  the  foot  of  an  upright  6  ].,  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke 
ascending  with  a  ̂adual  slope  from  left  Between  11.  6-7  a  dot  perhaps  representing  a  paragraphus 
8  After  t  (of  which  only  the  tip)  traces  suggesting  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 10  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  descending  to  right  ii  a  trace  above  the  general  level,  too close  to  V  for  <p  the  lower  left-hand  quarter  of  a  circle 

Fr.  11  2  Although  A  is  the  natural  interpretation  of  the  last  sign,  the  presence  of  ]TToctrvTrT(o[,  1. 3, 
J.tDwoctvab  1*  5j  (which  might  represent  d^pa  ̂ [aiv-),  1.  6,  perhaps  makes  it  worth  while  to 
insider  the  possibility  that  voOdov  should  be  recognized.  This  otherwise  unique  word  is  cited  by 
Herodian  from  Hesiod  (fr.  48)  in  a  context  that  shows  that  it  relates  to  the  noise  of  feet  stamping. 1  or  another  v  with  a  similarly  oblique  first  stroke  compare  the  second  in  1.  5. 
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Fr.  12 
{«)  . 

].[ ]tou[ 

]  ^  tXoV€K  ̂  ^  [ 

]^CTOV<I)OVOV 
{b) 

]  ^  aieTnrrjprjcojv 
]viTGpyapq}v 

evTOC0evtAtp[ 

J  ^  vaeiXeurov 

tpcolXov€kt[ 

JAeoj  cevrco 

rov6vpiPp(uovi\_ 

]qjoup7rat8a[ 6eotcop,otov6€[ 

J^TOCtAtOUt 

BpV{X€VOlTo[ 

]  ^  i<'coStaTa[ 

]a7TpO€Lp\_ 

]a8eA<^_[ ]0atca  _  [ 
]va}vot  ̂   [ 

]  ^  €pecctSe[ 

]K'Topo[ 

]^LTpoj'CX[ 

]^TOU7r[ 

]Kact_[ 

]a8eA[ 

'].[ 

Fr.  12  The  level  of  (b)  relatively  to  (a)  is  fixed  by  the  cross-fibres.  There  is  no  external  evidence 
about  the  distance  between  them,  except  the  count  of  letters  which,  to  judge  by  the  complete  lines, 
varies  too  much  to  afford  more  than  a  check  on  supplements 

There  is  a  ‘joint’  visible  at  the  beginnings  of  (b)  8-12 

3  Above  a  an  incomplete  angular  sign  in  the  hand  of  the  text,  not  unlike  A  or  the  right-hand  part  of 

fXf  though  not  particularly  like  those  of  this  writer  Between  v  and  77  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

,[,  the  bottom  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  4  ].,  traces  of  an  upright,  off  the  line  . the  start 
of  a  stroke  rising  to  right,  followed  by  the  lower  part  of  an  upright  descending  far  below  the  line. 

A  narrow  letter  might  be  lost  between  them  5  ].,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  6  ] .  j  a  dot 

level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  7  .  .L  ̂ ^oot  of  an  upright  followed  by  a  dot  on  the  line; 
perhaps  only  a  single  letter  8  Above  the  first  v  a  heavy  dot  or  short  horizontal  stroke.  See 

Comm.  ],,  the  top  of  an  upright  with  a  trace  to  left  below  the  tip  n  ].j  a  dot  level  with  the 

tops  of  the  letters  12  ].,  the  right-hand  edge  of  an  upright  or  slightly  concave  stroke,  off  the 

line  13  ,[,  the  left-hand  edge  of  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  14  a.[,  a  dot  on  the  line 
t.[,  the  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right  15  ].,  a  dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  16  ].? 

the  top  right-hand  arc  of  a  small  circle  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters  ].,  the  right-hand  end  of 
a  cross-stroke  touching  t  at  its  left-hand  angle 

Fr.  12  6  Since  what  follows  appears  to  relate  to  a  past  act,  the  killing  of  Troilus,  I  am  at  a  loss  to 

account  for  the  future  form  in  €7Tir7)prjca)v.  Apollod.  Epit.  iii  32  has  Jf;(tAA6i)c  eVeSpeucac  TpwiXov  iv  rajc 
TOV  0VfX^p(UOV  Att6XXcovoc  upcoi  (jiovevec. 

Seminar  fOr  Hittswissenscliaflii a'er  Alterturoslcunde 
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7  On  the  basis  of  lo  seq.  77arSa]  Oeotc  t/f[€Ao]r  looks  like  a  reasonable  guess  here.  I  am  not  sure  that 

TratSa  is  quite  long  enough  and  is  unverifiable,  though  I  think  acceptable. 

7  seq.  I  suppose  'irepyafiayv  ^vrocdev  'IXlov,  comparing  the  similar  ir^pyaf^a  Tpotac  at  Stes.  fr.  i$, 
3  PMG  and  often  in  Euripides.  But  ttnocOeu  cannot  be  correct — the  temple  of  Thymbraean  Apollo 
was  certainly  outside  the  walls  cf,,  e.g.,  Hesych.  in  ©vfi^pa — and  must  be  altered  to  eKTocdev.  I  am  not 
sure  that  the  correction  has  not  already  been  made  by  the  copyist.  The  mark  above  v  mentioned  in 

the  app.  crit.  may  represent  the  tail  of  k — the  rest  will  have  been  lost  with  the  surface  which  has 

here  broken,  or  been  eaten,  off — and  there  is  a  blurred  stroke  through  the  upper  part  of  v,  which 
may  represent  a  cancellation. 
8  there  can  be  little  doubt  that  dvetX^v  is  intended,  cf.  schol.  Lycoph.  Alex.  307  dv^tXcv 

€7tI  TWl  Pcoflcot. 

9  €ffT[oc  rrjc  77<i]Actoc  appears  to  be  the  sense  but  it  is  too  long,  if  tV[«Ao]i'  is  chosen  for  1.  7.  I  am 
inclined  to  think  it  is  the  second  which  is  too  short. 

10  cf.  loc.  cit.  on  1.  6.  ovv  implies  the  beginning  of  a  sentence  immediately  before.  The 

simplest  I  can  think  of  is  iv  ToyT]^^)^,  but  this  appears  to  be  too  long. 
11  seq.  iBpvp.4uot  seems  to  imply  de[oC.  ].roc  defeats  me,  since  the  trace  before  t,  slight  as  it  is, 

seems  quite  irreconcilable  with  either  k  or  v. 

13  d8eA(/*.[.  Again  in  some  form  at  11.  15,  18.  If  d8eA^i5[,  perhaps  a  reference  to  Polyxena. 

15  "^]KTopo[c. 

Fr.  13 

’  ].ari 

].’?c77r€/CT[.]/)eP 

~\vor)cr}  LTOV€Krap 

]TOto[  ̂   ~\rovev7r€i9rj 

5  ]cL0vciv' Katyap 

] , ,  VKaiyapav 

]  _  vevacciov 

]“‘Tp[.].[ 

*  »  V 

Fr.  13  2  ].,  a  corrected  or  cancelled  letter  surmounted  by  the  base  of  a  circle  6  ]. ,,  elements 

of  the  upper  part  of  an  upright,  followed  by  the  left-hand  arc  of  a  circle  7  a  dot  level  with  the 
tops  of  the  letters  8  ].[,  a  dot,  presumably  the  tip  of  an  upright,  above  the  general  level 

Fr.  13  2  seq.  vdicr[a]p  or  v€Kr[a]pc[-  seems  to  be  part  of  the  lemma,  voyjcTjL  to  vcKTap  of  the 
comment. 

4  roLo\y]Tov.  presumably  the  adjective,  but  it  is  found  as  a  proper  name. 
5  The  trema  indicates  the  articulation  ]c  touav, 

5  seqq.  koI  yd.p\  .  .  .  {iv)a{c]iov  lemma,  wal  yap  au|  ].v  dvaUiov  or  j.i'cv  atciov  comment. 
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Fr.  14 

•  «  ■ ].[ 

]  vov/ca[ 
]vAeyetva[ 

5  ^vovoc€cr[ 

]toS€[  .](:.[ 

]  /cu7re[ 
•  •  • 

Fr.  14  2  1  the  lower  end  of  a  stroke  hooked  to  right,  well  belo
w  the  line,  with  a  faint  dot,  level 

with  the  tops  of  the  letters,  above  to  right;  presumably  ̂   .[,  the  middle  part  of  an  upright 

an  uprieht  6  [.If,  I  am  not  sure  whether  fv  might  not  be  an  alternative  inte
rpretation  .[, 

the'left-hand  end  of  a  cross-stroke,  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters
  7  ].,  the  lower  right-hand 

arc  of  a  circle  ?[>  only  the  upper  left-hand  central  part, 
 but  not,  I  think,  p 

Fr.  14  2  7]i3i7/<o.[  suggested. 

Fr.  15 

'  ]aSwyw[ 
J/ceAt/caye .  [ 

•  •  • 

Fr.  15  2  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  a 

circle;  o  or  c  3  A)  ̂  trace  just  off  the  line 

compatible  with  the  left-hand  end  of  the  loop 

of  a 

Fr.  15  I  ]d8a);'  yvv^aiKwv  as,  c.g.,  Find.  01.  iv 20  AafjLVtdSojv  y. 

2  seq.  CtjfftAtKci .  ,  .  Ct]KeAfa[. 

Fr.  16 

’][ 

]juaioco[ 

IcUOLfTpr 

♦  •  • 

Fr.  16  I  ]/?,  only  the  right-hand  part  of  the 

loop ;  (f>  may  be  po^ible  . .  [?  y  or  the  left- hand  angle  of  tt,  followed  by  the  extreme  top  ̂ d 

bottom  of  an  upright  and  a  trace,  near  the  line, 

of  a  stroke  apparently  descending  from  left. 

Three  letters  in  all  might  be  represented,  though 

I  think  77 .  [  likeliest  4  ] .  [.  the  top  of  a  stroke 
curving  to  right,  e.g.  k,  v 
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Fr.  17 

Fr.  17  1 1  do  not  know  whether  ]f  might  not 
be  a  badly  made  p 

Fr.  19 

]oAAa>[ 

],ewrj7r[ ]T7jC7T€p[ 

]  ^  KaiTT  _  [ 

5  Jra  To0[ 

Fr.  18  I  ].,  a  short  upright,  off  the  line 

2  ].,  a  trace  compatible  with  the  right-hand 
central  part  of  0  4  the  right-hand  tip 
of  a  cross-stroke  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 
.[,  a  dot  just  off  the  line 

Fr.  20 

Fr.  21 

].p.[ 

]oj/k[ 

Fr.  20  2  the  upper  end  of  a  stroke  rising 
from  left  .[,  a  small  hook  open  to  right,  off the  line 

Fr.  21  I  a  dot  on  the  line  .[,  the  lower 
left-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  22 

Fr.  23 

*  ft  « 

]«[ 

]2'a/>T[ 
]t9[ 

ft  ft  • 

Fr.  23  I  Of  ff  only  the  base ;  two  letters,  e.g, 
t€,  might  be  represented  3  .[,  the  foot  of  an 
upright 

Fr.  22  I  .[,  apparently  a  stroke  descending 
to  right  from  the  right-hand  end  of  the  cross¬ 
stroke  of  T  2  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of 
a  large  circle,  presumably  possibly  e,  either 
anomalous  3  .  [j  a  backward-sloping  up¬ 
right,  perhaps  u  4  ].j  the  right-hand  stroke 
of  S  or  A  .  [,  a  dot  near  the  tip  of  i,  perhaps representing  t 
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Fr.  24 

Fr.  25 

]fpo.[ 
]TOjma[ 

]ata[ 

]ai8oT£[  ],[].[ 

5  ]Krocypa[ 

Fr.  24  I  .[,  the  top  and  bottom  of  an  up- 

right  3  ].,  perhaps  the  bottom  right-hand 
comer  of  but  possibly  only  a  rather  angular  0 

Beyond  c  a  cross-stroke  as  of  t.  I  cannot  tell 
whether  ct.[  or  c[Jt[  should  be  recorded 

4  I  cannot  rule  out  d[ 

Fr.  26 

]  ^  ^  ^  eovra  ctov[ 

Ft.  26  Up  to  the  second  upright  of  v  broken 
off  and  not  now  to  be  found.  I  have  a  note  that 

the  first  letter  may  be  0,  the  third  A,  but  I  cannot 
now  check  this 

Fr,  28 ft  ft 

].[ 

].0£O[ 

5  ]£UCT0[ 

].w[ 
]f.[ 

ft  ft  ft 

Fr.  28  I  am  inclined  to  think  that  this  may  have  stood  somewhere  above  or  below  the  right-hand 
side  of  fr.  i  (b) 

I  The  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle  2  ].,  an  upright  3  .[j  a  low  upright  with  a  stroke 
going  to  right  from  just  below  its  top  4  .[,  the  upper  part  of  an  upright  6  ],,  nearly  flat 

on  the  line  the  right-hand  end  of  a  stroke  coming  from  left  7  .  [>  a  short  arc  of  the  top  of  a  small 

circle,  followed  by  a  short  stroke  descending  to  right  at  mid-letter;  perhaps  two  letters  represented 

Fr.  27 

]. 

]aicr) 

]e^po 
5  ]v^oc Fr.  27  I  ].,  the  right-hand  arc  of  a  circle 

Fr.  27  I  seq.  CaTT\<f>-. 



Fr.  32 

•  •  • 

]  reKv[ 

]  yopyia[ 
11 

*  *  m 

Fr.  32  3  A  trace  suggesting  the  right-hand 
arc  of  a  cjrcJe,  off  the  line,  followed  by  an  upright 

Fr.  32  2  Ibycus  is  credited  (fr.  inc.  8  PMG) 
with  an  ixjSi)  dc  FopyUv  but  the  name  is  too 
commonplace  to  be  regarded  as  a  clue. 

Fr.  30  The  alignment  is  prescribed  by  a  red 
Ime  by  no  means  accurately  drawn 

1^2  Between  these  two  lines  there  is  an 
upright,  rising  at  a  right-angle  from  the  inner 
end  of  the  paragraphus,  for  which  I  cannot  ac¬ 
count  ^  the  base  of  a  circle 

Fr.  31 

h 

Joi- 
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Fr.33 

»  •  0 

]..[ ]8v€tI7Ct  _  [ 

]7rco/ceavo[ 

5  Jeryrow ,  [ 

]K:eav[ 

]..[ 

Fr.  33  I  The  right-hand  end  of  a  stroke 

descending  from  left  to  touch,  about  mid-letter, 

a  headless  upright  2  .[,  y  or  the  left-hand 

part  of  7T  3  ] . ,  traces  compatible  with  right- 
hand  parts  of  a  .[,  two  uprights  suggesting 

7Ty  but  possibly  representing  v  or  two  letters 

5  .[,  the  upper  part  of  a  backward-sloping  up¬ 
right,  possibly  R 

Fr.  33  5  If  towk[,  possibly  a  reference  to 
a  work  on  accentuation.  But  there  are  other, 

perhaps  more  likely,  presumptions  about  the 
articulation  of  the  letters  and  the  words.  The 

date  of  the  manuscript  precludes  the  6th-century 
roviaa  irapayyiXfjraTa  of  Joannes  Philoponus, 

which  consists  of  one  book. 

Fr.  34 

L  Opel 

]i7totSeT[ 

]wtSaptait[ 

]  _  px>vciKr)[ 

]wctva ,  [ 

Fr.  34  I  a  speck  on  the  line  4  ],, 

confused  ink,  no  letter  suggested  7  ].,  dis¬ 

persed  specks,  perhaps  of  a  stroke  descending  to 
right  After  9  a  dot  level  with  the  top  of  the 

letters,  some  distance  from  /([,  for  which  I  can¬ 
not  rule  out  X  or  even  v 
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Fr.  35 

]  T7^Ynp[ 

]  [ 
]  [ 
]  [ 

]  7)Tr€pt'yoyy[ 

]Kai'i]ca7r(l)<x>[ 

]  ^  g.OTavp[ 

5  ]c<l}p€vace 

]  ^  7Ta6€cr[ 

]f«?  t[ 
•  f  • 

Fr.  35  Heading.  Of  ̂  only  the  lower  end  of  the  tail 
2  Of  the  letters  after  p  only  scattered  traces  g.,  if  correct,  is  rather  anomalous  3  Of  f 

only  a  trace  of  the  overhang  4  a  trace  on  the  line,  perhaps  the  base  of  a  circle  or  hook 

5  ]f,  only  the  overhang  Of  p  only  short  stretches  of  the  shank  6  a  slightly  curved  stroke 
descending  to  right }  p  possible  .[>  ̂^o  dots  at  different  levels ;  v possible  but  not  verifiable  7  ] ., 

a  dot  at  mid-letter 

Fr,  35  The  heading  appears  to  be  yi?p[,  which  I  suppose  to  be  more  likely  to  be  irepl  yjpcjc 

than  anything  else,  though  there  is  nothing  about  ‘old  age’  recognizable  in  what  survives  of  the 
column  to  which  the  heading  presumably  refers.  Sappho  speaks  of  old  age  in  S.  fr,  21,  6  seq.  and 
apparently  discourses  on  it  at  some  length  in  S.  fr.  58,  13  seqq. 

1  royylvMjCf  Sappho’s  pupil  from  Colophon. 
2  jSoA-,  if  that  was  written,  will  be  a  reference  to  the  lovers’  custom  to  which  parallels  are 

collected  by  Gow  on  Theoc.  v  88, 

3  Sappho  may  also  have  been  mentioned  in  fr.  27,  i  seq. 

7  KaX]Mo7r7]c[  could  be  accepted.  S.  fr.  124  has  a  mention  of  this  Muse. 
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Fr.  36 

].
[’
 

]ac€K[ 

]vTa .  [ 

Fr,  36  I  The  lower  end  of  a  stro
ke  descend¬ 

ing  below  the  line  3  .[>  5^2^  of  the 

upper  part  of  an  upright  
4  Of  <?  only  the 

tail  .[,  the  upper  left-hand  arc  of  
a  circle? Fr.  38 

]  . .  [ 

]  a7ropiVT[ 

]ouc^  _  [ 

Fr.  38  I  slightly  below  the  line  a  small 

hook,  open  to  right,  followed  at  an  
interval  by  an 

almost  horizontal  stroke  on  the  line  3  .b  ̂  

dot  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 

Fr.  38  2 

Fr.  37 

]8
^[
' 

]«8e.[ 

]4 

Fr.  37  2  .[>  an  upright  with  foot
  hooked  to 

right 

Fr.  39 

]to[ 

]  Kaip[ 

]  e«>[ 

5  ]  [].'^.[ 

].[ 

Fr.  39  2  .[,  the  top  left-hand  arc  of 
 a  circle 
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i6i 

Addendum  to  2364 

The  following  scraps  are  by  the  same  hand  as  2364,  though  I  have  the  impression 
that  the  writing  is  very  slightly  smaller,  and  must  be  presumed  to  represent  com¬ 
positions  of  the  same  sort  and  by  the  same  author.  2364  is  assigned  by  Snell  to  the 
Dithyrambs  of  Bacchylides,  and  I  suppose  Bacchylides  is  the  likeliest  claimant. 
Pindar  is  ruled  out  by  /zouc-  for  ̂otc-  in  fr.  i,  9,  but  it  may  be  worth  while  to  note  that 
a  number  of  words  and  phrases  in  this  piece  have  parallels  in  Pindar  and  not,  so  far, 
in  Bacchylides:  euayec  7,  ̂ vatverov  Olaypihav  8,  ipacLirXoKafxov  9,  e/caepyoc  AnoXAcov  li, 
TTayau  14.  But  this  perhaps  only  shows  that  hypotheses  based  on  vocabulary  must often  be  delusive. 

Fr.  I 

(^)  .  .  . 

5 

]a:“p[ 

]  _  e7r’a7^[ 
]ovco^.[].  [ 

(«)  .  . .  jotfcaiSepSpa  _  [ 
>o.[ 

]or'T[  ]uay€cotS[ 
IM ]veTOv6iaypiSa[ 

1.1 

]  ^  fjLovcac€pacL7r[ 
10 

] .  ̂ofoSd/xac  [ 

IS ]  Ka  €pyo  caTToAA  [ 

]p€VKVp€W€0}v[ 

]o0tyopa>p  [ 

]  ^  €Xir€VX€a7Tay[ 

]  ,  17Tl6€IV€o6€[ 

20 

J*[ 

]^Karac7r€  ̂  ^ 
]Toptac  [ 

]ciKaXv{JLpLa[ 
]9vcac<l>p  _  [ 
]a(c<j/<:A.[.].^[ 

]6€aKaiy[^][ 

Fr,  1  (a)  The  cross-fibres  can  be  traced  into  fr.  i  {b),  but  in  a  different  relation  to  the  writing. 
I  think  it  probable  that  fr.  i  (a)  came  from  the  left-hand  side  of  the  same  column  as  fr.  i  {b)  at  the 
level  shown  but  I  cannot  accurately  determine  their  distance  apart 

I  .[,  an  upright  close  to  the  break  2  the  tips  of  the  upper  and  lower  arms  of  «  or  x 

3  Two  dots  level  with  the  tops  of  the  letters 

Fr.  1  (6)  I  ].[,  a  trace  on  the  under-layer;  if  from  the  left-hand  side  of  a  letter,  no  other  letter  is 
missing  before  A  2  The  tail  of  p  is  touched  by  a  stroke  descending  steeply  to  right;  not  prima 

facie  a  ‘grave’  over  ?;  in  1. 3  3  ] .  i  on  the  line  the  flat  end  of  a  stroke  coming  from  left ;  c  suggested 
4  After  ̂   mere  traces  on  the  line;  if  i>ov  or  ̂a>t,  no  whole  letter  lost  5  Of  jp  only  the  lower  part 

of  the  shank  6  .[,  perhaps  k  likeliest,  but  v  may  be  possible  9  ].;  upright  close  to  the 

break  10  ].,  an  upright  close  to  the  break  13  Ink  perhaps  casual  or  washed  out  after 

the  last  V  14  ],j  an  upright,  p,  acceptable  but  not  verifiable  c :  there  is  a  convex  stroke  at  the 

right-hand  end  of  the  acute  not  accounted  for  15  ].,  a  dot  on  the  line  ̂ [,  only  the  bottom 
left-hand  curve  16  The  presumed  accent  might  perhaps  more  probably  be  the  top  of  p 

17  ].,  an  upright  close  to  the  break  Perhaps  €ip  but  only  the  extreme  lower  end  of  t  and  the  lower 
part  of  the  shank  of  p  Of  the  last  letter  only  a  dot  on  the  line  20  . . .[,  traces  level  with  the 

tops  of  the  letters 
Fr.  1  (&)  5  I  do  not  understand  the  purpose  of  the  barytone  accent  (which  is  oddly  curved).  It 

would  naturally  signify  that  the  syllable  it  marks  is  to  be  taken  with  the  following  not  the  preceding 

group. y^pac  I  suppose  the  ‘gift’  of  Orpheus,  on  which  the  next  two  verses  enlarge.  Cf.  Bacchyl.  xix 
13  seq.  TTapa  KcIAiSttoc  Xaxotcav  e^oxov  y4pac. 

6  seq.  Orpheus  is  credited  by  different  writers  with  the  power  to  enchant  different  animate  and 
inanimate  things  (v.  P-W  in  Orphetis  1248  seqq.).  Here  only  trees  are  clear  (cf.,  e.g.,  Eur.  Bacch.  560 

seqq.),  but,  if  euaytc  oUpa  is  to  be  recognized,  the  fish  also  may  have  been  mentioned  (as  in  Simon 
fr.  62  PMG).  Power  over  the  sea  itself  is  attributed  to  him  only  by  later  writers. 

cudyek  ‘shining’,  cf,  Pind.  pae,  viib  41,  eiJayea  (v.l,  cvavyea)  Tiirpav.  yXavK6c,  of  the  sea  and  other 
waters,  is  interpreted  in  the  same  sense. 

8  seq.  I  should  guess  ivaivcrov  OtaypCSav  (after  Pind.  Pylh.  iv  lyj  evah^roc  ’O^^euc),  ‘<child  of> 

Movcac  epactTrAo/ca^oi;’. €valv€T€  Bacchyl.  xix  ii. 

epaccTrXoKdpov  Pind.  Pytk.  iv  136,  cf.  Ibyc.  fr.  22a  2  PMG, 

10  seq.  o  TofySd^ac . , .  eKaepyoc  .^ttoAAwv  might  be  a  reference  to  Apollo  as  father  of  Orpheus,  this 

version  of  his  paternity,  as  well  as  the  more  usual,  from  Oeagrus,  being  found  in  Pindar  and  one  or  two 
other  places.  But  it  need  not  be  supposed  that  the  two  versions  were  combined  in  this  passage. 

Apollo  might  have  been  mentioned  in  some  other  aspect,  say,  as  the  patron  of  harp-players. 
To^oMpac  for  long  peculiar  to  Aesch.  Persae  (three  times)  is  now  found  twice  in  the  fragments 

written  by  this  hand,  2364  fr.  i,  12  (Bacchyl.  dilh.  26,  12  Sn.)  as  well  as  here. 
^Kaepyoc  .MirdAAwv  Pind.  Pyth.  ix  28. 
14  p^XtTevxioL  rraydv  cf.  Traydv  dpppoctoiv  €tt€cov  Pind.  Pyth.  iv  end.  peXirevyda  not  recorded ;  and 

not  on  all  fours  with  recorded  compounds  of  -t€vxv<^  (of  which  the  types  are  v£ot€vx'^c  =  vcotcvktqc 
and  x<!AKOTevx^Cf^T€vxoc). 

15  There  is  no  real  doubt  about  the  letters  except  the  first,  which  I  think  is  likely  to  have  been 

a  or  A,  and  the  last,  which,  if  not  e,  was  o.  7tl$€iv  looks  probable,  but  I  can  make  nothing  plausible  out 

of  the  residue.  Other  articulations  produce  even  more  unmanageable  groups  of  letters. 

16  dp[p]p[-  may  be  possible. 
17  c7T£ipX  is  acceptable. 
19  Perhaps  -ot]a  KaXvppa[ci,  The  singular  in  Bacchyl.  dith.  xvi  32,  xvii  38  Sn,  The  word  is 

absent  from  Pindar. 

20  l]dvcac? 

0  8100 M 
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Fr.  2 

]«?[ 

].Af[ 

5  ].axa[ 
]ffacT[ 

IM 
]M[ 

0  ]..[ 

].[ 

Fr.  22].,  rubbed  traces,  perhaps  k  3].,wor,o  5].,  the  edge  of  an  upright  7  ] . , 

an  upright  8-9  Below  a  not  quite  horizontal  stroke  resembling  neither  a  mark  of  length  nor 
an  accent  Over  v  what  looks  like  an  acute,  but  not  in  the  usual  position  nor  by  the  same  hand  as  the 

other  in  I.  7  10  The  extreme  lower  end  of  an  upright,  followed  by  the  left-hand  part  of  0,  w,  or 
possibly  c 

Fr,  2  7  Possibly  a  case  of  -t^dac,  Bacchylides  has  two  instances  of  dSetctj3<Jac,  Simonides  #caA- 

Xi^dac,  Pindar  "Epi^dac.  But  ̂ 6ac-,  aorist  active,  is  an  alternative  choice. 

Fr.3 

•  • 
[ .[ 

it[ 

.[ 

5  v[ 

«[ 

Fr,  3  Perhaps  the  top  of  a  column 
I  The  start  of  a  stroke  rising  to  right 

4  1]  or  a: 

FRAGMENTS  OF  HESIOD,  THEOGONY 

2638.  77^0.  Medium-sized  informal  angular-type  hand,  probably  to  be  assigned 
to  the  third  century. 

top  of  column ]TO0€OtSqj[ 

]m0ea)F7Ta[ 

]euc[  J^eat[ 

]aTp[  _  ]€CTL9cO)VKdpr[ 

50  JipayTTCOvreyevocK^ 

^repTrovciOcool 
]{jL7naBecKovpatS[ 

]t€pl7JLKpOVc8'l]yr<EK€[ 

]i^[[jI]  yovvotciveXey  ̂   _  ocf/,eh4ovca'[ 
5  5  ]r)VTeKaKCjovaix'nayixaT€i/,€pfji'r}pdo)y[ 

]rp[  Jc/Atcy€Tp[ 

](jov^  povXe-)^ 

JroceT^v, .[.].[ 

]<py'7T€[^ 60  ]p^^9lA, 

49  /cd/>T[et :  so  2090  with  part  of  the  medieval  tradition,  against  KpdTeC  51  for  dtoc, 

a  mistake  apparently  caused  by  deol-dediv-B^al-diwv  in  46-49,  is  also  given  by  2090 :  the  two  MSS. 
are  evidently  related  54  The  scribe  began  to  write  p,vT)pocvvT}v  (from  X'qcpocvvifjv  in  55),  but 
realized  his  error  after  writing  the  first  stroke  of  the  final  nu 
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2639.  The  five  fragments  printed  under  this  number  are,  so  far  as  it  is  possible 

to  tell,  in  the  same  third-century  hand.  The  handwriting  is  that  of  the  scribe  who 
wrote  2486  and  P.S.I.  1191  Fragment  (c)  of  2639  is  actually  contiguous  with 

fr.  (6)  of  P.S.I.  1191.  Presumably  2639  and  P.S.I.  1191  are  all  from  the  same  roll. 

The  P.S.I.  fragments  show  that  the  roll  had  some  49  lines  to  the  column,  though  there 

was  probably  some  variation,  {a)  and  (&)  therefore  both  come  from  the  second  column 

of  text,  {c)  from  the  foot  of  the  thirteenth  or  fourteenth,  {d)  from  near  the  top  of 

the  eighteenth  or  nineteenth,  [e)  from  the  top  of  the  next.  2486,  written  by  the  same 

scribe  in  columns  of  a  similar  (but  not  precisely  measurable)  height,  contains  fragments 

of  the  first  book  of  the  Catalogue, 

(«)  .... 

]f[ 
]T/)a7r[,>[ 

]px7'a7r[  ]AA[ 
60  .  .]^[ 

^eaOvjJuovl^ 

]Kgpy<l>ri[^]y^O€y[ 

]  p/)o  t/catSoj/xara  a:[ 

65  ]diacrojxagccavLe[ 

]€vofA,[  ̂   ]vc  'Kairjdea^ 

]€'n7)parovoccg[ 

]rrovaya}u\gfxeyg[ 

]eta;y;€[  Jpfa/x[ 

70  ]oSajw7r[ 
]cw*oSpy[ 

]8|Iat]]i/roAoev[ 
]repaKpov[ 

]fxwcKat[ 
]ta[ 

75 

2639.  FRAGMENTS  OF  HESIOD,  THEOGONY 
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(&) 

85  ]ayTo[ A? . . 

]^9'T .[ .']9' . .  .y^y[ 

]p^acLXip[ 

90  - 

]p/xoucgt . [ 

]pTOt/xpi;ce6uv/c[ q  q  ISpecootSr  leactvef 

]ocpUciXr)€c[ 

(c)  (+P.S.I.  1191  fr.  b,  where  they  join) 

]^vefauTtca;Lt[.  .]AtiKT[ 

660  ̂ GVKpovovvi€[ ,  ]va^a[ . ]ct?P^T[ 

]vaTei^etTevoa)t/f[ . 0u/xct)[ 

]p0aK:paTpci?/xov6vat[ ,  _  ^  ̂7]LOTr)Tt 

]fj,€VOtr[ ,  }rr)CLvavaKpg[ . .  ]pr]vvc{Ji€LV7)v 

]'TT7]vr)[^ , ,  ]eOeothcx)Ti^p^ceaojv 

end  of  column 
[d) 

]v?'[.(.)]A[ 

'\l0ojJL€VOig  [ 

^cTgprapov€y[ 
]et'ocuypome[ 

870  ]r€OJi^e<j)Vpov[ 

]TOtci.juey’ove[ 

JaAttccai^  [ ^TTOurov  [ 

875  ]  [ 

]treTai.aAfc[ 



FRAGMENTS  OF  HESIOD,  THEOGONY 

top  of  column 

]yr)pX€VKCoXeuovf)va[ 

]apaiJLr]rpoceSa}[ 

J  ̂,€^dvTtc€paccaTOKaXAiKo[ 
]^^[.  .y<^[  .]^i^y[yovT[ 

]arr)ccLya[  ]T€pifftcao[ 

]8a7roAAcora[  ]Lox^o,tpo.[ 

]6VTa[_  ]voi^  €p[  ^pvpav[ 

ydpaLyioxoLO^L[^  ]^t 

]raT7]vSrjp7]vda[ 

]r}VKatap7]aKa[  ̂   ]e[ 

]iC€V(f>iXof1f]TL6[ 

]eKK€^aX7)C'yX[ 

]y€yp€Kv8o[ 
]tapyK€X[ 

hM.]  crovK\_ ]aTOKai^^p,[ 

]70)VT€xy[  ]/<:eA:a[ 

]^tTpLTr)c^  _  ,  ptKTvnl 

]€VpV_l[ 

]:>:vL 

(a)  71  Trar^p’  e^Jc  ov  ̂  the  codd.  72  178’  aWaA6evTa  K€paw6v  codd, ;  /7 i7]8ca0oAo€v[Ta  altered  to -^8^  t/ioXoevra  74  hUra^ev  opoic  codd.,  SteVa^e  v6fxovc  van  Lennep,  The  accent  and  the  right-hand tip  of  oi  can  be  seen 

(^)  87  Apparently  not  a/0a  ne  as  Paris.  SuppJ,  gr.  1099  {m)  93  Apparently  not  toItj  Movcdwv 
as  the  Paris  papyrus  but  oia  re  as  the  medieval  MSS. 

(c)  661  Kal  GTrOppovL  ̂ ouAp  codd. ;  7rp6]<f>povi  is  perhaps  more  likely  than  €Vt^povt  with  dufi^ 
66$  ̂i[i'a  P.  Vindob.  19815  (77^)^  o.va  Kparepdc  ucptVac  k  :  ivi  Kparepfj  vcjxlvp  One  MS.  offers  dvd  KpaTepijv 
vcfxivTjv  at  11.  vii  r8  663-4,  here  as  in  the  corresponding  piece  of  P.S.1. 1191,  are  crowded  together at  the  foot  of  the  column,  and  seem  to  have  been  added  later,  if  not  by  a  different  scribe 

{d)  870  dpy€c}r€aj  with  false  addition  of  t.  ̂€<^6pov  [re  as  the  medieval  tradition  (re  om.  Q,  C^^dpoio 
Salmanticensis  243  with  oto  apparently  in  rasura)  874  77  agrees  with  a  against  A’s  Odova 

(^)  920  77  agrees  with  a  against  k  s  ycivaT  ap  gw  ̂iXor'qn  Alqc  peyaAoto  ptyefca 

2640.  FRAGMENTS  OF  HESIOD,  THEOGONY 
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2640,  Written  in  large  round  well-made  upright  capitals,  perhaps  first  to 
second  century. 

135 

]o(JS')7vt[ ]ucS6/xe0[ 

]Se6VOTaTo[ 

]yetmToSay[ 

140  ]^pd[ 

]pt?[ 

]ptS[ 

/LtOWOcSp[ 

Ja)7r€[ 

145 

aXXoi8avy\_ 

Tptc7ratSec[ fCpTTOCT€j3[ 

^50  M..H 

•  9  • 

146  Before  778  the  foot  of  a  vertical,  a  speck  at  the  top  of  the  line  above  it,  and  above  the  line 
a  horizontal  stroke  followed  by  a  point.  Perhaps  y 
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2641.  7722.  Written  on  the  verso  of  a  land  register  of  the  late  second  or  early 
third  century.  Complete  column.  Upright  tall  angular  hand^  to  be  assigned  to  the third  century. 

top  of  column 

245  ]c77€iWTe-^01^[[T]]’aA[ 

]paTa)T€  'KaL€VVtK7)[ 

]piecca  'Kat€vXifji€i'[ 

]o)r€</)  €po  u  caT68u[ 

]  a/cratT^  Aca  tTrptuTO  [ 

250  ]^77'[.  .]t  e-«-a[  j€ue[ 

]^oec[_  ,]f<CL(^[,]n7ro[ 
]KVjx[^  ,]€vr}€p[ 

]a^ecijv[  ̂   ~\v€lJUDVCv\_ 

255  ]fucTe^avoc^[ 

]tAoy[xe[_  .  }>jc/caf,'n'[ 

M.M....]Aao/ie[ 
]ifXVTpy[^  J/<atAuc[ 

.  .>fS[. .  .M 

]€'^[ _ ]TaJT[  J77'[ 

];\;etj/ppva[ 
M 

]y}f<gvra[^  ]jap/xova€p[ 

265  iKeavoLo^aOvppeirapOl^ 
’7)dco  K€Lav[ 

]v[.]ac[. 
]k[  .  ]ta[  ̂  Jct^atot  _  vcova  ̂   [ 

]ccf|Ltpra;^ppvta[_  Ja[ 

270  ]6jypatacTeK€KaXXi.[^  |a[ 

Ja[ 
].Xa4tatepxo/Ae[.  J.[ 

leTrXou’^PVojreKpoKl 

^Ct7r€pr}PKXvT0V(pK€[ 

2641.  FRAGMENTS  OF  HESIOD,  THEOGONY 
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275  JuACTOC 't V*eC7r€[  _  ,  ]§€ ,  [ 

]aA'3T€  •/xeSoucaT6Ap[ 

]r}TatS' a6dv[  ̂   ]T0tAca[ 

]apeXi^[,]TOK[^]dvpxg[ 

|Jp[ . ]y9ecLV€Lap[ 280  ]«[  ̂  ]<l>aX7^va7T€Se[ 
]€p(,€yacKaL7TYjyacp[ 

] .  .  }Tapa}K€av[  _  ]y7-[ 
]c€LOV€X<pVpL€TaXf[ 

[  ]p,€UOC1TpoXl7r(I)Vx0 .  [ 

285  ]vc'^'pvoc^*evBa}pbacL[ 

]po77^vTe^6petSt.t/a7^rt[ 
287  ^evTpiKd<l)aXovy7jpvov  ^  [ 

289  ]€udpc^€^crirjpaKXr}€Lr}[ 

290  ~\8€CCL7r€plppVTCt}€tV€p[ 

]p^OVC'iqXaC€V€VpVpi€[ 

^rji/dta^acTTopovcoKea^ 

end  of  column 

245  n  divides  as  Valckenaer,  ©otj  0’  AXti]  re,  and  so  Aristarchus  read  in  2l.  xviii  40;  the  codd., 
scholia,  and  exegeses  divide  0ot^  OoXIt)  re  or  ©oy  ©o^itj  re  246  FweinTj  codd.  and  Etymologica. 
BwIktj  had  been  restored  by  Graevius  250  Codd.  have  Awplc  Kat  IlavoTn}  {UavSncia  Hermann) 
ical  euetSi^c  TaActreta,  and  similarly  Jl.  xviii  45  Awpla  Kal  UavoTr/}  Kal  aya>fA«Ti)  TaXdreia,  H  probably 

had  TTav]6TT[ri\  re  /fa[t]  €ue[tSijc :  the  space  between  7t[  and  ]t  is  abnormally  wide,  but  re  is  also  ab¬ 
normally  widely  spaced  out.  The  re  would  only  make  sense  if  the  line  began  nalAcoplc,  as  Peppmuller 
conjectured,  instead  of  Atopic  Kal  253  Qaddcov  as  codd.  256  ̂tAojii/iaSi;c  apparently  written 

with  single  y,  as  in  many  codd.  259  17  agrees  with  k  in  omitting  t’  before  ipar^  268  Pre¬ 
sumably  TTvotalct  and  oltov&v  277  ral  cj.  Hermann:  at  codd.  283  ex^v  (as  Z)  cannot  be 
excluded  286  ̂ epwr  codd.  288  omitted  as  in  P.  Milan  Vogliano  38  (first  cent.)  and  many codd. 



282  Tra/Jtt  is  confirmed  against  ttc/jI 

2643.  FRAGMENTS  OF  HESIOD,  THEOGONY 
I7I 

2643.  A  somewhat  rounded  example  of  the  angular  type  of  hand,  second  t
o 

third  century. 

top  of  column 

Jpoecc[ 

360  ]aja^fpajco/<:[ 

]7rpo0epecTaT[ 

^dvoc€^cyi\^ 

']oXXaiyeii€veici\^ 

^yLcj}Vpoio)Keo^^  f 

365  ^aiavKai^iv6e[ ]t0€acovayA[ ]otKavax[ 

]g7T6rvia\_ 

>[. .  WJkM.  W[ 

370  ^av'TT€pivat€Td[ 

]yav[ . ]pTeceA[ 

>mx[ . 
]i/oto[ 

:]cv[ 
375 

]€vj{ 

'.jm 

]ucre[ 

]pei}i'[ 

380 

]7yTt0ca[ 

381 

]Ikt[ 383 ]vy?[ 

385 

]apt3et/<re[ 

]€3tpcSo/(t[ 

}op[^]k€lv[ 

]LpapLKTV7TOj[ 
]fCTi;^a^0tToc[ 

390  ]acoAy/X77tp[ 
]€9€OVC7Tpo[ 
]9ecji)vrvT^c[ '\vyepaa}VT[ 

]C7T€P€P[ 

end  of  column 
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364  yi  very  uncertain,  only  specks  remaining  on  a  single  fibre.  Tavtc4>vpQc  is  the  regular  spelling 
in  papyri,  and  found  here  in  k  370  ot  av  as  most  MSS. :  ocot  Q  373  0£otc  rol  oupavov  the  MSS. 

except  S,  which  has  Q^ota  rot :  $€oiciv  ot  77.  Similarly  at  Od.  vi  243,  P.  Merton  i.  i  gives  vvv  Se  deotctv 
^oiK€v  ot  oitpavov  p[upi)v  exouciv  for  €oiK€  Tot.  Tot  is  the  form  usually  transmitted  in  this  formula,  cf. 

Od.  iv  479,  xi  133,  xxiii  280  382  The  line  is  omitted  also  by  k,  but  seems  to  have  been  read  by 

Aratus  (Phaen.  99)  388  For  the  spelling  ̂ apiKTu-mo,  with  dissimilation  of  u  to  t  before  v  in  the 
following  syllable,  cf.  ravlclupoc  and  Tavt^uAAoc  391  7rp(5[c  77 :  ic  codd.,  for  which  cf.  IL  i  4^2 

394  u)C  TO  Trapojc  irep  4u[,  as  conjectured  by  Hermann  :  tic  to  -irdpoc  ye  pLer  codd. 

2644.  772s.  Largish,  inclined  capitals,  written  in  brown  ink.  Papyrus  codex, 
fifth  to  sixth  century. 

Recto 

]y^v[ 
]fAa_  vj\_,  .  Jan/e;^etat.cav[ . ]ajy 

]p/cp .  .  t .  ce^iTjcaroouS’e  _  a.7r^[ 

] . .  [ .  . .  f'rot7rpoTepotct0eot[ ,  ]ty[ 

]et£p[  ̂   _  (^rovaTTapx^C€TT\^roh\^ 

] . ')7C7jccoi^0eaejitjit[ 

/ca[, .  . TeKa[  ]ovpav(jor}Se6[ 

aAA’er .  ^  X7jfj.a^gy€7n^€ycT€[ 

mtS’e^eAr^  _  _  _  aX<pc7Tapay€iv€ra[^ 

^yFaygp  ̂   _ct.p.€ra7rpe7ret  _op[ 

_  [  J . Ae  _  _  y(l>6LC7]i>gpgO(p[ 

gyepec  ̂   a_  _aTrapayetv[  jTatotc/ce[ 

434 € Bact  a  atSotoT 
]... 433 

VlKr)V7TpO(l>  V€CO  OTraCO.LKaU<v[ ]... 
435 ox  8 

_  _'7rprapSp€caycowa[ ].... 
OaOe 

_  tTOtC'^apaytveratT7[ VLKTjCaC  ^  ^ /cat/cpdret/caAo  [ 

]...F 
peig<j>€p€i 

at  60t'T€T0KeUCt8c/<[ 
]... 

ecdXrjB^l'n- . p€CTg[ . ]^<^*^^[  ] . 

_7ptcotyA_  _fc^ySuc[  Jrat 

yoi/ratS’e/cr  l/caf  Icof . 

2644.  FRAGMENTS  OF  HESIOD,  T
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Verso 

rr/Aef[. .  .]pp6xcp[ 

^rjvaT€piy]Tin€[^ .  J0emv7ra[ 

TgyKaiV7TO^poVT7}crr€Xe(xi^€Tgi[ 
KaLTOVcpievKar€7rLvefieyacKpoy[ 

460  v7j^voce^L€pr]ciJ,'rjTpoc7Tpocygvy[ 

Ta<l>pov€ijovLva[Jir]TLcayaycovo[ 
aXXoca6avar[  _ 

7r€U0€Toyapya[  ̂  ^ ,  ^ja<aLovpavovacT€poeVTOc\^ 

ouve/cnotTreTTpcoToecouTTOTTCttStSctpiTyvctt  [ 

463  (caiKpaTepmnTrepeovrtStoc
/xeya. .  ^Sta^ouAp[ 

[  ]y^ap'ovKaXaocKOTTty)V€xevaX\a
hgKeva)[ 

gSac^ovcKareTnveperjvh  €xe7rer^0ocaAa
[ 

'  ]}Ngr€h7}hi"€fJi€XX€6€(jov7Tar€p'r]S€KaLavhp[ 

]daiTOTe'TT€LTa<l>tXovcXLrav€veTOicr]ac  [ 

_  ..yatavre/catoupayomcTepoevr
a  [ 

^7;T[.>cu/x^paccac0a. . .  ^cXeXaSoiroreKoyca 

]a(^tA[ .  JpTtcatToS’eptyvpTrarpo
ceoto 

>. .[  ]niv€p,,yg^KpovocayKy,
[. , .  .]i7c. 

IpyajL  ]i7/xaAap-ev/cAuom78[]p . .  ? . .  to 

475  ]€<!>[ 
 ]cca'TT€pTrp  ToyevecOai 

]Tr}[ 

]Kec0at 

]Xo)pr][ 

480  f jvayl 

.
 

.  • 

.r.  X  rndd  The  letter  after  ouS’f  is  not  t  :  a  back-sloping  stroke  ris
es  from (Recto)  423  “"8;  stroke  crosses  the  junction  ot  the  two,  inside  the  angle.  Perhaps 

the  P^'on^ar  ot  r,  while  a  shorte^^  Evidently  an  error,  n [«t« a  cancelled  letter  4  ^  ViirrVi  nAint*  hut  the  soace  is  enough  for  a  full-sized 

^e^e .  out  ot  pLe 

MSS.  462  «  omitted  after  aAAoc,  as  also  in  Q  
466 

469  n  agrees  with  most  MSS.  ^  s  47^  both  tavour  ,rai8<„]p  pT,  as  the ol  <j>paccac6M  L,  fiij™  01  w)  „nn  Lenneo  and  T  Casar  47S  Prohably 

MSS  rather  than  fl’ofec  as  con  ectured  by  Schoe
mann,  vMJ^nnep  ana  j-r-asar  4/s 

SS-  by  a  sort  ot  haplography ;  so  W  betore  correction 
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2645.  7726.  Large-sized  example  of  angular  style.  Cf.  2098,  Probably  c.  a.d.  200. 

{a)  Sa>[ 

505  /cat[ TOtC77[ 

Kovprjyl 

rjydy€[ 
'r]Beota[ 

510  Tt/CTeS[ 
TTOtKtXoyl 

^]cKaKoy[ 

. .  ,]Tocy[ 

506-7  Paragraphus  dividing  sections;  so  in  W  (after  103  and  115),  (269),  (663,  779), 
(286,  294),  and  often  in  papyri  of  the  Catalogue 

2646.  

7727.  A  somewhat  crowded  but  neat  example  of  the  angular  style,  with  deep 

descending  strokes.  Written  in  the  second  to  third  century  on  the  verso  of  7  lines  of 

a  document,  probably  second  century. 

/ii^ca/4. .  .]f^[ 
ec^aoca^tAc_  ^  _  [ 

7jp.€T€pac8  tajSouAa[ 

o)c<l)arorovB' aip*  av[ SaipL6vL'ovKa[^  |a[ 

tS)aer'OTOt7rcpt./x[ 

aXKrr]pSaOavaTg[ 

C7JCLh^€7Tuj>pOCVVr^[ 

aipoppovS€^avT(,[ 

7j\vdopL€yKpovov[ 

TCOKaii^yar€v[ 

pvcop,€6aKpaTOcvfx[ 

]...[ 

652  atp  tK€c9e  as  P.  Ryl.  54  (s.  i  b.c.-a.d,  i) :  dtp  d^Uccde  codd,  654  dip  aSnc  is  a  new  reading 
(cf.  169  v.l.) :  P.  Ryl.  has  aw/f[,  and  there  is  a  spot  after  atp  in  II  that  might  be  taken  for  an  apostrophe, 
P.S.I.  1191  has  a[,  the  medieval  MSS.  eiaCnc  656  o  rot:  so  P.  Ryl.,  corrupted  to  dn  in  the 

medieval  tradition  659  atpoppov]  8’  also  P,  Vind.  19815  (s,  iv),  aipoppo]v  without  S’  P.S.I.  1191 ;  the medieval  MSS.  are  divided 

(i) 5  IS  ]/??|8ock[ 
]6/r’aTa[ 

]^c8’oujoa[ 
]«k[ 

2
6
4
7
.
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2647.  771®.  Small  round  upright  capitals.  Papyrus  codex,  
late  third  century. 

•  *  • Recto  . .  .J9[ 
. . .  w 

. . .  W[ 

a[ 

aj[Jap€7raAA[ 

685 

K€K\opLeva}\_ 

op 

ctBappi€vp{^ 

bottom  of  page 

Verso  735  (?)  ]ty‘ox[ 
740  ].[ _ ] - [ 

~\cdevy€Voiro '\eXXaQveFkr} 

’\6eoici 

JaSetva 

745 
 Je-ija 

'\yov€Vpvv 

bottom  of  page 

^26-9  (  ”  807-10)  apparently  omitted 
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2648.  7729.  Medium-sized  capitals  written  in  an  upright  and  rounded  form  of 
the  angular  style,  probably  early  in  the  third  century. 

w  .... 
].!?.[ 

]  aTTO  Sa»  j^T*a  tTT  €  t  a  l'[ ]\'d'o)vT€Kpar€pd(p[ 

[  ](f}€CaVCTOv6€VT[ 

685  ]t/C€T*OUpaV'Op[ ]vvtcavp,€ya[ 

]y€ovixei^oc-aX[ 
]Xrjvro(l)p€v[ 

]S^apa7rovpav[ 

690  ]cwaj;(a8ovo[ 

]€KaLacT€p07r[ 

]t€pYjV(l>Xoya[ 
]La<l>€p4cptg[ 

].<f>C7tVp[ 

]?CfTO[.]v8[ 
YaieL€T€p7j[ 

]v€mCTp[ 

]v€(.rrjva[ 

]fM€V€7rtxO[ 

]y^oyfjf,€Tax[ 

]Xoy)‘V€<j)€X'^[ 

]giSevvKroc7r[ 

]cKai,6avar[ 

]vov€tcavujt)[ 

]]€T€pocp,[ ]avcTp[ 

]«%[ 

765 

]fec€v[ ]7rcop[ 

767 

]deovx[ 

769 

]actp'8[ 

770 

]A€ilJC-T[ 

w: 
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(a)  682  TTohwv  airreia  t  icorj  codd.  (ttoSwv  8’  atVeta  t  the  Aldiiie) ;  JJ  supports  Hermann’s  transposi¬ 
tion  of  the  T*  683  The  first  d  added  above  the  line  by  the  same  hand  as  the  text  684  Codd. 

have  c5c  ap*  dAA'^Aotc((.v)  tecav  jSe'Aea  CTovdci'ra :  JJ  apparently  tSc  dp*  iir*  dAA^Aotc  ej^ecai^  crov6€vr[a 
^eXcfxva.  Cf.  Od.  xxiv  180  ctAAotc  i^Ut  jScAea  crovo^vTa,  where  P.  RyJ.  53  has  crovoevra  ̂ eXefxva  691 

dcT^poTTiji  is  corrupted  to  dcrpaTrij  in  the  medieval  tradition  (but  restored  by  conjecture  in  a  few  late 

MSS.) 

(b)  762  Td)]y  a  possible  interpretation,  but  twv  S]’  favoured  by  the  space,  ph  is  confirmed  after 
erepoc  768  The  omission  of  this  verse  confirms  Wolf’s  suspicion  that  it  is  interpolated  from  Od.  x 
533  —  xi  46.  It  is  omitted  also  in  cod.  Paris.  2772  (though  restored  by  the  second  hand) 

2649.  7730.  Part  of  a  handsome  manuscript  (the  top  margin  measures  5  cm.) 

written  in  well-formed  rounded  capitals  of  medium  size.  2090  is  in  a  similar  style,  but 
probably  not  the  same  hand.  Second  century. 

top  of  column 
Xojpo)Leuevpd)€vri7r^Xco  ^  _  ec^ctTayatT^c* 
TCOVOVK€^LTOV€CrL'9vpache'TT€dr}K€7TOC€lS\[€j\cOV 

p^oA/cetac  ‘r€LxocS€7T€X7]XaraLapL(l>OTepoj0ei^[^  ] 

€v9ayvy7]CKOTTOcr€Kaio^ptdp€a}cp,€ya6viJioc 

735  vatovciv(l)vXaK€C7ncTOiSiocaiyLoxoio  * 

]v9aS€y7jcdvo(l)€r}cKaiTaprdpovy]€p6€vroc 

7t[  _  ]pt[  ̂  ]vr^aTpiry€TgigKaLovpavgvacrep6€VTOc[ 
]arTajK7ro7yat/cat7ret^a7[  J  ̂  [ 

740  ].[..].[ 

731  ecxara :  so  a,  against  Kcvdeci  732  tcXv  :  roic  or  rot  S’  codd.  Schoemann  inferred  a  variant 
rdiv  from  the  schol.  Xdn^i  rj  Std,  tV’  Sid  rodnov  rcov  pi^dju  ovk  6/fj3a8iCT^oi^.  Ovpac :  so  bQS,  scholia, 

exegeses,  Tzetzes  Theog.  276,  against  TrdAac  k  G^^pac  a).  noc€i,hi<jov  Tricl.,  -div  k,  -dojv  a  733 

cTTfA^Aarai  IS  a  new  reading ;  codd.  have  S^  irepolx^rai  or  Se  iripiK^irac  '  736  :  so  apparently 
P.  Mich.  inv.  6828  {8vo<j>er)[ ) ;  dvofjjcpijc  codd.  here  and  in  807 

0  3196 
N 
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2660.  Papyrus  codex,  written  in 
to  fifth  century. 

Verso 

pnrrjLVTT^ 

850  T/oee6’at[ Tt'njvec[ 

acp€CTgv[ 
? . .  [ 

^popr  [ 

855 

small  sloping  hand  in  brown  ink.  Fourth 

Recto 

]qriv 
]7Tor 

]r?5cac 

890  ]w 

]toc 

v 

].  . 

]at
 

895  Jeveta" 

847  e^ee  3^,  SO  P.  An  tin.  71  (s.  vi) ;  e^[ece  5e  S,  irvpl  most  MSS.  849  and  850,  the  accents 

added  by  a  second  hand  850  rpU,  so  schol.  Hephaest,  p.  320.  3  Consbruch:  TpeJeJ]  P.  Antin.; 

rp€c{c)€  codd.  856  Perhaps  c7^p[e]f^f[c7^€c^ac  ,as  P.S.1. 1086  (s.  ii)  and  most  codd,,  against  e-np^ce 

of  P,  Tricl.  ,and  Etymologica 
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2651.  Informal  round  hand  of  medium  size,  probably  to  be  assigned  to  the 

second  century,  on  the  verso  of  a  register  containing  parts  of  five  lines  of  names  in 

a  good  round  documentary  hand  of  the  early  second  century. 

]?t[ 

]re?[ 965  ].w..[ 

]...!<.[ ]??..[ . ].[ 
]Tp^€Orc[ . 

]/^ .  P'n'AouTo[ . ]paToS[ 

^TTo\(XiU<pri'rr}C€V7TeLoy\^ 

^cemyrivr€Kai€vp  €avco[ 
]guTi,KaiovK€cx^t'Pg[ 

~\r}K€7roXvP^€OUi)7T[ 

97  5  ]dvyaTT]pxpvc7]ca<l>[ 

]  Katayav7)VKaXXi7r[ 

]gpLCTaLocpa6[ 

]y€vcre^ava)[ 

]  gopiKapT€poOu[ 980  ]gXvxpvcova<l>p[ 

]T(pVKaXXic[ 

971  ̂   asa:  iylk  974  H  agrees  with  Wk  in  Sc  ot  against  nVX  re  oi  981  KaDiUrov  for  K<£p- 
ricTov  as  S 



INK  DRAWINGS 

2652.  Ink  Drawing 

Plate  6*5  x  8-0  cm.  Second  or  third  century 

Along  the  fibres,  drawing  in  ink  of  a  female  figure.  Thick  hair,  from  which 

ringlets  fall  down  by  the  side  of  the  neck.  Prominently  circled  staring  eyes:  they 

perhaps  represent  a  mask  but  the  lips  do  not  appear  to  be  open.  A  chiton,  clasped  at 

the  right  shoulder,  reaches  to  below  the  knee  and  is  caught  up  by  a  girdle.  The  bare 

right  arm  is  bent  upward  at  the  elbow  and  rests,  with  thumb  extended,  lightly  on  the 

chest.  A  cloak  or  scarf  hangs  down  the  left  side  from  the  shoulder,  and  a  gathering  of 

it  is  perhaps  caught  up  by  the  left  arm  at  waist  level.  A  vertical  ruled  line  to  the  left 

suggests  that  the  figure  was  drawn  inside  a  rectangular  frame.  The  verso  is  blank. 

Above  the  head  of  the  figure  the  name  Ayuota  can  be  read,  written  in  letters  which 

may  be  dated  to  the  second  or  third  century.  Ayi^oia,  Ignorance,  is  the  divine  figure 

who  speaks  the  prologue  in  Menander's  Perikeiromene,  The  interest  of  this  sketch  is 
that  it  may  be  from  an  illustrated  edition  of  Menander.  2653  was  found  not  far  away. 

Unfortunately  there  is  no  external  evidence  to  associate  these  drawings  with  any 

particular  copy  of  Menander  found  at  Oxyrhynchus.  211,  a  column  of  the  Peri- 
keiromene  found,  like  2662-3,  in  the  first  season  of  excavation  there,  must  be  taken 
into  consideration,  and  it  is  not  possible  to  reject  absolutely  that  the  hand  which 

wrote  it  (cf,  II,  plate  iii)  might  not  have  written  the  six  letters  at  the  top  of  2652. 

Texts  found  in  the  immediate  neighbourhood  of  2652  and  2653  included  documents 

and  fragments  of  literature  written  in  the  first  three  Roman  centuries. 

2653.  Ink  Drawing 

Plate  3'5X/i'o  cm.  Second  or  third  century  (?) 

Ink  drawing,  along  the  fibres.  Head  and  shoulders  of  a  figure,  apparently  a  soldier 

wearing  a  helmet,  with  cheek  pieces  and  possibly  plumes.  The  figure  does  not  appear  ' 
to  be  masked,  though  the  mouth  may  be  open.  The  verso  is  blank. 

On  either  side  there  are  traces  of  letters,  and  above  (and  perhaps  also  below  the 

letters)  horizontal  lines.  The  lines  may  be  a  frame  for  a  text  (e.g.  a  title,  or  for  names), 

or  some  of  them  may  be  meant  to  signify  abbreviations  for  words  or  names.  Possibly  ) 

they  were  intended  to  serve  both  purposes.  Over  the  top  left-hand  letter  the  line 
looks  particularly  like  an  abbreviation  mark.  If  that  is  right,  it  is  unlikely  that 

a  description  beginning  on  the  left  was  continued  on  the  right  (e.g.  a  broken  name 

PAju  /c[e/)a.  It  seems  more  probable  that  the  arrangement  of  the  writing  round  the 

2663.  INK  DRAWING 

figure  was  like  that  in  P.  Ant.  15,  where  two  columns  of  character-names  flank  a  central 

asierisous  (J.  Barns,  H.  Lloyd- Jones,  JHS  Ixxxiv,  1964,  p.  27).  The  letters  might be  read  _ 

]  ̂   «[ 
].F  M 

.w  [ 

1  left :  if  y  is  the  right  reading,  it  is  written  smaller  than  the  other  letters,  perhaps  high  in  the  line 
to  show  abbreviation  or  termination. 

2  left :  a  final  vertical  stroke  is  preceded  by  a  trace  curving  up  from  below  to  join  it  towards  its 

top.  V  is  not  very  satisfactory,  /x  might  be  preferable.  Possibly  a  horizontal  also  precedes  these  marks, 

1  right :  instead  of  k,  tc  might  also  be  read. 
2  right :  if  one  could  assume  the  complete  loss  by  rubbing  of  a  second  upright,  y  might  be  read 

for  A.  The  second  letter  is  represented  by  a  curved  foot  on  the  line :  0  is  a  possible  alternative  to  e. 

Since  this  text  was  found  fairly  close  to  2652,  it  is  tempting  to  suppose  both 

fragments  might  derive  from  a  copy  of  Menander  containing  illustrations.  The  sup¬ 
posed  list  of  characters  in  2653  might  fit  such  an  hypothesis.  There  is  no  means  of 

telling  whether  the  figure  is  from  a  scene  heading,  after  the  manner  of  the  Terence 

miniatures,  or  from  the  opening  of  a  complete  play.  PSI  847,  re-examined  by  V. 

Bartoletti,  Studi  ital.  di  filoL  classica,  xxxiv  (1962),  pp.  21-24,  appears  to  be  another 
example  of  a  papyrus  text  from  Egypt  containing  illustrations  to  Menander,  in  this 
case  coloured  figures  inserted  in  the  body  of  the  play. 
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(The  figures  26  are  to  be  supplied  before  17-37 ;  figures  in  small  raised  type 
refer  to  fragments,  smaU  roman  figures  to  columns ;  an  asterisk  indicates  that  the 
word  to  which  it  is  attached  is  not  recorded  in  the  ninth  edition  of  Liddell  and  Scott, 

Greek-EngHsh  Lexicon ;  square  brackets  indicate  that  a  word  is  supplied  from  other 
sources  or  by  conjecture;  a  reference  enclosed  in  round  brackets  indicates  an  inter¬ linear  comment.) 

^gp6c  37 6. 

ay.  [17 13(^1)  9. 

AyadoKX^c  [37  ®  ii  (c)?]. 

ayad6cXl  ̂   2  181-i  4, 
ayairoX^uv  [19  1®  3]. aye  19  1  i  7* 

ayeiv  25  1  i. 
{■)aydp^tv  19  ®  5* ayKvXSro^Qc  19  1  i  9, 
dyAata  35  i  ll, 

d[y]Aao7n9[  21 1  ii  22? 
dy\a6c  25  1  6. 

ayd  19  1®  7. dyrdcl9l«9  24«®t*>5. 

]ayopa[  19  ̂   I. 

dy^vioc  21  ̂   13? dSeti^c  24  *  9? 
dSeAqS-  37  12  15?,  18? 

dSeA^  87  12  13? 
ClStjXoC  [37  1^®^  25]. 
de/2416? 

ddSecv  24 15? 
ddpeiv  [20  1  12?]. 

d4Xioc  19  12  8. 
deAAoTTcJSac  [37  ®  ii  {c)  4?]. 

23 1®  6  35  i  9? 

d7)[  Add.  23641  3. 
drjSovtc  26  1  8. dfjr^  35  i  4, Mdva  17  2  3. 

dOdvaTOC  17  4?,  [^  i]  19 1®  9 

321  7. 

dOXTjcic  37  1^^^  20. 
ddXov  [21  ’  13?], 
a;  1713(^)8,  16  371(«>33. 

AtaKiSac  19  2®  2. 
^tyatoc  (or  -ov)  20  1  12. aiy^KVttfioc  [24  1  4]. 

alyLoyoc  [17  1®  ii  9]. 

atyAa[  36  i  20. dtStoc  23  6? dlSvdc  24  *  5? 

aliv  37  it«)  33. 
at0io.[  35  ii  3. 
atdoiji  35  i  4. 

alpa  17  ®  ii  4,  12. 

AipLWVf  -flOVL-  [25  1  5?]. aUX-  24  48  4. 

atoAdSei/)oc  [17  *  ii  5]. 

a^ca  17  4  ii  9  19  i®  lo. 

aictoc  37  18  [6?],  7? 

atcypdc  36  i  9? 

atr i&cdai  37  l^'*^  38. 

alxfid  19  1  i  6. af0al7  4iii7  191®!?  234*14 
2488  I. 

aKafMaroc  [17  n  2?]. ^Kecai'Spoc  [37  *  ii  (a)  7]* 

Ak4ctu>p  23  4®  I? 

23  4®  3. 

d/f/)a[  37  8  ii  (^)  8. 

aKpoc  17  4  ii  10  21  i^“J  i  25  30  3. dXad-jc  24  1  7. 

ttAacreiv'  [17 11  2?]. 
dXacTOc  [17  11  3?]. 

dAytvdetc  [17  8®  I?]. AlAe^avS/3-  [37  *  iii  4]* 

AXd^avSpoc  [21 1^'*^  i  23?]. aAtac[  23  8  14. 
^aXlfioydoc  [23  4®  8?], 

dXnT6p<f>vpoc  19  1®  7- 

dAd  37  85  3. 
dA«d  21  h«)i6? 
dAica ,  [  24 1®  5* AXktjctic  [23  4^  5?]. 

]aAK/i[  23  6^  3. 
AXKfidtov  18  1  i  3. 

aAA[  17  ii  3, 1®  ii  15. dAAdl7  28  3  19ii721  ®ii3? dAAijAoji'  37  ®  ii  (a)  14. 

dAAo.[17  82  3. dAAoc  19  8''  2  36  ii  19. 
dAoxoc  22  10  24  5? 
dAc  24  3. 

dXoic  [19i5t*>  8. aK  )(17^3,''  3,  ''2)- 

afi[  17  17  2. 

dfia  36  i  12,  13. 

dfioupLaKeroc  [24  28(a)  4]. 
{-)ap.apTdv€iv  20  1  5* 

{-)ap,^Xvv€cv  [23  8®  I?]. 
d/ietj3ec0ai  18  1  i  6. 
dfielXtyoc  [17  *  3?]. 

d/teVepoc  [17  18(“^  14?]* 
dp,pi^  see  iya>. dp.7Tvv-  see  dvanvetv. 

d/i^eVeiv  26  1  6. 

dti<f>l  26  1  6  [26  1  4]. 

Afl(l>iafyr]T€iSac  18  1  i  7* 

AfiifitTpuoiVLdSac  [22 1(^^  10]. 

d7t^p[  23  1  8. 

dpL^dr^poc  [23  4^  5, 48  2  ?]  [25 1 15], 

dp.<j>o>  18  8  i  II. 
dv  36  ii  10,  14?  37 1(*>  7. 
dvayivuiCKew  [37  i(a>  24]. 
dvdyKT)  [32  13?]. 

dvaipeiv  37  ®  ii  (a)  lo,  1®  8? 

dvaKpd^eiv  19  1  ii  21? 

Avd^avBpoc  18  1  ii  8. 

dvanveiv  36  i  2,  [l6?]. 

dvauSoc  24  1  5* 

di'dpo/CTacta  [17 17  6]. 

dvcp(-)  24  2. 

dinjpl9i®(^^3?  217ir. 

jai^p  17  42(6)  4. 

dudoc  36  i  19. 

dvdpionoc  [19  8®  9]. 

G^avOpw'iroc  [23  8®  4]. 
dviCTavox.  18  1  i  5. 

dvop^a  [23  ®4(6) 

dvriKpv  17  4  ii  10. 
dvv€t,v  [26  1  17?]  -reiv  34 1  3. 

dolSifioc  [19  14  6]. doiSdc  13114  21 1(^^  ii  31? 

a7ratc[  19  i®  16. dirafi^Xweiv  [23®®  I  ?]. 
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d‘rTaud8€ce(u  17  [^3{a)  3]  [70  2], 

aTTijva  18  ̂   ii  5* 
^dmoSepK^^c  [24  5?]* 

dTTo  17  M  14  23 3, 21  f«)  6  27  1 1  ? 
30  4  37it*>4j®  ii  (a)  6],  282? 

(XTrojSdAAetv  17  ̂   ii  17. 
d-TTOiKia  377  4. 

aTTo/cAtVeti/ 17  *  ii  14. 
^7rdAAa;i^[Add.  2364ili]. 
dlTpOCOTTTOC  [26^6]. 
dTTvetw  36  ii  10. 

dpa  17  ̂   ii  12,  14. 

a;>yaA€V  17  1’ 4  [19  3  2]. 
dpyivoeic  [17  ̂   2?]. 

;i/)yw  25  1  5. 
d/jerd  25  M  2624? 
dpeT^  36  i  8  37  33  3? 

dp7}yu}v  [24  23  3?]. 

dp7}t(f>tX0C  17  23  4. 
dptCToc  SSS  dyaddc. 

dpp[  20  ̂   12. a/)/i[  25  4. 

dpixa  32^4? 
d/mdyt/ioc  19  13. 
Aprafxic  19  Ii. 

SipT€{juc  36  ii  22. 

dcTTlc  17  *  i  12. 

dcT^p  36  i  3, 

dcTU  19  28  4. 
drepe^iv)  [22  18]. 

aTpdytTOC  24  28(«)  3. 
ad  25  1  14? 

auy[  24  ®3  7. 
ad7-dpl8M9  23224? 
adrtVa  [22  12]  24  ̂   8, 
dvTp,d  24  ̂ 3  I. ODTO  36  i  10. 

avTOKaciyvi^ra  [25  ̂  14]. 

avroKpa\^  [20  ̂  6]. 

adrdc  19  23  4  36  i  6, 16,  ii  ii  37 
3  ii  (a)  10. 

adxa  37  13,  37. 

[37  id]. 
avx'ji'  17  ̂   ii  14. 

i^^atcToc  [17  ̂3  2]. 
d^ap.[  24  2. 

d<l>iKV£icdai  [17  ®  I  ?]  [23  ̂2  6?]. 
d<f>iCTdifai  [37  10]. 

Al^poStra  19  II. 
Axo-t-f^c  19  ̂   i  15,  4. 
Ax^poDv  17  I? 

d;ifAi;dcic  [24  ̂2  3]. 

dxoc  37  !(*)  6. 

fiadvc  [37  ®  ii  (a)  7], 

jSaiVeti'  18  ̂   ii  6. 
jSdAAett'  [37  2]. 

OjSdAAftv  17  ̂ 2(6)  5  23283? 

^apdcl9  22  4  25  ̂ 22? 
^aciXevc  [19  6]  26  ̂   14. 
jSaaAT/tc  [24  2®  4], 
(ila  19  M  6. 

i3ta[  19  2^  I. 
]^toc[  23  2  15. 
i3toT[  17  12^3? 
(-)i8tOT0C  24  28(^)  5. 
jSAaTTTcti'  36  ii  16. 
^Aac'rdt'ett’  24  5  ? 

^Xocvpdc  [19284?]. fiovXeveiv  25  3. 
jSoCc  17  3. 

{-)^p€fi€Tac  [17  6®  3?]. 
^poToetc  [17  ̂  ii  13]. jSpordc  37  34. 

(-)ySpOTOC  28  ̂   5. 

f  M  8?,  ii  6. 

Xoc  19  18  9. 

Xoc  [2488^^^  6], '6c  37  8  2. 
V  18  ̂   ii  9, :  27  7. 

0ai[17ii8?]. 
!3  2  17  22  3  36  ii  3^  ,3 

22,  7,  ̂2  5,  6. 
W  [17  3  8?,  11  4, 884?]. 

II. 

dpoc  [35  i  3], 

Jc  3787? 
21  ̂   2? 

oc  23  2  II, 

dc  21^2? 
Add.  23641  5. 

jpla  24  28(«)  2. ■  [37  38 1  a]. 

:0at  [17  26]  [19  18  21]. 
ICICCIV  20  1  9,. 

7  [18],  30. 
:  [17  »  3]. 

1 II. 

JTiW  [13],  [16],  17. 

i“3]- 

36  i  21. 37  38  l]. 

ypa[  37  ̂   5. 
yui^  [37  ̂8  I  ?]. 

yo}v[  17  11  2? y(t)i>d^€c9at,  17  11  4. 

Sa«c  19  I8W  4. 

Satja.v[  2488(<^)  4  ? 
SaLoivtl^nS  241  4. 
8di-oc  [19  1^  8]. Sate  27  6,  II? 

zIdAoc  [2480  2]. 

haixaXiiciv  24  30  7. SajaccK  37  ̂   ii  (^)  5? 

Aafxdrrjp  25  i  II, 
^apfiai'(t)-  [19  18  2?], Barcicdai  [36  ii  7]* 

8^17^14,  ii  6, 8, 10,12, 14,18^ 
2?,  16  18  3  i  4  19  13  3, 1^  5, 
18  2  20  1  4,  7  21  ̂   II,  12? 

23  1  II  24  1  6?,  7  26  1  I, 
9,  14  33  12  35  i  4  36  i  2,  3, 

4,  13,  ii  9,  12,  19?  37  i(“)  33, 
36, 1^*^  12,  8  ii  (^)  5? 

BaicK€c8ai  17 13W  6. Setvdl^  [24  2?] 

BivSpow  Add.  2364 1  6. 

Se^tVepoc  24  38  ii  ? Seejade  33  I4. 

ScvTcplo-  17  31  2? 
Six^edaL  [23  1  12]. 8-7  19  1  i  7  36  ii  9. 

ATjp.TjT’tjp  [25 1  7] ;  A  ap,d- 

-njp. 

Sid  36  i  3. 

Sta(-)  36  i  13. 
Staipetv  [17  ̂  i  5]. 
Siap.7rep€C  [24  8 W  4?] 
BiaiTpvcioc  [17  1’  7]* 
StacTf-  33  II. 
StacTfAAetv  [36  i  i  ?,  2?]. 

5iacx(^€tj7 17  ̂   ii  8. 
OSiSdi'oi  17  *0  ii  3?  24 10  3. 

BiBvfioc  22  i(^>  6. SUk  23  *8  5. 

BUx^^v  17  *  ii  10. 
Siicrdvat  19  1  i  II. 
Aidvvcoc  [23  10  I?]. 
5tc«-  378  II? 
SiwKctv  [32  1  4]. 

AttOVVCOC  [23  10  I?], 

s^o^doc  37 1(^5  6. Soidc  23317? 

{-)SoXop[  23 10  4? 
Sd^oc  24  38(ff)  5. 
(-)So^a  23  38  5. Sdpu  26  1  5. 
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AoGpLc  [37  8  ii  (p)  7], 
Sdo  37  8  ii  (a)  ii. 

Suca[  37  iw  12. SucdiVVfJiOC  [19  18  4?]. 
SdipLa  [17  0  3?]. 

idi^  37  i(«>  18. 

eyKco/MtO  36  i  22. ^yKiOfiLd^ctv  [36  i  6?], 

cyKdijXLov  36  i  10. 
dydi  17  13(«)  5,  7?,  20  18  3i7? 24  1  7,  10  37  i(^>  33,  34,  35, 

38  Add.  23641 16? 
dydii^l8ii9  19133,108  37i(«J 

36. 

d  37  i(^>  9. 

€tjtietv  e^vot. 
clvM  17  M  7  (dv)  19  13  5 

(ctpt,€iv)  36  i  20  37 1^*^^  33* dc  36  i  9,  13,  ii  5  ?  j  see  also  dc, 
d/c  25  1  9? 

cKacpyoc  [Add.  23641  jj]^ 
e^dAoc  26  1  16? 
cKacTOc  19  37  4? CKardyx^t-p  27  9. 

cKyovoc  [18  1  ii  9?]. 

eKSp[  37  30  5. 
€K6pd)CK€lV  19  18  8. cfcrdc  [37  18  9], 

€KTOcdc\>  37  13  8? 

’'Ektojp  [3713  15?]. e’Aaea  35  i  13. 

dAadveiv  [23  30  5?]. 
dAeyx-  [17  7?]- 

6Xcyx^c  [17i3(«)ii?]. 
cXcyxoc  [17  I3(«)ii?]. 

‘JSAAa  19  1^  5. 

'EXcvdvioc  26  1  II. 
''jE:AAai.  [23  ̂8  5]. 

^EXXdc  26  1  I. 

[37  8  8?], 
iX^U  37  15,  [17]. 

6ix6c  17 18  3. 
£p.7TcSoC  [24  30(^)  3]  [26  1  5]. 

eV  17  (123?),13(«)  10,  [18 1  ?]  22 1(«) 

13  23  30  3  25  1 12  27  6  37  it^> 4,  20,  [0  ii  (a)  8],  8  ii  (p)  7,  i^  9, 

335? 

erafcioc  37  i®  [6?],  7? 

dvavTtoc  [23  “  IS], 

dvapydc  [19  i®  2]  [24  1  9]. 

dvdSpa  [37  !(*)  19]. 

dwiTTClV  17  10  I. ivcpdScLv  17  0  ii  7. 

duilTTCLV  37  1(«J  34. 

di’Toc^ev  37  1^  8. 

e^avSpw-  21  1^^^  i  23? 

da}{  )  (17  1  i  3,  33  2). 
C7TCLV  25  1  6. 

eVd  17  [1 3],  *  i  17,  ii  io,^3(&)4  ss 
1?  181  i  9  30  3  36iio,  iiii, 12  37  8  ii  (a)  10,  [i  7]. 

eVi(-)24  28(0  4. 
imSciKUvpat  37  1^®^  7. 
eTTi/cdpaoc  17  ̂   ii  I5- *€mKXoTTdSav  17  ̂   ii  6. 

d-rrlKOupoc  19  [1  ii  7?],  I®  I. 

eTTiTrATjccav  37  i^'i^  35?  {cvl~  P) 
diricTTacTpov  36  ii  II. 

emTrjpdv  37  i®  6. 
dinTuyxdveii'  [37  i(^)  18,  30]. 
dpactTrAd/capoc  [17  0^  2?]  [Add. 

2364 1  9?]. 

€paT6c  25  1  17. 

(-)epy(')  32  1  6. (-)epyo-  19  1  i  26. 
dpdKCiv  17  ̂   3. 
‘EpAtoc  37 10  5. 

dpde^at  27  8? 

dpf\pLoc  24 1  3. 
'‘Epfiiova  19  10  10. 

dpyca[  18  8  ii  8. 

epx^edat  37  1^®^  5. 
(-)dpxec0ai  17  29  3  27  3  32  9, 
cpcoc  32  1  I  ?  [37  10,  15?]. 
dc22it«>5?  37  0ii(a)6. 

ic4px€ceaL  17  29  3? 

dcdA(-)  24  1  6. 
dcfiAdc  18  8  i  4. 'EctrcpiBcc  17  0  3. 

eCTrdpioc  36  ii  15. 

eratpoc  36  H Irepoc  37  ̂   ii  (a)  5. 

iTi  37  i(«>  36. 

cTvfioc  19  10  3? 
cuayi^c  [Add.  2364  1  7]* 
eda^veroc  [Add.  2364  1  8?]. 

davS-^c  [27  7]. 

CVKoXoC  [37  1^^  10]. iVKTtpLCVOC  [19  8^  7]' 
dSKTtroc  24  5. 

€diao[  22  l<«^  6. 

euTTCt^'^c  (or  £v-)  37  i®  4. 

cdpyfSi^c  [24  9^^^  2?]. fdpdoTra  [19  1  i  16]. 

]evTpox[  19*13. 
euTux^c  36  i  ii. 

cvtppaiveiv  36  i  18, 
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€v<f>p6va  35  i  I  ? 

dj<f>p(A}v  35  i  I? 

i<f>i'iT€iv  22 1^^^  9. 
eVtvl7i2,8  4?  [18  2  i]  191*4. 
eojc  36  ii  10,  20, 

^aTreSoi'  17  *  i  17. ^cuyuvvai  [18  Mis]. 

Zev^iSapboe  [23  1  6]. 

2edcl7  8i  19  18  13  22i(«>15. 

Coa[  20 1  5. 

Cwd  24  *  8? 

rj  37  i(^^  17. 

^Sd  24 1  5. 

^p.LOVOC  [19  10  4?]. '^TTtoSepici^c  see  aTnoBcpKi^c. 

'BpaKXijc  [17  ̂ 5?]  22i(«>8. '^pwe  18  1  i  3. 

^cvxt-  [21  2  I?]. 

23  19  3. 

(?dAacca20i8  [241  I?]. 

OaXta  18  1  i  8. 

]0aj^ar[  1719  ii  14. Bavarl  (17  *  ii  2). 
OdvoTOC  17  [8  8],  4?,  [5]. 
ednrctv  [33  15?]. 

ded  19  20  3?,  30  2P 
edpeOXa  [19  20  3?]. 

Odpic  23  1  10? 

&c6Scopoc  [37  0  ii  (a)  13]. 

^cdcl7[«2?],i0i?  23 *3?, *8 9? 24 18  25115  27  2?  36iii2 

37  12  7,  II,  [ii?]  Add.  2364 

1 12. 

deo^tA-  37  o(«)  4. ddcpioc  24  *  7* 
&CC'JT4ctOC  24  1  9. 

^^eoipcrv  37  1^^^  20? 

edjp  23  8(«>  6? 

©Tjeede  [17 19  ii  12?]. 

Bvajo[  17  00  I. 

0raTdc24i3,29i7?  31  ii8. 

dpacvD  23  *0  6  24  29  6. 

(-)0povoc  23  1  8. 

evya[  2521? 

Svyari^p  26  1  14,  *  i, 
dvrjTToXia  [35  i  19]. 

Ovp^paioc  37  12  10. 
0a^tdcl8ii9  [371<*>7]. 

dvpa  36  ii  12. 0dpa$€  23  *0  5, 
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0ucta  24  1  II. Kaciy\yriT-  [23  ®i(a)  7?]. Kuj9epj^aTT;p  [24  28(^0  ̂]^ 
0t3pa^  17  1  ii  13. KaCLc  23  18^)  5. 

*fci;SaAeoc  [19  1*  3?]. 

laxetv  25  1  9. 

KaT-  36  i  5* 

Kara.  [19  i®  lo]  36  ii  14?,  25. 
]«u§of  24  ®(a)  2. 
kDBoc  26  ®  5. 

T^vkoc  [37  ®  ii  (a)  5,  n  2]. KaTatcxdv€^v  17  1  ii  16. K]yK'AoS[  24  28  23. 
tSpuetv  37  1®  II. KaTa,fa8[  17  ®1  l. Ki;^a[17  8i?]  19285  [37 ’6?]. 

i’^ac.251  ([l  a]),  15,15, 17,17,® KaTapa,[  17  ®i  I. Kvv4a  23  8®  I? 

2,  2,  [4?],  4,  6?,  [6?],  8  [2?] KaTafidpirreiv  [23  ̂   17]. 
KVvTjy-  37  l(a)  6. 37  1®  5. /faracTretpetv  [Add.  2364 1  17?]. KvTTpoyev^c  [19  i®  6]. 

tep6y  [37  1®  10]. KaTa(f>pd^€iv  17  1  i  10? ffupl  36  ii  25. 
30  2  (bis). 

KaT4xw  [37  i(^)  10], Kvpeiy  Add.  2364 1  12, 
tKyetcdat  [26  1  16  ?]. KOTomede  23  1  7* Kvfyi/jvT}  37  ®  ii  (a)  8. 

VAcoi^  (-oc)  37 1®  [8],  II. Kavxdcdat  [87  i(a)  17]. Kvptoc  37 18  7. 

ifi€ip[  19  ®®  4. 
KadxT)cic  [37  i(a)  18,  39]. Kve^y  21  12. 

ifxiprdc  19  1®  I  34  1  4* 
tVa22i(a)5  37  1(a)  29? 

Ke  see  K€v, 

K€tdi  23  ®  16. AaSep[  [21 1(a)  i  17].  | 
Vvw  37  !((')  [6],  9. Kiioc  26  1  7. Ad0pa  37  1(a)  35. 

tMctc  37  i<a)  40. 
KfXatydc  33  13  ? 

Ad^p^  17  *  i  8.  1 

(-)tTrTro[  17  11  3. 
KeXedetv  19  n  7- 

Adta  36  ii  7? 

ITTTTOK^XevdoC  [17  ®  5]* K4X€veoc  22  1(a)  9. XaK€iv  25 1  8, 

tTTTTcJKOpOC  [17  *  1  1 6]. KCV  36  i  7  37  i(^)  5. ^AaTCpTTi^c  22  i(a)  3. 

'/TTTTOifpaTcSac  [231  II?]. K€pa[  17  18(a)  14. 
X4y€tv  19 18  8  36  ii  4, 10  37 1*  4. 

LnTTOC  17  1’  8. K€p3(a)v  17  1  i  7. (-)A£V«i'  19  18 19  36  i  13. 
^coSuvajacev  [36  ii  13]* K€<f)aXd  17  1  4,  [1  ii  3?,  l®(*)  l]. 

XcItTCIV  18114. 

’'IcTpoc  36  ii  20,  23. Krjyaioc  (or  -ov)  23  ®  12, (-)AtfTTetv  19  18  3. 

ixy^deiy  [21  ̂  ii]. KlpKOC  19  1  ii  20. AeoyrtvoL  37  i(a)  4. 

KaOewdyai  37  i(^)  5* 

KXdCfiv  36  ii  [10],  13,  [13?]. 
KAeev[v(-)  30  4? 

Act,yaAdoc  [24  ®®  7?].  1 
X€vk[  17  1®  ii  6.  1 

Kai  17  1  ii  13, 11  2?,  18(a)  9,  13?, kAc£w3c  [19  32  6]. Aij9dc[2488io?]. 

22?,  23?,  1’  2,  ®®  4  18  1  i  4,  8 AfAcp[  19i^(^)  7. A*0(-)  23  2*(a)  2. 19  1  i  6,  24,  i8(*)  5  21 1(a)  i  17 kA^OC  [19  82  9]. Adyoc  198  6?  [21  1(a)  i  14?  36 
22  1(a)  13  23  ®  16, 8®  5, 18  8?, 
80  2  [241  3],  8®  19?  [261  17?] 

KvaKa[  19  18  14. 

u6?J. 

(-)Kydfnrr€tv  [17  ̂1  4]. Aox-  37  i(^)  17. 

[30  5?]  31  ii  6  321  9  33  ̂  (-)KI^tCOt'  23  80  7. Xvap,^  [24*85]. 

35  i  10,  ii  2,  4  36  i  2,  ii,  17,  ii 

18?,  19  37  1(a)  8,  20,  35,  KW 

3?,  4,'ii  W8,*'“)3,“5.6. 

KoXxi-)  [23  8*3?]. 
KOyla  17  18  I. fiaCdc  [17  11  5]. 
KOpdviiv  [37  ̂   9?], fta^ccffoi  [24 18  2].  1 

80  6,  38  3  Add.  2364 1  6. 
KaUtv  [19  11  8]. 

Kopiy[9~  23  2®  5?  37  8  ii  (c)  10. )ad/capl7i8(a)i9,i*2+18l?  23« 
Kopvccetv  [37  ̂  8]. 16?  [251  15].  1 

ffacpdc  [22  1(a)  l]. Kopv<j>d  17  *  ii  II  [19 18  16], 
pt^aKpoc  31  ii  5. 

KaKdc  [18  8  i  4]. KovpoTpo^C)  12]. HaKOiV  [17  *  ii  15]. 

pidXa  23  *8  2. 
(-)KaAeiV  36  ii  23? 
K({AAal9®®3? 

KOV<f>OC  [19  8  3]. 

,cpdc  17  *  i  14. 
/idv  22  1(a)  II  33  5? 

KaXXiac  [37  Ka)  32]. Kparaidc  17  *  i  9? pi'g.vKfl  17  ®^  2?  j 

KoXXlSeySpoc  [21  i(a)  i  18?]. Kparepde  24  ®®  8. piayvciy  [23  ̂  15],  1 
KaXXlKOfxoc  [33  17]* Kpar€p6(f>po}v  [17  ®  4]. p^dpyacOai  23  i  5* 
KoXXicoy  [17  18(a)  20?]. 

Kpf[  23  8(a)  10. 
pidpTvc  21^7" 

koAcJc  25 1 16?  37 1(a)  36 ;  see  also Kpecccav  17  18(a)  ii. /tdTT;p[18iii7?]  22  1(a)  4. KaXXicoy. Kptv-  24  *8  2* pLdx€C$(U  37  8  3, 

pLdxn  17 11 6. 
KccAu^/^a  [37  8  5]  Add.  23641 19. Kpirdc  33  16. 

KaXvTTTeiv  [17  (1®  3?)]* Kpoytoy  37  l(a)  3,  4, 
(-)Atax(a  [24®®  8?]. 

],fa^aToc  17  1^  2. KT4ayoy  [22  i(a)  i]. 
/icya[  17  1®  ii  II. kS-itoc  26  1  8. KU-  (or  Kv)  17  ®  5. li4yapoy  [23  *8  5]. 

KapirdXiiioc  [18  ®  ii  6?]. 
*/cuav(JcfA/zoc  [25  1  4]. pt4yac[t7^2]  19ii  22,  ®  3,  [9?]. 

iidioiv  37 [36],  38. 

li€iXixoc  [17  ®  3?]. 

17  13(a)  7? 

y.^Xdfi'nvyoc  [23  6?]. 

^eXafi^afyjc  34  ̂   6. fi^Xac  24 1  2  27  10. 

MeXiaypoc  [22  i(^)  l8]. *fi€XLTevx'jc  Add.  2364 14? 11€Xti€lv  35  i  9,  15. 

^eV17i3(^>8  19 18  8?  23  31(a)  8, 24  1  10  33  15  36  i  i,  12,  ii  9 
37 1(a)  6. 

fi€poc  36  i  3. 

fjiepoip  (or  M-)  24  *  8. 
fi€c6xdo)v  2488  4. fi€Td  [37  8  ii  (a)  ii]. 

fJL€Tap,<j0VLOC  [17  3*  2?], fl€T€tt}pt^€lV  [37  ̂   9  ?]. 

(liraynov  17  *  ii  7- M  17  “'“>5,  [25?]- 

(iTjSafid  23  ̂   5* 

17  7. 

ft7/€(i')  31  ii  9. 

ft'jjAoi'  37  3®  2, 
/nijy  pidv, ftijTtdac  [24  38  3], 

fualvetv  17  *  ii  12. 

MtS7}Xa{-)  24  «  I? 

(-)/uifT(Jc  23  3i(a)  I  ? [17  3  i]. IUij.vt/}ck€iv  17  3  6  fi€fiy&c$ai  [21 

1(a)  13]. 

puv  22  i^a)  12. 
37  38  8. Mvafiocuva  21 1(^^  33? 

^vacTciietv  18  1  ii  7* 

ftotpa  [36  ii  7?]. 

flOpClflOC  [17  13(a)  21]. 
MbOca  Add.  2364 1  9. 

(lOVClK-  37  3^  4? 
(-)/xt/€tv  24 1  5. 
fjivdoc  37  8  ii  (a)  9. 

Mvpfxtdovec  [19  31 3], 

va6c  19  1  ii  6  251  6. v&coc  [17  8  2?]  30  4. 
vaOc  80  3. 

raurac  [24  “(rf)  5]. 

v(e)tco/Lt[  17  1®  ii  3  ? 
viKrap  37  13  3. 

I'f/CTOp-  37  13  2, 
v4kvc  [37  3  8]. 

veoCv  24  38  (^^)  3? i/e^[  33  12. 

vi^SujLtoc  35  i  4. 

ATTjpe-  37  ®  2. viKav  [37  1(a)  22?]. 

NiKcivhpoc  26  3  2? 

vty  19  1®  2. 

vo€iv  36  ii  17* 

(-)uoeiy  37  13  3. vop,€vc  [17  10  3?]. 

37  1(a)  34. 

voOdoc  37  11  2? 
toCc  17  ̂   i  5- 

vvKTcpoc  36  i  I. 
vdfKjia  37  i(a)  [i],  2. 
vvv  17  13(a)  20  19  38  5  36  ii  10. 

iavdoc  [19  1^  5], 

^4voc  32  15? (J  ([261  2])  1531  ii6  36ii,2,3, 

4, 8^  10, 13, 14, 16,  ig,  20,  ii  10, 
[10],  II,  12,  12,  13,  13,  17,  20. 

25  37  1(a)  2?,  5,  7,  20,  22,  i(^) 
8, 8, 9, 9, 1 0, 8  ii  (a)  9, 9,  ii  (c)  6?, ’  7.  io>  S  8,  9j  10.  3>  3 

Add.  23641  lo. 

o(dem.)17Mi4,ii6  233i(a)8? 

]oyK[  37  31  2. 

38e  251  12? 
dSSc  36  i  17? 

dSy't'a  17  ̂   ii  6. 

17  8  3? 

ol  23  80  2  33  12. 

OlayplSac  Add.  2364  1  8. OlSlnovc  37 1(^^  5j 

otSixa  [30  3  ?]  [Add.  2364 1  7  ?]. 
olK'^TCjp  [34 1  7]- 

olvoc  17  ̂ 8  ii  5? 

ofoc  36  ii  II  87 ‘W  I,  34,  “8. 

olcrdc  [17  *  ii  10]. SKa  17  ̂   ii  15. 

oAjStoc  26  1  14. 

oX^dpoc  17  ̂   i  ir. oXecdvoip  17  *  ii  5. 6Xk6c  36  i  17. 

(-)oAAvVat  17  1®  4* 
’0Au/*7r[  1718(a)  10. 
’  OXvpmtOvlKTjC  [37  8  ii  (^)  10]. 
•'OXvfi^oc  21 1(a)  i  15  [26  1  3]. 

ofifia  37^7? 

{-)oflVVV0U.  19  1®  I. 
ofxctoc  37  1®  II. 

6v€iBe[  17  18(a)  22? 

ovopAx^etv  37  ®  ii  (c)  9. 

Side  [21  ’  12]. 

(-)o7ra^eiv  35  i  6? 

orricoi  17  18(a)  24. 
OTTTTOTC  23  ̂ 1  6  [241  10], 
OTTTTiOC  19  6. OTTwe  18  1  ii  5. 

6pdv  22 1(a)  6? 
opyd  24  ̂   II? 

C)opvdvai  23  ®®  I, 

op<f)va  36  i  2,  16. '  Opxojxcydc  25  1  9, 
oc  36  ii  5?,  [14]. 

oc  (possess.)  17  8  4. 

o“coc  22  1(a)  13. 

‘'Occadev  20  1  13. 

occac  33  6. 

ocT€  17  *  ii  16. 

ScTic  17  13(a)  21. 

oVe  23  32  2? 

17  13(a)  21?  37  3(a)  5. 

ciTTt[  24  3®  6. 
oul7i®iii3  21  79  24  ®8(')  4, 

[5]  36iii,iiio,25. 

o.;8e' 19  18  II  37i(*>5,  7,  9. 

oi)S.(  )  (171®  3). 

oi)S^/i[  24  ®8(^  6. ody  37  1®  10. oupavfic  [24 1  I?]. 
odroc  17  18(a)  25?  [21  1(a)  i  22] 

23  13  2?  36  i  12,  20,  ii  5  87 

33,  37* 

o5to)c  36  ii  6  37  i(a)  17,  29? 

dxetc^cu  [37  ®  ii  (a)  III. 

oxov[  24  ®®  II, 

otjtiyovoc  Add,  2364  1  13. 

Trayd  [Add.  2364 1 14]. 

TrayKoirac  23  8®  8. 
Trayxpdceoc  [17  *  3?]. 

(-)77off-  37  88  8. TrdOrjfia  37  i(^)  9. 

TTaiTjcoy  [80  2]. 

Ilaioyec  [19  1  i  9]. 

Trace  18  1  ii  8  19  18  18  [80  s? 37  1®  10. 

ttoA-  23  81(a)  4. 
ndXiy  36  ii  16. 

riaXXdc  24  8®  2. 

TTUfl-  17  ®  I. Trapun-  23  n  4. 

7rap<^yA[  (or  J7-)  23  ̂   I. 
Travoupy/a  [37  l(*)  8]. 
TTopa  35  i  8. 

Trapa  23  ®(a)  ii, 

TTapa^drrjc  37  ̂   ii  (a)  II. 
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23  10  ? 

TTapal  17  ®  I. 
TrapdKOLTLC  [18  1  ii  6?]. 
irapafirip.v^CKecdai  36  ii  4. 
7rap0ev[  19  3. 

ttSc  17  23  19^1  13?  [26  ̂ 
4]  37  36. 

‘jracrdc  35  i  8? 
Trdcx^iv  17  3? 

nar^p  23  6  30  5. 

(-)7raTpa  [28  ̂  6?]. 
TTcSa  19  21  3. 
TTcSa^toi'toc  [17  2?]. 

TT^SiOt’  25  ̂   9. 

iTe^0€ij^  19^17  Add.  2364  ̂   15? 

(-)7rct'eav  20 1  9  23  *8  12. 
IT  it  pap  24  4, 

/TeAt'ac  (26  1  2). 
'jrc/L(.[  24  12. 

TTCfiTreiv  21  ̂   8  36  ii  5  ̂ 
ttIvOoc  20  ̂   6. 

n4pyap,a  37  7. 

7r€>0ai.  19  23  2  [327?]. 

77fp/ 17  15  3  [19  28  4]  33  12  37 

m  37, 5  ii  (a)  8,  [9],  ii  {c)  7, 36 
I  (a),  I. 

7r€pi[  17  *  ii  3. 

TT€piKaXXl^C  17  ®  2. 
7r£ptfcAuT[  [24  1  6]. 
TrirecdoL  [17  I?]. 

TT^VKoXlpiOC  [17  ̂8  ii  5  ?]• 
IJi/jyacoc  37  5  ii  (c)  6. 
niyprqc  36  i  4,  14,  [16],  [21?]. 

TTlKpOC  [17  ̂  i  II?]. 

(')7rip.7rpavat  19  1*  9. 
XILvhapoc  [36  ii  19]  [37  ̂  ii  (A  9]. 

w/vavl8M8  23 18  5. 
‘ITlVVTa.  [19  1  i  24?]. 

TtIcWOC  24  38  5. 
20  1  I. 

ttAciv  26  1  I? 

ttXooc  23  3  13. 

nXov[r-  (or  7rAoy[ct-)  25  1  16? 
ttXoOtoc  31  ii  7. 

UXodrcov  [34 1  7]. 

ttAojttJp  24  38(^  if. 
{-)TT6Sac  37  5ii  (c)4? 
TToflerp*  19  1®  II. 
TTodoC  37  ̂   10. 
TT0L€tv  36  i  3,  ii  [I3l,  18. 

17  23  5? 

TTOKa  17  3. 

]7roAf/^[  191^  I. 
7ToAep.[  37  1^^^  I9»  I 

TToXepLClV  [17  ̂   i  8]. 

TrdXep.oc  (or  ttt-)  [19  1  i  18?]. 
77(iAtc[19  38  I?]  [37129]. 

(-)7roAtc  23  3  lif, TrdAic^a  [24  4]. 

7roAA[  201  jqP 
7roAy[  19  ̂   3,^^  5  23  15  3. 
TToAuc  17  ̂   i  7,  13^^^^  20?  191^7, 

[38  I?]  36ii9. 

7r(ij/ocl9i5(*>  10?  37it«^33. 
irovTOTtop-  [19  ̂   2]. 
TTOVTOTTOpOC  [26  1  5?]. 
irdvroc  22  if®^  13  24  4. 

(-)7roi'TOC  24  58^^^^  5. 

TTOpeiv  22  1^^^  8. 
77oc€t[  37  5  iii 
TTocetSac  18113, UoctSSv  [29  3]. 

7rOT[  23  32  3. 
7roTap.6c  [37  15  4]. 

nore  34  1  2. 

7t6t€  37  i(«>  6. 
7roTeet7r€i'  77pocAcyetv. 

TroT€v4‘ir€t,v  18  1  i  2. 

TTOTt^a  Trpoc^ai'at. 

TTOTl  17  3  4. 

TTOTVta  [25  1  ii], 
TTOVC  37  1(«)  19,  [20?],  11  3,  5. 

7rpa[  18  1  i  9. 
•npdiTCtv  [21  1^*^^  i  12]. 

{-)7Tp€miu  19  1  i  24? 

Hpigipl  19  3  II? Trpo7}y€tcdai  [37  ’  3?]. 

TTpoX^yw  [37  13  13?], 
Tzpdc  17  *  i  12?  19  1  ii  6  36  i 

I,  2. 

TTpocXeyeiv  [18  1  i  6], 

TTpoc^dvai  17  18(^)  3, 
Trpdrepoc  25  i  3. 

TTpox^iv  25  8  2? 

Trpdxooc  25  8  2? 
7rp£07rf[  [19  1®  5?]. 

7rpd)T0C  22  1^*^^  8. 7Tt4oV  20  1  3? 

TTTepV^  [19  1  ii  19]. 
(-)7rTT}ccaV  [17  1  3?]. 

(-)7rToA[  19  1  I  27. 
]7T7'oA€[  17  ̂ 5  3. 

(')7rToAe/x(-)  24  ̂ 8  14. 
wTcJAep-oc  TToXcfxoc. 

{-)Tnopdoc  35  i  13, 
TTTVOV  20  1  3? 

TJTVxd  [20  1  7  ?]• 

TTTVX'^  37  1^^^  3. 

(-)^yyoc  23  ̂ 8  6. 
TTudfX^iu  3715  6,  [8?]. 

nv8w  23  22  3. 
TIVKLVOC  19  1  i  [19],  ii  19. 

TTUKVOC  [37  1(«)  5?]. 

TTUp  19  1*  8  '\TTUpOc\_  24  2. 

TTVpyOC  [24  28(6)3?]. 
77'WJ'ftV  23  15  5* 

pea  19  82  3. 
(-)pe?v  31  ii  4  37  1<^)  7 

pTTyjiuc  [17  88  j  ? j. 
^^Xjvopia  19  1  i  21? 
ptTra  24  1  2,  28(6)  3. 

pohoTtax^c  251  II. 
poiraA-  37  1^^^  2,  4? 

poTjaXov  17  81  3. 

cafi'qiov  [24  1  8?]. 

Ca7r[^-  37  8*^  I? 
Caiti^oi  37  86  3. 

capf  17  ̂   ii  8. c4^€cdai  35  i  II. 

ciyd  17  *  ii  6. 
G«:eA(a  [37  i®  3^*]* 
CiKiXiKdc  [37  15  2  ?]. 

Ctja<Jetc  19  15(*)  3. 
C/eap.ai'Sptoc  [19  4]. 

cKartTOv  36  i  15. 

cx&TTTpov  [23  1  II?]. 
CK^TTTpOV  36  ii  26. 

CKOTTOC  23  8  18? 

cof  Add.  2364 1  4. 

cocf>ta  19  i5(*)  5. 

co^(Jc  21  ̂   10. 
CTreVSeii^  24  1  12. 
(')c7rei;Setv  19  4. 

CTa8io[  23  81(0)  8. 
CTaAa[  24  5^  10. 

CTe^.[23  8i(o)  2. {-)cr4<f>avoc  23  1  13  251  j2. 
CT40 .  [  23  85  3  cT-^^oc  21  1  ii  23  ? 
CToAa  25  1  2. 

CT0^'[  37  5^8  I. CTpCTOC  25  1  I. 
]cTuy,[  17  18  ii  5. 
crvyipdc  17  *  h  I,  (2  bis)  19 1®  I7. 
cii  23  85  5?  28  1  4;  see  also  rtV. 

cvyyeu-  37  8  7? £^1^23^8^?  33 16?  36ii9,[9?]^  13 378  7? 

cui'icravot  36  ii  3, 

c(f)vp6v  [37  1^*^  16?]. 

I 

I 
I 

I 

1 

Taivapla  20  i  7. rdfxvetv  37  5  ii  (a)  7. 

TdvaXc  [35  i  15?]* 

Tavadc  35  i  12. 

ravvclTTT^poc  [19  1  ii  2o]. 

Taup[  37  86  4? T€  17  *  ii  4, 13, 1^  6  18 1  i  4  ?,  8  ? 

19 1  i  6,  19?,  ii  7?.  15^*^  5?  I  ? 

23  1  9?,  12,  2i(«)  6  24  1  3 25  1  17?  33  18? 
TeOpLTTTTov  37  5  ii  (a)  lo. relveiv  [36  ii  5?]- 

Texvov  17  15  ii  7. 

reVoc  [19  “  2]  [21  it^>  ii 

33?]-  ,  , 

teActiJ  22  K")  5. 
TeAeuT-  [19  1  i  18?]. TeAeuTaToc  36  ii  3. 

TtAeuni  28  ̂   4, 
reoc  20  1  4* 

TepTTtKepawoc  [17  «  2]. 

TTjXavyijc  [23  ̂   5^]- 
rtrddvaL  17  15  ii  12?]  37  1^“^  37, 

[39]. 

Tifxatoc  37  5  ii  (a)  12. 
W^'17ll3  201  7. Ttc  37  i^'iJ  33,  [35]- 

TAi^p.Ti'^Ae/Aoc  [26  8  3], 

T^pwAoc  35  i  10. 

^681  [1763?]. 

TOt[  17  *  i  10?  (+5  i). 
TOlOcSc  20  1  9. 

TotoOroc  [37  i®  4]. 
roi^tic-  37  88  5? 

To^obdp.ac  Add.  2364  1  10. Tore  [32  1  9?]. 

{-)tp44,€iv  22  1(«>  13. 
rpt/c^^oAoc  [37  5  ii  (ci)  9]* 
TpllTOUC  17  3* 

TpdTTOC  36  ii  14. 

(-)rpo^oc  34 1  3. 

rpv(f>dX€ta  17  *  i  16. 

Tpwec  191  ii  7, 15^*^  8. 

TpdJlAoc  37  18  [4],  9,  [16]. 

Tvyxdveiv  36  11  6. TUTTTetv  37  11  3. 
Tv<j)d>v  35  i  17. 

,)i3pi(-)  24  583. ySpa  17  ̂   ii  6. iJSajp  24  4  6  33  6. 

vl6c  22  15. 

'rAAoc  23  ̂ 5  6. 

tip.i'oc  [36  i  20]. 
uTra/eouetv  33  ii  14. 

y7rep[  28  1  6. 
VTT€p<l}laXoc  [181  jj  g]. 

VTTVOC  [23  15  2]. 

t)7i(il9i®i3  (30  4). 

iJTToS-  23  1  9- 

t)0i0[  24  58  8. (I>dp,a  25  1  3. (I>dvat  37  i(^^  10,  [1^^^  7],  5  ii  (a) 

10,  ii  (t)  5?,  ’  II?,  i"^  3? 

<f,doc  19  18  8. <f>ar[  23  8  17, 

<l>4p£tv  36  i  7. 

^epc€<f>6va  22  1^“^  4. 

<^€Pt[  27  10. 

^euyetv  17  ̂   i  2? 
(fiOiveiv  17  18  2  22 1^*“^  12. <^:A-  22  ifo>  3. 
^£Aoc  17 11  8,  [18(«>  16],  [1*  2?],  25 

3,5’ I?  191*18  23*2?  [251 

ii?i  15]- 

0tXocr4<f>avoc  [37  15  3], 

^oiS(-)  23  *8  13. 
[35  i  12]. 

•Pdvoc  37  12  5. 

(•■)4>6pfLLy8  [245*  l]. ^opvcceiv  [17  *  ii  3]- 

<l>p€v[  33  2. (f>P'0v  [19  1  i  19?  22]  23  *8  4  37 35 

<}>plcc€iv  36  ii  [16?],  [i7]i  [iSj* 

^vXdcc€tv  [17  15  ii  2?]. <f>vXXov  17  *  ii  17. 

^yAAo^op-  [19  1  ii  18]. <l>dXomc  17  17  4,  [18  3?]. 

^yVAa  24®^^>6. 

<f)Ojvr]  36  ii  22. 
0ajp(-)  31  ii  3? 

23  85  4, 

189 

Xa[  23  15  5. XCitpetv  201  jQ. XaA€7r(Jc[19i5f^'5  2?]  371('i)9. 
XaAfftSeyc  37  7  2. 
XaA/eoc  37  8  9. 

;^aoc  24  **  8. Xap[  17  1  4. 

xdpic  23  2i('i^  5  36  ii  5  37  3*  5? 

XaptT[  21  7  9. 
X^f'pMv  [36  ii  16  ?]. X^iv  33  14. 

X^ip  17  i8(o)  1?  (xT]pctv  P),  15  ii 

18,  *7  I? 

X7JP  see 

].xSov[  19 1®^^^  14. 

X^^vtoc  33  18  ? 
xdd>i>  17  1  3  37  8  ii  (a)  6. 

XoAa  17  *  ii  4. 

XoAoc  34 1  4. Xop6c  25  1  ([1(0)]),  [13],  15,  17 

®  \aI  [6],  ®  2,  4  36  ii  9. 
XP'fJCT'jptOV  [21  7  9]. 

(-)xpo^oc  23  ®  14' 

{-)xpv[  17  “4. 

Xpvc[  17  18^0)  24. {-)xpvc(-)  24  *5  3. xpiicf oc  [17  5  3?]  35  i  10. 

XpvcoTT^StrXoc  [21 1^'^^  ii  32?]* 

XpvcoTptaiva  [20  1  8]. XweeSat  [19  ̂   3]. 

X^Jpa  20  1  II. 
XOJptc  [37  1^®^  34]. 
ip€vS'jc  36  i  6,  [8]. 

ipo<f)£iv  [36  ii  12, 15]. 

^vxd  [24  83  5]. (51718(0)16,263  2018  23  8  16? 

(XiSdpiov  37  8^  3? 

c5Se  18  1  1  2,6  1915  2  25  1  8. 

wxeav-  37  38  4,  [6?]. 

dfKUTrerric  [17  1  I?]. 

(-)aii'yp.oc  26  1  4. 
t5pa  251  12  36  ii  9,  [15]. 

e5c  17  *  ii  15. 75  I  23  82  2. 

(ScTrep  37  1(0)  19. 
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